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Abstract

Software is doped if it contains a hidden functionality that is intentionally in-
cluded by the manufacturer and is not in the interest of the user or society. This
thesis complements this informal definition by a set of formal cleanness defini-
tions that characterise the absence of software doping. These definitions reflect
common expectations on clean software behaviour and are applicable to many
types of software, from printers to cars to discriminatory AI systems. We use
these definitions to propose white-box and black-box analysis techniques to de-
tect software doping. In particular, we present a provably correct, model-based
testing algorithm that is intertwined with a probabilistic-falsification-based test
input selection technique. We identify and explain how to overcome the chal-
lenges that are specific to real-world software doping tests and analyses.
The most prominent example of software doping in recent years is the Diesel

Emissions Scandal. We demonstrate the strength of our cleanness definitions
and analysis techniques by applying them to emission cleaning systems of diesel
cars. All our car related research is unified in a Car Data Platform. The mobile
app LolaDrives is one building block of this platform; it supports conducting
real-driving emissions tests and provides feedback to the user in how far a trip
satisfies driving conditions that are defined by official regulations.





Zusammenfassung

Software ist gedopt wenn sie eine versteckte Funktionalität enthält, die vom
Hersteller beabsichtigt ist und deren Existenz nicht im Interesse des Benutzers
oder der Gesellschaft ist. Die vorliegende Arbeit ergänzt diese nicht formale
Definition um eine Menge von Cleanness-Definitionen, die die Abwesenheit von
Software Doping charakterisieren. Diese Definitionen spiegeln allgemeine Er-
wartungen an ”sauberes” Softwareverhalten wider und sie sind auf viele Arten
von Software anwendbar, vom Drucker über Autos bis hin zu diskriminierenden
KI-Systemen. Wir verwenden diese Definitionen um sowohl white-box, als auch
black-box Analyseverfahren zur Verfügung zu stellen, die in der Lage sind Soft-
ware Doping zu erkennen. Insbesondere stellen wir einen korrekt bewiesenen
Algorithmus für modellbasierte Tests vor, der eng verflochten ist mit einer Test-
Input-Generierung basierend auf einer Probabilistic-Falsification-Technik. Wir
identifizieren Hürden hinsichtlich Software-Doping-Tests in der echten Welt und
erklären, wie diese bewältigt werden können.
Das bekannteste Beispiel für Software Doping in den letzten Jahren ist der

Diesel-Abgasskandal. Wir demonstrieren die Fähigkeiten unserer Cleanness-
Definitionen und Analyseverfahren, indem wir diese auf Abgasreinigungssys-
tem von Dieselfahrzeugen anwenden. Unsere gesamte auto-basierte Forschung
kommt in der Car Data Platform zusammen. Die mobile App LolaDrives ist ei-
ne Kernkomponente dieser Plattform; sie unterstützt bei der Durchführung von
Abgasmessungen auf der Straße und gibt dem Fahrer Feedback inwiefern eine
Fahrt den offiziellen Anforderungen der EU-Norm der Real-Driving Emissions
entspricht.
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1 Introduction

Should we trust software manufacturers? Sociology defines trust as “the will-
ingness of a party to be vulnerable to the actions of another party based on
the expectation that the other will perform a particular action important to the
trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control that other party.” [89]
Thus, having trust into a software manufacturer translates to the willingness of
the software licensee or society to be vulnerable to the actions of the software
manufacturer.
Whether or not to trust another party depends largely on the extent of the

vulnerability one is willing to accept. We, as individuals and as society, become
increasingly vulnerable, because software becomes ubiquitous in ever more do-
mains of our daily lives. People increasingly use digital personal assistants like
smart phones [112], smart watches [59], and smart speakers [111]. The Inter-
net of Things [135] puts software in devices like refrigerators, stoves, and other
kitchen devices. Heating systems, smart lighting systems, home video surveil-
lance systems, smart door bells are only a few examples for a trend that adds
computing power and software in ever more things of daily life.
Software also becomes increasingly important in sensitive areas like health

care, banking, and critical infrastructure like power plant control, power grid
management or automated agriculture [73]. In the automotive sector, cars are
nowadays equipped with a variety of advanced driver-assistance systems up to
fully autonomous driving; electric vehicles need a comprehensive software to
coordinate the electrical engine, the battery and the cooling system of the car [28]
and cars with combustion engines need specialised software for the cleaning of
emissions to meet the strict requirements that are enforced by law [118]. Lastly,
the avionic sector is increasingly relying on software; aircraft control software and
flight control software [114] are only two examples. These are several examples
where a lot is at stake; we are more vulnerable in these domains, because our
health, life or wealth is at risk.
Examples of breaches of trust are numerous. The most severe in recent history

is a fault in the design of the Maneuvering Characteristics Augmentation Sys-
tem (MCAS) of Boeing 737 MAX aircrafts, which caused two plane crashes and,
altogether, 346 casualties [134]. Later, it turned out that not only the MCAS
system was flawed, but also other parts of the aircraft control system [79]. This
was a massive breach of trust. In this thesis I will particularly focus on two
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elements of trust [97, Table 2.1]: benevolence trust involves trust in the benev-
olence of the manufacturer, and in particular trust in the lack of opportunism
and egoism. Competence trust involves trust in skills of the manufacturer and
the ability to use the technology necessary to build a software. Clearly, Boeing
breached competence trust. In general, every unintended software fault – re-
gardless of the severity of the consequences – can be considered as a breach of
competence trust.

A breach of trust that is fundamentally different from the Boeing case is the
Diesel Emissions Scandal. In 2014 and 2015, the US environmental protection
agency discovered that several cars manufactured by Volkswagen were shipped
with tampered emission cleaning systems [131]. These systems contained defeat
devices that were able to tell emissions tests and real driving apart [40, 47]. Dur-
ing the emissions tests the cars were set to comply to the regulations, while on
the road the behaviour was optimised for parameters other than clean emissions.
Later, it turned out that not only Volkswagen cars showed such fraudulent be-
haviour, but also cars by other manufacturers [51]. In the end, millions of cars
were affected and had to be recalled [93]. Notably, the problem was the software
of the car, rather than the hardware.

The Diesel Scandal was a massive breach of benevolence trust. The actions
that the car owner and society reasonably (and well-known to the manufacturer)
expect from the car manufacturer and its actual actions were contradictory. Car
owners and society were badly vulnerable – the damage caused by this behaviour
was immense. Nitric oxides are toxic gases that cause human diseases [122].
Owners of diesel cars suffered from driving bans [5] and a loss in value of their
cars [126]. From a computer science view, the emission cleaning malfunction is
not a bug, because it is intended by the software manufacturer. In recent work
by Barthe et al. [11], such behaviour has been called software doping. A bug is
a breach of competence trust, while software doping is a breach of benevolence
trust. Technically, the difference between software doping and ordinary bugs
is threefold: (1) Only for the former there is a basic mismatch in intentions
about what the software should do. (2) While a bug is most often rooted in
a small coding error, software doping can occupy a considerable portion of the
implementation. (3) Bugs can potentially be detected during production by the
manufacturer, whereas software doping by its nature can – if at all – only be
discovered after production, by the other party facing the final product.

1.1 Contributions of this Thesis

At the core of this thesis is the concept of software cleanness. If a software
violates a cleanness definition, then we will say that it is doped (w.r.t. this
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particular cleanness notion). We first provide multiple cleanness definitions, each
fitting a multitude of types of software it can be applied to. Based on these, we
develop analysis techniques to detect violations of cleanness – and, therefore, the
presence software doping. We propose techniques that assume knowledge about
the internals of the system (i.e., white-box analyses) and techniques that do not
need such knowledge (i.e., black-box analyses). Every technique is backed by
formal foundations and is demonstrated using a concrete example.
For black-box techniques, it is important that our cleanness definitions reason

about the observations of the system. That is, they do not make any assumptions
regarding how the system works internally to produce the observed behaviour.
This is an important characteristic of these definitions, because they are sup-
posed to provide software licensees, users or society – irrespective of whether
they trust the manufacturer – a way to check for undesired behaviour. Notably,
software is almost always licensed. While the difference between licensing and
buying a software is subtle for the user of the software, it makes a huge difference
regarding the analysis of it. License agreements typically hinder the licensee from
an inspection of the internals of the software. For example, the de-compilation
of the executable binary file is typically forbidden in such agreements.
An important aspect of trust are the expectations of the software licensees (or

society) on the manufacturer. Many expectations that are ethically or morally
justifiable may not be justifiable juridically. Hence, a breach of trust does not
always imply a breach of law. For cars there is relatively strict law defining
what a car is allowed to do and what is forbidden (and this law has been tight-
ened after the Diesel Scandal). There are other types of software to which spe-
cialised law applies, e.g., fully automatic decision making based on personalised
data [123, 39]. However, the pervasive nature of software makes it impossible to
enforce precise regulations for every possible software. Even for software that
is regulated, not every possible behaviour is covered by the regulation. In case
of the Diesel Emissions Scandal, the emissions were measured only for a single
test cycle; the speed trajectory of this test cycle was specified in the regulation.
The cleanness definitions in this thesis are designed in such a way that they
seamlessly define requirements on system behaviours that have been left out by
the regulation (but taking the regulated behaviour into account).
Our running and most motivating example is the Diesel Emissions Scandal;

most demonstration use cases are strongly related to it. Nevertheless, we em-
phasise that the cleanness definitions and analysis techniques presented in this
thesis can be applied to many types of systems.

Example 1.1. To get permission to sell a new car model in the European Union
(and in many other countries) the manufacturer must prove that this car model
complies to certain effective regulations. For example, car manufacturers have
to do tests on a chassis dynamometer under precisely defined conditions (in-
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cluding details like ambient air temperature, etc.). The car has to follow a
(single) predefined speed trajectory, which is called test cycle. While the car
is driven according to this test cycle, several characteristics of the car are mea-
sured; for example, the fuel consumption and the amount of nitric oxides and
other emissions that leave the exhaust pipe of the car. In 2014, before the Diesel
Emissions Scandal surfaced, the car had to follow the New European Driving
Cycle (NEDC) [124], which is depicted in Figure 2.2 on page 24.
One of the cleanness notions I will present is robust cleanness. Intuitively, in

the context of car admissions, the emission cleaning system of a car is robustly
clean if test cycles that are similar to the NEDC lead to amounts of nitric
oxide emissions that are not vastly different from the amount emitted during
the NEDC. For example, if a car emits an average of 80mg/km of nitric oxides
while driving the NEDC, but it emits on average 240mg/km when driving the
NEDC constantly 5 km/h slower, then this would be considered as a violation
of robust cleanness. While the input deviation is small (at most 5 km/h), the
output deviation is extreme (three times the NEDC emissions).
Obviously, robust cleanness adds constraints on the outputs of a car (e.g., the

amount of emitted nitric oxides) for inputs that are not covered by the official
regulation (i.e., test cycles other than the NEDC). Still, the outputs measured
for the NEDC, which is part of the official regulation, have influence on the ad-
ditional constraints imposed by robust cleanness. Thus, robust cleanness defines
restrictions that seamlessly extend the requirements imposed by the regulation.

In this thesis I will navigate along two dimensions: a stakeholder dimen-
sion and a level-of-abstraction dimension. The level-of-abstraction dimension
is bounded by a foundational (or abstract) perspective on software doping on
the one end, and a practical (or applied) perspective on the other end. The
thesis begins with the foundational perspective; it provides the cleanness defi-
nitions and compares the different variants of cleanness. It presents definitions
for different computational models; in particular sequential programs, reactive
systems and hybrid systems. Some of the cleanness notions can express the
same class of cleanness in different ways; we prove their equivalences in these
cases. We then move closer towards the practical perspective by proposing a
formal foundation for doping tests. We use a model-based testing theory to con-
struct an algorithm that is able to propose test cases. We continue by discussing
the practical challenges regarding this theoretical test generation algorithm and
demonstrate how the main ideas can be used to arrive at an executable imple-
mentation. Finally, we present actual doping tests; most interestingly emissions
tests that we executed with a real car on a chassis dynamometer.
The stakeholder dimension along which this thesis navigates ranges from a

manufacturer’s perspective on software doping towards a research perspective
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further to a layperson’s perspective. A manufacturer has full access to the
internals and externals of a system. Thus, they are able to verify for the whole
input space the absence of software doping w.r.t. a suitable notion of cleanness.

If there is reason to mistrust the manufacturer, software-driven systems can
be analysed by researchers, NGOs and alike, which constitute a completely dif-
ferent user group along the stakeholder dimension. Such third parties typically
do not have (enough) knowledge about the internals of a system to use exhaus-
tive verification techniques. The analyses can solely base on observations of
the system, i.e., the available analyses are model-agnostic. This restriction has
certain drawbacks. Most of the cleanness definitions in this thesis are based
on the comparison of two execution traces of a system. For example, for ro-
bust cleanness (from the above example) a standard execution of a system (e.g.,
the NEDC test) must be compared to non-standard executions of the system.
In the presence of nondeterminism it might even become necessary to consider
infinitely many trajectories at the same time. Properties over multiple traces
are called hyperproperties [35]. In this respect, expressing robust cleanness as
a hyperproperty needs both universal and existential quantifications of system
trajectories. Formulas containing only one type of quantifiers can be analysed
efficiently, e.g., using model-checking techniques, but checking properties with
alternating quantifiers is known to be computationally hard [34, 57]. Moreover,
testing of such problems is in general not possible. Assume, for example, a prop-
erty requiring for a (nondeterministic) system that for every input i, there exists
the output o = i, i.e., one of the system’s possible behaviours computes the
identity function. For black-box systems with infinitely large input and output
domains the property can neither be verified nor falsified through testing. In
order to verify the property, it is necessary to iterate over the infinite input set.
For falsification one must show that for some i the system cannot produce i as
output. However, due to nondeterminism, not observing an output in finitely
many trials does not rule out that this output can indeed be generated. A large
fraction of the contents of this thesis focusses on model-agnostic software doping
analyses.

Regarding the stakeholder dimension along which this thesis is aligned, the
testing-based approaches above are located between the manufacturer and the
layperson ends. Using the testing techniques still requires a solid understand-
ing of the theoretical concepts and proper adjustments to apply it to concrete
systems. Continuing along the stakeholder dimension, the thesis presents a tool
for laypersons to detect software doping without detailed knowledge about the
verification techniques inside this tool. To provide such a tool and to hide
the formal verification interface from the layperson, we had to instantiate the
analysis framework for a concrete use case; we chose the cleanness of emission
cleaning systems in diesel cars. I will demonstrate a mobile phone application
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called LolaDrives that allows laypersons to conduct diesel emissions tests without
expensive equipment.

If the reader decides to mistrust a certain software manufacturer, then this
thesis provides a multitude of techniques to initiate an investigation on undesired
software functionality, i.e., investigations on software doping. The largest part of
this thesis is applicable to any kind of software. Still, motivated by the impudent
past actions of various car manufacturers, a significant part covers the doping
of emission cleaning systems in diesel cars.

1.2 Organisation of the Thesis

The contents in this thesis are based on the following publications.

[42] Pedro R. D’Argenio, Gilles Barthe, Sebastian Biewer, Bernd Finkbeiner,
and Holger Hermanns. Is your software on dope? - Formal analysis of
surreptitiously “enhanced” programs. In Hongseok Yang, editor, Pro-
gramming Languages and Systems - 26th European Symposium on Pro-
gramming, ESOP 2017, Held as Part of the European Joint Conferences
on Theory and Practice of Software, ETAPS 2017, Uppsala, Sweden, April
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concerning system cleanness. We discuss the differences between the dif-
ferent definitions and, where appropriate, identify the circumstances under
which cleanness definitions are equivalent.

Chapter 4 In this chapter we demonstrate how existing verification techniques
can be adapted for software doping analysis. The internals of the analysed
systems must be known. For sequential programs we use a verification tech-
nique based on self-composition that allows to (manually) prove cleanness
of programs. For reactive systems, we propose HyperLTL formulas that
allow model-checkers to automatically perform cleanness analyses.

Chapter 5 This chapter develops analysis techniques for cases in which knowl-
edge about the internals of a system is unavailable. We model a largest
implementation that satisfies robust cleanness and prove that this model
can be instantiated into a model-based testing framework. To generate
promising test inputs, the chapter demonstrates how to combine a proba-
bilistic falsification approach with the model-based testing approach. Lim-
itations (caused by the model agnosticism and by the fact that cleanness
is a hyperproperty) are clearly highlighted and discussed.

Chapter 6 The theoretical results are applied to the Diesel Emissions Scandal.
We use the Volkswagen defeat device to demonstrate how our cleanness
definitions easily detect the Volkswagen doping. Without further knowl-
edge about the internals of the software running inside a Nissan car, we
successfully use the model-based testing technique to uncover software dop-
ing in this car. We use the same car to demonstrate why cleanness notions
that explicitly include time reasoning are important. As a supplement to
our formal cleanness-based software doping characterisation, we take up
Real-Driving Emissions (rde) tests as a regulation-defined software doping
characterisation. We demonstrate the mobile application LolaDrives and
explain how it is integrated into a Car Data Platform that serves as an
interface between rde-based emissions tests and cleanness-based emissions
tests.

Chapter 7 This chapter provides a summary of the contents in this thesis, pos-
sible future work, and a preview on an interdisciplinary ongoing research
project that is related to software doping analysis.



2 Preliminaries

2.1 Sets, Functions, and Distances

In this thesis, we will regularly refer to the natural numbers N, the real numbers
R and the set of Boolean values B = {true, false}. In some contexts, we use
the symbol ⊤ for true and ⊥ for false. The set of extended real numbers R :=
R ∪ {−∞,∞} contains the regular real numbers but also includes positive and
negative infinity [102, Chapter 1]. Infinity is integrated into the order of real
numbers (e.g., as defined by Rudin [104, Chapter 1]) such that for all x ∈ R it
holds that x ≥ −∞ and x ≤ ∞. Further variations of R are the set of non-
negative real numbers R≥0 := {x ∈ R | x ≥ 0}, and the set of non-negative
extended real numbers R≥0 := {x ∈ R | x ≥ 0}. We denote by N+ the set
N \ {0}, i.e., the natural numbers without zero.

For a finite set S = {s1, . . . , sn} we denote by |S| the number of elements in S,
i.e., |S| = n. For a set S with infinitely many elements, we define |S| =∞. For a
positive natural number n and a set S, we denote by Sn the (n−1) cross-product
of S with itself, i.e., Sn := {(s1, . . . , sn) | ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n. si ∈ S}. We denote by 2S

the power set of S, i.e., 2S = {T | T ⊆ S}.
A function f : A → B assigns to every value a ∈ A exactly one value b =

f(a) ∈ B. We call A the domain of f , denoted dom(f), and B the codomain of
f , denoted cod(f). f is injective if and only if for all a1, a2 ∈ A, f(a1) = f(a2)
implies that a1 = a2. f is surjective if and only if for every b ∈ B, there is
some a ∈ A, such that b = f(a). f is bijective if and only if f is injective and
surjective. The restriction f |A′ of f to a smaller domain A′ ⊆ A is the function
f ′ : A′ → B with f ′(a) := f(a). If f is bijective, then the inverse of f is the
function f−1 : B → A that satisfies f−1(b) = a if and only if f(a) = b. For some
function g : B → C, h = g ◦ f is the function composition of f and g resulting
in a new function h : A→ C, where h(x) = g(f(x)).

Let S be a set, and R = S×S a binary relation on S. R is reflexive if and only
if for every x ∈ S, (x, x) ∈ R. R is symmetric if and only if for every x, y ∈ S,
it holds that (x, y) ∈ R if and only if (y, x) ∈ R.
Let R ⊆ R be a subset of the extended real numbers. Based on Rudin [104,

Chapter 1], a value b ∈ R is an upper bound of R if and only if x ≤ b for all
x ∈ R. If and only if such a b exists, R is bounded above. Similarly, a value b ∈ R
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is a lower bound of R if and only if b ≤ x for all x ∈ R. If and only if such a b
exists, R is bounded below.
Let b ∈ R be an upper bound for a set R ⊆ R. b is the least upper bound

or supremum of R if and only if for every upper bound b′ ∈ R of R it holds
that b ≤ b′. If b is the supremum of R, we write b = supR. Analogously, let
b ∈ R be a lower bound for a set R ⊆ R. b is the greatest lower bound or
infimum of R if and only if for every lower bound b′ ∈ R of R it holds that
b ≥ b′. If b is the infimum of R, we write b = inf R. Notice that sup∅ = −∞
and inf ∅ = ∞ [102]. Let C be a set, P be a predicate over values in C and
f a function from C to R≥0. For the expression sup{f(x) | x ∈ C ∧ P (x)} we
also use the abbreviated notation supP (x) f(x). Similarly, we write infP (x) f(x)
instead of inf{f(x) | x ∈ C ∧ P (x)}.
We say that a function d : A × A → R is a distance function1 if and only if

for all a ∈ A, d(a, a) = 0 and for all a, b ∈ A, d(a, b) ≥ 0 and d(a, b) = d(b, a).
The Hausdorff distance

H(d)(A,B) := max{supa∈A infb∈B d(a, b), supb∈B infa∈A d(a, b)}

defines a distance between two sets A and B based on a distance function d on
the elements of the sets.

2.2 Traces

A trace describes an execution of a system as a sequence of observations during
such an execution. Formally, a trace is defined over a set of observations or
symbols – the trace is a sequence of symbols that must be in this set. Let X
be a set of symbols. A finite trace over X is a finite sequence t = x1 x2 · · ·xn,
where xi ∈ X for all 1 ≤ x ≤ n. The length of t is n, denoted |t| = n. The set
X∗ is the set of all finite traces over X. An infinite trace over X is an infinite
sequence t = x1 x2 x3 · · · , where xi ∈ X for all i ∈ N+. We say that the length
of t is infinite and write |t| =∞. The set Xω is the set of all infinite traces over
X. We denote the empty trace, i.e., a trace that contains no symbol, by ϵ and
say that its length is zero, denoted |ϵ| = 0. A trace over X is the empty trace, a
finite trace over X or an infinite trace over X. Let t1 = x1 x2 · · · xn be a finite
trace and t2 = y1 y2 · · · an infinite trace. Then the concatenation of t1 and t2
is defined by t1 · t2 := x1 x2 · · · xn y1 y2 · · · .
Let k ∈ N+ be an index and let t be an infinite trace over X with t =

x1 x2 x3 · · · , or a finite trace over X with t = x1 x2 · · ·xn and n ≥ k. The kth
1This definition of a distance function is a combination of pseudometrics and semimetrics: d

is allowed to assign a zero distance to non-identical values in A and it does not require the
triangle inequality.
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projection of t is the operation t[k] := xk, which returns the kth symbol in the
sequence. The k-prefix of t is defined as t[..k] := x1 x2 · · ·xk and returns all
symbols in the sequence up to and including the kth symbol. The prefix t[..k]
is a finite trace of length k. The zero-prefix t[..0] is the empty trace ϵ. The
k-suffix of t is defined as t[k..] := xk xk+1 · · · and returns all symbols in the
sequence from and including the kth symbol. The suffix of a trace t is infinite
if and only if t is an infinite trace. For a set T of traces over X, each with
length of at least k, the set T [..k] contains the k-prefixes of all traces in T , i.e.,
T [..k] := {t[..k] | t ∈ T}. Similarly, T [k..] contains the k-suffixes of all traces in
T , i.e., T [k..] := {t[k..] | t ∈ T}.

Let x ∈ X. We denote by xω the infinite trace x x x · · · that consists of only
x symbols. Let Y be a second set of symbols and let TX ⊆ Xω, TY ⊆ Y ω be sets
of infinite traces over X, respectively Y . We denote by TX ×ω TY the product
construction for infinite traces on the level of the individual symbols and call
the result traces of pairs over TX and TY . That is,

TX ×ω TY := {t ∈ (X × Y )ω | ∃tX ∈TX , tY ∈TY . ∀k∈N+. t[k] = (tX [k], tY [k])}.

Moreover, for reasons of convenience, we introduce trace-pair-equality, which
equates traces of pairs with pairs of traces. Concretely, let t ∈ (X × Y )ω be a
trace of pairs and (tX , tY ) ∈ Xω × Y ω be a pair of traces. Then we say that
t = (tX , tY ) if and only if for every k ∈ N+, t[k] = (tX [k], tY [k]).

To represent traces over continuous time domains, we use generalised timed
traces (GTTs) [61]. Such a trace is a function with a discrete or continuous
domain – which is called time domain – that maps time points to values. In
contrast, the discrete traces presented above are sequences of values that have
as an implicit time domain the positions k in the trace; the set of positions
are represented by the positive natural numbers (for infinite traces) or a subset
thereof (for finite traces). Formally, a generalised timed trace is a function
µ : T → X such that T ⊆ R≥0. We call dom(µ) = T the time domain of µ and
cod(µ) = X the value domain of µ. Xϑ is the set of all generalised timed traces
with value domain X.

Let µ : T → X be a GTT and t ∈ T a point in time. The t-prefix of µ is defined
as µ but with the time domain restricted to T ∩ [0, t], i.e., µ[..t] := µ|T ∩[0,t].
Likewise, for s, t ∈ T with s ≤ t, the s-t-infix of µ is defined as µ but with the
time domain restricted to T ∩ [s, t], i.e., µ[s..t] := µ|T ∩[s,t].
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2.3 Labelled Transition Systems & Model-Based
Conformance Tests

In Chapter 5 we will instantiate a model-based conformance testing framework.
There, specifications are modelled as labelled transition systems (LTS) that ex-
plicitly distinguish between input and output transitions. A special instance of
these LTS are input-output transition systems, which are LTS that are input
enabled [121]. For ease of presentation, we do not consider internal transitions.

Definition 2.1. A labelled transition system (LTS) with inputs and outputs
L = ⟨Q, In,Out,→, qinit⟩ is a five-tuple where (i) Q is a (possibly uncountable)
non-empty set of states; (ii) In and Out are disjunct (possibly uncountable)
sets of input labels, respectively output labels, i.e., In ∩ Out = ∅; (iii) with
L = In ∪ Out, → ⊆ Q× L×Q is the transition relation; (iv) qinit ∈ Q is the

initial state. Instead of (q, a, q′) ∈→ we write q
a−→ q′. An LTS is an input-output

transition system (IOTS) if it is input-enabled in any state, i.e., for all q ∈ Q
and a ∈ In there is some q′ ∈ Q such that q

a−→ q′. An LTS (or IOTS) is finite
if Q and → are finite. It is deterministic if for every q, q1, q2 ∈ Q and a ∈ L,
q

a−→ q1 and q
a−→ q2 imply that q1 = q2.

A finite path p in a labelled transition system L = ⟨Q, In,Out,→, qinit⟩ is a

sequence q1a1q2a2 · · · an−1qn with qi
ai−→ qi+1 for all 1 ≤ i < n. We denote as

last(p) the last state occurring in p, i.e., last(p) = qn. An infinite path p in L

is a sequence q1a1q2a2 . . . with qi
ai−→ qi+1 for all i ∈ N+. Let paths∗(q) and

pathsω(q) be the sets of all finite and infinite paths of L beginning in state q, re-
spectively. If q = qinit, we also write paths∗(L) (pathsω(L)) instead of paths∗(qinit)
(pathsω(qinit)). A finite trace σ = a1a2 · · · an over (In ∪ Out) is a finite trace of
L beginning in q1 ∈ Q, if there is a finite path q1a1q2a2 . . . anqn+1 ∈ paths∗(q1).
We denote as last(σ) the last action label occurring in σ, i.e., last(σ) = an. An
infinite trace of L beginning in q1 ∈ Q is an infinite trace a1a2 · · · over (In∪Out)
such that there is an infinite path q1a1q2a2 . . . ∈ pathsω(q1). If p is a path, we
let trace(p) denote the trace induced by p. For states q ∈ Q, let traces∗(q) and
tracesω(q) be the set of all finite and, respectively, infinite traces beginning in
q, and let traces∗(L) = traces∗(qinit) and tracesω(L) = tracesω(qinit). We will use
L1 ⊆ L2 to denote that tracesω(L1) ⊆ tracesω(L2).
A state q ∈ Q is reachable from state q1 ∈ Q if there exists a path q1a1 . . . anq ∈

paths∗(q1). A state q ∈ Q is reachable in L if q is reachable from state qinit. A
non-empty setQ′ ⊆ Q of states constitutes a cycle if every state inQ′ is reachable
from every other state in Q′ via a path that induces a non-empty trace. A cycle
Q′ is reachable from a state q ∈ Q if any of the states in Q′ is reachable from q.
Q′ is reachable in L if it is reachable from state qinit.
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We will rely on the model-based testing framework by Jan Tretmans [119,
120, 121]; in particular, we will use the input-output conformance (ioco) notion.
In this setting, it is assumed that the implemented system under test (IUT) I
can be modelled as an IOTS while the specification of the required behaviour is
given in terms of an LTS Spec.
For the conformance check, it is necessary to explicitly indicate when the sys-

tem does not produce an output, i.e., when the system is quiescent. In practice,
an implementation can observe quiescence by means of a timeout mechanism.
In LTS a state is quiescent whenever it cannot proceed autonomously, i.e., it
cannot produce an output; we use a distinct label δ to indicate quiescence as
part of the model. This label is typically included in the set of outputs. Given a
set of outputs Out, the set Outδ := Out ∪ {δ} is this output set with quiescence
included.
In specifications, δ-transitions are often modelled as self-loops back to the

quiescent state. These self-loops are added to all quiescent states of an LTS
when applying the quiescence closure to it.

Definition 2.2. Let L = ⟨Q, In,Out,→, qinit⟩ be an LTS. The quiescence closure
(or δ-closure) of L is the LTS Lδ := ⟨Q, In,Outδ,→δ, qinit⟩ with →δ := → ∪
{s δ−→δ s | ∀o ∈ Out, t ∈ Q : s ̸o−→ t}. The suspension traces of L is the set
traces∗(Lδ) of finite traces of the quiescence closure of L.

To define ioco, we need the following LTS specific definitions. Let L =
⟨Q, In,Out,→, qinit⟩ be an LTS, σ = a1 a2 . . . an ∈ traces∗(L) a trace in L, and
Q′ ⊆ Q a subset of the state space of L. The set L after σ is defined as {qn+1 |
q1a1q2a2 . . . anqn+1 ∈ paths∗(L)} and Q′ after a as {q′ | ∃q ∈ Q′ : q

a−→ q′}. For

a state q, let out(q) = {o ∈ Out | ∃q′ : q o−→ q′} and for a set of states Q′, let
out(Q′) =

⋃
q∈Q′ out(q).

The idea behind ioco is that any output produced by the IUT I must have
been foreseen by its specification Spec, and moreover, any input of I not foreseen
by Spec may introduce new functionality. This is captured by the following
definition.

Definition 2.3. For every IUT I and specification Spec, I ioco Spec holds if and
only if for all σ ∈ traces∗(Specδ) it holds that out(Iδ after σ) ⊆ out(Specδ after σ).

The base principle of conformance testing now is to assess by means of testing
whether the IUT conforms to its specification w.r.t. ioco. Tretmans defines test
cases as LTS. These LTS are described by means of a basic process algebra [121].
A process is a term defined in the language P given by

p ::=
∑

z∈Z az; pz | A
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where Z is an index set, each az is a label, each pz is a process, and A belongs
to a set of constants called process names, which in turn can be defined by
equations of the form A := p. (Following [121], we use the semicolon as action
prefix operator.) We write

∑
z∈Z1

az; pz +
∑

z∈Z2
az; pz for

∑
z∈Z1∪Z2

az; pz. A
process has semantics in terms of LTS in the usual way: the set of states is
the set of all possible processes and the transitions are defined according to the
following rules.

∑
z∈Z az; pz

az−→ pz
p

a−→ p′

A
a−→ p′

A := p

A test case t for an implementation with inputs in In and outputs in Out is
defined as a deterministic LTS. Let t0 be the initial state of t. t has the following
restrictions: (i) from t0, any of the special processes pass and fail can be reached,
where pass ̸= fail, and they are defined by pass :=

∑
{a;pass | a ∈ Outδ} and

fail :=
∑
{a; fail | a ∈ Outδ}, (ii) t has no reachable cycles except those of pass

and fail, and (iii) for any state q reachable from t0, the set {a | q
a−→ q′} contains

the whole set Out of outputs, and also contains either exactly one input or δ
(but not both). A test suite is a set of test cases, a test run of a test case t
with an IUT I is an experiment where the test case supplies inputs to the IUT
while observing the outputs of the IUT or the absence of them [121]. This can
be captured by parallel composition according to the following transition rule:

q
a−→ q′ p

a−→ p′ a ∈ In ∪ Outδ

q ∥ p a−→ q′ ∥ p′

Let p0 be the initial state of I. The IUT I passes the test case t, notation
I passes t, if and only if there is no state p such that a state fail ∥ p is reachable
from t0 ∥ p0. Given a test suite T , we write I passes T whenever I passes t for
all t ∈ T .
A test case can be generated by the algorithm TG shown below. Argument

S is a subset of the state space of the specification LTS Spec. The algorithm
nondeterministically returns a process, which induces a deterministic LTS. We
write t ∈ TG(S) to denote that t is one of the processes that can be generated
by an execution of TG(S).
TG(S) := choose nondeterministically one of the following processes:

1. pass
2. i; ti where i ∈ In, S after i ̸= ∅ and ti ∈ TG(S after i)

+
∑
{o; fail | o ∈ Out ∧ o /∈ out(S)}

+
∑
{oj ; toj | oj ∈ Out ∧ oj ∈ out(S)},

where for each oj , toj ∈ TG(S after oj)
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3.
∑
{o; fail | o ∈ Out ∪ {δ} ∧ o /∈ out(S)}

+
∑
{oj ; toj | oj ∈ Out ∪ {δ} ∧ oj ∈ out(S)},

where for each oj , toj ∈ TG(S after oj)

Given a specification Spec with initial state s0, TG({s0}) generates a test suite
for Spec. The first possible option in the algorithm states that at any moment
the test process can stop indicating that the execution up to this point has been
satisfactory. The second option may exercise input i and continue with test ti.
Alternatively it can accept any possible output. If the output is not included in
the specification, the test fails. If instead the output is considered, it is accepted
and the testing process continues. The third option is similar to the previous
one except that it considers the possibility of quiescence instead of inputs. When
the absence of an output (i.e., label δ) is observed, the test fails if quiescence
is not accepted and otherwise continues with the selected execution. TG can
produce a (possibly infinitely large) test suite T , for which a system I passes T
if I ioco Spec and, conversely, I ioco Spec if IpassesT . The former property is
called soundness and the latter is called exhaustiveness. A test suite is complete,
if and only if it is both sound and exhaustive. We refer to the original work of
Tretmans [120, 121] for more details and intuitions about ioco, P and TG.

2.4 Conformance Relations

Input-output conformance is a convenient vehicle to check whether interacting
discrete state systems adhere to some specification. For continuous systems
(such as, for example, cyber-physical systems), input-output conformance is not
sufficient, because it is not suitable to check conformance regarding the timing
behaviour of a system. To explicitly consider time, we here use generalised
timed traces (cf. Section 2.2) to define conformance relations. A straightforward
conformance notion considers two GTTs as conformant if at every time instant
the distance between the values of the individual traces is below some fixed
threshold ϵ.

Definition 2.4. Let µ1 : T1 → X and µ2 : T2 → X be two GTTs with time
domains T1 and T2. Furthermore, let d : X ×X → R≥0 be a distance function
on X and ϵ ∈ R≥0 be a threshold for tolerated deviations of values. Then, µ1

and µ2 are trace conformant with d and ϵ, denoted TraceConfd,ϵ(µ1, µ2), if and
only if T1 = T2 and for all t ∈ T1 it holds that d(µ1(t), µ2(t)) ≤ ϵ.

More advanced conformance notions (based on [4, 81]) use the explicit oc-
curence of time in GTTs to consider two traces with certain time shifts as con-
formant. We present two conformance notions that will be relevant in this thesis.
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Both are parametrised by a value threshold ϵ ∈ R and a time threshold τ ∈ R.
Hybrid conformance relates two GTTs as conformant, whenever the two traces
can be shifted by up to τ on the time axis, such that, after such a retiming,
at every time instant the distance between the values of the individual traces
is below ϵ. Notably, hybrid conformance allows at every time t to move along
the time axis independent of the retiming before t. Skorokhod conformance is
stricter in that sense. It considers a retiming function r that describes for the full
time domain how to move along the time axis. To prevent the aforementioned
characteristic of hybrid conformance, Skorokhod conformance requires r to be a
strictly increasing continuous bijection.

Definition 2.5. Let µ1 : T1 → X and µ2 : T2 → X be two GTTs with time
domains T1 and T2. Furthermore, let d : X ×X → R≥0 be a distance function
on X, ϵ ∈ R≥0 be a threshold for tolerated deviations of values, and τ ∈ R≥0 a
threshold for tolerated time deviations. Then, µ1 and µ2 are

a) hybrid conformant with d, τ and ϵ, denoted HybridConfd,τ,ϵ(µ1, µ2), if and
only if

• ∀t1 ∈ T1.∃t2 ∈ T2. |t2 − t1| ≤ τ ∧ d(µ2(t2), µ1(t1)) ≤ ϵ and
• ∀t2 ∈ T2.∃t1 ∈ T1. |t1 − t2| ≤ τ ∧ d(µ1(t1), µ2(t2)) ≤ ϵ

b) Skorokhod conformant with d, τ and ϵ, denoted SkorConfd,τ,ϵ(µ1, µ2), if and
only if T1 and T2 are intervals and there is a strictly increasing continuous
bijection r : T1 → T2, called retiming, such that

• for all t ∈ T1, |r(t)− t| ≤ τ , and
• for all t ∈ T1, d(µ1(t), µ2(r(t))) ≤ ϵ.

We write Conf1 ⊑ Conf2 whenever for all µ1 : T1 → X and µ2 : T2 → X,
we have that Conf1(µ1, µ2)⇒ Conf2(µ1, µ2). We write Conf1 ⊏ Conf2 whenever
Conf1 ⊑ Conf2 and ¬Conf2 ⊑ Conf1.

2.5 Hyperproperties & Self-composition

The formal characterisations of software doping we present in this thesis reason
about multiple execution traces simultaneously. That is, we cannot in general
express these characterisations as predicates over single traces, but we can ex-
press them as predicates over sets of traces. The former are typically called trace
properties, while the latter are hyperproperties [35].

In this section we consider a fragment of hyperproperties that can be charac-
terised by predicates that reason over two traces. Such properties can be checked
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using a self-composition technique by Barthe et al. [12]. We recapitulate this
technique in a simplified form.

To model programs, let a function η : Var→ Val, mapping variables to values,
be a state2. We denote by P a program – without putting any constraints
on how this program is represented. We assume that the semantics of P is
represented by a state transformer, i.e., a function ⇓, where (P, η) ⇓ η′ denotes
that a program P initially takes values according to η and terminates in state
η′. (P, η) ⇓ ⊥ indicates that the program P does not terminate for initial state
η. For convenience, we denote by η |= ϕ that a predicate ϕ holds on a state η.
Further, we assume that the behaviour of programs is deterministic. That is,
whenever (P, η) ⇓ η1 and (P, η) ⇓ η2, then η1 = η2 (where η1 and η2 may be
either a state or ⊥).
Barthe et al. assume indistinguishability criteria, which are binary relations of

states. In this thesis, we consider a binary relation I ∈ (Var→ Val)×(Var→ Val)
as an indistinguishability criterion; (η1, η2) ∈ I corresponds to the notion η1 ∼I

id

η2 in the original work. Two states η1, η2 : Var → Val are I-indistinguishable
if and only if (η1, η2) ∈ I. For two indistinguishability criteria I (for initial
states) and I ′ (for terminal states), a program P is termination-sensitive (TS)
(I, I ′)-secure if and only if for all states η1, η2 with (η1, η2) ∈ I, and every
state η′1 it holds that if (P, η1) ⇓ η′1, then there is some state η′2, such that
(P, η2) ⇓ η′2 and (η′1, η

′
2) ∈ I ′ [12, Definition 1]. This characterisation reasons

along two independent executions of the program (thus, it belongs to the class
of hyperproperties). Barthe et al. reformulate this characterisation by means
of composition of P with a copy of itself where all variables are renamed to
fresh variables. With this characterisation it becomes possible to reason along
the execution of a single program. Concretely, let x⃗ denote the vector of all
variables in P. Then, we denote by P[x⃗/x⃗′] that every occurrence of a variable
x in P is substituted by a fresh variable x′ (that w.l.o.g. is not in x⃗). Thus, we
denote the above mentioned self-composition by P;P[x⃗/x⃗′]. Similarly, the states
on which the program operates must be composed. We define the composition
of two states η1 and η2, denoted η = η1 ⊕ η2, as η(x) = η1(x) if x ∈ x⃗ and
η(x′) = η2(x) if x′ ∈ x⃗′. With this, P is TS (I, I ′)-secure if and only if for all
states η1, η2 with (η1, η2) ∈ I, and every state η′1 it holds that if (P, η1) ⇓ η′1, then
there is some state η′2, such that (P;P[x⃗/x⃗′], η1⊕ η2) ⇓ η′1⊕ η′2 and (η′1, η

′
2) ∈ I ′.

Termination-sensitive (I, I ′)-security of a concrete program P can be proven
using Dijkstra’s weakest (conservative) precondition. The term wp(P, Q) denotes
the weakest precondition [45] for a predicate Q and program P. The equations
to deduce the weakest precondition are shown in Figure 2.1. wp is sound and
complete in the sense that some predicate R implies the weakest precondition

2We remark that Barthe et al. model states as tuples and call it ‘memory’.
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wp(x := e,Q) = Q[e/x]

wp(if b then P1 else P2 end if, Q) = b⇒ wp(P1, Q) ∧ ¬b⇒ wp(P2, Q)

wp(P1;P2, Q) = wp(P1,wp(P2, Q))

wp(while b do S end do, Q) = ∃k : k ≥ 0 : Hk(Q)

where H0(Q) = ¬b ∧Q and Hk+1(Q) = (b ∧ wp(P, Hk(Q))) ∨H0(Q)

Figure 2.1: Equations for the wp calculus

wp(P, Q) if and only if for any initial state η that satisfies R (i.e., η |= R),
there exists some state η′, such that (P, η) ⇓ η′ and η′ |= Q [12, Equation (4)].
In particular, wp(P, true) denotes the weakest precondition for program P to
terminate. To apply wp reasoning to (I, I ′)-security, the indistinguishability
criteria must be transformed into first-order predicates. Barthe et al. denote by
I(I) the first-order predicate that represents I using the variables occurring in
the (self-composition of the) program P. Thus, for two states η1 and η2, it must
hold that η1⊕ η2 |= I(I) if and only if (η1, η2) ∈ I. Finally, we get the following
proposition [12, Proposition 3]:

Proposition 2.6. Let P be a program, x⃗ be a vector of all variables occurring
in P, and I, I ′ two indistinguishability criteria. Then P is termination-sensitive
(I, I ′)-secure if and only if I(I) ∧ wp(P, true)⇒ wp(P;P[x⃗/x⃗′], I(I ′)).

2.6 Temporal Logics

We will characterise notions of cleanness using temporal logics. Depending on
the concrete cleanness definition, we need one of the logics that we recap in this
section.

2.6.1 HyperLTL

HyperLTL [34] is a temporal logic for the specification of hyperproperties of re-
active systems. HyperLTL extends linear-time temporal logic (LTL) with trace
quantifiers and trace variables, which allow the logic to refer to multiple traces
at the same time. It is more expressive than the framework presented in Sec-
tion 2.5. We refer to the work by Coenen et al. [37] for a comparison of the
expressiveness of HyperLTL and other logics. The problem of model checking a
HyperLTL formula over a finite-state model is decidable [57]. In the following,
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we interpret a program as a set C ⊆ (2AP)ω of infinite traces over a set AP of
atomic propositions.

Let π be a trace variable from a set V of trace variables. A HyperLTL formula
is defined by the following grammar:

ψ :: = ∃π. ψ | ∀π. ψ | ϕ
ϕ :: = aπ | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | Xϕ | ϕU ϕ (2.1)

The quantifiers ∃ and ∀ quantify existentially and universally, respectively, over
the set of traces. For example, the formula ∀π.∃π′. ϕ means that for every trace
π there exists another trace π′ such that ϕ holds over the pair of traces. If
no universal quantifier occurs in the scope of an existential quantifier, and no
existential quantifiers occurs in the scope of a universal quantifier, we call the
formula alternation-free. In order to refer to the values of the atomic propositions
in the different traces, the atomic propositions are indexed with trace variables:
for some atomic proposition a ∈ AP and some trace variable π ∈ V, aπ states
that a holds in the initial position of trace π. The temporal operators and
Boolean connectives are interpreted as usual. In particular, Xϕ means that
ϕ holds in the next state of every trace under consideration. Likewise, ϕU ϕ′
means that ϕ′ eventually holds in every trace under consideration at the same
point in time, provided ϕ holds in every previous instant in all such traces. We
also use the standard derived operators: ϕ ≡ trueU ϕ, ϕ ≡ ¬ ¬ϕ, and
ϕW ϕ′ ≡ ϕU ϕ′ ∨ ϕ.

A trace assignment is a partial function Π : V → (2AP)ω that assigns traces to
variables. Let Π[π := t] denote the same function as Π except that π is mapped to
the trace t. The trace assignment suffix Π[k..] is defined by Π[k..](π) = Π(π)[k..].
By Π |=C ψ we mean that formula ψ is satisfied by the program C under the
trace assignment Π. Satisfaction is recursively defined as follows.

Π |=C ∃π. ψ iff Π[π := t] |=C ψ for some t ∈ C
Π |=C ∀π. ψ iff Π[π := t] |=C ψ for every t ∈ C
Π |=C aπ iff a ∈ Π(π)[0]
Π |=C ¬ϕ iff Π ̸|=C ϕ
Π |=C ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 iff Π |=C ϕ1 or Π |=C ϕ2
Π |=C Xϕ iff Π[1..] |=C ϕ
Π |=C ϕ1 U ϕ2 iff there exists k ≥ 0 s.t. Π[k..] |=C ϕ2 and

for all 0 ≤ j < k,Π[j..] |=C ϕ1

We say that a program C satisfies a HyperLTL formula ψ if it is satisfied under
the empty trace assignment, that is, if ∅ |=C ψ.
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2.6.2 STL

LTL enables reasoning over traces σ ∈ (2AP)
ω
which are of discrete nature with

respect to the time domain they represent. With each literal in the trace repre-
senting a time step, σ can equivalently be viewed as a function N → 2AP. One
variation of LTL is Signal Temporal Logic (STL) [48, 87], which instead is used
for reasoning over real-valued signals that may change in value along an under-
lying time domain. A signal is a function s : T → R where T is the time domain.
Thus, a signal is a generalised timed trace with value domain R. This can be
lifted to multi-dimensional signals w(t) = (s1(t), . . . , sn(t)), mapping each time
point to some element of Rn. We refer to such a w : T → Rn as a (discrete-time
or continuous-time) trace of width n in the sequel. Thus, a multi-dimensional
signal is a GTT with value domain Rn.
STL formulas can express properties of systems that are defined as sets M ⊆

(T → Rn) of traces of some fixed width n, basically by making the atomic
properties refer to booleanizations of the signal values. The syntax of the variant
of STL that we use in this paper is as follows, where f ∈ Rn → R:

ϕ :: = ⊤ | f > 0 | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕU ϕ .

STL replaces atomic propositions by threshold predicates of the form f > 0,
which hold if and only if function f applied to the signal values at the current
time returns a positive value. The Boolean operators and the Until operator U
are very similar to those of HyperLTL. The Next operator X is not part of STL,
because “next” is without precise meaning in continuous time. The definitions
of the derived operators , and W are the same as for HyperLTL. Formally,
the Boolean semantics of an STL formula ϕ at time point t ∈ T for a trace
w = (s1, . . . , sn) is defined inductively:

w, t |= ⊤
w, t |= f > 0 iff f(s1(t), . . . , sn(t)) > 0

w, t |= ¬ϕ iff w, t ̸|= ϕ

w, t |= ϕ ∧ ψ iff w, t |= ϕ and w, t |= ψ

w, t |= ϕU ψ iff exists t′ ≥ t s.t. w, t′ |= ψ and for all t′′ ∈ [t, t′), w, t′′ |= ϕ

A system M satisfies a formula ϕ, denoted M |= ϕ, if and only if for every w ∈ M
it holds that w, 0 |= ϕ.

2.6.3 Probabilistic Falsification

Given a temporal logic formula, we will aim at finding a trace that violates the
formula. This process is called falsification – the goal is to falsify a formula. A
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technique that has been proved useful to falsify STL formulas is called probabilis-
tic falsification [2, 95]. This technique assumes a robustness estimate function
R that guides the falsification process. R must satisfy two important condi-
tions: whenever, for some trace w, R(w) > 0 the property that is supposed to
be falsified must be satisfied for w, and whenever R(w) < 0, it must be violated.
To this end, STL has been extended by a quantitative semantics [48, 2, 54]:

ρ(⊤, w, t) = ∞
ρ(f > 0, w, t) = f(s1(t), . . . , sn(t))

ρ(¬ϕ,w, t) = −ρ(ϕ,w, t)
ρ(ϕ ∧ ψ,w, t) = min(ρ(ϕ,w, t), ρ(ψ,w, t))

ρ(ϕU ψ,w, t) = supt′≥t min{ρ(ψ,w, t′), inft′′∈[t,t′)ρ(ϕ,w, t
′′)}

Indeed, this semantics induces a robustness estimate; whenever ρ(ϕ,w, t) ̸= 0,
its sign indicates whether w, t |= ϕ holds in the Boolean semantics. For any
STL formula ϕ, trace w and time t, if ρ(ϕ,w, t) > 0, then w, t |= ϕ holds, and if
ρ(ϕ,w, t) < 0, then w, t |= ϕ does not hold.
We remark that in this thesis, we restrict the Until operator to be untimed,

i.e., instead of allowing U [a,b] for arbitrary bounds a, b ∈ R≥0, we enforce a = 0
and b =∞. With only the untimed Until operator, the continuous and Boolean
semantics coincide [54].

Algorithm 2.1 Monte-Carlo falsification

Input: w: Initial trace, R: Robustness
function, PS: Proposal Scheme

Output: w ∈ M
1: while R(w) > 0 do
2: w′ ← PS(w)
3: α← exp(−β(R(w′)−R(w)))
4: r ← UniformRandomReal(0, 1)
5: if r ≤ α then
6: w ← w′

7: end if
8: end while

The robustness of an STL for-
mula ϕ is its quantitative value
at time 0, that is, Rϕ(w) :=
ρ(ϕ,w, 0). Falsifying a formula
ϕ for a system M boils down to
a search problem with the goal
condition Rϕ(w) < 0. Success-
ful falsification algorithms solve
this problem by understanding
it as the optimisation prob-
lem minimisew∈MRϕ(w). Algo-
rithm 2.1 [2, 95] sketches an al-
gorithm for Monte-Carlo Markov
Chain falsification, which is
based on acceptance-rejection
sampling [32]. We depict a version of the algorithm that works on system traces
instead of an input space. An input to the algorithm is an initial trace w to-
gether with a computable robustness function R. Robustness computation for
finite timed traces of simulations of a system has been discussed in the litera-
ture [48, 54]; we omit this discussion here. The third input PS is a proposal
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scheme that proposes a new trace to the algorithm based on the previous one
(line 2). The parameter β (used in line 3) can be adjusted during the search and
is a means to avoid being trapped in local minima (and, thus, preventing to find
a global minimum). Any two traces w and w′ ∈ M with robustness values R(w)
and R(w′) are sampled with probability proportional to e−βR(w)

e−βR(w′) (lines 3-6).
The algorithm seeks to minimise R over the system’s traces M, and terminates
when it finds a trace with a negative robustness value, i.e., a trace that violates
the STL property from which R is derived.

2.6.4 HyperSTL*

An extension of STL is STL* [27], which enables reasoning about signal values
at different time points. To this end, STL* introduces a new operator ∗iφ
that freezes the signal values at the current time and makes them accessible to
predicates in φ so that they can compare the current signal values to the frozen
signal values. For example, the formula [0,10] ∗1[ (x∗1 > x)] is satisifed for
traces, where in the initial ten time units signal x has its global maximum, i.e.,
all future values of x are smaller than the frozen value x∗1 .
Recently, STL* was extended to HyperSTL* to express hyperproperties. The

extension follows conceptually the extension of LTL to HyperLTL, i.e., trace
quantifiers are added to the syntax and trace variables are added to the in-
dex of signal variables. This extension was proposed in our LMCS paper [20];
HyperSTL* was primarily developed by co-author Rayna Dimitrova.
The syntax of HyperSTL* formulas is defined by the following grammar.

ψ ::= ∃π.ψ | ∀π.ψ | ϕ,
φ ::= α | ⊤ | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕUJ ϕ | ϕSJ ϕ | ∗i ϕ

There are several differences to HyperLTL in Section 2.6.1. The freeze operator
∗i has the same meaning as in STL*. The until operator U has an index J
that allows to specify in which time frame the right operand of U must hold.
HyperLTL and our (simplified) syntax of STL implicitly assume J = [0,∞). The
since operator S is the counterpart of U to reason about the past. That is, the
right operand was satisfied previously (in time window J) and after that, the left
operand has always been satisfied until now. Lastly, α is an atomic predicate
over the current and all frozen signals.
The derived operators and inherit the time window J from the until

operator; J ϕ is defined as ⊤UJ ϕ and J ϕ is defined as ¬ J ¬ϕ. Similar
derived operators exist for the past. J ϕ is defined as ⊤SJ ϕ and J ϕ as
¬ J ¬ϕ. We refer to the original papers for the full definitions of STL* [27] and
HyperSTL* [20, Section 6].
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Hybrid Conformance Dimitrova developed HyperSTL* characterisations for hy-
brid conformance, trace conformance and Skorokhod conformance (cf. Defini-
tions 2.4 and 2.5)3 [20].
We will later use her characterisation of hybrid conformance. Let π1 and π2 be

two trace variables, and let τ and ϵ be non-negative rational constants. We can
express hybrid conformance for the signals in vector x⃗ w.r.t. a distance function
d and thresholds τ and ϵ, i.e., HybridConfd,τ,ϵ, as follows:

φHybridConf
d,τ,ϵ =

(
∗1
(

[0,τ ] d(x⃗π2
, x⃗∗1

π1
) ≤ ϵ ∨ [0,τ ] d(x⃗π2

, x⃗∗1
π1
) ≤ ϵ

))
∧(

∗2
(

[0,τ ] d(x⃗π1
, x⃗∗2

π2
) ≤ ϵ ∨ [0,τ ] d(x⃗π1

, x⃗∗2
π2
) ≤ ϵ

))
(2.2)

where d(x⃗, x⃗′) is an arithmetic expression characterizing the distance function d.
Note that the trace variables π1 and π2 are not quantified; the formula is meant
to be a sub-formula in a larger formula.
Intuitively, the formula states that for every time point on the trace described

by π1 it holds that within τ time units in the past or in the future, there exists
a point on the trace described by π2 where the value is ϵ-close to the value of π1
at the current time point, and symmetrically for the other direction with traces
π1 and π2 swapped.

2.7 Diesel Emissions

New car models must pass a homologation process before they are legally al-
lowed to be be sold to customers. This process has two purposes. First, it is
meant to evaluate key figures of the car model that allow customers to estimate
the ecological and economic footprint of the car. In particular, these numbers
provide reference values for the emissions and the fuel consumption of the car.
Obviously, it is important that these numbers for different cars are comparable,
so that the consumer is able to compare two cars w.r.t. to ecological and eco-
nomic footprints. To ensure this comparability, all cars are tested under equal,
precisely defined conditions.
Part of these conditions is a test cycle that the car has to drive on a chassis

dynamometer while emissions and fuel consumption are measured. For example,
the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) [124] is one of these cycles; it is
depicted in Figure 2.2. The NEDC consists of four repetitions of an elementary
urban driving cycle (UDC) followed by one extra urban driving cycle (EUDC).

3She also developed HyperSTL* characterisations for the conformance-based cleanness no-
tions that will be introduced in Section 3.4 of this thesis.
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Figure 2.2: NEDC speed profile.

Each test run is preceded by a preconditioning phase (PreCon), in which three
EUDCs are driven consecutively. Between PreCon and the test, the vehicle has to
cool down for 6 to 36 hours at an ambient temperature between 20 and 30 degrees
Celsius. In the EU, the NEDC test cycle has recently been superseded by the
improved Worldwide harmonized Light-duty vehicles Test Cycles (WLTC) [118].

The second purpose of the homologation process is to enforce ecological re-
quirements that are necessary to protect the environment and the health of
humans and animals. These requirements are tightened regularly. Typically,
a requirement is defined by a threshold for the amount of a certain substance
that is emitted by the car; tightening of a requirement typically manifests in the
threshold being decreased.

To easily comprehend under which requirements a car passed the homologation
process, the EU uses terms like “Euro 5” or “Euro 6b” to refer to a particular
test cycle or a combination of thresholds. Of particular importance in this thesis
are the norms Euro 6b, Euro 6d-temp and Euro 6d. Euro 6b entails the
NEDC, while Euro 6d-temp and Euro 6d use the newer WLTC. Also, there
are subtle differences regarding the thresholds for nitric oxides (NO and NO2;
we will use NOx to refer to both simultaneously). Under lab conditions, i.e.,
when the car is tested on a chassis dynamometer with the standard test cycle,
all of the three norms define a threshold of 80mg/km. The thresholds differ
under real driving conditions: Euro 6b does not define a threshold for real-
driving conditions; Euro 6d-temp defines a threshold of 168mg/km and Euro
6d defines a threshold of 120mg/km.

The EU regulation [118] also defines the precise conditions for real-world tests,
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Urban Rural Motorway

Ratio Range [%] [29, 44] [23, 43] [23, 43]

Speed Range [km/h] [0, 60] ]60, 90] ]90, 160]

Distance [km] ≥ 16 ≥ 16 ≥ 16

Additional
Constraints

stop percentage
between 6% and
30% of urban
time; average
velocity in range
[15, 40]km/h

> 100km/h for at
least 5mins

Temperature [K] moderate: [273, 303]; extended: [266, 273[ or ]303, 308]

Relative Altitude [m] start and end point altitudes must not differ by more
than 100

Absolute Altitude [m] moderate: < 700; extended: ]700, 1300]

Speed Limit [km/h] 145 (]145,160] for at most 3% of motorway time)

Table 2.1: Some constraints for the three modes of rde tests [70].

which must be driven on public roads, under usual traffic conditions, and for
which the above thresholds apply. In the regulation, these tests are called Real-
Driving Emissions (RDE) tests. The RDE requirements put constraints on the
allowed routes, speeds and altitudes, and also the trip dynamics, that is, how
sharp the car must be accelerated and decelerated. For example, RDE tests must
comprise three modes: the urban, the rural, and the motorway mode covering
different speed ranges and each making up approximately one third of the total
trip distance. Table 2.1 provides an overview of the constraints for all three
modes. We provide more details for these requirements in Section 2.8.2.

Also part of governmental regulations is the obligation to equip every car
(powered by a combustion engine) with an On-Board Diagnostics (obd) inter-
face [117] to obtain diagnostic real-time data. obd is based on the the CAN-
based protocol, which is query-answer based. Every sensor has a unique pa-
rameter id (pid) and the current value for a pid can be queried any time. The
amount of data offered through obd depends on the type of engine, emission
cleaning system and other components of the car, and company policies defining
the degree of transparency a manufacturer is willing to offer.

In an official rde test, a calibrated portable emissions measurement system
(PEMS) is connected to the car’s exhaust pipe and to the obd interface. It mea-
sures the amount of several gases and particles emitted by the car, and combines
this information with the information received from the obd interface. The costs
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of a PEMS are in the order of ¤250,000. However, there are several minimal
combinations of obd data which can be combined to get a good approximation
of emitted gases. Köhl et al. [82] successfully performed rde tests with an Audi
A7 solely using obd data.

The Diesel Scandal In 2015, the Diesel Emissions Scandal unveiled an uncom-
fortable truth about the work of many car manufacturers. Millions of diesel
powered passenger cars were equipped with tampered emission cleaning sys-
tems; during official test situations they performed commendably, but in real
driving situations they excessively polluted the environment most of the time.
Among the early discoveries and most severe cases is Volkswagen. Their cars
were equipped with engine control units provably [3, 40] containing software
components to detect whether the car is undergoing an official emissions test
according to the, then effective, admission regulations. These regulations [124]
were still using the NEDC test cycle, which has the weakness of enforcing a
very unnatural driving pattern largely containing constant speed phases and
repeating patterns. Thus, it was easily possible to be detected.
One of the first who understood what happened inside the 2015 affected Volk-

swagen cars was Felix Domke [47], who is associated with the Chaos Computer
Club. His findings have also been published in a scientific contribution [40]. To
defeat the regulations, the VW systems contain (as part of obfuscated code) pairs
of piecewise linear functions that delineate certain regions in the time-distance
domain. Figure 2.3 shows one of these pairs. The region of interest is the white
region enclosed by the grey areas, confined by the function pair. The dark line
inside this region represents the distance over time a car travels according to
the NEDC test cycle. The logic of the emissions cleaning system is set up such
that whenever the distance travelled stays within the white region (as it is the
case for the NEDC itself) the emission cleaning is carried out as efficiently as
possible. However, once a grey area is touched or entered, the effectiveness of
the cleaning system is reduced significantly [40], and stays like that until engine
restart.

2.8 Runtime Monitoring for Real Driving Emissions

As explained in Section 2.7, real driving emissions test became part of the official
emissions regulation in the European Union. A specification document [118]
spells out precise preconditions a trip, i.e., a trajectory driven with a car, has
to satisfy in order to count as a valid rde test (some of the preconditions are
shown in Table 2.1). This specification document consists largely of prose, so,
from an informatics perspective, the specification is informal. Köhl et al. [82]
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Figure 2.3: White region is encoded by a pair of piecewise linear functions found
in several Volkswagen ECUs. Black line represents the distance trav-
elled when following the NEDC speed profile on a chassis dynamome-
ter.

formalised this specification using the specification language rtlola (named
after the eponymous monitoring framework). The subsequent content in this
section is largely taken word-by-word from [22].

2.8.1 rtlola

rtlola [55, 15] is a stream-based specification language for real-time proper-
ties. An rtlola specification is a collection of input stream, output stream,
and trigger declarations. Input streams represent data sources such as sensors
or information retrieved over the obd interface. Each output stream declaration
details how to filter and refine input data to obtain relevant statistical informa-
tion. Trigger declarations use this information to indicate when the system under
observation reaches an undesired state such as a violation of a safety margin or
a transgression of the permitted NOx emission.

The rtlola toolkit generates a monitor for a given specification. The mon-
itor receives input data from the system. This data may be asynchronous, i.e.,
different input sources can produce data at different points in time. Upon re-
ception, the monitor computes output stream values and checks for satisfaction
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of trigger conditions. The result can then be fed back to the system or displayed
to the user.
The rtlola language can most easily be understood by example. Consider

the following specification:

input velocity: Float32

output is_urban: Bool := velocity ≤ 60

The specification consists of one input stream and one output stream. The input
stream carries the velocity of the system in km/h as a 32-bit wide floating point
number. Let us consider the system to operate in an urban environment when
its velocity is below 60 km/h. To this end, the boolean output stream is_urban

indicates exactly this condition.
To extend the specification, suppose the system is not allowed to travel more

than 10 km in an urban environment within 20min. In this case, the specification
can be extended by two output streams and a trigger:

output urban_velo :=

if is_urban then velocity else 0.0

output urban_dist @10Hz :=

urban_velo.aggregate(over: 20min, using: integral)

trigger urban_dist > 10

"Travelled more than 10km in urban env."

The first stream, urban_velo, carries the velocity of the system provided it
operates in an urban environment, or zero otherwise. The second one integrates
the urban velocity for 20min to compute the distance travelled as a sliding win-
dow aggregation. Notice the annotation @10Hz, which transforms the stream
into a periodic one. This prompts the monitor to compute the output stream
only 10 times a second and is mandatory for streams with a sliding window
aggregation operation such as the integral. This mandate allows the monitor
to employ an efficient algorithm for aggregation [84]. In particular, if the ag-
gregation additionally is a list homomorphism, the monitor does not have to
store input values received within the time frame. This reduces the memory
footprint of the monitor drastically. Details can be found in earlier work on
rtlola [15, 109].
Other output streams are event-based, i.e., they are computed when the mon-

itor receives new input values. However, some streams depend on more than
one input stream. When the monitor receives only an update for a subset of
input streams due to asynchrony, it re-computes the output streams for which
all relevant inputs were updated. Since the urban_velo stream only depends on
velocity, it will be evaluated upon every reception of this input.
To finalize the example, the trigger declaration states that the urban_dist

should remain below 10. Specifiers may provide a human-readable explanation
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after the condition. This string can then be displayed to users.

2.8.2 From Regulation to Specification

The rde regulation has been issued by the European Commission [118] to make
exhaust emissions tests more realistic. To this end, it meticulously describes
conditions a trip driven on public roads has to satisfy in order to count as a
valid rde test. The regulation itself mostly relies on natural language, however,
as we shall demonstrate, the individual conditions translate naturally into a
stream-based specification language such as rtlola. We give an overview over
how the informal regulation can be specified using rtlola. The full specification
is available online.4 It was first proposed by Köhl et al. [82] and was further
improved in our STTT paper [22].
Some of the rde conditions apply universally, e.g., the ambient temperature

must range between 273K and 303K throughout the whole trip. For others, the
rde regulation differentiates between three modes characterized by the speed
of the car: urban, rural, and motorway. Table 2.1 shows an overview over both
the universal conditions and the conditions for the individual modes. Driving
in each mode can be interrupted by short periods of driving in another mode,
e.g., when changing the motorway the data collected by virtue of the driving
speed may count towards the rural or urban environment. While modes may be
interrupted, each one needs to occupy a specific share of the total distance.

The Three Modes. To identify the mode a given data record belongs to, we
introduce a boolean stream for each mode being true if and only if the speed of
the car is in the respective range as required for the given mode. For instance,
for the rural segment:

output is_rural := (60.0 < v) && (v <= 90.0)

This directly reflects §6.3 of the regulation [118, ANNEX IIIA] which says: “Ru-
ral operation is characterised by vehicle speeds higher than 60 and lower than
or equal to 90 km/h.” Note that in contrast to other EU regulations, such as
domestic market trade laws, the rde regulation lends itself well to formalization
as it clearly defines rde tests in terms of mathematical concepts. The whole
regulation assumes that records of test data come in synchronously at a fixed fre-
quency of at least 1Hz. Hence, the stream-based specification language rtlola
is a perfect fit for the formalization.
For each of the modes it is required to determine the distance driven in that

mode. The ratio dm/d of the distance dm driven in a given mode m and the

4https://www.loladrives.app/scientific-background/

https://www.loladrives.app/scientific-background/
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distance driven overall d needs to be within a specific interval for each mode (see
Table 2.1 and §6.6 of the regulation [118, ANNEX IIIA]): “The trip shall consist
of approximately 34% urban, 33% rural and 33% motorway driving classified
by speed as described in points 6.3 to 6.5 above. ‘Approximately’ shall mean
the interval of ±10 percentage points around the stated percentages. The urban
driving shall however never be less than 29% of the total trip distance.” So, we
define a stream for the total distance d:

output Dd := v / 3.6 * 1.0

output d @1Hz := Dd.aggregate(over: 2h, using: sum)

Here Dd is the distance driven since the last data record. Assuming that data is
provided with a fixed frequency of 1Hz, we calculate the distance in m from the
velocity v in km/h by dividing by 3.6 to obtain m/s and then multiplying the
result with 1.0 s. To obtain the total distance d, we use rtlola’s aggregation
functions and simply take the sum of Dd over the last 2 h, i.e., the maximal
duration of a test.
Obtaining the distance travelled in a specific mode is also straightforward:

Remember that we have a boolean stream for each of the modes. We first define
an auxiliary stream for each mode whose value is Dd when the car is in the
respective mode and 0 otherwise. For instance, for the rural mode, we define
r_d_a:

output r_d_a := if is_rural then Dd else 0.0

Using aggregation functions again, we obtain the distance travelled in the rural
mode with:

output r_d @1Hz := r_d_a.aggregate(

over: 2h, using: sum

)

So, §6.6 of the rde regulation translates in part to the following condition for
the rural mode:

0.23 <= (if d > 0.0 then r_d / d else 0.0)

&& (if d > 0.0 then r_d / d else 0.0) <= 0.43

Doing this for all the other modes enables us to compute whether the ratio
condition defined in §6.6 is satisfied or not. Analogously to the distance ratios,
one defines streams for the remaining conditions.

Driving Dynamics. A more complex part of the rde regulation5 concerns the
driving dynamics. The intuition is simple: Too aggressive driving leads to highly

5See Appendix 7a of ANNEX IIIA [118].
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increased emissions, hence, at least for testing, it would not be fair for the man-
ufacturer to have their car evaluated based on unrealistically aggressive driving.
Likewise, too restrained driving is unrealistic as well. Hence, the rde regula-
tion specifies lower and upper bounds on the driving dynamics. The driving
dynamics is defined as the product of speed and acceleration:

output dyn := v * a / 3.6

v is the speed in km/h and a the acceleration in m/s2. The resulting stream
dyn captures the dynamics in m2/s3. For an analysis of the dynamics in a
rural environment, the r_dyn stream mirrors dyn besides discarding values not
acquired in a rural environment.
The requirements for the lower bound of the dynamics consider the relative

positive acceleration (RPA). The RPA is the sum of the positive values of the
dynamics. The regulation defines a dynamics dyn = va

3.6 as positive, if the ac-
celeration a is at least to 0.1m/s2. As shown below, our rtlola specifications
computes the RPA by first generating an output stream rpa_va that copies dyn
but replaces all values computed with a non-positive acceleration by zero. An
output stream rpa_agg computes the sum of these values, and output stream
rpa computes the RPA by dividing this sum by the length of the trip. The spec-
ification snippet below shows the computation of the RPA for the rural mode
(hence, each stream name is prefixed with r_):

output r_rpa_va :=

if a >= 0.1 && is_rural then dyn else 0.0

output r_rpa_agg := r_rpa_va.aggregate(

over_discrete: 7200, using: sum

).defaults(to: 0.0)

output r_rpa := if r_d > 0 then r_rpa_agg

/ r_d else 0.0

The threshold for the RPA depends on the average velocity. If vavg is the average
velocity, then the regulation requires that the RPA is above−0.0016·vavg+0.1755
if vavg ≤ 94.05 and above 0.025 otherwise.
The requirements for the upper bound for the dynamics consider the 95th

percentile of the dynamics values. The following specification snippet shows the
computation of the 95th percentile for the parts of the rde test that belong to
the rural mode:

output r_pctl_dyn @1Hz := r_dyn.aggregate(

over_discrete: 7200, using: pctl95

).defaults(to: 0.0)

The percentile aggregation is computed for up to 7200 time steps, i.e., for a
duration of 2 h given the (regulation enforced) fixed frequency of 1Hz. The
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computation uses the values of the rural dynamics output stream r_dyn. Anal-
ogous streams u_pctl_dyn and m_pctl_dyn are constructed for the urban and,
respectively, motorway mode. As for the RPA, the concrete threshold depends
on the average velocity vavg : the 95th percentile of the dynamics must not
be greater than 0.136 · vavg + 14.44 if vavg ≤ 74.6 km/h and no greater than
0.0742 · vavg + 18.966 otherwise.
We can now encode the validity of the (rural) dynamics as a boolean stream:

output r_is_dynamics_valid :=

(if r_avg_v <= 94.05 then

r_rpa > (-0.0016 * r_avg_v + 0.1755)

else

r_rpa > 0.025 )

&&

(if r_avg_v <= 74.6 then

r_pctl_dyn <= (0.136 * r_avg_v + 14.44)

else

r_pctl_dyn <= (0.0742 * r_avg_v + 18.966) )

Checking Emissions. After establishing that a trip is indeed valid according to
the conditions of the rde regulation, the exhaust emissions have to be checked.
If a trip is not valid, the emissions are irrelevant and the test has to be repeated.
To calculate the emissions, one first needs the Exhaust Mass Flow (EMF), i.e.,
the mass of exhaust gas emitted per time unit. Based on the EMF in g/s and
the measured particles per million one can then compute the emissions in g/s.
From this, the amount of NOx emission in g/km can be computed by dividing
the total amount of NOx (in gram) emitted during the test by the total trip
length. For NOx and diesel fuel the respective equations are:

output nox_mass_flow :=

exhaust_mass_flowp * 0.001586 * nox_ppmp

output nox_mass_aggregated :=

nox_mass_flow.aggregate(over: 2h, using: sum)

output nox_per_kilometer :=

if d > 0.0 then

nox_mass_aggregated / (d / 1000.0)

else

0.0

Appendix 4 of the rde regulation provides a table of factors for computing the
emissions. For NOx and diesel fuel the necessary factor is 0.001586.
It remains to sum up all the emitted gases over the whole trip in order to

calculate the amount of gases emitted per kilometre. For each of the gases, we
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introduce a stream indicating whether the limit for the respective gas has been
exceeded:

output nox_exceeded :=

nox_per_kilometer > 0.168

The exact threshold, here 168mg/km, depends on the emission class of the
vehicle.
Finally, we use a trigger to indicate when the trip is valid but the emission

limits have been exceeded constituting a violation of the rde regulation, i.e., that
the vehicle did not pass the test. The boolean output stream is_valid_test

is a conjunction of boolean streams such as r_is_dynamics_valid that must
necessarily be true for a regulation conforming rde test.

trigger is_valid_test && nox_exceeded

As soon as the condition is violated, the trigger goes of notifying the user of the
violation.





3 Notions of Software Doping

Barthe et al. [11] proposed an informal characterisation of doped software sys-
tems: a system is doped, if it intentionally “has included a hidden functionality
[. . . ] against the interest of society or of the software licensee” [11]. This def-
inition contains three requirements that are sufficient for software doping: 1)
the software exhibits a behaviour that is not in the interest of a user or society,
2) the existence of this behaviour is hidden or concealed, and 3) this was done
intentionally by the manufacturer. While this seems to be a reasonable charac-
terisation for the doping of software, it remains unclear how it can be formally
analysed.
Reasoning about the intentions of a manufacturer is effectively reasoning about

the intentions of a legal or actual person from whom originates the intention,
which is a task that is located in law enforcement rather than computer science.
Whether a functionality is hidden or concealed depends on the documentation
of the software. The line between documentations that document a functional-
ity and those that do not is fuzzy. Unless the functionality is doubtlessly not
mentioned in the documentation, determining on which side of this line a doc-
umentation is, falls into research fields of other disciplines, too. Fortunately,
regarding the first of the above requirements, formally defining what a software
is supposed to do is a standard task in computer science. It only remains the
question how to generally express, in a formal way, that a software is working in
the interest of a user or society. We slightly rephrase this requirement and will
ask instead for a definition that ensures that a system meets the expectations of a
user or society regarding a software’s behaviour. This is also in accordance with
the definition of trust in Chapter 1. If a software behaves as expected, we will
say that it is clean. Deliberately ignoring the intentionality and the concealment
requirement above, we will say that a program or system is doped whenever it
is not clean. This chapter proposes several cleanness definitions that represent
different, general types of expectations of how a trustworthy program or system
should behave.

A program or a system must be representable by a suitable type of compu-
tation model. The computation models introduced in Chapter 2 are relatively
specific, because they are accompanied by a suitable analysis technique. In
this chapter, we take a more general view on computation models that takes
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an observation-based perspective on programs rather than a computation-based
one. That is, we consider programs and systems as functions that receive inputs
and produce outputs; how an output is computed is irrelevant. For example, the
state transformers in Section 2.5 come with certain technical details, such as the
existence of states and variables that can occur in programs. Essentially, state
transformers represent sequential programs, i.e., programs that receive single in-
puts and produce single outputs. A simpler representation of such programs
are plain functions from inputs to outputs. Due to the absence of details about
how the program computes outputs, cleanness definitions for this representation
become more comprehensible. Yet, they are also applicable to more concrete
modelling formalisms for sequential programs.

Although the representation of sequential programs as functions is very gen-
eral, it is insufficient to define cleanness for reactive systems, i.e., systems that
continually receive inputs and produce outputs. Hence, we will dedicate a sepa-
rate part of this chapter to reactive systems. In fact, we will distinguish between
three conceptually different types of reactive systems. One very common rep-
resentation of reactive systems considers a discrete time domain where at every
step one input is consumed and one output is produced. Sometimes, though,
this strong coupling of inputs and outputs is not desirable; in such cases a model
that we call mixed-IO system may be more suitable, which allows an arbitrary
alternation between inputs and outputs. Finally, if the exact time at which in-
teractions with the system take place is relevant to decide whether the system
behaves cleanly, then it is more suitable to assume a hybrid systems computation
model. A simple representation of hybrid systems are functions that map gener-
alised timed traces of input values to generalised timed traces of output values
(cf. Section 2.2). We provide additional details for the different computation
models in the subsequent sections.

Another detail that is relevant for the choice of a cleanness notion is whether
a program is parametrised. By using parameters it is possible to distinguish
different configurations of a program [36]. We will propose cleanness definitions
for parametrised and non-parametrised programs and systems.

3.1 Sequential Programs

A nondeterministic sequential program P : In → 2Out is a function P mapping
inputs from a set In to outputs from a set Out. Because P may be nondetermin-
istic, it returns a set of outputs. A program P is deterministic, if for every input
it returns exactly one output, i.e., for all i ∈ In, |P(i)| = 1. In this case, we may
also write P : In → Out. A parametrised nondeterministic sequential program
is a function P+ : Param → In → 2Out, where Param is a set of parameters each
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enabling a particular instance (or configuration) of the program P+. For some
parameter p ∈ Param, the program instance P+(p) maps inputs from a set In to
outputs from a set Out. As for non-parametrised programs we call P+ determin-
istic if and only if for all p ∈ Param and i ∈ In, |P+(p)(i)| = 1, in which case we
also write P+ : Param→ In→ Out.
The choice of whether a program is modelled as a parametrised or non-

parametrised program is only a matter of style; both notions are equally ex-
pressive. To allow switching between both notions, we explicate how they can
encode each other. Let P+ : Param → In → 2Out be a parametrised nonde-
terministic sequential program. Then, with the input set In′ := Param × In
combining the parameters and inputs of P+ in pairs, the non-parametrised pro-
gram P : In′ → 2Out with P(p, i) := P+(p)(i) encodes P+. We denote this by
P+ ↪→ P. The converse direction – the encoding of a non-parametrised program
with a parametrised program – can be achieved in two ways. Let P : In → 2Out

be a non-parametrised nondeterministic sequential program. The most intu-
itive approach to encode P is to use a single default parameter def . Taking
Param = {def } eliminates the option to use a variant of a program other than
the “default” one (that is implicitly given by the non-parametrised program).
In this case, the inputs to the encoding program P+ : Param → In → 2Out are
passed unalteredly to the encoded program, i.e., P+(def )(i) := P(i). We say
that P+ encodes P and denote this by P ↪→ P+. Alternatively, the roles of pa-
rameters and inputs may be switched: The set of parameters is defined as the
inputs to P, i.e., Param = In, and there is only a single default input def that
P+ accepts, i.e., In+ = {def }. P is then encoded by a parametrised program
P+ : Param → In+ → 2Out, where the inputs are passed as parameters to P+
and forwarded to the original non-parametrised program: P+(i)(def ) := P(i). We
denote this encoding by P ↪→Param P+ explicitly indicating that the inputs are
encoded by parameters. While the former kind of encoding appears to be the
natural choice for encodings, we will later see that only the latter encoding is
able to preserve cleanness properties.

In the remainder of this section, if not stated otherwise, we use the names
Param, In and Out for the sets of parameters, inputs and outputs, respectively.
Further, we use P to denote non-parametrised sequential programs and P+ for
parametrised sequential programs. If not stated otherwise, we assume that P is a
function of type In→ 2Out and that P+ is a function of type Param→ In→ 2Out.

3.1.1 Strict cleanness

The abstract implementations of a printer shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 are
examples for parametrised programs.
The program Printer in Figure 3.1 is parametrised by the information on the
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procedure Printer(cartridge)
if type(cartridge) ∈ Compatible
then

read(document)
print(stdout,document)

else
turnOn(alert led)

end if
end procedure

Figure 3.1: A simple printer

procedure Printer(cartridge)
if brand(cartridge) = my-brand
then

read(document)
print(stdout,document)

else
turnOn(alert led)

end if
end procedure

Figure 3.2: A doped printer

ink or toner cartridge with which it is being used. Before printing a document,
it checks if the cartridge is compatible. For incompatible cartridges, the printer
turns on an error LED, and for compatible cartridges, the printer receives a
document as an input and prints it. The printed pages of the document are the
output. Figure 3.2 shows a doped variant of the printer. Instead of checking if
the cartridge is compatible, it prints documents only if the cartridge is a cartridge
sold by the printer manufacturer. The manufacturer of the printer apparently
has manipulated the software to favour its own cartridges.
Intuitively, we would expect from a clean printer that when comparing two

compatible cartridges p1 and p2 and printing with both the same document i,
that the output is the same for both, i.e., Printer(p1)(i) = Printer(p2)(i).
There are a few deliberations regarding the definition of cleanness that are par-
ticularly worth to mention:

1. A cleanness definition shall be based on events accessible to an external
observer, i.e., it is based on the parameter-input-output behaviour of a
program. From the program itself it is only known that it can be modelled
as a function. Internals of the function are unknown.

2. The definition shall consider that not every pair of parameters is compara-
ble. In the example of the printer, only cartridge parameters that are com-
patible with the printer shall be compared with each other. Assuming a set
Compatible ⊆ Param of cartridge parameters compatible with the printer,
the definition must be flexible enough to restrict p1 and p2 to be parameters
from Compatible. In a more general case, it may also be necessary to com-
pare compatible black-cartridges with each other and compatible colour-
cartridges with each other, but without comparing a compatible black- and
a compatible colour-cartridge. Hence, to reason about cleanness we will
work with a binary relation ≈P that relates all combinations of parameters
that are supposed to be compared with each other. This relation must be
reflexive and symmetric. For the printer example, we would hence define
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the comparability relation of cartridge parameters such that p1 ≈P p2 if
and only if p1 ∈ Compatible and p2 ∈ Compatible. The distinction between
black- and colour-cartridges can be formulated as p1 ≈P p2 if and only if
p1 ∈ BlackCompatible and p2 ∈ BlackCompatible or p1 ∈ ColourCompatible
and p2 ∈ ColourCompatible (assuming that BlackCompatible ⊆ Param rep-
resents all compatible black-cartridges and ColourCompatible ⊆ Param rep-
resents all compatible colour-cartridges). With this definition, pairs con-
sisting of a compatible black-cartridge and a compatible colour-cartridge
would indeed not occur in ≈P.

3. Finally, it is important that the cleanness definition shall not hinder the
manufacturer to be innovative. For example, assume that the printer man-
ufacturer provides an extra functionality that requires specialised hardware
in the printer and the cartridge. Documents using the new feature are en-
coded in a new data format (we could compare this to the introduction
of the postscript language when standard printing was based on dots or
ASCII code). Figure 3.3 sketches the software of such a printer. While the
printer prints all documents in the standard format with all compatible
cartridges, documents in the new format require the specialised cartridge
with the additional hardware. For such a printer, the requirement that
compatible cartridges produce the same output for identical inputs would
be violated for inputs that represent documents in the new file format.
Hence, reasoning about cleanness shall concentrate only on a meaningful
set of standard inputs StdIn ⊆ In. In case of the printer example, only
documents with the standard file format are relevant, documents in the
new file format should not be considered.

As the above list of thoughts suggests, the concrete application of a cleanness
property is influenced by contextual information – e.g., a characterisation of
which pairs of parameters should be considered, or the set of standard inputs
StdIn. All cleanness notions in this chapter are defined w.r.t. a formal contract
that specifies a context-dependent cleanness configuration. Definition 3.1 shows
the first cleanness definition for sequential programs, called strict cleanness. It
is similar to the idea presented above: For all pairs of parameters that shall be
checked, every standard input i ∈ StdIn must result in the same outputs. Hence,
the contract w.r.t. which strict cleanness is checked contains a reflexive and
symmetric binary relation ≈P determining the pairs of comparable parameters,
and the set StdIn of standard inputs. We represent contracts as tuples; a strict
cleanness contract is a tuple of the form ⟨≈P,StdIn⟩.

Definition 3.1. A parametrised nondeterministic sequential program P+ is strict-
ly clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn⟩, if for all pairs of parameters p, p′ ∈
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Param with p ≈P p′ and input i ∈ StdIn, it holds that P+(p)(i) = P+(p
′)(i).1

procedure Printer(cartridge)
if type(cartridge) ∈ Compatible then

read(document)
if (¬newType(document)

∨ supportsNewType(cartridge))
then

print(stdout,document)
else

turnOn(alert led)
end if

else
turnOn(alert signal)

end if
end procedure

Figure 3.3: An innovative printer.

The comparability relation for
parameters in the contract is a
powerful tool to restrict the com-
bination of parameters that is
supposed to be checked for clean-
ness. For example, we imag-
ine that it is a common use-case
to check cleanness within pair-
wise disjunct sets of parameters
P1, . . . , Pn ⊆ Param. This can be
encoded by the parameter com-
parability relation p ≈P p′ :=
p ∈ P1 ∧ p′ ∈ P1, or . . . , or
p ∈ Pn ∧ p′ ∈ Pn. We remark
that with this definition of ≈P,
any combination of parameters where both parameters are not part of any of
the groups is not considered (i.e., there is no implicit group for parameters that
are not contained in any of the groups P1 to Pn). The parameter comparability
relation is also powerful enough to encode that all variants of a program shall
be compared to a reference implementation that serves as a specification. If the
reference implementation is represented by a parameter pref, then the parameter
comparability relation defined as p1 ≈P p2 := p1 = pref ∨ p2 = pref enforces that
all program variants P+(p) (i.e., for all p ∈ Param) are compared to the reference
implementation P+(pref).
In many cases, program parametrisation is not needed and the parameter nota-

tion causes unnecessary clutter during reasoning about cleanness. For such cases,
Definition 3.2 defines an alternative of strict cleanness for non-parametrised pro-
grams. Instead of using the comparability relation ≈P, the definition weakens
the constraints for inputs. For non-parametrised programs, the outputs con-
sidered for comparison are not necessarily the outputs for identical inputs, but
instead it suffices that the inputs are comparable according to a ≈I relation over
inputs. As ≈P, ≈I must be a binary relation that is reflexive and symmetric.
Thus, strict cleanness is defined w.r.t. a contract ⟨StdIn,≈I⟩ that contains the
input comparability relation instead of the parameter comparability relation.

Definition 3.2. A non-parametrised nondeterministic sequential program P is
strictly clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn,≈I⟩, if for all pairs of standard inputs
i, i′ ∈ StdIn with i ≈I i

′, it holds that P(i) = P(i′).

1I use a more general notion than D’Argenio et al. [42]; for the original definition with
parameters of interest PIntrs, define p ≈P p′ if and only if p ∈ PIntrs ∧ p′ ∈ PIntrs.
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As mentioned above, choosing between parametrised and non-parametrised
programs is a matter of style. Although the two variants of strict cleanness
allow different kinds of configuration (via their contracts), they still are equally
expressive, as Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 show.

Proposition 3.3. Let P+ : Param→ In+ → 2Out be a parametrised nondetermin-
istic sequential program and P : In̸+ → 2Out the non-parametrised nondeterminis-
tic sequential program that encodes P+, i.e., P+ ↪→ P and In̸+ = Param× In+. Fur-
ther, let C+ = ⟨≈P,StdIn+⟩ and C = ⟨StdIn̸+,≈I⟩ be contracts with StdIn+ ⊆ In+,
StdIn̸+ = Param × StdIn+ and (p, i) ≈I (p

′, i′) if and only if p ≈P p′ and i = i′.
Then, P+ is strictly clean w.r.t. C+ if and only if P is strictly clean w.r.t. C.

Proof. By definition of strict cleanness, P is strictly clean w.r.t. C if and only
if for all (p1, i1), (p2, i2) ∈ Param × StdIn it holds that (p1, i1) ≈I (p2, i2) implies
P(p1, i1) = P(p2, i2). From the definition of ≈I and from P+ ↪→ P we can replace
the implication with the equivalent implication that p1 ≈P p2 and i1 = i2 imply
P+(p1)(i1) = P+(p2)(i2). By unwinding the pair notation and syntactically apply-
ing the equality of i1 and i2, it is equivalent to say that for all p1, p2 ∈ Param and
for all i ∈ StdIn, p1 ≈P p2 implies P+(p1)(i) = P+(p2)(i), which is the definition of
P+ being strictly clean w.r.t. C+.

A similar statement for an encoding P ↪→ P+ (where inputs to P are modelled
as inputs to P+) does not hold. Strict cleanness of non-parametrised programs
relates inputs as comparable by means of the ≈I relation. Strict cleanness of
parametrised programs, however, only relates parameters using a ≈P relation,
while it requires inputs to be identical. If, however, P+ accepts inputs to P as
parameters for encodings (i.e., when using the encoding P ↪→Param P+), every
strict cleanness contract for non-parametrised programs can be translated to an
equivalent contract for the parametrised encoding. This is what the following
proposition shows.

Proposition 3.4. Let P : In → 2Out be a non-parametrised nondeterministic
sequential program and let P+ : In → {def } → 2Out be the parametrised nonde-
terministic sequential program that encodes P using parameters as inputs, i.e.,
P ↪→Param P+. Further, let C = ⟨StdIn,≈I⟩ and C+ = ⟨≈P, {def }⟩ be contracts
with StdIn ⊆ In and such that for every i1, i2 ∈ In, i1 ≈P i2 if and only if i1 ∈ StdIn
and i2 ∈ StdIn and i1 ≈I i2. Then, P is strictly clean w.r.t. C if and only if P+ is
strictly clean w.r.t. C+.

Proof. By definition of strict cleanness, P+ is strictly clean w.r.t. C+ if and only
if for all i, i′ ∈ In and for all i′′ ∈ {def } it holds that i ≈P i′ implies P+(i)(i

′′) =
P+(i

′)(i′′). Applying the definition of ≈P and replacing i′′ by the only value
def over which i′′ is quantified, we get the equivalent statement that for all
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procedure EmissionControl()
read(throttle)
def dose := SCRModel(throttle)
NOx := throttle3 / (2 · def dose)

end procedure

Figure 3.4: Simple emission control

procedure EmissionControl()
read(throttle)
if throttle ∈ ThrottleTestValues then

def dose := SCRModel(throttle)
else

def dose := altSCRModel(throttle)
end if
NOx := throttle3 / (2 · def dose)

end procedure

Figure 3.5: Doped emission control

i, i′ ∈ In, if i ∈ StdIn and i′ ∈ StdIn and i ≈I i
′, then P+(i)(def ) = P+(i

′)(def ).
With P ↪→Param P+ and notational changes, it is equivalent to say that for all
i, i′ ∈ StdIn, i ≈I i

′ implies P(i) = P(i′), which is the definition of P being strictly
clean w.r.t. C.

3.1.2 Robust cleanness

Both variants of strict cleanness put restrictions on a program only for param-
eter combinations and standard inputs that are defined by the contract w.r.t.
which cleanness is checked. For pairs of parameters p1, p2 with p1 ̸≈P p2 or for
inputs i ̸∈ StdIn, the program is immediately deemed clean. This view results
too mild in some cases where the change of behaviour of a program between
a standard input and a non-standard but yet not-so-different input is extreme.
The definition of robust cleanness overcomes this problem. While strict clean-
ness requires identical outputs for identical inputs and comparable parameters,
robust cleanness expands the idea of cleanness beyond standard inputs. Concep-
tually, robust cleanness requires that for all pairs of comparable parameters and
for every combination of a standard input and a similar (possibly non-standard)
input, also the sets of outputs must be similar.

Example 3.5. Consider the electronic control unit (ECU) of a diesel vehicle, in
particular its exhaust emission control module. Modern diesel cars use a selective
catalytic reduction (SCR) system to reduce the amount of nitric oxides. Such
systems inject a certain amount of an aqueous urea solution (also called diesel
exhaust fluid or DEF) into the exhaust stream in order to lower nitric oxides
(NOx) emissions. We simplify this control problem to a minimal toy example.
Figure 3.4 shows a program that reads the throttle position as an input and
calculates the dose of DEF (stored in def dose) that should be injected into
the exhaust stream to reduce the NOx emission. The last line of the program
precisely models the NOx emission by storing it in the output variable NOx after
a (made up) calculation directly depending on the throttle value and inversely
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depending on the def dose.

The Diesel Emissions Scandal arose precisely because emission cleaning soft-
ware was instrumented so that it works as expected [47] only if operating in
or very close to the lab testing conditions. For our simplified example, this be-
haviour is exemplified by the algorithm in Figure 3.5. There, the lab conditions
are represented by the set ThrottleTestValues. If we define StdIn to be the set
ThrottleTestValues, then the doped emission control system trivially meets the
characterisation of clean given in Definition 3.2. However, this unit is intention-
ally programmed to defy the regulations when being unobserved and hence it falls
directly within our intuition of what a doped software is. Let SCRModel(x) =
x2, altSCRModel(x) = x and ThrottleTestValues = StdIn = (0, 1]. Then the
doped program would at input 1 switch from a linear dependency between throt-
tle and NOx value to a quadratic dependency (i.e., from NOx := throttle / 2 to
NOx := throttle2 / 2). Thus, by allowing to compare the behaviour for standard
inputs with the behaviour for non-standard inputs it would be possible to de-
tect the drastic increase of emissions beyond input 1, and thus the doping in
Figure 3.5.

Instead of reasoning via an abstract concept of “similarity” we use distance
functions and distance thresholds to concretise similarity. A cleanness contract
for robust cleanness contains a distance function dIn : In×In→ R≥0 for inputs and
dOut : Out× Out→ R≥0 for outputs. These distance functions must assign zero
distance to identical values and must be symmetric. That is, d : X×X → R≥0 is
a distance function if and only if for every a, b ∈ X it holds that d(a, a) = 0 and
d(a, b) = d(b, a). The cleanness contract further contains distance thresholds
κi ∈ R≥0 and κo ∈ R≥0. Then, two inputs i1 and i2 are “similar” if and only if
dIn(i1, i2) ≤ κi, and analogously, two outputs o1 and o2 are “similar” if and only
if dOut(o1, o2) ≤ κo. For nondeterministic programs we measure the distance
between sets of outputs using the Hausdorff distance (cf. Section 2.1) based on
dOut.

Definition 3.6. A parametrised nondeterministic sequential program P+ is ro-
bustly clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if for all pairs of pa-
rameters p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, standard input i ∈ StdIn, and input i′ ∈ In,
if dIn(i, i

′) ≤ κi, then H(dOut)(P+(p)(i),P+(p
′)(i′)) ≤ κo.

In contrast to strict cleanness, robust cleanness does not require i′ to be a
standard input from StdIn; all inputs that are at most κi away from a standard
input i are considered. In such a case, the outputs produced by i′ need to
be within a κo distance of the outputs produced by i. Nevertheless, robust
cleanness is a generalisation of strict cleanness. Strict cleanness w.r.t. ⟨≈P,StdIn⟩
is equivalent to robust cleanness w.r.t. ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if dIn(i, i) = 0
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and dIn(i, i
′) = ∞ for i ̸= i′, dOut(o, o) = 0 and dOut(o, o

′) = ∞ for o ̸= o′ and
κi = κo = 0.
Notice that for deterministic programs, the Hausdorff distance in Defini-

tion 3.6 can be safely replaced by the distance dOut on single outputs, i.e., by
dOut(P+(p)(i),P+(p

′)(i′)) ≤ κo. In the nondeterministic case, if the Hausdorff dis-
tance exceeds the κo threshold, then this can be fixed by either removing an
output from one of the output sets such that this set becomes smaller and all
outputs in this set are at most κo away from the other set. Or by adding an
output to the other set – and thus by making this set larger – such that the
distance between the two sets shrinks. This becomes particularly interesting in
situations where it can be assumed that the standard behaviour is correct; that
is, we consider robust cleanness as a specification for inputs that are not in StdIn
and assume that the outputs for inputs in StdIn are correct. This may be the
case, for example, because the correctness for inputs in StdIn has been carefully
validated or is constrained by external specifications or legal regulations. Un-
der this assumption, and thus with a focus on the non-standard behaviour, a
violation of the Hausdorff distance requirement must be fixed by either adding
or removing outputs from P+(p

′)(i′), because we assume that P+(p)(i) is correct.
We identify two “sub-constraints” that are induced by the Hausdorff distance
requirement and that relate to how a cleanness violation must be fixed. One of
these sub-constraints defines a minimum set of outputs that must be contained
in P+(p

′)(i′), while the other sub-constraint defines a maximum set of outputs
that may be contained in P+(p

′)(i′). We will call the former a lower-bound prop-
erty on P+(p

′)(i′) and the other one an upper-bound property. They are defined
below as l-robust cleanness and u-robust cleanness.

Definition 3.7. A parametrised nondeterministic sequential program P+ is l-rob-
ustly clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if for all pairs of pa-
rameters p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, standard input i ∈ StdIn, and input i′ ∈ In,
if dIn(i, i

′) ≤ κi, then for all o ∈ P+(p)(i), there exists o′ ∈ P+(p
′)(i′), such that

dOut(o, o
′) ≤ κo.

Assuming that P+(p)(i) is fixed, l-robust cleanness enforces that P+(p
′)(i′) con-

tains enough outputs, such that for every “standard output” o ∈ P+(p)(i), there
is a counter-part o′ ∈ P+(p

′)(i′) that is at most κo away from o. Effectively,
l-robust cleanness enforces that no program behaviour observable for a standard
input disappears under execution of a similar non-standard input.

Definition 3.8. A parametrised nondeterministic sequential program P+ is u-rob-
ustly clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if for all pairs of pa-
rameters p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, standard input i ∈ StdIn, and input i′ ∈ In,
if dIn(i, i

′) ≤ κi, then for all o′ ∈ P+(p
′)(i′), there exists o ∈ P+(p)(i), such that

dOut(o, o
′) ≤ κo.
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Again assuming that P+(p)(i) is fixed, u-robust cleanness enforces that the
existence of every non-standard output o′ ∈ P+(p

′)(i′) can be justified by a stan-
dard output o ∈ P+(p)(i) that is at most κo away from o′. Thus, a u-robustly
clean program cannot introduce a behaviour that is far away from the standard
behaviour.
The conjunction of l-robust cleanness and u-robust cleanness is in many cases

(but not for certain corner cases, as we will see) equivalent to robust clean-
ness. In the following, we denote the (Boolean) conjunction of l-robust cleanness
and u-robust cleanness as quantifier-based robust cleanness and Definition 3.6 as
Hausdorff-based robust cleanness. While quantifier-based robust cleanness al-
ways implies Hausdorff-based robust cleanness, there are corner cases in which
the inverse implication does not hold.

Proposition 3.9. Let P+ be a parametrised nondeterministic sequential pro-
gram and C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ a contract for robust cleanness. If P+
is l-robustly clean w.r.t. C and P+ is u-robustly clean w.r.t. C, then P+ is robustly
clean w.r.t. C.

The proof of this proposition requires to establish that all values in a set being
smaller or equal to κ is equivalent to the supremum of this set being smaller or
equal to κ and, similarly, that a set containing a value that is smaller or equal
to κ is equivalent to the infimum of that set being smaller or equal to κ. This is
what Lemmas 3.10 to 3.12 show.

Lemma 3.10. For every threshold κ ∈ R, set A and function f : A → R, if
f(a) ≤ κ holds for all a ∈ A, then sup{f(a) | a ∈ A} ≤ κ.

Proof. Let S denote the set {f(a) | a ∈ A}. If A is empty, then S is empty;
hence supS = −∞, which is less or equal to every κ ∈ R. If A is non-empty,
S is a non-empty subset of R. Then, the supremum of S exists and is the least
upper bound of S [102]; let t ∈ R be the least upper bound of S. t is an upper
bound of S if for all e ∈ S, t ≥ e. For S, this is equivalent to t ≥ f(a) for all
a ∈ A. To be the least upper bound, all upper bounds of S (i.e., all z ∈ R with
∀a′ ∈ A. z ≥ f(a′)) must be greater or equal to t. From ∀a ∈ A. κ ≥ f(a) we
know that κ is an upper bound of S. Because t is the least upper bound, it must
be that t ≤ κ.

Lemma 3.11. For every threshold κ ∈ R, set B and function f : B → R, if
there exists some b ∈ B with f(b) ≤ κ, then inf{f(b) | b ∈ B} ≤ κ.

Proof. Let S denote the set {f(b) | b ∈ B}. Since there exists some b ∈ B, B
is not empty – and neither is S. S is a non-empty subset of the extended real
numbers R, hence, by definition, the infimum of S exists and is the greatest lower
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bound of S; let t ∈ R be the greatest lower bound of S. t is a lower bound of S
if for all e ∈ S, t ≤ e. For S, this is equivalent to t ≤ f(b′) for all b′ ∈ B. Hence,
we now that in particular f(b) is greater than or equal to t. With κ ≥ f(b), we
get that κ ≥ t.

In the next Lemma, we combine the two Lemmas above to reason about the
composition of supremum and infimum.

Lemma 3.12. For every threshold κ ∈ R, all sets A and B and every function
f : A × B → R, if for all a ∈ A, there exists some b ∈ B such that f(a, b) ≤ κ,
then supa∈A infb∈B f(a, b) ≤ κ.

Proof. Assume ∀a ∈ A. ∃b ∈ B. f(a, b) ≤ κ. With Lemma 3.11 we get that
∀a ∈ A. infb∈B f(a, b) ≤ κ. We rewrite this to ∀a ∈ A. f1(a) ≤ κ, where f1
is the function defined as f1(a) = infb∈B f(a, b). Applying Lemma 3.10, we get
that supa∈A f1(a) ≤ κ. Finally, by replacing f1 with its definition, we get that
supa∈A infb∈B f(a, b) ≤ κ.

With these Lemmas, we are able to prove Proposition 3.9.

Proof of Proposition 3.9. Let p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, i ∈ StdIn, i′ ∈ In, and
dIn(i, i

′) ≤ κi. It suffices to show that ∀o ∈ P+(p)(i). ∃o′ ∈ P+(p
′)(i′). dOut(o, o

′) ≤
κo (l-robust cleanness) and ∀o′ ∈ P+(p

′)(i′). ∃o ∈ P+(p)(i). dOut(o, o
′) ≤ κo (u-

robust cleanness) implies H(dOut)(P+(p)(i),P+(p
′)(i′)) ≤ κo. For l-robust clean-

ness we get with Lemma 3.12 that supo∈P+(p)(i) info′∈P+(p′)(i′) dOut(o, o
′) ≤ κo, and

for u-robust cleanness that supo′∈P+(p′)(i′) info∈P+(p)(i) dOut(o, o
′) ≤ κo. As both

sup-inf-combinations are less or equal to κo, also the maximum of both is less
or equal to κo. Hence, H(dOut)(P+(p)(i),P+(p

′)(i′)) ≤ κo.

A proposition complementary to Proposition 3.9 where Hausdorff-based robust
cleanness implies quantifier-based robust cleanness does not hold in general.2

To illustrate that, assume that the inverse of Lemma 3.12 holds, i.e., that for
any two sets A,B ⊆ R and function f it holds that supa∈A infb∈B f(a, b) ≤ κ
implies that for every a ∈ A, there exists some b ∈ B, such that f(a, b) ≤ κ.
A counter-example to this claim is the following. Let A = (−1, 0] ⊆ R be the
interval between −1 and 0, where 0 is in A, but −1 is not in A. Further, let
B = (−2,−1) ⊆ R be the open interval between −1 and −2, let f(a, b) = |a− b|
be a distance function between values from A and B, and let κ = 1. Obviously,
the value in A that has the largest distance to any value in B is 0. It is easy to
see that infb∈B f(0, b) is 1. Thus, supa∈A infb∈B f(a, b) ≤ 1 holds. Now, assume
a = 0 ∈ A. According to the claim above, there must exist some b ∈ B, such

2Notably, the opposite has been claimed in previous work [17, 18], hence I elaborate on this
in more detail.
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that f(0, b) ≤ 1. However, whatever value in B we pick, f(0, b) is always greater
than 1.
Still, an implication such as the one in the counter-example does hold for

stronger versions of robust cleanness where the “smaller-or-equal” comparison
is replaced by a strict “smaller” comparison. Hence, we propose the following
proposition as a complement to Proposition 3.9, where output distances must
be strictly smaller than κo.

Proposition 3.13. Let P+ be a parametrised nondeterministic sequential pro-
gram and C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ a contract for robust cleanness. For all
pairs of parameters p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, standard input i ∈ StdIn, and
input i′ ∈ In with dIn(i, i

′) ≤ κi, it holds that if H(dOut)(P+(p)(i),P+(p
′)(i′)) < κo,

then the following two propositions hold:

1. for all o ∈ P+(p)(i), there exists o′ ∈ P+(p
′)(i′) such that dOut(o, o

′) < κo

2. for all o′ ∈ P+(p
′)(i′), there exists o ∈ P+(p)(i) such that dOut(o, o

′) < κo.

Before we prove Proposition 3.13, we first give Lemmas similar to Lemmas 3.10
to 3.12 that establish a relationship between universal quantification and supre-
mum and between existential quantification and infimum.

Lemma 3.14. For every threshold κ ∈ R, set A and function f : A → R, if
sup{f(a) | a ∈ A} < κ, then it holds for all a ∈ A that f(a) < κ.

Proof. If A is empty, then the Lemma trivially holds. Otherwise, let S denote
the set {f(a) | a ∈ A}. S is a non-empty subset of the extend real numbers R.
By definition, the supremum of S exists and is the least upper bound of S; let
t ∈ R be the least upper bound of S. t is an upper bound of S if for all e ∈ S,
e ≤ t. For S, this is equivalent to f(a) ≤ t for all a ∈ A. Since t < κ, it also
holds that f(a) < κ for all a ∈ A.

Lemma 3.15. For every threshold κ ∈ R, set B and function f : B → R, if
inf{f(b) | b ∈ B} < κ, then there exists some b ∈ B with f(b) < κ.

Proof. Let S denote the set {f(b) | b ∈ B}. First, assume that B is the empty
set. Then S is empty and inf S =∞. However, this violates the assumption that
inf S < κ, because ∞ ≮ κ for all κ ∈ R. Hence, B must be non-empty, and S is
non-empty, too. Thus, the infimum of S exists and is the greatest lower bound of
S; let t ∈ R be this greatest lower bound. t is a lower bound of S if for all e ∈ S,
t ≤ e. For S, this is equivalent to t ≤ f(b′) for all b′ ∈ B. To be the greatest
lower bound, all lower bounds of S (i.e., all z ∈ R with ∀b′ ∈ B. z ≤ f(b′))
must be smaller or equal to t. We continue by proving the contraposition of the
proposition, i.e., we show that t ≥ κ under the assumption that f(b) ≥ κ for all
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b ∈ B. From this assumption, we get that κ is a lower bound of S. Since t is
the greatest lower bound of S, it must be that t ≥ κ.

Lemma 3.16. For every κ ∈ R, all sets A and B and function f : A×B → R,
if supa∈A infb∈B f(a, b) < κ, then for all a ∈ A, there exists some b ∈ B such
that f(a, b) < κ.

Proof. Let f ′(a) := infb∈B f(a, b) be the function mapping elements in A to the
infimum of {f(a, b) | b ∈ B}. Hence, supa∈A f

′(a) < κ. With Lemma 3.14 we get
that f ′(a) < κ for all a ∈ A. Next, let fa(b) := f(a, b) be the family of functions,
where a concrete a ∈ A is fixed and passed to f with a value b ∈ B provided
as an argument to fa. By using the definitions of f ′ and fa, we get that for all
a ∈ A, infb∈B fa(b) < κ. With Lemma 3.15 we get that for all a ∈ A, there
exists some b ∈ B such that fa(b) < κ. Replacing fa(b) with f(a, b) concludes
the proof.

Proof of Proposition 3.13. It suffices to show that H(dOut)(P+(p)(i),P+(p
′)(i′)) <

κo implies that ∀o ∈ P+(p)(i). ∃o′ ∈ P+(p
′)(i′). dOut(o, o

′) < κo (l-robust clean-
ness) and ∀o′ ∈ P+(p

′)(i′). ∃o ∈ P+(p)(i). dOut(o, o
′) < κo (u-robust clean-

ness). By unrolling the definition of the Hausdorff distance and maximum
function, we get that supo∈P+(p)(i) info′∈P+(p′)(i′) dOut(o, o

′) < κo holds and that
supo′∈P+(p′)(i′) info∈P+(p)(i) dOut(o, o

′) < κo holds. From the former, we get l-robust
cleanness with Lemma 3.16, and from the latter and Lemma 3.16 we obtain u-
robust cleanness.

As Propositions 3.9 and 3.13 demonstrate, Hausdorff-based robust cleanness
and quantifier-based robust cleanness are conceptually equivalent, but when in-
finite sets are involved, it matters whether distances are compared using the
≤-operator or the <-operator. In the remainder of this thesis, we will call such
mutual implications as obtained from Propositions 3.9 and 3.13 almost equiv-
alence; i.e., we say that Hausdorff-based robust cleanness and quantifier-based
robust cleanness are almost equivalent. The peculiarity of the two notions of
robust cleanness being only almost, but not exactly equivalent is a theoretical
artefact; if the set of outputs of P+ is finite, then also the set of distances between
all combinations of outputs is finite and the supremum and infimum are iden-
tical to the maximum and, respectively, minimum element of the set of output
distances.

We will now turn to robust cleanness of non-parametrised programs and first
provide a non-parametrised variant of Hausdorff-based robust cleanness.
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Definition 3.17. A non-parametrised nondeterministic sequential program P
is robustly clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if for every standard
input i ∈ StdIn and input i′ ∈ In, if dIn(i, i

′) ≤ κi, then H(dOut)(P(i),P(i
′)) ≤ κo.

Robust cleanness contracts for non-parametrised programs do not contain the
parameter comparability relation ≈P. While for strict cleanness we compensated
for that by adding an input comparability relation ≈I, for robust cleanness it is
already possible to define input comparability by means of dIn and κi. As we
will see next, this suffices to show that robust cleanness for parametrised and
robust cleanness for non-parametrised programs are equally expressive.
The encoding of robust cleanness of non-parametrised programs with its pa-

rametrised counterpart is straightforward:

Proposition 3.18. Let P : In → 2Out be a non-parametrised nondeterminis-
tic sequential program and let P+ : {def } → In → 2Out be the parametrised
nondeterministic sequential program that encodes P, i.e., P ↪→ P+. Further, let
C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ and C+ = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ be contracts,
where StdIn ⊆ In, def ≈P def and StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo are identical in both
contracts. Then, P is robustly clean w.r.t. C if and only if P+ is robustly clean
w.r.t. C+.

Proof. We first assume that P is robustly clean w.r.t. C to show that P+ is
robustly clean w.r.t. C+. For this, let p = p′ = def , i ∈ StdIn and i′ ∈ In
with dIn(i, i

′) ≤ κi. With these assumptions, we get from robust cleanness
of P that H(dOut)(P(i),P(i

′)) ≤ κo. By definition of P+, this is equivalent to
H(dOut)(P+(p)(i),P+(p)(i

′)) ≤ κo, so P+ is robustly clean w.r.t. C+.
Conversely, we assume that P+ is robustly clean w.r.t. C+ to show that P is

robustly clean w.r.t. C. For this, let i ∈ StdIn and i′ ∈ In with dIn(i, i
′) ≤ κi.

With these assumptions, we get from def ≈P def and robust cleanness of P+
that H(dOut)(P+(def )(i),P+(def )(i

′)) ≤ κo. By definition of P+, this is equivalent
to H(dOut)(P(i),P(i

′)) ≤ κo, which concludes the proof.

Encoding robust cleanness for a parametrised program P+ : Param → In+ →
2Out with robust cleanness for the non-parametrised program P : In̸+ → 2Out

that encodes P+ requires a non-trivial construction of the contract for cleanness
of P. As for strict cleanness, we encode parameters Param and inputs In+ to
P+ as inputs In̸+ = Param × In+ to P that are pairs containing a parameter
and an input. The parameter comparability relation ≈P is encoded using the
input distance function and threshold. Equation (3.1) shows the input distance

function ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In that is parametrised by κi and ≈P, and the corresponding

distance threshold ♭κi that is parametrised by κi. If the parameters encoded by

the P-inputs passed to ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In are not in the ≈P relation, then the distance
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between the P-inputs is infinite. Notice that ♭κi is never infinite; hence, in this
case, the input distance is always greater than the distance threshold, so for
this combination of parameters, robust cleanness is trivially satisfied. If the
encoded parameters are in the ≈P relation, then it is necessary to distinguish
between the case whether κi is infinity or not. If it is infinity, then the original
robust cleanness of P+ considered every combination of inputs as relevant for the
cleanness evaluation, as the distance between every combination of inputs is less
or equal to infinity. Hence, we reflect this case by assigning distance zero to all

combinations of inputs in ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In and by defining zero as the distance threshold

♭κi. Finally, in the case that κi is not infinity, ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In is identical to the original

dIn for the P+-inputs and ♭κi is identical to κi. We remark that ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In is a valid

distance function; it is easy to see that for all i, i′ ∈ In̸+, ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In (i, i) = 0 and

♯d
(κi,≈P)
In (i, i′) = ♯d

(κi,≈P)
In (i′, i).

♯d
(κi,≈P)
In ((p, i), (p′, i′)) :=


dIn(i, i

′) if κi ̸=∞ and p ≈P p′

0 if κi =∞ and p ≈P p′

∞ otherwise,

and

♭κi :=

{
κi if κi ̸=∞
0 otherwise.

(3.1)

Proposition 3.19. Let P+ : Param → In+ → 2Out be a parametrised nonde-
terministic sequential program and let P : In̸+ → 2Out be the non-parametrised
program that encodes P+, i.e., P+ ↪→ P and In̸+ = Param × In+. Further, let
C+ = ⟨≈P,StdIn+, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ and C = ⟨StdIn̸+, d′In, dOut, ♭κi, κo⟩ be contracts

with StdIn̸+ = Param × StdIn+ and d′In = ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In . Then, P+ is robustly clean

w.r.t. C+ if and only if P is robustly clean w.r.t. C.

Proof. We prove both directions of the if-and-only-if separately. First, we assume
that P is robustly clean w.r.t. C to show that P+ is robustly clean w.r.t. C+. Hence,
let p and p′ be parameters with p ≈P p′, i ∈ StdIn+ and i′ ∈ In+ with dIn(i, i

′) ≤ κi.
Now, let î = (p, i) and î′ = (p′, i′) be pairs of the given parameters and inputs. î
is a standard input in StdIn̸+, because i is a standard input in StdIn+. We first
consider the case that κi ̸= ∞. Then, ♭κi = κi and we get from the definition
of d′In, κi ̸= ∞ and p ≈P p′ that d′In(̂i, î

′) = dIn(i, i
′). Since dIn(i, i

′) ≤ κi, it is

also that d′In(̂i, î
′) ≤ ♭κi. In the case that κi = ∞, we know that ♭κi = 0 and,

from the definition of d′In, κi = ∞ and p ≈P p′, that d′In(̂i, î
′) = 0 and hence,

d′In(̂i, î
′) ≤ ♭κi. Since in both cases d′In(̂i, î

′) ≤ ♭κi, we get from robust cleanness
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of P that H(dOut)
(
P
(
(p, i)

)
,P
(
(p′, i′)

))
≤ κo. From the definition of P+, we get

that H(dOut)
(
P+(p)(i),P(p

′)(i′)
)
≤ κo, which proves that P+ is robustly clean.

Next, we assume that P+ is robustly clean w.r.t. C+ to show that P is robustly
clean w.r.t. C. For this, let î = (p, i) ∈ StdIn̸+ be a standard input of P, i.e.,

p ∈ Param and i ∈ StdIn+, and let î′ = (p′, i′) ∈ In̸+ be an input of P. We may

assume that d′In(̂i, î
′) ≤ ♭κi. In the case that κi ̸= ∞, ♭κi = κi and we can infer

that d′In(̂i, î
′) <∞. From this and the definition of d′In, we conclude that p ≈P p′

and d′In(̂i, î
′) = dIn(i, i

′). Since d′In(̂i, î
′) ≤ ♭κi, it is that dIn(i, i

′) ≤ κi. If it is the

case that κi =∞, then ♭κi = 0; from d′In(̂i, î
′) ≤ ♭κi we can infer that d′In(̂i, î

′) = 0,
which, for κi =∞, is the case only if p ≈P p′. As κi =∞, dIn(i, i

′) ≤ κi is trivially
satisfied. Since in both cases, we have that p ≈P p′ and dIn(i, i

′) ≤ κi, we get
from robust cleanness of P+ that H(dOut)

(
P+(p)(i),P(p

′)(i′)
)
≤ κo. Rewriting this

with the definition of P, we get H(dOut)
(
P
(
(p, i)

)
,P
(
(p′, i′)

))
≤ κo, proving that

P is robustly clean.

Definitions 3.20 and 3.21 define l-robust cleanness and u-robust cleanness for
non-parametrised programs.

Definition 3.20. A non-parametrised nondeterministic sequential program P is
l-robustly clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if for every standard
input i ∈ StdIn and input i′ ∈ In, if dIn(i, i

′) ≤ κi, then for all o ∈ P(i), there
exists o′ ∈ P(i′), such that dOut(o, o

′) ≤ κo.

Definition 3.21. A non-parametrised nondeterministic sequential program P is
u-robustly clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if for every standard
input i ∈ StdIn and input i′ ∈ In, if dIn(i, i

′) ≤ κi, then for all o′ ∈ P(i′), there
exists o ∈ P(i), such that dOut(o, o

′) ≤ κo.

The definitions provide the same expressiveness as their corresponding coun-
terpart from Definitions 3.7 and 3.8 for parametrised programs. For l-robust
cleanness, this is shown in Propositions 3.22 and 3.23, in a way analogue to
Propositions 3.18 and 3.19.

Proposition 3.22. Let P : In → 2Out be a non-parametrised nondeterminis-
tic sequential program and let P+ : {def } → In → 2Out be the parametrised
nondeterministic sequential program that encodes P, i.e., P ↪→ P+. Further,
let C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ and C+ = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ be contracts,
where def ≈P def and StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo are identical in both contracts. Then,
P is l-robustly clean w.r.t. C if and only if P+ is l-robustly clean w.r.t. C+.

Proof. We first assume that P is l-robustly clean w.r.t. C to show that P+ is
l-robustly clean w.r.t. C+. For this, let p = p′ = def , i ∈ StdIn and i′ ∈ In
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with dIn(i, i
′) ≤ κi. With these assumptions, we get from l-robust cleanness of P

that for all o ∈ P(i) there exists some o′ ∈ P(i′), such that dOut(o, o
′) ≤ κo. By

definition of P+, it is equivalent to say that for all o ∈ P+(p)(i) there exists some
o′ ∈ P+(p

′)(i′), such that dOut(o, o
′) ≤ κo, so P+ is l-robustly clean w.r.t. C+.

Conversely, we assume that P+ is l-robustly clean w.r.t. C+ to show that P is
l-robustly clean w.r.t. C. For this, let i ∈ StdIn and i′ ∈ In with dIn(i, i

′) ≤ κi.
With these assumptions and with def ≈P def , we get from l-robust cleanness of
P+ that for all o ∈ P+(p)(i) there exists some o′ ∈ P+(p

′)(i′), such that dOut(o, o
′) ≤

κo. By definition of P+, this is equivalent to saying that for all o ∈ P(i) there
exists some o′ ∈ P(i′), such that dOut(o, o

′) ≤ κo, which concludes the proof.

Proposition 3.23. Let P+ : Param → In → 2Out be a parametrised nonde-
terministic sequential program and let P : Param × In → 2Out be the non-
parametrised program that encodes P+, i.e., P+ ↪→ P. Further, let the tuples
C+ = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ and C = ⟨Param × StdIn, d′In, dOut, ♭κi, κo⟩ be
contracts with d′In = ♯d

(κi,≈P)
In . Then, P+ is l-robustly clean w.r.t. C+ if and only

if P is l-robustly clean w.r.t. C.

Proof. The proof is conceptually the same as for Proposition 3.19. The difference
is only at the end of each of the subproofs for the implications making up the if-
and-only-if. For the implication from l-robust cleanness of P to l-robust cleanness
of P+, we get from the l-robust cleanness of P that for all o ∈ P

(
(p, i)

)
, there

exists some o′ ∈ P
(
(p′, i′)

)
, such that dOut(o, o

′) ≤ κo. From the definition of
P, we get that for all o ∈ P+(p)(i), there exists some o′ ∈ P+(p

′)(i′), such that
dOut(o, o

′) ≤ κo, which proves that P+ is l-robustly clean w.r.t. C+. For the inverse
implication, in the last proof step we can infer from l-robust cleanness of P+ that
for all o ∈ P+(p)(i), there exists some o′ ∈ P+(p

′)(i′), such that dOut(o, o
′) ≤ κo.

Rewriting this with the definition of P, we get that for all o ∈ P
(
(p, i)

)
, there

exists some o′ ∈ P
(
(p′, i′)

)
, such that dOut(o, o

′) ≤ κo, proving that P is l-robustly
clean w.r.t. C.

Likewise, there are propositions for u-robust cleanness, which we omit here;
the changes are mostly of syntactic nature.
The relationship between Hausdorff-based robust cleanness and quantifier-

based cleanness that Propositions 3.9 and 3.13 establish for parametrised pro-
grams also holds for non-parametrised programs, as the following propositions
show.

Proposition 3.24. Let P be a non-parametrised nondeterministic sequential
program and C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ a contract for robust cleanness. If P is
l-robustly clean w.r.t. C and P is u-robustly clean w.r.t. C, then P is robustly
clean w.r.t. C.
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Proof. Let i ∈ StdIn, i′ ∈ In, and dIn(i, i
′) ≤ κi. Then, it suffices to show that

∀o ∈ P(i). ∃o′ ∈ P(i′). dOut(o, o
′) ≤ κo (l-robust cleanness) and ∀o′ ∈ P(i′). ∃o ∈

P(i). dOut(o, o
′) ≤ κo (u-robust cleanness) implies H(dOut)(P(i),P(i

′)) ≤ κo. For
l-robust cleanness we get with Lemma 3.12 that supo∈P(i) info′∈P(i′) dOut(o, o

′) ≤
κo, and for u-robust cleanness that supo′∈P(i′) info∈P(i) dOut(o, o

′) ≤ κo. As both
sup-inf-combinations are less or equal to κo, also the maximum of both is less
or equal to κo. Hence, H(dOut)(P(i),P(i

′)) ≤ κo.

Proposition 3.25. Let P be a non-parametrised nondeterministic sequential
program and C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ a contract for robust cleanness. Then,
for every standard input i ∈ StdIn, and input i′ ∈ In with dIn(i, i

′) ≤ κi, it holds
that if H(dOut)(P(i),P(i

′)) < κo, then

1. for all o ∈ P(i), there exists o′ ∈ P(i′), such that dOut(o, o
′) < κo and

2. for all o′ ∈ P(i′), there exists o ∈ P(i), such that dOut(o, o
′) < κo.

Proof. To prove the proposition, it suffices to show that H(dOut)(P(i),P(i
′)) <

κo implies that ∀o ∈ P(i). ∃o′ ∈ P(i′). dOut(o, o
′) < κo (l-robust cleanness)

and ∀o′ ∈ P(i′). ∃o ∈ P(i). dOut(o, o
′) < κo (u-robust cleanness). By unrolling

the definition of the Hausdorff distance and maximum function, we get that
supo∈P(i) info′∈P(i′) dOut(o, o

′) < κo holds and that supo′∈P(i′) info∈P(i) dOut(o, o
′) <

κo holds. From the former, we get l-robust cleanness with Lemma 3.16, and from
the latter and Lemma 3.16 we obtain u-robust cleanness.

Example 3.26. The doped cleaning emission in Figure 3.5 can be shown to be
doped using robust cleanness. Since this program is not parametrised, we use
Definition 3.17 for non-parametrised programs. Assume that the input set, i.e.,
the values that can be assigned to variable throttle, is In = (0, 2]. For the
contract w.r.t. which we check robust cleanness, we take StdIn = (0, 1] (equal
to ThrottleTestValues), κi = 2 and κo = 1. As distance functions dIn and dOut

we take the absolute values of the differences of the values of throttle and NOx,
respectively. The program in Figure 3.4 is robustly clean w.r.t. this contract,
while the program in Figure 3.5 is not.

Robust cleanness requires programs to behave in a reasonable way for all
inputs that are in a κi distance from any of the standard inputs in StdIn. For all
other inputs, there are no requirements. This is useful for programs where inputs
beyond the κi threshold describe situations where cleanness of the program is
sacrificed in favour of other, for example safety, properties, when there is a
consensus that such sacrifices are justifiable. For instance, a smart battery may
stop accepting charge if the current emitted by a standardised but foreign charger
is higher than “reasonable” (i.e. than the tolerance values); however, it may still
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proceed in case it is dealing with a charger of the same brand for which it may
know that it can resort to a customised protocol allowing ultra-fast charging in
a safe manner.
To capture cleanness over the whole input domain, we introduce a third notion

of cleanness called func-cleanness.

3.1.3 Func-cleanness

Similar to robust cleanness, contracts for func-cleanness specify comparability of
parameters by a binary relation ≈P, they specify a set of standard inputs StdIn,
and distance functions for inputs dIn and outputs dOut. Instead of using constant
thresholds κi to restrict the input space to be considered for output analysis
and κo to enforce reasonable amount of variation between outputs, contracts for
func-cleanness contain a function f : R≥0 → R≥0 that constrains the amount
of variation between outputs dynamically under consideration of the distance
between the inputs producing the outputs. For two inputs i and i′, function f
defines an output threshold given the distance between i and i′:

Definition 3.27. A parametrised nondeterministic sequential program P+ is
func-clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if for all pairs of param-
eters p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, standard input i ∈ StdIn and input i′ ∈ In,
H(dOut)(P+(p)(i),P+(p

′)(i′)) ≤ f(dIn(i, i′)).

Like for Definition 3.6 of robust cleanness, the definition of func-cleanness does
not require the second i′ to be in StdIn. Since f can map into ∞, it is possible
to allow outputs to be arbitrarily far away from each other if the corresponding
inputs are a certain distance away from each other. In particular, this makes
func-cleanness strictly more general than robust cleanness: a robust cleanness
contract ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ is equivalent to a the func-cleanness contract
⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ with f(x) = κo whenever x ≤ κi and f(x) =∞ otherwise.
Notably, if P+ is deterministic, we may replace H(dOut)(P+(p)(i),P+(p

′)(i′)) ≤
f(dIn(i, i

′)) with dOut(P+(p)(i),P+(p
′)(i′)) ≤ f(dIn(i, i′)) in Definition 3.27.

As discussed on page 44, the Hausdorff distance entails two sub-constraints
that can be related to a lower-bound and upper-bound requirement for non-
standard behaviour. Accordingly, Definitions 3.28 and 3.29 explicitly define
these two constraints as l-func-cleanness and u-func-cleanness.

Definition 3.28. A parametrised nondeterministic sequential program P+ is l-
func-clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if for all pairs of parameters
p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, standard input i ∈ StdIn, and input i′ ∈ In, for all
o ∈ P+(p)(i), there exists o′ ∈ P+(p

′)(i′), such that dOut(o, o
′) ≤ f(dIn(i, i′)).
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Definition 3.29. A parametrised nondeterministic sequential program P+ is u-
func-clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if for all pairs of parameters
p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, standard input i ∈ StdIn, and input i′ ∈ In, for all
o′ ∈ P+(p

′)(i′), there exists o ∈ P+(p)(i), such that dOut(o, o
′) ≤ f(dIn(i, i′)).

As we did for robust cleanness, we denote the conjunction of Definitions 3.28
and 3.29 as quantifier-based func-cleanness and Definition 3.27 as Hausdorff-
based func-cleanness. Also in the case of func-cleanness, the quantifier-based
and the Hausdorff-based definitions are almost equivalent, i.e., they coincide
except for some corner cases. This is established formally in Propositions 3.30
and 3.31.

Proposition 3.30. Let P+ be a parametrised nondeterministic sequential pro-
gram and C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ a contract for func-cleanness. If P+ is
l-func-clean w.r.t. C and P+ is u-func-clean w.r.t. C, then P+ is func-clean w.r.t.
C.

Proof. Let p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, i ∈ StdIn and i′ ∈ In. In the fol-
lowing, let κ = f(dIn(i, i

′)). Then, it suffices to show that the conjunction
of ∀o ∈ P+(p)(i). ∃o′ ∈ P+(p

′)(i′). dOut(o, o
′) ≤ κ (l-func-cleanness) and ∀o′ ∈

P+(p
′)(i′). ∃o ∈ P+(p)(i). dOut(o, o

′) ≤ κ (u-func-cleanness) implies the inequality
H(dOut)(P+(p)(i),P+(p

′)(i′)) ≤ κ. For l-func-cleanness we get with Lemma 3.12
that supo∈P+(p)(i) info′∈P+(p′)(i′) dOut(o, o

′) ≤ κ. Similarly, we use Lemma 3.12 to
get for u-func-cleanness that supo′∈P+(p′)(i′) info∈P+(p)(i) dOut(o, o

′) ≤ κ. As both
sup-inf-combinations are less or equal to κ, also the maximum of both is less or
equal to κ. Hence, H(dOut)(P+(p)(i),P+(p

′)(i′)) ≤ κ = f(dIn(i, i
′)).

Proposition 3.31 shows the inverse direction of the implication in Proposi-
tion 3.30, expect that all smaller-equal comparisons are replaced by strict smaller
comparisons.

Proposition 3.31. Let P+ be a parametrised nondeterministic sequential pro-
gram and C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ a contract for func-cleanness. Then, for
all pairs of parameters p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, standard input i ∈ StdIn and
input i′ ∈ In, H(dOut)(P+(p)(i),P+(p

′)(i′)) < f(dIn(i, i
′)) implies that

1. for all o ∈ P+(p)(i), there exists o′ ∈ P+(p
′)(i′), such that dOut(o, o

′) <
f(dIn(i, i

′)) and

2. for all o′ ∈ P+(p
′)(i′), there exists o ∈ P+(p)(i), such that dOut(o, o

′) <
f(dIn(i, i

′)).

Proof. Let p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, i ∈ StdIn and i′ ∈ In. In the following, let
κ = f(dIn(i, i

′)). Then, it suffices to show that H(dOut)(P+(p)(i),P+(p
′)(i′)) < κ
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implies that ∀o ∈ P+(p)(i). ∃o′ ∈ P+(p
′)(i′). dOut(o, o

′) < κ (l-func-cleanness)
and ∀o′ ∈ P+(p

′)(i′). ∃o ∈ P+(p)(i). dOut(o, o
′) < κ (u-func-cleanness). By un-

rolling the definition of the Hausdorff distance and the definition of the max-
imum function, we get that supo∈P+(p)(i) info′∈P+(p′)(i′) dOut(o, o

′) < κ holds and
that supo′∈P+(p′)(i′) info∈P+(p)(i) dOut(o, o

′) < κ holds. From the former, we get l-
func-cleanness with Lemma 3.16, and from the latter and Lemma 3.16 we obtain
u-func-cleanness.

Analogue to strict cleanness and robust cleanness, we provide func-cleanness
definitions for non-parametrised programs.

Definition 3.32. A non-parametrised nondeterministic sequential program P
is func-clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if for every standard input
i ∈ StdIn and input i′ ∈ In, H(dOut)(P(i),P(i

′)) ≤ f(dIn(i, i′)).

As explained earlier, non-parametrised programs can be encoded by parametr-
ised ones. The following proposition shows that func-cleanness for parametrised
programs is able to encode func-cleanness for non-parametrised programs.

Proposition 3.33. Let P : In → 2Out be a non-parametrised nondeterminis-
tic sequential program and let P+ : {def } → In → 2Out be the parametrised
nondeterministic sequential program that encodes P, i.e., P ↪→ P+. Further,
let C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ and C+ = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ be contracts, where
def ≈P def and StdIn, dIn, dOut, f are identical in both contracts. Then, P is
func-clean w.r.t. C if and only if P+ is func-clean w.r.t. C+.

Proof. We first assume that P is func-clean w.r.t. C to show that P+ is func-
clean w.r.t. C+. For this, let p = p′ = def , i ∈ StdIn and i′ ∈ In. With
these assumptions, we get from func-cleanness of P that H(dOut)(P(i),P(i

′)) ≤
f(dIn(i, i

′)). By definition of P+, this is equivalent to H(dOut)(P+(p)(i),P+(p)(i
′)) ≤

f(dIn(i, i
′)), so P+ is robustly clean w.r.t. C+.

Conversely, we assume that P+ is func-clean w.r.t. C+ to show that P is func-
clean w.r.t. C. For this, let i ∈ StdIn and i′ ∈ In. With these assumptions, we get
from def ≈P def and func-cleanness of P+ that H(dOut)(P+(def )(i),P+(def )(i

′)) ≤
f(dIn(i, i

′)). By definition of P+, this is equivalent to H(dOut)(P(i),P(i
′)) ≤

f(dIn(i, i
′)), which concludes the proof.

Conversely, func-cleanness for non-parametrised programs is able to encode
func-cleanness for parametrised programs. As it was the case for robust clean-
ness, the cleanness contract for this encoding is not straightforward. Again, the
contract requires a special input distance function and a customised function f .

Equation (3.2) shows both. The input distance function ♯d
(f,≈P)
In is parametrised
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with the function f and the comparability relation ≈P from the cleanness con-

tract for P+. As it is the case for ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In in Equation (3.1), the inputs to

the distance function are pairs (p, i), (p′, i′), each combining a parameter and
an input to the parametrised program P+. The distance function distinguishes
whether the two parameters p and p′ are in the ≈P-relation. If they are not in
the relation, the distance between the corresponding outputs may be arbitrary

large. Thus, in this case ♯d
(f,≈P)
In defines the input distance to be infinite and

function ♭f passes this value through to make it the upper bound for the output
distance. So, the distance between outputs must be smaller or equal to infinity;
i.e., it may be arbitrarily large. If p and p′ are in the ≈P-relation, the case dis-

tinction continues on whether the inputs i and i′ are equal. If they are, ♯d
(f,≈P)
In

returns zero, and ♭f(0) returns f(0). If i and i′ are unequal, then ♯d
(f,≈P)
In returns

f(dIn(i, i
′)) + 1. Since this is always larger than zero, ♭f(♯d

(f,≈P)
In ((p, i), (p′, i′)))

is equal to f(dIn(i, i
′)) and, hence, forwarding the output threshold originally in-

tended by the contract for P+. Notice that the distinction between the first and

the second case in ♯d
(f,≈P)
In is necessary, because ♭f(♯d

(f,≈P)
In ((p, i), (p, i))) must be

equal to zero for ♯d
(f,≈P)
In to qualify as a distance function. We can also not use

dIn(i, i
′) in the second case, because this may return infinity, in which case ♭f is

not able to distinguish between an infinite input distance and infinity caused by

non-matching parameters in case three of ♯d
(f,≈P)
In . This would cause an incorrect

cleanness verdict if f does not return infinity for infinite input distances. Also

notice, that the symmetry property for ♯d
(f,≈P)
In is satisfied; thus, ♯d

(f,≈P)
In is a

valid distance function.

♯d
(f,≈P)
In

(
(p, i), (p′, i′)

)
:=


0 if p ≈P p′ and i = i′

f(dIn(i, i
′)) + 1 if p ≈P p′ and i ̸= i′

∞ otherwise,

and

♭f(x) :=

{
f(0) if x = 0

x− 1 otherwise.
(3.2)

The following proposition shows how ♯d
(f,≈P)
In and ♭f can be used in a contract

for func-cleanness of a non-parametrised program to encode func-cleanness of a
parametrised program.

Proposition 3.34. Let P+ : Param→ In+ → 2Out be a parametrised program and
P : In̸+ → 2Out the non-parametrised program with In̸+ = Param×In+ and P+ ↪→ P,
and let C+ = ⟨≈P,StdIn+, dIn, dOut, f⟩ be a contract for parametrised programs
and C = ⟨StdIn̸+, d′In, dOut, ♭f⟩ a contract for non-parametrised programs, with
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StdIn̸+ = Param × StdIn+ and d′In = ♯d
(f,≈P)
In . Then, P+ is func-clean w.r.t. C+ if

and only if P is func-clean w.r.t. C.

Proof. We first prove that func-cleanness of P+ w.r.t. C+ implies func-cleanness
of P w.r.t. C. For this let (p, i) ∈ StdIn̸+ be a standard input of P and (p′, i′) ∈ In̸+
a regular input. Hence, p, p′ ∈ Param, i ∈ StdIn+ and i′ ∈ In+. We distinguish
three cases.

• For the first case, assume p ≈P p′ and i = i′. Then, we get from func-
cleanness of P+ that H(dOut)(P+(p)(i),P+(p

′)(i′)) ≤ f(dIn(i, i
′)). Since i = i′,

dIn(i, i
′) = 0. By definition of d′In, d

′
In((p, i), (p

′, i′)) = 0 and hence, by def-
inition of ♭f , ♭f(d′In((p, i), (p

′, i′))) = f(0) = f(dIn(i, i
′)). Finally, by using

the definition of P, we get H(dOut)(P(p, i),P(p
′, i′)) ≤ ♭f(d′In((p, i), (p′, i′))),

proving that P is func-clean w.r.t. C.

• Next, assume p ≈P p′ and i ̸= i′. Then, we get from func-cleanness of
P+ that H(dOut)(P+(p)(i),P+(p

′)(i′)) ≤ f(dIn(i, i
′)). By definition of P, this

is equivalent to H(dOut)(P(p, i),P(p
′, i′)) ≤ f(dIn(i, i

′)). Using arithmetic
operations, we get f(dIn(i, i

′)) = f(dIn(i, i
′)) + 1− 1 = d′In((p, i), (p

′, i′))− 1.
Finally, since d′In((p, i), (p

′, i′)) is always greater than zero, this is equal to
♭f
(
d′In((p, i), (p

′, i′))
)
, which proves that P is func-clean w.r.t. C.

• If we, conversely, assume that p ̸≈P p′, then, by definition of d′In, it suf-
fices to show that H(dOut)(P(p, i),P(p

′, i′)) ≤ ∞, which is always satisfied
regardless of the arguments of the Hausdorff distance.

To prove the inverse implication, that func-cleanness of P+ w.r.t. C+ follows
from func-cleanness of P w.r.t. C, let p, p′ ∈ Param be parameters with p ≈P

p′, i ∈ StdIn+ a standard input and i′ ∈ In+ a regular input of P+. Noticing
that (p, i) ∈ StdIn̸+ is a standard input of P and that (p′, i′) ∈ In̸+ is a regular
input of P, it follows from func-cleanness of P that H(dOut)(P(p, i),P(p

′, i′)) ≤
♭f
(
d′In((p, i), (p

′, i′))
)
. Because we know that p ≈P p′, we can infer either, in case

i = i′, that ♭f
(
d′In((p, i), (p

′, i′))
)
= ♭f(0) = f(0) = f(dIn(i, i

′)), or, in case i ̸= i′,

that ♭f
(
d′In((p, i), (p

′, i′))
)
= ♭f

(
f(dIn(i, i

′)) + 1
)
, which is equal to f(dIn(i, i

′)),
because dIn(i, i

′)) + 1 is always greater than 0. By using this and by applying
the definition of P, we get that H(dOut)(P+(p)(i),P+(p

′)(i′)) ≤ f(dIn(i, i
′)), which

concludes the proof.

Analogue to l-func-cleanness and u-func-cleanness for parametrised programs,
there are quantifier-based concepts of lower and upper bounds of non-standard
behaviour for non-parametrised programs.

Definition 3.35. A non-parametrised nondeterministic sequential program P
is l-func-clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if for every standard input
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i ∈ StdIn and input i′ ∈ In, it holds that for all o ∈ P(i), there exists o′ ∈ P(i′),
such that dOut(o, o

′) ≤ f(dIn(i, i′)).

Definition 3.36. A non-parametrised nondeterministic sequential program P
is u-func-clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if for every standard input
i ∈ StdIn and input i′ ∈ In, it holds that for all o′ ∈ P(i′), there exists o ∈ P(i),
such that dOut(o, o

′) ≤ f(dIn(i, i′)).

The following Propositions 3.37 and 3.38 show that also for non-parametrised
programs the quantifier-based notion of cleanness given by the conjunction of
Definitions 3.35 and 3.36 is almost equivalent to the Hausdorff-based func-
cleanness.

Proposition 3.37. Let P : In → 2Out be a non-parametrised nondeterministic
sequential program and C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ a contract for func-cleanness. If
P is l-func-clean w.r.t. C and P is u-func-clean w.r.t. C, then P is func-clean w.r.t.
C.

Proof. Let i ∈ StdIn, i′ ∈ In, and κ = f(dIn(i, i
′)). Then, it suffices to show that

∀o ∈ P(i). ∃o′ ∈ P(i′). dOut(o, o
′) ≤ κ (l-func-cleanness) and ∀o′ ∈ P(i′). ∃o ∈

P(i). dOut(o, o
′) ≤ κ (u-func-cleanness) imply H(dOut)(P(i),P(i

′)) ≤ κ. For l-
func-cleanness we get with Lemma 3.12 that supo∈P(i) info′∈P(i′) dOut(o, o

′) ≤ κ,
and for u-func-cleanness that supo′∈P(i′) info∈P(i) dOut(o, o

′) ≤ κ. As both sup-
inf-combinations are less or equal to κ, also the maximum of both is less or equal
to κ. Hence, H(dOut)(P(i),P(i

′)) ≤ κ = f(dIn(i, i
′)).

Proposition 3.38. Let P be a non-parametrised nondeterministic sequential
program and C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ a contract for func-cleanness. Then, for
every standard input i ∈ StdIn and input i′ ∈ In, H(dOut)(P(i),P(i

′)) < f(dIn(i, i
′))

implies that the following two proposition holds:

1. for all o ∈ P(i), there exists o′ ∈ P(i′) such that dOut(o, o
′) < f(dIn(i, i

′)),

2. for all o′ ∈ P(i′), there exists o ∈ P(i) such that dOut(o, o
′) < f(dIn(i, i

′)).

Proof. Let i ∈ StdIn, i′ ∈ In and κ = f(dIn(i, i
′)). Then, it suffices to show

that H(dOut)(P(i),P(i
′)) < κ implies that ∀o ∈ P(i). ∃o′ ∈ P(i′). dOut(o, o

′) < κ
(l-func-cleanness) and ∀o′ ∈ P(i′). ∃o ∈ P(i). dOut(o, o

′) < κ (u-func-cleanness).
By unrolling the definition of the Hausdorff distance and the definition of the
maximum function, we get that supo∈P(i) info′∈P(i′) dOut(o, o

′) < κ holds and
that supo′∈P(i′) info∈P(i) dOut(o, o

′) < κ holds. From the former, we get l-func-
cleanness with Lemma 3.16, and from the latter and Lemma 3.16 we obtain
u-func-cleanness.
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Example 3.39. For the example of the emission control system in Figures 3.4
and 3.5 take the same cleanness contract as in Example 3.26, but where κi and
κo are replaced by f(x) = x/2. Then the program in Figure 3.4 is func-clean
w.r.t. this adapted contract, while the program in Figure 3.5 is not.

3.2 Reactive Systems

We illustrated in Examples 3.26 and 3.39 for sequential programs how robust
cleanness and func-cleanness can put requirements on a car beyond a well-tested
set of inputs (which we call standard inputs). In these examples, the input is the
position of the throttle and the set of standard inputs a set ThrottleTestValues.
The output is the amount of NOx emitted by the car. Obviously, these exam-
ples are toy examples – the real NOx result is a complex chemical reaction that
depends on more inputs than just the position of the throttle. Another aspect
that is currently off reality is the assumption that the engine and the emission
cleaning system are sequential programs. In fact, these systems are inherently
reactive. A proper modelling of the car would reflect that the car is in a certain
state containing the current speed, the engine temperature, the position of the
camshafts, etc. In particular, the selective catalytic reduction emission cleaning
system uses a combination of the amount of NOx measured before the emission
cleaning, the amount of DEF injected in the exhaust stream in a previous time
instant and the amount of remaining NOx in the exhaust stream after this in-
jection. Such reactive behaviour cannot be captured by the definitions of strict
cleanness, robust cleanness or func-cleanness in the previous section. Hence,
in this section we will extend the definitions to make these cleanness concepts
applicable to reactive systems.

We consider a parameterised reactive system as a function S+ : Param→ Inω →
2(Outω) and a non-parametrised reactive system as S : Inω → 2(Outω), so that any
instance of the system reacts to the k-th input in the input sequence producing
the k-th output in each respective output sequence. Thus, each instance of
the system can be seen, for instance, as a (non-deterministic) Mealy or Moore
machine. Similar to sequential programs, parametrised and non-parametrised
reactive systems can encode each other. Let S+ : Param → Inω+ → 2(Outω) be
a parametrised system. Then, with In̸+ = Param × In+, the non-parametrised

system S : Inω̸+ → 2(Outω) with S((p, i)) := S+(p[0])(i) encodes S+, denoted S+ ↪→ S.

Conversely, let S : Inω → 2(Outω) be a non-parametrised reactive system. S can
be encoded by the parametrised reactive system S+ : {def } → Inω → 2(Outω)

with S+(def )(i) := S(i), denoted S ↪→ S+.
In the remainder of this section, we use S to denote non-parametrised reactive

systems and S+ for parametrised reactive systems. If not stated otherwise, we
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assume that S is a function of type Inω → 2(Outω) and that S+ is a function of
type Param→ Inω → 2(Outω).

3.2.1 Strict cleanness

For cleanness contracts, we require that StdIn ⊆ Inω. The definitions of strict
cleanness for reactive systems strongly resemble strict cleanness for sequential
programs defined in Definitions 3.1 and 3.2.

Definition 3.40. A parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S+ is strictly
clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn⟩, if for all pairs of parameters p, p′ ∈ Param
with p ≈P p′ and every standard input i ∈ StdIn, it holds that S+(p)(i) = S+(p

′)(i).

As for sequential programs, strict cleanness considers pairs of parameters that
are in a parameter comparability relation ≈P. For an arbitrary infinitely long
input sequence i ∈ StdIn that is considered a standard input, both instantiations
S+(p) and S+(p

′) of the system must produce the same set of outputs for i. The
relation ≈P and set StdIn make up the cleanness contract.
In cases where the behaviour of a system can be better modelled without

the distinction between inputs and parameters, we provide a definition for non-
parametrised systems.

Definition 3.41. A non-parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S is
strictly clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn,≈I⟩, if for all pairs of inputs i, i′ ∈ StdIn
with i ≈I i

′, it holds that S(i) = S(i′).

This definition is also very similar to its sequential-program counterpart. In-
stead of a parameter relation ≈P, contracts for the non-parametrised strict clean-
ness define comparability for inputs by means of a relation ≈I. Strict cleanness
enforces for two arbitrary standard inputs (i.e., infinitely long sequences of in-
put symbols, where both sequences come from set StdIn) in this relation that
the system produces the same set of outputs.
The parametrised and the non-parametrised variant of strict cleanness are

equally expressive. We show in Propositions 3.42 and 3.43 contracts that en-
code each other assuming that the systems encode each other according to the
↪→-definition. We remark that we will use the operator ×ω, which builds the
component-wise cross product of infinite traces. Also, we will in the following
silently convert pairs of traces into traces of pairs and vice versa. We refer to
Section 2.1 for the formal details.

Proposition 3.42. Let S+ : Param → Inω+ → 2(Outω) be a parametrised nonde-

terministic reactive system and S : Inω̸+ → 2(Outω) the non-parametrised nondeter-
ministic reactive system that encodes S+, i.e., S+ ↪→ S and In̸+ = Param×In+. Fur-
ther, let C+ = ⟨≈P,StdIn+⟩ and C = ⟨StdIn̸+,≈I⟩ be contracts with StdIn+ ⊆ Inω+ ,
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StdIn̸+ = Paramω ×ω StdIn+ and (p, i) ≈I (p
′, i′) if and only if p[0] ≈P p′[0] and

i = i′. Then, S+ is strictly clean w.r.t. C+ if and only if S is strictly clean w.r.t.
C.

Proof. We prove the two directions of the equivalence separately. First, assume
strict cleanness of S+. To prove strict cleanness of S, let (p1, i1), (p2, i2) ∈ StdIn̸+.
Hence p1, p2 ∈ Paramω and i1, i2 ∈ StdIn+. Further, we may assume that
(p1, i1) ≈I (p2, i2). We must show that S(p1, i1) = S(p2, i2). Since S+ ↪→ S, this is
equivalent to showing that S+(p1[0])(i1) = S+(p2[0])(i2). As S+ is strictly clean, it
suffices to show that p1[0] ≈P p2[0] and i1 = i2 which follows immediately from
(p1, i1) ≈I (p2, i2) with the definition of ≈I.
For the inverse implication, assume strict cleanness of S to prove strict clean-

ness of S+. Let p1, p2 ∈ Param with p1 ≈P p2, and i ∈ StdIn+. Then, we must
show that S+(p1)(i) = S+(p2)(i), or equivalently that S+(p

ω
1 [0])(i) = S+(p

ω
2 [0])(i)

which, by definition of S+ ↪→ S, is equivalent to S(pω1 , i) = S(pω2 , i). Since S
is strictly clean, it suffices to show that (pω1 , i) ≈I (p

ω
2 , i), i.e., according to the

definition of ≈I, that i = i (which is obviously true) and that pω1 [0] ≈P pω2 [0].
The latter is equivalent to p1 ≈P p2 for which we know from the assumptions of
strict cleanness of S+ that it holds.

Next, we show that every non-parametrised system S can be encoded by some
parametrised system S+, and at the same time that strict cleanness for a contract
for non-parametrised systems can be encoded by some contract for parametrised
systems. To this end, we use an encoding technique similar to ↪→Param for se-
quential programs (cf. Section 3.1). The inputs that would be passed to S will
be passed as parameters to the encoding system S+. The inputs to S+ are irrele-
vant for the behaviour of S+, so the set of inputs contains only a single “default”
trace. The details are given in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.43. Let S : Inω̸+ → 2(Outω) be a non-parametrised nondetermin-
istic reactive system. To encode S with a parametrised system, let Param = Inω̸+
and S+ : Param→ {def }ω → 2(Outω) the parametrised nondeterministic reactive
system with S+(i)(def

ω) := S(i). Further, let C = ⟨StdIn̸+,≈I⟩ and C+ = ⟨≈P,
StdIn+⟩ be contracts with StdIn̸+ ⊆ Inω̸+ , StdIn+ = {def }ω and i1 ≈P i2 if and only
if i1 ∈ StdIn̸+ and i2 ∈ StdIn̸+ and i1 ≈I i2. Then, S is strictly clean w.r.t. C if and
only if S+ is strictly clean w.r.t. C+.

Proof. We prove the two implications underneath the equivalence separately.
First, we assume strict cleanness of S to show strict cleanness of S+. Hence,
let i1, i2 ∈ Param(= In̸+) with i1 ≈P i2. Further, let i3 ∈ StdIn+ = {def }ω, i.e.,
i3 = def ω. We must show that S+(i1)(def

ω) = S+(i2)(def
ω). By definition of S+,

this is equivalent to S(i1) = S(i2). Using strict cleanness of S, it suffices to show
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that i1, i2 ∈ StdIn̸+ and i1 ≈I i2. This follows from the assumption that i1 ≈P i2
and the definition of ≈P.
For the inverse implication, we must show that under the assumption that

S+ is strictly clean, also S is strictly clean. For this, let i1, i2 ∈ StdIn̸+ with
i1 ≈I i2. We must show S(i1) = S(i2), which is, according to the definition of
S+, equivalent to S+(i1)(def

ω) = S+(i2)(def
ω). From strict cleanness of S+, we

know that this is the case if i1, i2 ∈ Param = Inω (which is obviously true) and if
i1 ≈P i2. By definition of ≈P, i1 ≈P i2 holds if i1, i2 ∈ StdIn̸+ and i1 ≈I i2. Both
conditions hold by assumption.

3.2.2 Robust cleanness

The strict cleanness definitions adapted for reactive systems are conceptually
identical to their counterparts for sequential programs; roughly, the only changes
are “type changes” to replace single values with infinite sequences of values. For
robust cleanness, such minimal changes would cause a very undesired side effect.
Suppose two input sequences in Inω that only differ by a single input in some late
k-th position. Assume that this difference causes the inputs to have a quantified
distance of more than κi. Now the program under study may become clean even
if the respective outputs differ enormously at an early k′-th position (k′ < k).
Notice that there is no justification for such early difference on the output, since
the input sequences are the same up to position k′.
In fact, we notice that the property of being clean should be of a safety nature:

if there is a point in a pair of executions in which the system is detected to be
doped, there should be no extension of such executions that can correct it and
make the system clean. In the observation above, the k′-th prefix of the trace
should be considered the bad prefix and the system deemed as doped.
Therefore, we consider distances on finite traces: dIn : (In∗ × In∗) → R≥0

and dOut : (Out
∗ × Out∗) → R≥0. With these, we provide definitions of robust

cleanness on reactive systems that ensure for any k ∈ N that, as long as all j-th
prefixes of a given input sequence, with j ≤ k, are within κi distance, the k-th
prefixes of the output sequence are within κo distance.

Definition 3.44. A parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S+ is ro-
bustly clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if for all pairs of pa-
rameters p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, standard input i ∈ StdIn, input i′ ∈ Inω

and index k ∈ N, it holds whenever dIn(i[..j], i
′[..j]) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k, that

H(dOut)(S+(p)(i)[..k],S+(p
′)(i′)[..k]) ≤ κo.

By having as precondition that dIn(i[..j], i
′[..j]) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k, this defini-

tion considers the fact that once one instance of the system deviates too much
from the normal behaviour (i.e., beyond κi distance at the input), this instance
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is not obliged any longer to meet (within κo distance) the output, even if later
inputs get closer again. This enables robustly clean systems to stop if an input
outside the standard domain may result harmful for the system. Also, notice
that, by considering the conditions through all k-th prefixes the definition en-
compasses the safety nature of robust cleanness.
The conceptual idea of lower and upper bounds for non-standard behaviour

(cf. page 44) can also be applied to reactive systems. The following definitions
define l-robust cleanness and u-robust cleanness for reactive systems.

Definition 3.45. A parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S+ is l-rob-
ustly clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if for every pair of
parameters p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, standard input i ∈ StdIn, input i′ ∈ Inω,
and index k ∈ N, it holds whenever dIn(i[..j], i

′[..j]) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k, that for
all o ∈ S+(p)(i), there exists o′ ∈ S+(p

′)(i′), such that dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) ≤ κo.

Definition 3.46. A parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S+ is u-rob-
ustly clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if for every pair of
parameters p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, standard input i ∈ StdIn, input i′ ∈ Inω,
and index k ∈ N, it holds whenever dIn(i[..j], i

′[..j]) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k, that for
all o′ ∈ S+(p

′)(i′), there exists o ∈ S+(p)(i), such that dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) ≤ κo.

As we did for sequential programs, we assemble a quantifier-based variant of
robust cleanness by taking the conjunction of l-robust cleanness and u-robust
cleanness. The following propositions show that this variant is almost equivalent
(in the same spirit as in Section 3.1) to the Hausdorff-based variant.

Proposition 3.47. Let S+ be a parametrised nondeterministic reactive system
and C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ a contract for robust cleanness. If S+ is l-rob-
ustly clean w.r.t. C and S+ is u-robustly clean w.r.t. C, then S+ is robustly clean
w.r.t. C.

Proof. Let p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, i ∈ StdIn, i′ ∈ Inω and k ∈ N. Assume
that for all j ≤ k, dIn(i[..j], i′[..j]) ≤ κi. To prove robust cleanness, we must show
that H(dOut)(S+(p)(i)[..k],S+(p

′)(i′)[..k]) ≤ κo. After unrolling the definition of
the Hausdorff distance, we need to show that the maximum of supo∈S+(p)(i)[..k]

info′∈S+(p′)(i′)[..k] dOut(o, o
′) and supo′∈S+(p′)(i′)[..k] info∈S+(p)(i)[..k] dOut(o, o

′) is less
or equal than κo. Simple logical operations transform the proof goal into the con-
junction of supo∈S+(p)(i) info′∈S+(p′)(i′) dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) ≤ κo and supo′∈S+(p′)(i′)

info∈S+(p)(i) dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) ≤ κo. With Lemma 3.12, it suffices to show that

∀o ∈ S+(p)(i). ∃o′ ∈ S+(p
′)(i′). dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) ≤ κo and ∀o′ ∈ S+(p
′)(i′). ∃o ∈

S+(p)(i). dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) ≤ κo. The first conjunct follows immediately from l-

robust cleanness of S+ for p, p′, i and i′, and similarly, the second conjunct follows
from u-robust cleanness.
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Proposition 3.48. Let S+ be a parametrised nondeterministic reactive system
and C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ a contract for robust cleanness. Then, for
every pair of parameters p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, standard input i ∈ StdIn,
input i′ ∈ Inω, and index k ∈ N, H(dOut)(S+(p)(i)[..k],S+(p

′)(i′)[..k]) < κo implies
that

1. for all o ∈ S+(p)(i), there exists o′ ∈ S+(p
′)(i′),

such that dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) < κo and

2. for all o′ ∈ S+(p
′)(i′), there exists o ∈ S+(p)(i),

such that dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) < κo.

Proof. Let p, p′ ∈ Param, i ∈ StdIn, i′ ∈ Inω and k ∈ N. We may assume that
H(dOut)(S+(p)(i)[..k],S+(p

′)(i′)[..k]) < κo. We must show that the inequalities
∀o ∈ S+(p)(i). ∃o′ ∈ S+(p

′)(i′). dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) < κo and ∀o′ ∈ S+(p

′)(i′). ∃o ∈
S+(p)(i). dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) < κo hold. Using Lemma 3.16, we may equivalently
show that supo∈S+(p)(i) info′∈S+(p′)(i′) dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) < κo and supo′∈S+(p′)(i′)

info∈S+(p)(i) dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) < κo. With simple logical operation, this can

be transformed into the equivalent proposition constraining the maximum of
supo∈S+(p)(i)[..k] info′∈S+(p′)(i′)[..k] dOut(o, o

′) and supo′∈S+(p′)(i′)[..k] info∈S+(p)(i)[..k]

dOut(o, o
′) to be smaller than κo. By the definition of the Hausdorff distance,

this is equivalent to H(dOut)(S+(p)(i)[..k],S+(p
′)(i′)[..k]) < κo, which we assumed

at the beginning of the proof.

For systems in which parameters do not occur we provide alternative robust
cleanness definitions for non-parametrised systems.

Definition 3.49. A non-parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S is
robustly clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if for every standard
input i ∈ StdIn, input i′ ∈ Inω and index k ∈ N, if dIn(i[..j], i′[..j]) ≤ κi for all
j ≤ k, then H(dOut)(S(i)[..k],S(i

′)[..k]) ≤ κo.

Example 3.50. A slightly more realistic version of the emission control system
than the one in Figure 3.4 is given in Figure 3.6. It is a closed loop where the
calculation of the DEF dosage also depends on the previous reading of NOx.
Moreover, the DEF dosage affects the amount of NOx emissions nondetermin-
istically. The program models a margin of error on the NOx emission, which
is represented by the factor λ in the nondeterministic assignment of variable
NOx in the penultimate line within the loop. This nondeterministic assignment
is an (admittedly unrealistic) abstraction of the chemical reaction between the
exhaust gases and the DEF dosage.
The doped version of the emission control system instrumenting the cheating

hack is shown in Figure 3.7. Both emission cleaning systems use constant λ = 0.1
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procedure EmissionControl()
NOx := 0
loop

read(throttle)
def dose := SCRModel(throttle,NOx)

NOx :∈
[
(1− λ) throttle3

2·def dose , (1 + λ) throttle3

2·def dose

]
output(NOx)

end loop
end procedure

Figure 3.6: Emission control (reactive).

and a function SCRModel that models the amount of DEF that the SCR
injects into the exhaust stream. The cheating version of the emission cleaning
system switches to an “alternative” SCR system if the throttle inputs are not
in the throttle test values set. We use the same ThrottleTestValues = (0, 1] as in
Section 3.1. The SCR models are given by the functions

SCRModel(x, n) =

{
x2 if 2 · n ≤ x
(1 + λ) · x2 otherwise

and

altSCRModel(x, n) = x.

altSCRModel ignores the feedback of the NOx emission resulting in the same
altSCRModel as in Example 3.5. We also take In = (0, 2] (recall that these are
the values that variable throttle takes). The idea of the feedback in SCRModel
is that if the previous emission was higher than expected with the planned
current dosage, then the actual current dosage is an extra λ portion above the
planned dosage. For the contract w.r.t. which we analyse robust cleanness, let
StdIn = (0, 1]ω and define dIn(i, i

′) = |last(i)− last(i′)| and similarly dOut(o, o
′) =

|last(o)− last(o′)|, where last(t) is the last element of the finite trace t. We take
κi = 2 and κo = 1.1. (κo needs to be a little larger than in Example 3.26 due
to the nondeterministic assignment to NOx.) With this contract, the system in
Figure 3.6 satisfies robust cleanness and the system in Figure 3.7 violates it.

As it was the case for sequential programs, robust cleanness for non-param-
etrised systems is equally expressive as for parametrised systems. To show this,
Propositions 3.51 and 3.52 provide a contract for a parametrised system that
encodes a non-parametrised one, and vice versa.
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procedure EmissionControl()
NOx := 0
loop

read(throttle)
if throttle ∈ ThrottleTestValues then

def dose := SCRModel(throttle,NOx)
else

def dose := altSCRModel(throttle,NOx)
end if

NOx :∈
[
(1− λ) throttle3

2·def dose , (1 + λ) throttle3

2·def dose

]
output(NOx)

end loop
end procedure

Figure 3.7: Doped emission control (reactive)

Proposition 3.51. Let S : Inω → 2(Outω) be a non-parametrised nondetermin-
istic reactive system and let S+ : {def } → Inω → 2(Outω) be the parametrised
nondeterministic reactive system that encodes S, i.e., S ↪→ S+. Further, let
C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ and C+ = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ be contracts,
where def ≈P def and StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo are identical in both contracts. Then,
S is robustly clean w.r.t. C if and only if S+ is robustly clean w.r.t. C+.

Proof. We prove the equivalence by separately proving the two underlying im-
plications. First, let S be robustly clean; we must show that S+ is robustly clean.
For this, let p, p′ ∈ {def } with p ≈P p′, i.e., p = p′ = def , let i ∈ StdIn, i′ ∈ Inω

and k ∈ N. We may assume that ∀j ≤ k. dIn(i[..j], i
′[..j]) ≤ κi and must show

that H(dOut)(S+(def )(i)[..k],S+(def )(i
′)[..k]) ≤ κo. From S ↪→ S+, we know that

this is equivalent to showing that H(dOut)(S(i)[..k],S(i
′)[..k]) ≤ κo. With the

above assumptions, this follows immediately from robust cleanness of S.
For the inverse implication, assume robust cleanness of S+, to show that S is

robustly clean. Let i ∈ StdIn, i′ ∈ Inω and k ∈ N. We may assume that ∀j ≤
k. dIn(i[..j], i

′[..j]) ≤ κi and need to show that H(dOut)(S(i)[..k],S(i
′)[..k]) ≤ κo.

This is equivalent to H(dOut)(S+(def )(i)[..k],S+(def )(i
′)[..k]) ≤ κo, since S ↪→ S+.

With the all the assumptions above, and that by definition def ≈P def , the
inequality follows from S+’s robust cleanness.

The inverse encoding (again) requires a more elaborate contract for the non-
parametrised system encoding the parametrised one. We adjust the input dis-

tance function ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In from Equation (3.1) to reactive systems (and leave the
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definition of ♭κi unchanged). The main difference is that the conditions for cases
1 and 2 use p[0] (and p′[0]) instead of p (and p′). We remark that this change

keeps the reflexivity and symmetry of ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In intact. Thus, ♯d

(κi,≈P)
In is still a

valid distance function.

♯d
(κi,≈P)
In ((p, i), (p′, i′)) :=


dIn(i, i

′) if κi ̸=∞ and p[0] ≈P p′[0]

0 if κi =∞ and p[0] ≈P p′[0]

∞ otherwise,

(3.3)

The following proposition specifies for a parametrised system and a robust
cleanness contract, the cleanness contract for the non-parametrised system that
encodes the parametrised on.

Proposition 3.52. Let S+ : Param → Inω+ → 2(Outω) be a parametrised nonde-

terministic reactive system and let S : Inω̸+ → 2(Outω), with In̸+ = Param × In+,
be the non-parametrised system that encodes S+, i.e., S+ ↪→ S. Further, let
C+ = ⟨≈P,StdIn+, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ and C = ⟨StdIn̸+, d′In, dOut, ♭κi, κo⟩ be contracts

with StdIn̸+ = Paramω ×ω StdIn+ and d′In = ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In . Then, S+ is robustly clean

w.r.t. C+ if and only if S is robustly clean w.r.t. C.

The proof of this proposition involves many steps that are shared by simi-
lar proofs, e.g., proofs that show that l-robust cleanness for parametrised and
non-parametrised systems are equally expressive. These shared proof steps are
captured in the proof of the following lemma.

Lemma 3.53. Let Param be a set of parameters, In+ a set of input symbols
and StdIn+ ⊆ Inω+ a set of standard inputs. Derived from these, let In̸+ :=
Param × In+ be another set of input symbols and StdIn̸+ := Paramω ×ω StdIn+
a set of standard inputs. Further, let ≈P be a parameter comparability re-
lation, dIn : In∗+ × In∗+ → R≥0 an input distance function and κi ∈ R≥0 an
input distance threshold. Finally, let V and W be two predicates for which
it holds for all p1, p2 ∈ Paramω, i1 ∈ StdIn+, i2 ∈ Inω+ and index k ∈ N that
V (p1[0], p2[0], i1, i2, k) ⇔ W (p1, p2, i1, i2, k). Then, the following statements are
equivalent:

1. For all p1, p2 ∈ Param with p1 ≈P p2, i1 ∈ StdIn+, i2 ∈ Inω+ , and index
k ∈ N, if dIn(i1[..j], i2[..j]) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k, then V (p1, p2, i1, i2, k).

2. For all î1 ∈ StdIn̸+, î2 ∈ Inω̸+ , and index k ∈ N, if for all j ≤ k it holds that

♯d
(κi,≈P)
In (̂i1[..j], î2[..j]) ≤ ♭κi, then there exist p1, p2 ∈ Paramω, i1 ∈ StdIn+,

and i2 ∈ Inω+ , such that î1 = (p1, i1), î2 = (p2, i2), and W (p1, p2, i1, i2, k).
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Proof. We prove both directions of the equivalence separately. First, we show
that statement 1 implies statement 2. For this, let î1 ∈ StdIn̸+, î2 ∈ Inω̸+ and

k ∈ N. We may assume that ∀j ≤ k. ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In (̂i1[..j], î2[..j]) ≤ ♭κi. Then, we

first conclude from the definition of StdIn̸+ and In̸+, that there exist p1, p2 ∈
Paramω, i1 ∈ StdIn+ and i2 ∈ Inω+ , such that î1 = (p1, i1), î2 = (p2, i2). It
remains to show that W (p1, p2, i1, i2, k). With the equivalence of W and V
from the assumptions, we may equivalently show that V (p1[0], p2[0], i1, i2, k).
Applying statement 1, it suffices to show that i) p1[0] ≈P p2[0] and ii) ∀j ≤
k. dIn(i1[..j], i2[..j]) ≤ κi. We continue by case distinction on whether κi is ∞.
First, assume κi ̸= ∞. Then, by definition of ♭, ♭κi = κi. As ♭κi < ∞, we

know that ∀j ≤ k. ♯d(κi,≈P)
In (̂i1[..j], î2[..j]) <∞. Using the trace-pair-equality (cf.

Section 2.2) we get that ∀j ≤ k. ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In ((p1[..j], i1[..j]), (p2[..j], i2[..j])) < ∞.

We can infer that the input distance is given by the first case of the defini-

tion of ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In : it cannot be the second case, because κi ̸= ∞ and cannot

be the third case, because the input distance is smaller than ∞. Hence, we

get that ∀j ≤ k. ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In ((p1[..j], i1[..j]), (p2[..j], i2[..j])) = dIn(i1[..j], i2[..j]) and

p1[..j][0] ≈P p2[..j][0], i.e., p1[0] ≈P p2[0], as we were required to show. In the
other case in which κi = ∞, precondition ii) is immediately satisfied, because
every value in R≥0 is less or equal to ∞. To prove condition i), observe that

♭κi = 0. Hence, it is the case that ∀j ≤ k. ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In (̂i1[..j], î2[..j]) ≤ 0, i.e.,

∀j ≤ k. ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In ((p1[..j], i1[..j]), (p2[..j], i2[..j])) ≤ 0. Similar to before, we can

infer that in this case the input distance is determined by the second case of

♯d
(κi,≈P)
In . Hence, we also infer that ∀j ≤ k. p1[..j][0] ≈P p2[..j][0] and hence

p1[0] ≈P p2[0].

To show the inverse implication, that statement 2 implies statement 1, let
p1, p2 ∈ Param with p1 ≈P p2, i1 ∈ StdIn+, i2 ∈ Inω+ and k ∈ N. We may assume
that ∀j ≤ k. dIn(i1[..j], i2[..j]) ≤ κi and must show V (p1, p2, i1, i2, k). This is
equivalent to V (pω1 [0], p

ω
2 [0], i1, i2, k), because pω1 [0] = p1 and pω2 [0] = p2. With

the equivalence of W and V from the assumptions, we may equivalently show
that W (pω1 , p

ω
2 , i1, i2, k). Using statement 2, it suffices to show that i) (pω1 , i1) ∈

StdIn̸+, ii) (pω2 , i2) ∈ Inω̸+ , and iii) ∀j ≤ k. ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In ((pω1 , i1)[..j], (p

ω
2 , i2)[..j]) ≤

♭κi. The first premise follows from the definition of StdIn̸+, p
ω
1 ∈ Paramω and

i1 ∈ StdIn+. Similarly, the second premise follows from the definition of In̸+,
pω2 ∈ Paramω and i2 ∈ Inω+ . To prove the third premise, we must identify which

of the three cases of ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In is responsible for the input distance. For this,

first observe that since p1 ≈P p2 it also holds that pω1 [0] ≈P pω2 [0]. We continue
depending on whether κi is infinity. First, let κi ̸=∞. Then, ♭κi = κi and the first

case of ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In applies, i.e., ∀j ≤ k. ♯d(κi,≈P)

In ((pω1 [..j], i1[..j]), (p
ω
2 [..j], i2[..j])) ≤ κi

if and only if ∀j ≤ k. dIn(i1[..j], i2[..j]) ≤ κi, which holds by assumption. In the
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other case that κi = ∞, we get that ♭κi = 0 and the second case of ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In

applies, i.e., by definition, ∀j ≤ k. ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In ((pω1 [..j], i1[..j]), (p

ω
2 [..j], i2[..j])) = 0.

We conclude the proof by acknowledging that 0 ≤ 0 is a tautology.

With the above lemma, only a single step of reasoning remains for the proof
of Proposition 3.52.

Proof of Proposition 3.52. With Lemma 3.53, it suffices to show for all p1, p2 ∈
Paramω, i1 ∈ StdIn+, i1 ∈ Inω+ and index k ∈ N that

H(dOut)(S+(p1[0])(i1)[..k],S+(p2[0])(i2)[..k]) ≤ κo if and only if

H(dOut)(S(p1, i1)[..k],S(p2, i2)[..k]) ≤ κo.

This follows directly from S+ ↪→ S.

Next, we provide for non-parametrised systems the quantifier-based definitions
for the lower and upper bound interpretation of robust cleanness.

Definition 3.54. A non-parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S is
l-robustly clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if for every standard
input i ∈ StdIn, input i′ ∈ Inω and k ∈ N, if dIn(i[..j], i′[..j]) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k,
then for all o ∈ S(i), there exists o′ ∈ S(i′), such that dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) ≤ κo.

Definition 3.55. A non-parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S is
u-robustly clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if for every standard
input i ∈ StdIn, input i′ ∈ Inω and k ∈ N, if dIn(i[..j], i′[..j]) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k,
then for all o′ ∈ S(i′), there exists o ∈ S(i), such that dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) ≤ κo.

We show that l-robust cleanness for parametrised and non-parametrised sys-
tems are equally expressive; the proofs follow the same structure as those for
robust cleanness.

Proposition 3.56. Let S : Inω → 2(Outω) be a non-parametrised nondetermin-
istic reactive system and let S+ : {def } → Inω → 2(Outω) be the parametrised
nondeterministic reactive system that encodes S, i.e., S ↪→ S+. Further, let
C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ and C+ = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ be contracts,
where def ≈P def and StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo are identical in both contracts. Then,
S is l-robustly clean w.r.t. C if and only if S+ is l-robustly clean w.r.t. C+.

Proof. We prove the equivalence by separately proving the two underlying im-
plications. First, let S be l-robustly clean; we must show that S+ is l-robustly
clean. For this, let p, p′ ∈ {def } with p ≈P p′, i.e., p = p′ = def , let i ∈ StdIn,
i′ ∈ Inω and k ∈ N. We may assume that ∀j ≤ k. dIn(i[..j], i

′[..j]) ≤ κi and
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must show that ∀o ∈ S+(def )(i). ∃o′ ∈ S+(def )(i
′). dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) ≤ κo. From
S ↪→ S+, we know that this is equivalent to showing that ∀o ∈ S(i). ∃o′ ∈
S(i′). dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) ≤ κo. With the above assumptions, this follows from
l-robust cleanness of S.
For the inverse implication, assume l-robust cleanness of S+, to show that

S is l-robustly clean. Let i ∈ StdIn, i′ ∈ Inω and k ∈ N. We may assume
that ∀j ≤ k. dIn(i[..j], i

′[..j]) ≤ κi and need to show that ∀o ∈ S(i). ∃o′ ∈
S(i′). dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) ≤ κo. This is equivalent to ∀o ∈ S+(def )(i). ∃o′ ∈
S+(def )(i

′). dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) ≤ κo, since S ↪→ S+. With the all the assumptions

above, and that by definition def ≈P def , the inequality follows from S+’s l-
robust cleanness.

Proposition 3.57. Let S+ : Param → Inω+ → 2(Outω) be a parametrised nonde-

terministic reactive system and let S : Inω̸+ → 2(Outω), with In̸+ = Param × In+,
be the non-parametrised system that encodes S+, i.e., S+ ↪→ S. Further, let
C+ = ⟨≈P,StdIn+, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ and C = ⟨StdIn̸+, d′In, dOut, ♭κi, κo⟩ be contracts

with StdIn̸+ = Paramω ×ω StdIn+ and d′In = ♯d
(κi,≈P)
In . Then, S+ is l-robustly clean

w.r.t. C+ if and only if S is l-robustly clean w.r.t. C.

Proof. With Lemma 3.53, it suffices to show that for all p1, p2 ∈ Paramω, i1 ∈
StdIn+, i1 ∈ Inω+ and index k ∈ N that

∀o1 ∈ S+(p1[0])(i1). ∃o2 ∈ S+(p2[0])(i2). dOut(o1[..k], o2[..k]) ≤ κo if and only if

∀o1 ∈ S(p1, i1). ∃o2 ∈ S(p2, i2). dOut(o1[..k], o2[..k]) ≤ κo.

This follows from S+ ↪→ S.

A similar proposition holds for u-robust cleanness; we omit the propositions
and proofs here.
Unsurprisingly, the quantifier-based and the Hausdorff-based variants of ro-

bust cleanness are almost equivalent also for non-parametrised reactive systems,
as the following two propositions show.

Proposition 3.58. Let S : Inω → 2(Outω) be a non-parametrised nondeter-
ministic reactive system and C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ a contract for robust
cleanness. If S is l-robustly clean w.r.t. C and S is u-robustly clean w.r.t. C, then
S is robustly clean w.r.t. C.

Proof. To show robust cleanness for S, let i ∈ StdIn, i′ ∈ Inω and k ∈ N
and assume that for all j ≤ k, dIn(i[..j], i

′[..j]) ≤ κi. We must show that
H(dOut)(S(i)[..k],S(i

′)[..k]) ≤ κo. After unrolling the definition of the Haus-
dorff distance, we need to show that the maximum of supo∈S(i)[..k] info′∈S(i′)[..k]

dOut(o, o
′) and supo′∈S(i′)[..k] info∈S(i)[..k] dOut(o, o

′) is less or equal than κo. Simple
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logical operations transform the proof obligation to the conjunction of supo∈S(i)

info′∈S(i′) dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) ≤ κo and supo′∈S(i′) info∈S(i) dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) ≤ κo.
With Lemma 3.12, it suffices to show that the conjunction of ∀o ∈ S(i). ∃o′ ∈
S(i′). dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) ≤ κo and ∀o′ ∈ S(i′). ∃o ∈ S(i). dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) ≤ κo

holds. The first conjunct follows immediately from l-robust cleanness of S for
i and i′, and similarly, the second conjunct follows from u-robust cleanness of
S.

Proposition 3.59. Let S : Inω → 2(Outω) be a non-parametrised nondeter-
ministic reactive system and C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ a contract for robust
cleanness. For every standard input i ∈ StdIn, input i′ ∈ Inω and index k ∈ N, if
dIn(i[..j], i

′[..j]) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k, then H(dOut)(S(i)[..k],S(i
′)[..k]) < κo implies

that

1. for all o ∈ S(i), there exists o′ ∈ S(i′) such that dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) < κo and

2. for all o′ ∈ S(i′), there exists o ∈ S(i) such that dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) < κo.

Proof. Let i ∈ StdIn, i′ ∈ Inω and k ∈ N. Assume that dIn(i[..j], i
′[..j]) ≤

κi for all j ≤ k, and that H(dOut)(S(i)[..k],S(i
′)[..k]) < κo. We must show

that ∀o ∈ S(i). ∃o′ ∈ S(i′). dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) < κo and ∀o′ ∈ S(i′). ∃o ∈

S(i). dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) < κo. Using Lemma 3.16, we may equivalently show

that the conjunction of supo∈S(i) info′∈S(i′) dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) < κo and supo′∈S(i′)

info∈S(i) dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) < κo holds. With simple logical operations, this con-

junction can be transformed into the equivalent proposition constraining the
maximum of supo∈S(i)[..k] info′∈S(i′)[..k] dOut(o, o

′) and supo′∈S(i′)[..k] info∈S(i)[..k]

dOut(o, o
′) to be smaller than κo. This is exactly what the assumed Hausdorff

distance defines, hence, the proposition holds.

The flavours of definitions of robust cleanness presented in this section – be
it for parametrised or non-parametrised systems, Hausdorff-based or quantifier-
based – develop further the definitions from Section 3.1 for sequential programs
to definitions for reactive systems. While the structure of this section is very
similar to that in Section 3.1, the definitions have one particular noteworthy
distinguishing peculiarity: the (infinitely long) input and output sequences of
the system are not handled as opaque values, but the reasoning is based on
a reasoning about finite prefixes of these sequences. This gives the definitions
their safety character – once robust cleanness is violated at some index k, this
violation cannot be recovered at a later index. For inputs, this concept has to
be taken one step further. Once two input prefixes cross the κi threshold, the
cleanness constraint on the corresponding outputs is dropped, and, in fact, it is
dropped also for all continuations of these prefixes.
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3.2.3 Func-cleanness

As we did for sequential programs, we will now further generalise robust clean-
ness to func-cleanness. Behind func-cleanness is a function f : R≥0 → R≥0 that,
given a distance between inputs, provides a threshold for the distance of the out-
puts belonging to these inputs. For reactive systems this remains unchanged.

Definition 3.60. A parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S+ is func-
clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if for all pairs of parameters
p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, standard input i ∈ StdIn, input i′ ∈ Inω and k ∈ N,
H(dOut)(S+(p)(i)[..k],S+(p

′)(i′)[..k]) ≤ f(dIn(i[..k], i′[..k])).

Like for robust cleanness, the definition of func-cleanness also considers dis-
tances on prefixes to ensure that major differences in late inputs do not impact
differences of early outputs, capturing also the safety nature of the property.
To work towards a quantifier-based variant of func-cleanness, the following

definitions spell out the lower and upper bound interpretations related to func-
cleanness.

Definition 3.61. A parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S+ is l-func-
clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if for all pairs of parameters
p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, standard input i ∈ StdIn, input i′ ∈ Inω and k ∈ N,
for all o ∈ S+(p)(i), there exists o′ ∈ S+(p

′)(i′), such that dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) ≤

f(dIn(i[..k], i
′[..k])).

Definition 3.62. A parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S+ is u-func-
clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if for all pairs of parameters
p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, standard input i ∈ StdIn, input i′ ∈ Inω and k ∈ N,
for all o′ ∈ S+(p

′)(i′), there exists o ∈ S+(p)(i), such that dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) ≤

f(dIn(i[..k], i
′[..k])).

We define the quantifier-based variant of func-cleanness as the conjunction of
l-func-cleanness and u-func-cleanness and show in the following propositions its
almost-equivalence to the Hausdorff-based definition.

Proposition 3.63. Let S+ : Param → Inω → 2(Outω) be a parametrised nonde-
terministic reactive system and C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ a contract for func-
cleanness. If S+ is l-func-clean w.r.t. C and S+ is u-func-clean w.r.t. C, then S+ is
func-clean w.r.t. C.

Proof. Let p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, i ∈ StdIn, i′ ∈ Inω and k ∈ N. In
the following, let κ = f(dIn(i[..k], i

′[..k])). Then, it suffices to show that ∀o ∈
S+(p)(i). ∃o′ ∈ S+(p

′)(i′). dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) ≤ κ (l-func-cleanness) and ∀o′ ∈

S+(p
′)(i′). ∃o ∈ S+(p)(i). dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) ≤ κ (u-func-cleanness) implies that
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H(dOut)(S+(p)(i)[..k],S+(p
′)(i′)[..k]) ≤ κ. We use Lemma 3.12 to get from l-func-

cleanness that supo∈S+(p)(i) info′∈S+(p′)(i′) dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) ≤ κ, and from u-func-

cleanness that supo′∈S+(p′)(i′) info∈S+(p)(i) dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) ≤ κ. It is easy to see

that it is equivalent to enforce the maximum of supo∈S+(p)(i)[..k] info′∈S+(p′)(i′)[..k]

dOut(o, o
′) and supo′∈S+(p′)(i′)[..k] info∈S+(p)(i)[..k] dOut(o, o

′) to be less or equal to
κ. Hence, H(dOut)(S+(p)(i)[..k],S+(p

′)(i′)[..k]) ≤ κ = f(dIn(i[..k], i
′[..k])).

Proposition 3.64. Let S+ : Param → Inω → 2(Outω) be a parametrised nonde-
terministic reactive system and C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ a contract for func-
cleanness. Then, for all pairs of parameters p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, standard
input i ∈ StdIn, input i′ ∈ Inω and k ∈ N, H(dOut)(S+(p)(i)[..k],S+(p

′)(i′)[..k]) <
f(dIn(i[..k], i

′[..k])) implies that

1. for all o ∈ S+(p)(i), there exists o
′ ∈ S+(p

′)(i′), such that dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) <

f(dIn(i[..k], i
′[..k])) and

2. for all o′ ∈ S+(p
′)(i′), there exists o ∈ S+(p)(i), such that dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) <
f(dIn(i[..k], i

′[..k])).

Proof. Let p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, i ∈ StdIn, i′ ∈ Inω and k ∈ N. In the
following, let κ = f(dIn(i[..k], i

′[..k])). Then, it suffices to show that the inequal-
ity H(dOut)(S+(p)(i)[..k],S+(p

′)(i′)[..k]) < κ implies that ∀o ∈ S+(p)(i). ∃o′ ∈
S+(p

′)(i′). dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) < κ (l-func-cleanness) and ∀o′ ∈ S+(p

′)(i′). ∃o ∈
S+(p)(i). dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) < κ (u-func-cleanness). By definition of the Haus-
dorff distance, the maximum of supo∈S+(p)(i)[..k] info′∈S+(p′)(i′)[..k] dOut(o, o

′) and
supo′∈S+(p′)(i′)[..k] info∈S+(p)(i)[..k] dOut(o, o

′) is smaller than κ. This is equivalent
to the conjunction that supo∈S+(p)(i) info′∈S+(p′)(i′) dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) < κ and
supo′∈S+(p′)(i′) info∈S+(p)(i) dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) < κ. From the former, we get l-
func-cleanness with Lemma 3.16, and from the latter and Lemma 3.16 we obtain
u-func-cleanness.

For reactive systems that can better be modelled without parameters, we
define func-cleanness for non-parametrised systems below.

Definition 3.65. A non-parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S is
func-clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if for every standard input i ∈
StdIn, input i′ ∈ Inω and k ∈ N, H(dOut)(S(i)[..k],S(i

′)[..k]) ≤ f(dIn(i[..k], i′[..k])).

Example 3.66. The emissions control systems from Figures 3.6 and 3.7 are non-
parametrised systems. Hence, func-cleanness from Definition 3.65 can be applied
to these examples. For a contract, we can take the same StdIn, dIn and dOut

as proposed in Example 3.50 for the robust cleanness contract. For f in the
contract, one suitable choice is f(x) = x/2 + 0.3. Notice that using the same
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function f as in Example 3.39 for sequential programs would not be a good choice
here, because of the nondeterminism in the output in the reactive variant of the
emission control system. As expected, the system in Figure 3.6 is func-clean
w.r.t. this contract; the system in Figure 3.7 violates func-cleanness.

In the following two propositions, we will prove that func-cleanness for pa-
rametrised systems and non-parametrised ones are equally expressive. We start
with the easier direction showing how non-parametrised func-cleanness maps to
parametrised func-cleanness.

Proposition 3.67. Let S : Inω → 2(Outω) be a non-parametrised nondetermin-
istic reactive system and let S+ : {def } → Inω → 2(Outω) be the parametrised
nondeterministic reactive system that encodes S, i.e., S ↪→ S+. Further, let
C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ and C+ = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ be contracts, where
def ≈P def and StdIn, dIn, dOut, f are identical in both contracts. Then, S is
func-clean w.r.t. C if and only if S+ is func-clean w.r.t. C+.

Proof. We first assume that S is func-clean w.r.t. C to show that S+ is func-clean
w.r.t. C+. For this, let p = p′ = def , i ∈ StdIn, i′ ∈ Inω and k ∈ N. With these
assumptions, we get from func-cleanness of S that H(dOut)(S(i)[..k],S(i

′)[..k]) ≤
f(dIn(i[..k], i

′[..k])). By definition of S+ as given by S ↪→ S+, this is equivalent
to the inequalityH(dOut)(S+(def )(i)[..k],S+(def )(i

′)[..k]) ≤ f(dIn(i[..k], i′[..k])), so
S+ is robustly clean w.r.t. C+.
Conversely, we assume that S+ is func-clean w.r.t. C+ to show that S is func-

clean w.r.t. C. Let i ∈ StdIn, i′ ∈ Inω and k ∈ N. By definition, def ≈P def .
We get from func-cleanness of S+ that H(dOut)(S+(def )(i)[..k],S+(def )(i

′)[..k]) ≤
f(dIn(i[..k], i

′[..k])). By definition of S+ as given by S ↪→ S+, this is equivalent to
H(dOut)(S(i)[..k],S(i

′)[..k]) ≤ f(dIn(i[..k], i′[..k])), which concludes the proof.

As for sequential programs, the inverse encoding step requires a more so-
phisticated contract for the cleanness of the non-parametrised system. Below

is the input distance function ♯d
(f,≈P)
In , which is very similar to its counterpart

for sequential programs in Equation (3.2). The only difference between the two
definitions is that for reactive systems we must access the first symbol from the
parameter traces p and p′. We remark that this change keeps the reflexivity and

symmetry of ♯d
(f,≈P)
In intact. Thus, ♯d

(f,≈P)
In is still a valid distance function.

♯d
(f,≈P)
In

(
(p, i), (p′, i′)

)
:=


0 if p[0] ≈P p′[0] and i = i′

f(dIn(i, i
′)) + 1 if p[0] ≈P p′[0] and i ̸= i′

∞ otherwise,

(3.4)
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Leaving the definition of ♭f unchanged, we can now construct func-cleanness
contracts for non-parametrised systems that encode func-cleanness contracts for
parametrised systems.

Proposition 3.68. Let S+ : Param → Inω+ → 2(Outω) be a parametrised sys-

tem and S : Inω̸+ → 2(Outω), with In̸+ = Param × In+, the non-parametrised
system such that S+ ↪→ S. Further, let C+ = ⟨≈P,StdIn+, dIn, dOut, f⟩ be a
contract for parametrised systems and C = ⟨StdIn̸+, d′In, dOut, ♭f⟩ a contract for

non-parametrised systems, where StdIn̸+ = Paramω ×ω StdIn+ and d′In = ♯d
(f,≈P)
In .

Then, S+ is func-clean w.r.t. C+ if and only if S is func-clean w.r.t. C.

Proof. We first show that if S+ is func-clean w.r.t. C+, then S is func-clean w.r.t.
C. Hence, let (p1, i1) ∈ StdIn̸+, (p2, i2) ∈ Inω̸+ and k ∈ N. From the definitions of
StdIn̸+ and In̸+ we get that p1, p2 ∈ Paramω, i1 ∈ StdIn+ and i2 ∈ Inω+ . We must
show that H(dOut)(S(p1, i1)[..k],S(p2, i2)[..k]) ≤ ♭f(d′In((p1, i1)[..k], (p2, i2)[..k])).
Applying the definition of S as given by S+ ↪→ S, it suffices to show that
H(dOut)(S+(p1[0])(i1)[..k], S+(p2[0])(i2)[..k]) ≤ ♭f(d′In((p1, i1)[..k], (p2, i2)[..k])).

We distinguish three cases, analogue to the cases of the definition of ♯d
(f,≈P)
In :

• Case p1[..k][0] ≈P p2[..k][0] and i1[..k] = i2[..k]: Then, dIn(i1[..k], i2[..k]) = 0

and, by definition of ♯d
(f,≈P)
In , d′In((p1, i1)[..k], (p2, i2)[..k]) = 0. Since by def-

inition ♭f(0) = f(0), ♭f(d′In((p1, i1)[..k], (p2, i2)[..k])) = f(dIn(i1[..k], i2[..k]))
and it suffices to show that H(dOut)(S+(p1[0])(i1)[..k],S+(p2[0])(i2)[..k]) ≤
f(dIn(i1[..k], i2[..k])). This follows from func-cleanness of S+.

• Case p1[..k][0] ≈P p2[..k][0] and i1[..k] ̸= i2[..k]: Then, by definition of

♯d
(f,≈P)
In , d′In((p1, i1)[..k], (p2, i2)[..k]) = f(dIn(i1[..k], i2[..k])) + 1, which is

always larger than 0. Since d′In is always larger than 0 in this case,
we get from the definition of ♭f that ♭f(d′In((p1, i1)[..k], (p2, i2)[..k])) =
f(dIn(i1[..k], i2[..k]))+1−1, which is equal to f(dIn(i1[..k], i2[..k])). Hence, it
suffices to show that H(dOut)(S+(p1[0])(i1)[..k],S+(p2[0])(i2)[..k]) is smaller
or equal to f(dIn(i1[..k], i2[..k])), which follows from func-cleanness of S+.

• Case p1[..k][0] ̸≈P p2[..k][0]: The, we get from the definition of ♯d
(f,≈P)
In

that d′In((p1, i1)[..k], (p2, i2)[..k]) = ∞ and, by definition of ♭f and since
∞ > 0, ♭f(d′In((p1, i1)[..k], (p2, i2)[..k])) = ∞. Hence, it suffices to show
that H(dOut)(S+(p1[0])(i1)[..k],S+(p2[0])(i2)[..k]) ≤ ∞, which is always the
case.

It remains to show that if S is func-clean w.r.t. C, then S+ is func-clean
w.r.t. C+. Let p1, p2 ∈ Param with p1 ≈P p2, i1 ∈ StdIn+, i2 ∈ Inω+ and
k ∈ N. Then, we must show that H(dOut)(S+(p1)(i1)[..k],S+(p2)(i2)[..k]) ≤
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f(dIn(i1[..k], i2[..k])). Notice that pω1 [0] = p1 and pω2 [0] = p2, so, with the
definition of S as given by the encoding S+ ↪→ S, it suffices to show that
H(dOut)(S(p

ω
1 , i1)[..k],S(p

ω
2 , i2)[..k]) ≤ f(dIn(i1[..k], i2[..k])). From p1 ≈P p2 it

follows that pω1 [0] ≈P pω2 [0]. We distinguish on whether i1[..k] = i2[..k]. If
i1[..k] and i2[..k] are equal, then, by definition of dIn, d(dIn(i1[..k], i2[..k])) = 0,

and, by definition of ♯d
(f,≈P)
In , d′In((p

ω
1 , i1)[..k], (p

ω
2 , i2)[..k]) = 0. Moreover, us-

ing the definition of ♭f , we get that f(dIn(i1[..k], i2[..k])) = f(0) = ♭f(0) =
♭f(d′In((p

ω
1 , i1)[..k], (p

ω
2 , i2)[..k])). In the other case that i1[..k] ̸= i2[..k], we simi-

larly use the definitions of ♯d
(f,≈P)
In and ♭f to conclude that f(dIn(i1[..k], i2[..k])) =

f(dIn(i1[..k], i2[..k])) + 1− 1 = d′In((p
ω
1 , i1)[..k], (p

ω
2 , i2)[..k])− 1, which is equal to

♭f(d′In((p
ω
1 , i1)[..k], (p

ω
2 , i2)[..k])). Hence, in both cases, it suffices to show that

H(dOut)(S(p
ω
1 , i1)[..k],S(p

ω
2 , i2)[..k]) ≤ ♭f(d′In((pω1 , i1)[..k], (pω2 , i2)[..k])), which fol-

lows from func-cleanness of S for standard input (pω1 , i1) and input (pω2 , i2).

Below we provide func-cleanness-related quantifier-based definitions for lower
and upper bound constraints on non-standard behaviour.

Definition 3.69. A non-parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S is l-
func-clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if for every standard input
i ∈ StdIn, input i′ ∈ Inω and index k ∈ N, it holds that for all o ∈ S(i), there
exists o′ ∈ S(i′), such that dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) ≤ f(dIn(i[..k], i′[..k])).

Definition 3.70. A non-parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S is u-
func-clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if for every standard input
i ∈ StdIn, input i′ ∈ Inω and index k ∈ N, it holds that for all o′ ∈ S(i′), there
exists o ∈ S(i), such that dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) ≤ f(dIn(i[..k], i′[..k])).

We remark that l-func-cleanness and u-func-cleanness for non-parametrised
systems is as expressive as their counterparts for parametrised systems. This
can be shown formally in a way similar to Propositions 3.67 and 3.68. We omit
the propositions and proofs.
As expected, composing the above two definitions into a conjunction yields a

quantifier-based formulation of func-cleanness that is almost equivalent to the
Hausdorff-based one, as shown in the following two propositions.

Proposition 3.71. Let S : Inω → 2(Outω) be a non-parametrised nondetermin-
istic reactive system and C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ a contract for func-cleanness.
If S is l-func-clean w.r.t. C and S is u-func-clean w.r.t. C, then S is func-clean
w.r.t. C.

Proof. Let i ∈ StdIn, i′ ∈ Inω and k ∈ N. Also, let κ = f(dIn(i[..k], i
′[..k])).

Then, it suffices to show that ∀o ∈ S(i). ∃o′ ∈ S(i′). dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) ≤ κ
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(l-func-cleanness) and ∀o′ ∈ S(i′). ∃o ∈ S(i). dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) ≤ κ (u-func-

cleanness) implies thatH(dOut)(S(i)[..k],S(i
′)[..k]) ≤ κ. With Lemma 3.12 we get

from l-func-cleanness that supo∈S(i) info′∈S(i′) dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) ≤ κ, and from u-

func-cleanness that supo′∈S(i′) info∈S(i) dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) ≤ κ. It is easy to see

that this is equivalent to the maximum of supo∈S(i)[..k] info′∈S(i′)[..k] dOut(o, o
′)

and supo′∈S(i′)[..k] info∈S(i)[..k] dOut(o, o
′) being less or equal to κ. Hence, we can

conclude that H(dOut)(S(i)[..k],S(i
′)[..k]) ≤ κ = f(dIn(i[..k], i

′[..k])).

Proposition 3.72. Let S : Inω → 2(Outω) be a non-parametrised nondetermin-
istic reactive system and C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ a contract for func-cleanness.
Then, for every standard input i ∈ StdIn, input i′ ∈ Inω and index k ∈ N,
H(dOut)(S(i)[..k],S(i

′)[..k]) < f(dIn(i[..k], i
′[..k])) implies that

1. for all o ∈ S(i), there exists o′ ∈ S(i′) such that dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) <

f(dIn(i[..k], i
′[..k])) and

2. for all o′ ∈ S(i′), there exists o ∈ S(i) such that dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) <

f(dIn(i[..k], i
′[..k])).

Proof. Let i ∈ StdIn, i′ ∈ Inω and k ∈ N. Also, let κ = f(dIn(i[..k], i
′[..k])).

Then, it suffices to show that H(dOut)(S(i)[..k],S(i
′)[..k]) < κ implies that ∀o ∈

S(i). ∃o′ ∈ S(i′). dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) < κ (l-func-cleanness) and ∀o′ ∈ S(i′). ∃o ∈

S(i). dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) < κ (u-func-cleanness). From the definition of the Haus-

dorff distance, we get that the maximum of supo∈S(i)[..k] info′∈S(i′)[..k] dOut(o, o
′)

and supo′∈S(i′)[..k] info∈S(i)[..k] dOut(o, o
′) is smaller than κ. This is equivalent

to the conjunction of the inequalities supo∈S(i) info′∈S(i′) dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) ≤ κ

and supo′∈S(i′) info∈S(i) dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) ≤ κ. From the former, we get l-func-

cleanness with Lemma 3.16, and from the latter and Lemma 3.16 we obtain
u-func-cleanness.

In Section 3.1.3 about func-cleanness for sequential programs we remarked
that func-cleanness is strictly more general than robust cleanness. We substan-
tiated this claim by providing a function f (parametrised by κi and κo) that,
with unchanged ≈P, StdIn, dIn and dOut, forms a contract that implements robust
cleanness in the framework of func-cleanness. With respect to reactive systems,
it is still the case that func-cleanness is strictly more general than robust clean-
ness. To model a contract for func-cleanness that proves this, it is, however,
necessary to replace the input distance function by a function that, instead of
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producing actual distance values, encodes “messages” for the function f :

dnewIn (i[..k], i′[..k]) =


0 if i[..k] = i′[..k]

1 if i ∈ StdIn or i′ ∈ StdIn, i[..k] ̸= i′[..k]

and dIn(i[..j], i
′[..j]) ≤ κi for all 0 ≤ j ≤ k

2 otherwise

Roughly speaking, if two input prefixes passed to this new input distance func-
tion are supposed to be considered for an output check, then the result is zero or
one. Otherwise, the result is two. Hence, all the function f must do is to return
κo if x ≤ 1 and to return ∞ (to effectively disable the output check) otherwise.

3.2.4 Past-Forgetful Distance Functions & Trace Integrity

The distance functions used for robust cleanness and func-cleanness above de-
fine distances between finite prefixes of traces. In some situations it is prefer-
able to use distance functions that do only consider the distance between the
last symbols of two traces instead of considering the full traces. We call this
property past-forgetful. A distance function d : X∗ × X∗ → R≥0 is past-
forgetful if and only if for every non-empty traces x1, x2 ∈ X∗ it holds that
d(x1, x2) = d(last(x1), last(x2)). When such distance functions are used with
the cleanness definitions proposed in Section 3.2 this opens an opportunity to
effectively circumvent the restrictions imposed by these definitions.

Example 3.73. Consider a reactive system S : Rω → 2(R
ω) and two inputs i1 and

i2 from Rω. Assume that S(i1) produces two outputs o1 = 1100 1 100 1 100 · · ·
and o′1 = 100 1 100 1 100 1 · · · . and that S(i2) produces three outputs o2 =
11 100 1 1 100 1 1 100 · · · , o′2 = 1100 1 1 100 1 · · · and o′′2 = 100 1 1 100 1 1 · · · .
That is, the outputs for i1 are all possible traces for which the output symbols
1 and 100 alternate in every step, and the outputs to i2 are all possibilities to
repeatedly have twice the symbol 1 followed by one symbol 100. Consider a
contract with StdIn = {i1}, past-forgetful output distance function dOut(t1, t2) =
|last(t1)− last(t2)| and κo = 0. Further assume that dIn and κi are defined such
that dIn(i1, i2) ≤ κi. Then, for inputs i1 and i2 S is l-robustly clean: We have to
show for some index k ∈ N and non-standard output o ∈ S(i2) that there exists
some o′ ∈ S(i1) such that |o[k]− o′[k]| = 0. Assume o = o2 (the argument is
analogue for o′2 and o′′2). Depending on the concrete k, o2[k] is either 1 or 100.
Observe that o1[k] = 1∨o′1[k] = 1 and o1[k] = 100∨o′1[k] = 100, i.e., exactly one
of the two outputs in S(i1) exhibits 1 and exactly one exhibits 100 at position
k. Thus, |o2[k]− o′[k]| = 0 holds for either o′ = o1 or o′ = o′1. More precisely,
l-robust cleanness can be satisfied for S, i1, i2 and o2 by choosing alternately o1
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and o′1 for o′. However, there does not exist a single output o′ in S(i1) such that
|o[k]− o′[k]| = 0 holds at all positions k.

The above example demonstrates that l-robust cleanness does not have a char-
acteristic that we call trace integrity. Intuitively, from a clean program we expect
that for every o ∈ S(i) there exists an output o′ ∈ S(i′) such that at every position
k, the distance between o and o′ is at most κo. Example 3.73 shows an extreme
case in which trace integrity is violated. This problem occurs if the distance
functions are past-forgetful. For history-aware distance functions it can some-
times be circumvented. Definition 3.74 proposes a variant of l-robust cleanness
(Definition 3.45) that satisfies trace integrity (i.e., which is trace integral).

Definition 3.74. A parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S+ is trace
integral l-robustly clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if for every
pair of parameters p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, standard input i ∈ StdIn, input
i′ ∈ Inω, and output o ∈ S+(p)(i), there exists o′ ∈ S+(p

′)(i′), such that for every
index k ∈ N, if dIn(i[..j], i′[..j]) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k, then dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) ≤ κo.

The change to Definition 3.45 is subtle: effectively, we switched the order of
the ∀o ∈ P+(p)(i).∃o′ ∈ P+(p

′)(i′) and the ∀k ∈ N quantifications.
The problem depicted in Example 3.73 for l-robust cleanness can easily be

adapted to show that u-robust cleanness suffers from the same problem. Hence,
Definition 3.75 shows a trace integral variant of u-robust cleanness (as defined
in Definition 3.46).

Definition 3.75. A parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S+ is trace
integral u-robustly clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if for ev-
ery pair of parameters p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, standard input i ∈ StdIn, input
i′ ∈ Inω, and output o′ ∈ S+(p

′)(i′), there exists o ∈ S+(p)(i), such that for every
index k ∈ N, if dIn(i[..j], i′[..j]) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k, then dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) ≤ κo.

Despite the potential lack of trace integrity, we favour robust cleanness as
defined in Definitions 3.44 and 3.49 over their trace integral variants, because
the latter can not be expressed using the Hausdorff distance. Consequently, we
consider the conjunction of Definitions 3.74 and 3.75 as the default (and only)
definition for trace integral robust cleanness.

Definition 3.76. A parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S+ is trace
integral robustly clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if and only
if S+ is trace integral l-robustly clean w.r.t. C and S+ is trace integral u-robustly
clean w.r.t. C.

For completeness, we also provide the the non-parametrised variants of the
trace integral definitions.
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Definition 3.77. A non-parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S is
trace integral l-robustly clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if for
every standard input i ∈ StdIn, input i′ ∈ Inω, and output o ∈ S(i), there exists
o′ ∈ S(i′), such that for every index k ∈ N, if dIn(i[..j], i′[..j]) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k,
then dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) ≤ κo.

Definition 3.78. A non-parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S is
trace integral u-robustly clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if for
every standard input i ∈ StdIn, input i′ ∈ Inω, and output o′ ∈ S(i′), there exists
o ∈ S(i), such that for every index k ∈ N, if dIn(i[..j], i′[..j]) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k,
then dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) ≤ κo.

Definition 3.79. A non-parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S is
trace integral robustly clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if and
only if S is trace integral l-robustly clean w.r.t. C and S is trace integral u-rob-
ustly clean w.r.t. C.

Func-cleanness suffers from a loss of trace integrity when past-forgetful dis-
tance functions are being used, too. Hence, below we define trace integral vari-
ants of Definitions 3.60 to 3.62, 3.65, 3.69 and 3.70.

Definition 3.80. A parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S+ is trace
integral l-func-clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if for all pairs of
parameters p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, standard input i ∈ StdIn, input i′ ∈ Inω

and output o ∈ S+(p)(i), there exists o′ ∈ S+(p
′)(i′), such that for every k ∈ N,

dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) ≤ f(dIn(i[..k], i′[..k])).

Definition 3.81. A parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S+ is trace
integral u-func-clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if for all pairs of
parameters p, p′ ∈ Param with p ≈P p′, standard input i ∈ StdIn, input i′ ∈ Inω

and output o′ ∈ S+(p
′)(i′), there exists o ∈ S+(p)(i), such that for every k ∈ N,

dOut(o[..k], o
′[..k]) ≤ f(dIn(i[..k], i′[..k])).

Definition 3.82. A parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S+ is trace
integral func-clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if and only if S+ is
trace integral l-func-clean w.r.t. C and S+ is trace integral u-func-clean w.r.t. C.

Finally, trace integral func-cleanness for non-parametrised programs is defined
below.

Definition 3.83. A non-parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S is
trace integral l-func-clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if for every
standard input i ∈ StdIn, input i′ ∈ Inω and output o ∈ S(i), there exists o′ ∈
S(i′), such that for every k ∈ N, dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) ≤ f(dIn(i[..k], i′[..k])).
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Definition 3.84. A non-parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S is
trace integral u-func-clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if for every
standard input i ∈ StdIn, input i′ ∈ Inω and output o′ ∈ S(i′), there exists
o ∈ S(i), such that for every k ∈ N, dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) ≤ f(dIn(i[..k], i′[..k])).

Definition 3.85. A non-parametrised nondeterministic reactive system S is
trace integral func-clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if and only if S is
trace integral l-func-clean w.r.t. C and S is trace integral u-func-clean w.r.t. C.

3.3 Mixed Input-Output Systems

The cleanness analysis of reactive systems in Section 3.2 assumes that the system
is modelled as a function that transforms an infinite sequence of inputs i into an
infinite sequence of outputs o, where at every index k ∈ N+, o[k] is the output
for input i[k] (possibly considering also inputs and outputs at indices smaller
than k for the computation of o[k]). In other words, the events “receiving an
input” and “producing an output” are in fact considered as a single event where
receiving an input and producing the output is an atomic step. While this view
is a simplification of a real system (e.g., during the execution of a program
such as the one in Figure 3.6 there is a delay between reading the input and
finishing the computation of the output), it is very suitable for many different
types of verification and analysis techniques. In particular, popular modelling
formalisms, like finite state transducers, encourage to think in terms of this
abstraction. Most verification or analysis results based on this abstraction are
valid, because the properties that are being checked are time insensitive. That is,
for the analysis it is irrelevant whether an output was produced a few milliseconds
earlier or later – what is important is that the output produced is a reaction to
the input received.
In this section we propose a generalisation of this strict requirement that

every input must have a corresponding output. We propose mixed input-output
systems (or short mixed-IO systems) that are flexible enough to describe that at
any time the system may receive an input or produce an output without putting
any constraints on the order in which inputs and outputs occur. For an input
domain In and an output domain Out, a mixed-IO system L is defined by the
set of all (infinitely long) input-output sequences that can be generated by the
system. Hence, formally, L ⊆ (In ∪ Out)ω. Mixed-IO systems can, for example,
be modelled by any kind of labelled automata – where the traces of (accepting)
runs of the automaton determine the set of input-output sequences of the system
being modelled. We call the input-output sequences in L also traces. Concretely,
in Section 5.1 we will use labelled transition systems to model the observable
behaviour of cyber-physical systems.
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The programs and systems in the previous sections are modelled as (total)
functions. Hence, these models implicitly required that the systems respond to
any possible input. This property is called input enabled. A mixed-IO system
L is input enabled, if for every σ ∈ L, every k ∈ N, and every input symbol
i ∈ In, there exists a trace σ′ ∈ L such that σ[..k] = σ′[..k] and σ′[k + 1] = i,
i.e., at any time, L must accept any possible input symbol from its environment.
Notice that in contrast to the function-based definitions of reactive systems in
Section 3.2, it is possible to define mixed-IO systems that are not input enabled.

Similar to input-enabledness is output-enabledness. L is output enabled, if for
every σ ∈ L and every k ∈ N, there exists a trace σ′ ∈ L such that σ[..k] = σ′[..k]
and σ′[k + 1] ∈ Out, i.e., at any time, L must be able to produce at least one
output symbol. In the remainder of this section, we will only consider mixed-IO
systems that are input and output enabled.

The mixed-IO system modelling approach is meant to represent black-box
systems based on observations of the system behaviour.

Example 3.86. To illustrate mixed-IO systems, we consider the behaviour of a
printer. In particular, we consider its behaviour not only for a single printing
job, but for all jobs it receives after it turns on. Thus, we consider it as a
reactive system. Our observations about the printer are as follows. The inputs
to the printer are documents that shall be printed. We can send arbitrary many
documents to the printer. After receiving a document, it is printed and appears
in the output tray. The “output” of the printer is the printed document we
remove from the output tray. The printed documents appear in the output tray
in the same order in which the documents were sent to the printer. As long as a
document appears in the output tray after it was sent to the printer, there are
no restrictions on the order of sending documents to the printer and removing
print-outs from the tray. Thus, if we consider five documents i1 to i5 and their
print-outs o1 to o5, a valid trace of the above printer is i1 o1 i2 o2 i3 o3 i4 o4 i5 o5,
i.e., after a document is printed, we remove it from the output tray before the
next document is sent to the printer. Alternatively, a valid trace of the printer
is i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 o1 o2 o3 o4 o5, i.e., first, all documents are sent to the printer and
then all print-outs are removed from the output tray. Obviously, this printer is
input-enabled, because new documents can be sent to the printer at any time. To
make it output enabled, we introduce the additional output symbol δ (inspired
by quiescence as used for model-based conformance tests, cf. Section 2.3) to
denote that the output tray is empty and we cannot remove a print-out. So, if
we attempt to remove two print-outs from the tray after only one input was sent
to the printer, we would observe the trace i1 o1 δ i2 o2 δ i3 o3 δ i4 o4 δ i5 o5 δ.

The example highlights a few traces that a mixed-IO model of the printer can
generate, but it does not provide a full model of the printer, i.e., it does not
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provide the set of all traces the printer can generate. Motivated by the above
mentioned observer perspective we take on mixed-IO systems, we will operate
under the assumption that a system can be modelled as a (input- and output-
enabled) mixed-IO system without necessarily knowing the (full) model. We will
explain in Section 5.3 how mixed-IO system models are used to facilitate testing-
based cleanness analyses. On the theoretical level, we will use the assumption
that the model is fully known; this is necessary to reason about the correctness
of the testing approach. In practice, it suffices to know only those parts of the
system that are relevant to conduct a particular test case.

Example 3.87. We take up the example of manipulated diesel emission cleaning
systems from the previous sections. From an external observer perspective it
is common to consider the speed of a car as the input symbols to the system.
Hence, an input to the system is a speed trajectory. Such a speed trajectory
is called test cycle. As a standard input, we consider the NEDC test cycle (cf.
Section 2.7). While driving the car, there are complex physical and chemical
processes happening that influence the amount of NOx in the exhaust stream
of the car. Thus, when comparing an NEDC drive and a second test drive,
checking the emissions with a high frequency (e.g., every second) could easily
lead to false accusations of doping. Convincing test results are achieved if the
(average of the) emissions are compared only at the very end of the test. In this
case, the standard behaviour would be a trace of 1180 inputs (representing the
NEDC) followed by a single output (representing the average amount of NOx).
This is one trace of the car we know and that is also necessary to know to
evaluate a cleanness test. When conducting a cleanness test, we obtain a second
trace consisting of 1180 inputs (different to the NEDC) and one output value
at the end. To evaluate the outcome of the test, only these two traces must be
compared; the behaviour of the car beyond these two traces is not relevant and
does not need to be known.3

In general, every reactive system modelled as a function S : Inω → 2(Outω) can
also be modelled as a mixed-IO system. Given a reactive system S, an input
i ∈ Inω and the output o ∈ S(i), the mixed-IO trace that best describes this
behaviour of S is the strictly alternating trace i[0] o[0] i[1] o[1] · · · . This trace
reflects S’s property that the kth output symbol in o corresponds to the kth
input symbol in i. We say that a trace σ ∈ (In ∪ Out)ω is strictly alternating
(for) input i and output o if and only if σ[2k − 1] = i[k] and σ[2k] = o[k] for all
k ∈ N+. A mixed-IO system L ⊆ (In∪Out)ω is consistent with a reactive system
S if for all i ∈ Inω, o ∈ Outω and every σ ∈ (In∪Out)ω that is strictly alternating
input i and output o, it is the case that o ∈ S(i) if and only if σ ∈ L.

3This is the case, if the car is a deterministic system. For nondeterministic systems, we refer
to Chapter 6 for more details.
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To capture the notion of cleanness in the context of mixed-IO systems, we
provide two projections of a trace that transform it into a trace that only contains
input information or, respectively, output information. To do this, we extend
the set of labels by adding the input –i that indicates that in the respective step
some output was produced (but masking the precise output), and the output
–o that indicates that in this step some (masked) input was given. Projection
on inputs ↓i : (In ∪ Out)ω → (In ∪ {–i})ω and projection on outputs ↓o : (In ∪
Out)ω → (Out ∪ {–o})ω are defined for all traces σ ∈ (In ∪ Out)ω and k ∈ N+

as follows: σ↓i[k] := if σ[k] ∈ In then σ[k] else –i and similarly σ↓o[k] :=
if σ[k] ∈ Out then σ[k] else –o. They are lifted to sets of traces in the usual
elementwise way.
We call the set In∪{–i} extended input set and Out∪{–o} extended output set.

We consider strict alternation also for traces over extended input, respectively,
output sets. A trace σ ∈ (In∪{–i})ω is strictly alternating for input i if and only if
σ[2k−1] = i[k] and σ[2k] = –i for all k ∈ N+. Similarly, a trace σ ∈ (Out∪{–o})ω
is strictly alternating for output o if and only if σ[2k − 1] = –o and σ[2k] = o[k]
for all k ∈ N+.
For the cleanness contracts, the distance functions dIn and dOut apply on the

extended input, respectively, output set, i.e. they are distance functions (In ∪
{–i})∗ × (In ∪ {–i})∗ → R≥0 and, respectively, (Out ∪ {–o})∗ × (Out ∪ {–o})∗ →
R≥0. The set of standard inputs is a subset of the set of infinite traces over
the extended input set, i.e., StdIn ⊆ (In ∪ {–i})ω. For the definition of robust
cleanness, it is necessary to get for a mixed-IO system L ⊆ (In∪Out)ω and a set of
standard inputs StdIn ⊆ (In ∪ {–i})ω the set L(StdIn) := {σ ∈ L | σ↓i ∈ StdIn} of
all traces in L with the same input as any trace in StdIn. In other words, L(StdIn)
replaces all occurrences of –i in a trace σ ∈ StdIn with a real (unmasked) output
such that the resulting trace after the replacements is a trace in L.

3.3.1 Robust cleanness

The notions of l-robust cleanness, u-robust cleanness and robust cleanness for
(non-parametrised) reactive systems from Section 3.2.2 can be adapted for mixed-
IO systems. We first give a definition for l-robust cleanness.

Definition 3.88. A mixed-IO system L ⊆ (In ∪ Out)ω is l-robustly clean w.r.t.
contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if and only if for all σ ∈ L(StdIn), σ′ ∈ L and
k ∈ N, if dIn(σ[..j]↓i, σ′[..j]↓i) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k, then there exists σ′′ ∈ L, such
that σ′↓i = σ′′↓i and dOut(σ[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤ κo.

The main difference to Definition 3.54 is that the quantifications of inputs and
outputs is replaced by quantifications of traces. In the definition above, the uni-
versal quantification of σ implicitly universally quantifies a standard input i and
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a corresponding output o, trace σ′ implicitly quantifies a non-standard input i′,
and the existential quantification of σ′′ implicitly quantifies an output o′ corre-
sponding to input i′ (because σ′↓i = σ′′↓i). To compute distances between inputs
and outputs, the respective projections of the traces are given to the distance
functions dIn and dOut. Effectively, dIn compares i and i′ and dOut compares o
and o′ – analogue to Definition 3.54.
The following proposition shows that this definition of l-robust cleanness is at

least as expressive as l-robust cleanness for reactive systems.

Proposition 3.89. Let S : Inω → 2(Outω) be a reactive system, C = ⟨StdIn, dIn,
dOut, κi, κo⟩ a contract for robust cleanness, and L ⊆ (In ∪ Out)ω a mixed-IO
system that is consistent with S. Further, let C′ = ⟨StdIn′, d′In, d′Out, 0, 0⟩ be a
robust cleanness contract with

StdIn′ = {σ ∈ (In ∪ {–i}) | ∃i ∈ StdIn. σ is strictly alternating for i},

d′In(σ1, σ2) =


0 if σ1 is strictly alternating for input i1 and

σ2 is strictly alternating for input i2 and

dIn(i1, i2) ≤ κi
1 otherwise, and

d′Out(σ1, σ2) =


0 if σ1 is strictly alternating for output o1 and

σ2 is strictly alternating for output o2

dOut(o1, o2) ≤ κo
1 otherwise.

Then, S is l-robustly clean w.r.t. C if and only if L is l-robustly clean w.r.t. C′.
Proof. We use the following facts about strictly alternating traces (each easy to
prove; hence we omit the proofs):

(i) For every (finite or infinite) trace σ ∈ (In ∪ Out)∗ ∪ (In ∪ Out)ω, if σ↓i is
strictly alternating for some input i, then σ is strictly alternating for i and
some output o.

(ii) For every mixed-IO system L ⊆ (In∪Out)ω and finite trace σ ∈ (In∪Out)∗,
if σ is strictly alternating for some i and o, then there exists some infinite
suffix σ′ ∈ (In ∪ Out)ω, such that σ · σ′ is strictly alternating for some i′

and o′, and σ · σ′ ∈ L. (Follows from input- and output-enabledness of
mixed-IO systems.)

(iii) For all infinite traces σ1, σ2 ∈ (In ∪ Out)ω, inputs i1, i2 ∈ Inω, outputs
o1, o2 ∈ Outω, and indices k, k1, k2, k3, k4 ∈ N, if σ1[..k] is strictly alternat-
ing for i1[..k1] and o1[..k2], and σ2[..k] is strictly alternating for i2[..k3] and
o2[..k4], then k1 = k3 and k2 = k4.
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(iv) For any two infinite traces σ1, σ2 ∈ (In ∪ Out)ω and inputs i1, i2 ∈ Inω, if
σ1↓i is strictly alternating for i1 and σ2↓i is strictly alternating for i2, then
i1 = i2 if and only if σ1↓i = σ2↓i.

(v) For every infinite input projection σ ∈ (In∪{–i})ω, input i ∈ Inω and k ∈ N,
if σ is strictly alternating for i, then σ[..k] is strictly alternating for i[..

⌈
k
2

⌉
].

To prove the equivalence of the proposition, we show the two underlying
implications separately. We first show that l-robust cleanness of S implies
l-robust cleanness of L. Let σ1 ∈ L(StdIn′), σ2 ∈ L, k ∈ N, and assume
that d′In(σ1[..j]↓i, σ2[..j]↓i) ≤ 0 for all j ≤ k. By definition of L(StdIn), we
know that σ1 ∈ L and that σ1↓i ∈ StdIn′ constitutes a standard input. From
d′In(σ1[..k]↓i, σ2[..k]↓i) = 0 we can infer that σ1[..k]↓i is strictly alternating for
some input i′1, that σ2[..k]↓i is strictly alternating for some input i′2, and that
dIn(i

′
1[..j], i

′
2[..j]) ≤ κi for all j ≤ |i′2| (*). Using Fact (i), we get an output o′2

such that σ2[..k] is strictly alternating for i′2 and o′2; using Fact (ii), we get a
trace σ′

2 ∈ L, such that σ′
2[..k] = σ2[..k] and σ

′
2 is strictly alternating for some

i2 and o2. (Note that σ2 is not necessarily strictly alternating beyond index
k.) Since σ1↓i ∈ StdIn′, we know that σ1↓i is strictly alternating for some input
i1 ∈ StdIn, and thus, according to Fact (i), σ1 is strictly alternating for i1 and
some output o1. Since L is consistent with S, and σ1 and σ′

2 are strictly alter-
nating and traces in L, we can infer that o1 ∈ S(i1) and that o2 ∈ S(i2). Let
ki = |i′2| and ko = |o′2|. It is easy to verify that i1[..ki] = i′1 and i2[..ki] = i′2.
Notice that strictly alternating traces have at least as many input symbols as
output symbols, hence, ko ≤ ki. Thus, (*) and the definition of d′In imply that
dIn(i1[..j], i2[..j]) ≤ κi for all j ≤ ko. From l-robust cleanness of S, we get for i1, i2,
ko and the above inequality, that for o1 ∈ S(i1), there exists some o3 ∈ S(i2),
such that dOut(o1[..ko], o3[..ko]) ≤ κo. Let σ3 be a trace such that it is strictly
alternating for i2 and o3. Since o3 ∈ S(i2) and L is consistent with S, σ3 ∈ L.
Using Fact (iii), we can infer that σ3[..k] is strictly alternating for i2[..ki] and
o3[..ko]. Hence, σ3[..k]↓o is strictly alternating for o3[..ko]. By the definition of
d′Out, d

′
Out(σ1[..k]↓o, σ3[..k]↓o) = 0. We argue using Fact (iv) that σ2↓i = σ3↓i.

This proves that L is l-robustly clean w.r.t. C′.
To prove that l-robust cleanness of L implies l-robust cleanness of S, let i ∈

StdIn, i′ ∈ Inω, k ∈ N, o ∈ S(i), and assume that dIn(i[..j], i
′[..j]) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k

(**). Let σ1 ∈ (In ∪ Out)ω be the trace that is strictly alternating for i and
o. Since o ∈ S(i) and L consistent with S, σ1 ∈ L. Moreover, σ1↓i ∈ StdIn′,
because σ1↓i is strictly alternating for i and i ∈ StdIn. Let σ2 ∈ L be a second
trace such that σ2 is strictly alternating for i′ and some ô. Notice that such
a trace exists, because L is input- and output-enabled. Next, we want to use
l-robust cleanness of L with σ1, σ2 and 2k. Thus, we have to show that for every
j ≤ 2k, d′In(σ1[..j]↓i, σ2[..j]↓i) ≤ 0; we do this by showing that all conditions of
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the first case of the definition of d′In are satisfied. Using Fact (v), we get that
σ1[..j]↓i is strictly alternating for i[..

⌈
j
2

⌉
] and that σ2[..j]↓i is strictly alternating

for i′[..
⌈
j
2

⌉
]. Hence, to satisfy the first case of the definition of d′In, it must be

that dIn(i[..
⌈
j
2

⌉
], i′[..

⌈
j
2

⌉
]) ≤ κi. Since j ≤ 2k, and thus

⌈
j
2

⌉
≤ k, this follows

from (**). Now, we get from l-robust cleanness of L a trace σ3 ∈ L, such
that σ2↓i = σ3↓i and d′Out(σ1[..2k]↓o, σ2[..2k]↓o) ≤ 0. From σ2↓i = σ3↓i follows
with Facts (iv) and (i) that σ3 is strictly alternating for i′ and some output
o′. Since σ3 ∈ L and since L is consistent with S, o′ ∈ S(i′). To prove l-
robust cleanness of S it remains to show that dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) ≤ κo. It is easy
to verify that, since σ1 is strictly alternating for i and o, σ1[..2k]↓o is strictly
alternating for o[..k]. Similarly, σ3[..2k]↓o is strictly alternating for o′[..k]. Hence,
it follows from d′Out(σ1[..2k]↓o, σ2[..2k]↓o) = 0 and the definition of d′Out that
indeed dOut(o[..k], o

′[..k]) ≤ κo.

Notably, L in Proposition 3.89 is required to be consistent with S, but be-
yond that, the traces in L are not specified. This demonstrates the strength
of mixed-IO systems to operate with only partial knowledge about the system.
In Proposition 3.89 we only need those traces of L that are strictly alternating,
because these are the only traces that are relevant for robust cleanness w.r.t. C′.
The definition of u-robust cleanness is analogue to the definition of l-robust

cleanness:

Definition 3.90. A mixed-IO system L ⊆ (In ∪Out)ω is u-robustly clean w.r.t.
contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if and only if for all σ ∈ L(StdIn), σ′ ∈ L and
k ∈ N, if dIn(σ[..j]↓i, σ′[..j]↓i) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k, then there exists σ′′ ∈ L, such
that σ↓i = σ′′↓i and dOut(σ

′[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤ κo.

A proposition for u-robust cleanness analogue to Proposition 3.89 can be
stated and proven very similar. We omit this proposition.
In Section 3.2, we defined robust cleanness using the Hausdorff distance and

showed that a quantifier-based definition of robust cleanness (using the conjunc-
tion of l-robust cleanness and u-robust cleanness) is almost equivalent to it. The
relation between robust cleanness, l-robust cleanness and u-robust cleanness for
mixed-IO systems will become more important later (in Chapter 5). To have
a “full” equivalence between robust cleanness and the conjunction of l-robust
cleanness and u-robust cleanness instead of only an almost equivalence, we use
the quantifier-based notion of robust cleanness as the default one for mixed-IO
systems.

Definition 3.91. A mixed-IO system L ⊆ (In ∪ Out)ω is robustly clean w.r.t.
contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if and only if for all σ ∈ L(StdIn), σ′ ∈ L and
k ∈ N, if dIn(σ[..j]↓i, σ′[..j]↓i) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k, then
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1. there exists σ′′∈ L, such that σ′↓i = σ′′↓i and dOut(σ[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤ κo,

2. there exists σ′′∈ L, such that σ↓i = σ′′↓i and dOut(σ
′[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤ κo.

3.3.2 Func-cleanness

The adaptations of the family of func-cleanness definitions from Section 3.2.3
for mixed-IO systems are analogue to those of robust cleanness.

Definition 3.92. A mixed-IO system L ⊆ (In ∪ Out)ω is l-func-clean w.r.t.
contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if and only if for all σ ∈ L(StdIn), σ′ ∈ L and
k ∈ N, there exists σ′′ ∈ L, such that σ′↓i = σ′′↓i and dOut(σ[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤
f(dIn(σ[..k]↓i, σ′[..k]↓i)).

Definition 3.93. A mixed-IO system L ⊆ (In ∪ Out)ω is u-func-clean w.r.t.
contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if and only if for all σ ∈ L(StdIn), σ′ ∈ L and
k ∈ N, there exists σ′′ ∈ L, such that σ↓i = σ′′↓i and dOut(σ

′[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤
f(dIn(σ[..k]↓i, σ′[..k]↓i)).

Definition 3.94. A mixed-IO system L ⊆ (In ∪ Out)ω is func-clean w.r.t. con-
tract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if and only if for all σ ∈ L(StdIn), σ′ ∈ L and
k ∈ N,

1. there exists σ′′ ∈ L, such that σ′↓i = σ′′↓i and dOut(σ[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤
f(dIn(σ[..k]↓i, σ′[..k]↓i)), and

2. there exists σ′′ ∈ L, such that σ↓i = σ′′↓i and dOut(σ
′[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤

f(dIn(σ[..k]↓i, σ′[..k]↓i)).

3.3.3 Trace Integrity

As discussed in Section 3.2.4, it is sometimes recommended to use trace integral
variants of robust or func-cleanness, in particular for contracts that entail past-
forgetful distance functions. Below, we enumerate the trace integral cleanness
variants for mixed-IO systems.

Definition 3.95. A mixed-IO system L ⊆ (In∪Out)ω is trace integral l-robustly
clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if and only if for all σ ∈ L(StdIn)
and σ′ ∈ L, there exists σ′′ ∈ L, such that σ′↓i = σ′′↓i and for every k ∈ N, if
dIn(σ[..j]↓i, σ′[..j]↓i) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k, then dOut(σ[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤ κo.

Definition 3.96. A mixed-IO system L ⊆ (In∪Out)ω is trace integral u-robustly
clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if and only if for all σ ∈ L(StdIn)
and σ′ ∈ L there exists σ′′ ∈ L, such that σ↓i = σ′′↓i and for every k ∈ N, if
dIn(σ[..j]↓i, σ′[..j]↓i) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k, then dOut(σ

′[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤ κo.
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Definition 3.97. A mixed-IO system L ⊆ (In ∪ Out)ω is trace integral robustly
clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if and only if L is trace integral
l-robust cleanness w.r.t. C and L is trace integral u-robustly clean w.r.t. C.

The trace integral variants of func-cleanness for mixed-IO systems are given
below.

Definition 3.98. A mixed-IO system L ⊆ (In ∪ Out)ω is trace integral l-func-
clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if and only if for all σ ∈ L(StdIn)
and σ′ ∈ L, there exists σ′′ ∈ L with σ′↓i = σ′′↓i, such that for every k ∈ N, it
holds that dOut(σ[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤ f(dIn(σ[..k]↓i, σ′[..k]↓i)).

Definition 3.99. A mixed-IO system L ⊆ (In ∪ Out)ω is trace integral u-func-
clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if and only if for all σ ∈ L(StdIn)
and σ′ ∈ L, there exists σ′′ ∈ L with σ↓i = σ′′↓i, such that for every index k ∈ N,
it holds that dOut(σ

′[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤ f(dIn(σ[..k]↓i, σ′[..k]↓i)).

Definition 3.100. A mixed-IO system L ⊆ (In ∪ Out)ω is trace integral func-
clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if and only if L is trace integral
l-func-clean w.r.t. C and L is trace integral u-func-clean w.r.t. C.

3.4 Hybrid Systems

Sequential programs, reactive systems and mixed-IO systems presented in Sec-
tions 3.1 to 3.3 describe discrete systems; the exact time at which an input or
output occurs is not explicitly modelled. Still, these models encode implicit
timing information about the relative times when inputs or outputs occur. For
reactive systems it is a requirement that after receiving the kth input symbol
and before receiving the k+1th input symbol the system produces the kth out-
put. This was relaxed for mixed-IO system models, which provide the freedom
to specify the order in which inputs are received and outputs are produced.

For some systems it is indispensable to explicitly model the time when some
interaction with the system takes place. For example, systems that are typically
called hybrid systems have dynamic components, where the time at which an
input is received or an output is computed plays an important role for the
output value. To explicitly consider time in execution traces of a system we will
use generalised timed traces (cf. Section 2.2). The GTTs provide an elegant
way to model hybrid systems from a black-box perspective. In this thesis, a

hybrid system is a function H : Inϑ → 2(Outϑ) such that for all µ ∈ Inϑ and all
µ′ ∈ H(µ) it holds that dom(µ′) = dom(µ). H gets a GTT with value domain In
and non-deterministically produces a GTT with value domain Out and with the
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same time domain as the input GTT. If H is deterministic, we may also write
H : Inϑ → Outϑ.
Recall that the time domain of GTTs may be discrete or continuous. Hence,

hybrid systems are a generalisation of reactive systems. An infinite sequence of
inputs i ∈ Inω can be represented by a GTT µi : N → In with µi(k) := i[k + 1]
for all k ∈ N. That is, the time domain of the GTT is the set of natural
numbers and every natural number represents a position in trace i. A reactive
(non-parametrised) system S can be encoded by a hybrid system H that maps
every input GTT constructed from i ∈ Inω to the set of output GTTs that are
constructed from S(i). Formally, such a encoding hybrid system must satisfy
H(µi) = {µ : N→ Out | ∃o ∈ S(i). ∀k ∈ N. µ(k) = o[k]} if µi is constructed from
i ∈ Inω.
The cleanness definitions for non-parametrised reactive systems can be ad-

justed for hybrid systems. We show for robust cleanness the major changes for
such an adaptation. The cleanness contract for robust cleanness of hybrid sys-
tems consists of a set of standard inputs StdIn ⊆ Inϑ. As for reactive systems, this
set is a subset of input traces. In light of potentially continuous time domains
and possible retimings of traces (which we will explore later), we consider dis-
tance functions that are past-forgetful, i.e., distances function dIn : In× In→ R≥0

and dOut : Out × Out → R≥0 that compute distances only between single input
symbols, respectively output symbols. The threshold values κi and κo are values
from the extended reals. For such cleanness contracts, we propose the following
quantifier-based definition.

Definition 3.101. A hybrid system H : Inϑ → 2(Outϑ) is robustly clean w.r.t.
contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩, if for every standard input i ∈ StdIn, i′ ∈ Inϑ

and every time t ∈ dom(i) ∪ dom(i′), if TraceConfdIn,κi(i[..t
′], i′[..t′]) for all t′ ≤ t,

then the following two statements hold:

1. for every o ∈ H(i), there exists o′ ∈ H(i′), s.t. TraceConfdOut,κo(o[..t], o
′[..t]),

2. for every o′ ∈ H(i′), there exists o ∈ H(i), s.t. TraceConfdOut,κo(o[..t], o
′[..t]).

The definition compares every standard input i ∈ StdIn with every, potentially
non-standard, input i′ ∈ Inϑ. As for reactive systems, robust cleanness checks all
prefixes of the traces by universally quantifying t to satisfy the safety character-
istic as discussed in Section 3.2. For generalised timed traces with a potentially
continuous time domain, robust cleanness quantifies over all points of time that
occur in the time domain of i or of i′ (and hence o and o′). Instead of applying
dIn and κi or dOut and κo directly to the trace prefixes, robust cleanness uses the
trace conformance predicate TraceConf (cf. Section 2.4). The trace conformance
enforces that the time domains of two traces are identical and that at every
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time the distance of the input (or output) symbols does not exceed the input
(or output) threshold κi (or κo). Hence, although robust cleanness does not
require that dom(i) = dom(i′), the trace conformance condition on the inputs
ensures that traces where dom(i) ̸= dom(i′) are immediately deemed clean. If
dom(i) = dom(i′) and if at all times in the inputs’ time domain the distance
between the input symbols is less or equal to κi, then the outputs for these in-
puts must be trace conformant, too. Since the definition shall be applicable to
nondeterministic systems, the output trace conformance check is resolved by a
quantification that is analogue to that of l-robust cleanness and u-robust clean-
ness for reactive systems. Notice that using a Hausdorff-based comparison is not
possible, because the output distance constraint is hidden inside the TraceConf
predicate.

Although hybrid systems can encode reactive systems, robust cleanness of hy-
brid systems can, in general, not encode robust cleanness of reactive systems,
because the former requires past-forgetful distance functions and the latter does
not. For reactive systems cleanness contracts with past-forgetful distance func-
tions, robust cleanness of hybrid systems is equivalent to the quantifier-based
definition of robust cleanness for reactive systems. Hence, in this case, robust
cleanness of hybrid systems is almost equivalent to robust cleanness of reactive
systems.

The definition of hybrid systems above is based on the traces that the system
can generate rather than a model that describes the internals of the system.
Thus, the system is considered to be a black-box and its analysis can rely only
on the observed traces. Observing a system comes with the disadvantage that the
time information of a trace is typically imprecise. Reasons for this imprecision
are numerous. For example, the start of a test and the start of a recording may
be off sync if the tester and the recorder are independent systems. Also, some
systems require a human to pass the inputs to the system, but the human passes
it with a certain delay or ahead of the scheduled time, et cetera. We make this
problem more concrete in the following example.

Example 3.102. We take up the example of manipulated diesel emission cleaning
systems from the previous sections using speed trajectories as inputs to the
system. Figure 3.8.(a) shows two speed trajectories. The black solid line depicts
an input trajectory ist that we assume to be a standard input. The red dashed
line represents a trajectory idev that is defined for the purpose of doing a robust
cleanness test: the distance between the individual speed values of ist and idev is
always at most κi large. During the actual test execution a human driver tries to
follow the trajectory idev , but they can only manage to drive it with a small delay.
In subfigure (b) the red dashed line shows a recording of this drive; it is slightly
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Figure 3.8: Specified (a) and actual (b) speed trajectories and emission footprints
obtained from different (fictitious) vehicles (c) and (d).

shifted to the right. We denote this shifted trajectory as iddev . Subfigures (c)
and (d) show how the outputs for ist and iddev could look like (for two distinct
fictitious cars). The output symbols represent the absolute amount of emissions
that a car emits. The (identical) black solid lines show the emissions for ist and
the red dashed lines show the emissions for iddev . The problem that this example
shall make aware of is the following. Intuitively, the difference between ist and
iddev is small. However, the input comparison inside the definition of robust
cleanness dismisses the pair of inputs, because the value difference is often above
the κi threshold. For example, |ist(t0)− iddev (t0)| > κi. The outputs for ist and
iddev deviate vastly from each other, so intuitively, we would say that the system
producing these outputs is doped. Assuming that our intuitions are correct,
this is an example for a false negative verdict of doping analysis, because robust
cleanness would label this case as clean behaviour although it is doped.

The example demonstrates that not accounting for timing disturbances when
relating input trajectories can result in false negatives in doping detection. Du-
ally, using the traditional comparison for output traces can result in false posi-
tives by requiring overly strict matching of outputs.
The above example motivates the need to account for timing deviations in

trajectories. Intuitively, for input trajectories this relaxation results in consid-
ering more traces as conforming, and thus enforcing more comparisons when
checking if a system is clean. For output trajectories this means relaxing the
conformance requirement by considering two output sequences as conforming
even if their values are not perfectly aligned in time.
A relaxation that solves the problem explained in Example 3.102 is a replace-

ment of trace conformance in Definition 3.101 by hybrid conformance.

Example 3.103. In Example 3.102 the input trajectories ist and idev are trace
conformant for ϵ = κi and dIn(v1, v2) = |v1 − v2|. For ist and iddev this is not
the case, because of the time shift by time τi to the right. However, ist and iddev
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are hybrid conformant for dIn, κi and τi, because hybrid conformance allows to
shift iddev back to the left such that it is identical to idev . Hence, when replacing
TraceConfdIn,κi by HybridConfdIn,κi,τi , the instance of software doping manifesting
in Figure 3.8.(c) is correctly detected.

Still, hybrid conformance is not in every situation the best conformance notion.
For example, hybrid conformance does not preserve the order in which events
occur, which can turn it into a too lax requirement, as the following examples
demonstrates.

Example 3.104. Based on Example 3.103, assume a cleanness definition that is
like Definition 3.101, but where HybridConfdIn,κi,τi replaces TraceConfdIn,κi for in-
puts, and similarly, where hybrid conformance HybridConfdOut,κo,τo replaces trace
conformance TraceConfdOut,κo for outputs. Observe that now the outputs ob-
tained from the second fictitious car in Figure 3.8.(d) are hybrid conformant
and that this behaviour is classified as clean. However, the output for iddev is
clearly suspicious, as the outputs for ist and iddev are reversed. This motivates
considering conformance notions that require retimings to be order-preserving.
Indeed, using Skorokhod conformance we can detect that the system is doped.
That is, when replacing TraceConfdIn,κi with SkorConfdIn,κi,τi and TraceConfdOut,κo

with SkorConfdOut,κo,τo , the doping in Figure 3.8.(d) is detected.

The above examples show that in order to be useful in a diverse set of applica-
tions, a software cleanness theory should allow for using a variety of conformance
notions.

3.4.1 Conformance-Based Cleanness

To support more than hybrid conformance or Skorokhod conformance in clean-
ness definitions, we provide a generic framework to express conformance notions.
A conformance notion may allow variations in time and variations in values in a
controlled way. To control value variations we keep the established combination
of a distance function and a distance threshold up to which two values may devi-
ate from each other. For time variations we introduce the concept of retimings.
In its general form a retiming is a pair of functions between two time domains.
Intuitively, given two GTTs, a retiming will define a mapping from time points
in each of the traces to time points in the other trace. Note that in general the
mappings are not required to be injective; this way we can cater for notions of
conformance allowing for the so-called local disorder phenomenon (in particular
hybrid conformance – see Proposition 3.108).

Definition 3.105. Let T1, T2 ⊆ R≥0 be two time domains. A retiming is a pair
(r1, r2), where r1 : T1 → T2 and r2 : T2 → T1. We denote the set of all retimings
between T1 and T2 with R(T1, T2).
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Retiming is explicitly present in the definition of Skorokhod conformance.
There, each Skorokhod retiming is required to be a strictly increasing continuous
bijection. We can express a Skorokhod retiming r as an instance of our definition
as the pair (r, r−1). The concept of retimings is also general enough to define
hybrid conformance. When working with retimings, it may be convenient to
work with whole classes of retimings (e.g., the class of all Skorokhod retimings).
Hence, we will use the term family of retimings to denote a set of retimings that
are related.
For convenience, we define two standard operations to filter the retimings in

a family of retimings Ret. One operation constraints Ret by applying a time
threshold τ ; the subset Retτ of Ret contains only functions that shift time by
at most τ time units. The second operation reduces a family of retimings to
those retimings that are applicable to two concrete time domains T1 and T2:
Ret(T1, T2) is a subset of Ret that contains only retimings that map between T1
and T2.

Definition 3.106. Let Ret be a family of retimings. Then,

Retτ := {(r1, r2) ∈ Ret | ∀t ∈ dom(ri) : |ri(t)− t| ≤ τ (i = 1, 2)},
Ret(T1, T2) := Ret ∩R(T1, T2).

This leads to a generic notion of conformance associated with a family of
retimings Ret, a distance function d, a time threshold τ and a value threshold ϵ.

Definition 3.107. A conformance notion with distance function d : X ×X →
R≥0, time threshold τ ∈ R≥0 and value threshold ϵ ∈ R≥0 induced by the

family of retimings Ret is a predicate Conf Retd,τ,ϵ on pairs of GTTs such that, for
µ1 : T1 → X, µ2 : T2 → X:

Conf Retd,τ,ϵ(µ1, µ2) :⇔ ∃(r1, r2) ∈ Retτ (T1, T2). ∀t ∈ T1. d(µ1(t), µ2 ◦ r1(t)) ≤ ϵ
∧ ∀t ∈ T2. d(µ2(t), µ1 ◦ r2(t)) ≤ ϵ.

Notice that if τ =∞, then Conf Retd,∞,ϵ is a conformance notion with unbounded4

time deviation.
Using the above definition, we can easily express the specific notions of con-

formance we used in the previous examples by selecting a suitable family of
retimings.

Proposition 3.108. Let d : X ×X → R≥0 be a distance function, τ ∈ R≥0 be
a time threshold, and ϵ ∈ R≥0 a value threshold. Then, the conformance notions
induced by the retimings below are equivalent to the corresponding conformance
notions from Definitions 2.4 and 2.5 in Section 2.4.

4It is not bounded explicitly; Ret may, of course, define arbitrary bounds on the time devia-
tion.
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• Let Retid = {(id, id) | id : T → T is the identity on some T ⊆ R≥0} be
the family of retimings containing only identity functions. Then, for every
µ1 : T1 → X and µ2 : T2 → X, it holds that Conf Retidd,0,ϵ(µ1, µ2) if and only if
TraceConfd,ϵ(µ1, µ2).

• Let Retsk = {(r, r−1) | r is a strictly increasing continuous bijection}. For
every µ1 : T1 → X and µ2 : T2 → X, it holds that Conf Retskd,τ,ϵ (µ1, µ2) if and
only if SkorConfd,τ,ϵ(µ1, µ2).

• Let Rethy = {(r1, r2) ∈ (T1 → T2)×(T2 → T1) | T1, T2 ⊆ R≥0} be the family
of arbitrary retimings. Then, for every µ1 : T1 → X and µ2 : T2 → X, it

holds that Conf
Rethy
d,τ,ϵ (µ1, µ2) if and only if HybridConfd,τ,ϵ(µ1, µ2).

Definition 3.107 also enables us to define other notions of conformance, such
as, for instance a “shift conformance”, which, intuitively, shifts all time points
by a given constant c ∈ R. Such a conformance notion would be constructed
from the family of retimings Retc = {(r, r−1) | r(t) = t+ c}.

Next, we define a generic notion of cleanness, parametrised by conformance
predicates for the input and for the output traces. Instantiating these predicates
with existing or new conformance notions, yields different conformance-based
notions of cleanness that can capture a variety of cleanness specifications.
As already sketched in Examples 3.103 and 3.104, we can obtain a new type

of cleanness definition by replacing trace conformance in Definition 3.101 by dif-
ferent conformance notions. Intuitively, we will extend robust cleanness from
“small input changes imply reasonable output changes” to conf-cleanness that
enforces that “small input changes under small time variations imply reason-
able output changes under reasonable time variations”. Conf-cleanness operates
w.r.t. a formal contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo,RetIn,RetOut, τi, τo⟩ contain-
ing all information necessary to construct conformance notions for inputs and
outputs.
To accommodate for distance in time, we (1) compare prefixes using a confor-

mance relation, and (2) allow for variation in the length of the compared prefixes
that is within the corresponding time-distance threshold. More precisely, when
comparing two prefixes, we allow for discarding start and end segments of length
at most τi, respectively τo. This idea is formally implemented by the predicate
PrefConfτ , which is parametrised by a conformance notion Conf and a time thresh-
old τ . The predicate PrefConfτ compares the prefixes of two traces µ1 and µ2 by
requiring that there exist infixes µ1[t

s
1 . . . t

e
1] and µ2[t

s
2 . . . t

e
2] of these traces that

are conformant with respect to Conf. The infixes are obtained from µ1 and µ2

by taking a prefix of them that has a “normative” length of t but where prefixes
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or suffixes of length up to τ are added or removed at the beginning or the end
of the t-prefix.

Definition 3.109. Let Conf be a notion of conformance on GTTs with tolerance
threshold τ ∈ R≥0 for time disturbance. For any pair of GTTs µ1 : T1 → X and

µ2 : T2 → X, and time t ∈ T1 ∪ T2, the predicate PrefConfτ is defined as:

PrefConfτ (µ1, µ2, t) :⇔ ∃ts1 ∈ [0, τ ] ∩ T1. ∃te1 ∈ [t− τ, t+ τ ] ∩ T1.
∃ts2 ∈ [0, τ ] ∩ T2. ∃te2 ∈ [t− τ, t+ τ ] ∩ T2.
Conf(µ1[t

s
1..t

e
1], µ2[t

s
2..t

e
2]).

For conformance notions with unbounded timing deviation PrefConfτ coincides
with Conf, i.e., PrefConf∞ := Conf.

The predicate PrefConfτ provides a generic notion of prefix-conformance. By
instantiating it with conformance relations Conf RetIndIn,τi,κi

and Conf RetOut

dOut,τo,κo
for input

and output traces respectively, we can define conf-cleanness.

Definition 3.110. Let H : Inϑ → 2(Outϑ) be a hybrid system and consider the
cleanness contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo,RetIn,RetOut, τi, τo⟩. Let further be
Conf In = Conf RetIndIn,τi,κi

and ConfOut = Conf RetOut

dOut,τo,κo
the conformance notions for

inputs and, respectively, outputs obtained from C. Then, H is conf-clean w.r.t.
C, if and only if

∀i1 ∈ StdIn, i2 ∈ Inϑ. ∀t ∈ dom(i1) ∪ dom(i2).(
∀t′ ≤ t. PrefConf Inτi (i1, i2, t

′)
)
⇒(

(∀o1 ∈ H(i1). ∃o2 ∈ H(i2). Pref
ConfOut
τo (o1, o2, t)) ∧

(∀o2 ∈ H(i2). ∃o1 ∈ H(i1). Pref
ConfOut
τo (o1, o2, t))

)
.

As for robust cleanness, we consider two inputs, one of which is a standard
input. To not miss any possible prefix of the two inputs, the definition quantifies
over all time values that are in at least one of the two inputs’ time domains. Also,
the adequacy of the combination of inputs is determined analogously to previous
robust cleanness definitions, except that conf-cleanness uses the prefix confor-
mance w.r.t. Conf In as the predicate deciding the adequacy. For an adequate
pair of inputs, the remaining part of the definition is analogue to the quantifier-
based definition of robust cleanness and ensures that the sets of outputs satisfy
prefix conformance w.r.t. ConfOut.

The following propositions shows that conf-cleanness is a generalisation of
robust cleanness.
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Proposition 3.111. Let H : Inϑ → 2(Outϑ) be a hybrid system and assume a
robust cleanness contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩. Then, for conf-cleanness
contract C′ = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo,Retid,Retid, 0, 0⟩ it holds that H is robustly
clean w.r.t. C if and only if H is conf-clean w.r.t. C′.

Proof. Let i ∈ StdIn, i′ ∈ Inϑ, and t ∈ dom(i1) ∪ dom(i2). For conf-cleanness, we
may assume the premise that restricts the combination of inputs to be checked.
Hence, we assume that ∀t′ ≤ t, PrefConf In0 (i1, i2, t

′) for Conf In = Conf RetiddIn,0,κi
. By

Definition 3.109, PrefConf In0 (i1, i2, t
′) if and only if Conf In(i1[0..t

′], i2[0..t
′]). We

know from Prop. 3.108 that Conf RetiddIn,0,κi
= TraceConfdIn,κi . Thus, Pref

Conf In
0 (i1, i2, t

′)
if and only if TraceConfdIn,κi(i1[..t

′], i2[..t
′]), which is exactly the premise of ro-

bust cleanness that restricts the combination of inputs to be checked. This
proves that conf-cleanness and robust cleanness consider the same combina-
tions of inputs for the output conformance check. Using the same arguments,
we get for any two outputs o1 and o2 that PrefConfOut

0 (o1, o2, t) if and only if

Conf RetiddOut,0,κi
(o1[0..t], o2[0..t]) (using Definition 3.109) and that this is equivalent

to TraceConfdOut,κi(o1[..t
′], o2[..t

′]) (using Proposition 3.108). Hence, we can con-
clude that any H is robustly clean w.r.t. C if and only if H is conf-clean w.r.t.
C′.

In this section, we introduced hybrid conformance and Skorokhod confor-
mance as concrete examples for suitable conformance notions. Derived from
conf-cleanness we will explicitly define cleanness notions using hybrid and, re-
spectively, Skorokhod conformance. Both definitions define cleanness w.r.t. a
contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo, τi, τo⟩ containing the set of standard inputs,
value distance functions, and thresholds for value distances and time distances.

Definition 3.112. Let H : Inϑ → 2(Outϑ) be a hybrid system and consider a
cleanness contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo, τi, τo⟩. Then,

1. H is hybrid-conformance clean w.r.t. C if and only if H is conf-clean w.r.t.
contract ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo,Rethy,Rethy, τi, τo⟩,

2. H is Skorokhod-conformance clean w.r.t. C if and only if conf-clean w.r.t.
contract ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo,Retsk,Retsk, τi, τo⟩.

Example 3.113. Using the new cleanness definitions, we can re-examine the be-
haviour depicted in Figure 3.8. For the inputs ist and iddev (in subfigure (b))
the retiming function r(t) := t − τi shifts iddev to the left so that it is identical
to idev . Hence, it is obvious that ist and iddev are hybrid conformant. Since r
is a strictly increasing bijection between the time domains of ist and iddev , the
retiming (r, r−1) induces Skorokhod conformance; hence, ist and iddev are also
Skorokhod conformant. As discussed in Example 3.102 ist and iddev are not
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trace conformant. The outputs for ist and for iddev in subfigure (c) are neither
trace, hybrid nor Skorokhod conformant. Indeed, whatever retiming one might
choose, the peak value of iddev ’s output has a distance of more than κo from all
values in ist ’s output. In subfigure (d), the two outputs are hybrid conformant
for κo and τo. However, they are not trace or Skorokhod conformant. Based
on these conformance evaluations, we can conclude that both the outputs in (c)
and those in (d) are robustly clean, because the inputs for which these outputs
were produced did not meet the adequacy criterion in the first place. Hybrid
cleanness is violated for the outputs in (c), but satisfied for the outputs in (d).
Finally, both the outputs in (c) and (d) violate Skorokhod cleanness. We re-
mark that these verdicts relate only to the inputs ist and iddev and under the
assumption, that the outputs shown in (c) and (d) are the only outputs that can
be produced for these inputs by the fictitious cars we assumed in this running
example. Notably, the car that produced the outputs in subfigure (d) is not
necessarily hybrid-conformance clean. To get a (positive) cleanness verdict for
the system as a whole, the full input space of the system must be considered, i.e.,
the system must satisfy hybrid-conformance cleanness for every combination of
inputs.

The contracts for conf-cleanness provide a variety of parameters to modify
when hybrid systems are deemed clean or doped. The following proposition
shows, that, in general, less tight input conformances or tighter output confor-
mances lead to stricter cleanness definitions.

Proposition 3.114. Let H be a hybrid system, StdIn be a set of standard
inputs, dIn and dOut distance functions, and κ1i , κ

2
i , κ

1
o, κ

2
o, τ

1
i , τ

2
i , τ

1
o and τ2o

value and time thresholds. Further, let Ret1In, Ret
1
Out, Ret

2
In and Ret2Out be families

of retimings and let Conf 1In = Conf
Ret1In
dIn,τ1

i ,κ
1
i
, Conf 1Out = Conf

Ret1Out

dOut,τ1
o ,κ

1
o
, Conf 2In =

Conf
Ret2In
dIn,τ2

i ,κ
2
i
and Conf 2Out = Conf

Ret2Out

dOut,τ2
o ,κ

2
o
be conformance notions induced by

these families of retimings.
Then, whenever Conf 1In ⊒ Conf 2In and Conf 1Out ⊑ Conf 2Out, it holds that H be-
ing conf-clean w.r.t. contract ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κ

1
i , κ

1
o,Ret

1
In,Ret

1
Out, τ

1
i , τ

1
o ⟩ implies

that H is conf-clean w.r.t. contract ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κ
2
i , κ

2
o,Ret

2
In,Ret

2
Out, τ

2
i , τ

2
o ⟩.

The result of Proposition 3.114 becomes particularly interesting in combina-
tion with the following proposition, which establishes relations between trace,
hybrid and Skorokhod conformance.

Proposition 3.115. For any distance function d and thresholds τ, ϵ ∈ R≥0, the
following relations hold:

TraceConfd,ϵ ⊑ SkorConfd,τ,ϵ ⊑ HybridConfd,τ,ϵ
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Propositions 3.114 and 3.115 have two important corollaries. The first one
explains the relationships between robust cleanness, and notions of cleanness
based on Skorokhod conformance and hybrid conformance, in particular stat-
ing the conservative generalisation property for the latter notions. The second
corollary compares cleanness notions with different distance thresholds.
In the remainder of this section we assume some arbitrary, but fixed StdIn, dIn

and dOut and write RobustClean(κi, κo) to mean “robustly clean w.r.t. contract
⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩”, HybridClean(τi, κi, τo, κo) to mean “hybrid-conformance
clean w.r.t. ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo, τi, τo⟩”, and SkorClean(τi, κi, τo, κo) to mean
“Skorokhod-conformance clean w.r.t. ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo, τi, τo⟩”.

Corollary 3.116. For all τi, τo, κi, κo ∈ R≥0, the following implications hold:

1. RobustClean(κi, κo)⇒ SkorClean(0, κi, τo, κo)⇒ HybridClean(0, κi, τo, κo),

2. HybridClean(τi, κi, 0, κo) ⇒ SkorClean(τi, κi, 0, κo) ⇒ RobustClean(κi, κo).

Also, RobustClean(κi, κo) = SkorClean(0, κi, 0, κo) = HybridClean(0, κi, 0, κo) and
hence SkorClean and HybridClean are conservative extensions of robust cleanness.

Corollary 3.117. For all κi, κ
′
i , κo, κ

′
o, τi, τ

′
i , τo, τ

′
o that satisfy the inequalities

κ′i ≤ κi, τ ′i ≤ τi, κ′o ≥ κo, τ ′o ≥ τo the following implications hold:

1. RobustClean(κi, κo) ⇒ RobustClean(κ′i , κ
′
o),

2. HybridClean(κi, τi, κo, τo) ⇒ HybridClean(κ′i , τ
′
i , κ

′
o, τ

′
o), and

3. SkorClean(κi, τi, κo, τo) ⇒ SkorClean(κ′i , τ
′
i , κ

′
o, τ

′
o).

3.4.2 Synchronised Retiming

An intuitive and useful notion of doping cleanness should capture precisely what
we expect from a clean system subject to disturbances in time and value. In
this regard, the very strict Skorokhod cleanness has certain drawbacks, as the
following example demonstrates.

Example 3.118. Figure 3.9 shows another example of inputs and outputs related
to the emission cleaning system of a fictitious car. The left plot shows a standard
input ist and a non-standard input idev with idev (t) = ist(t − τi), i.e., the two
inputs are identical up to time shift τi to the right. Fictitious outputs for ist
and idev are shown in the right plot. Assume that for ist , the vehicle shows the
output (emission) profile ost . For idev , consider two possible output trajectories:
one output is odev (t) = ost(t − τi), i.e., it is shifted in the same manner as the
input; this is assumed to be the best response to idev . The other output is of
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Figure 3.9: Imprecision problem of Skorokhod-conformance cleanness without
synchronisation of retimings. Inputs are depcited in (a), outputs are
shown in (b). For τi = τo, Skorokhod-conformance cleanness consid-
ers the combination of ost and odev as clean, but the combination of
ost and oddev as doped.

the form oddev (t) = ost(t − τi − δ), where δ > 0 can be arbitrarily small; this
output is the optimal output with an arbitrary small, additional shift to the
right. Skorokhod-conformance cleanness with τi = τo would accept output odev ,
but it would reject oddev , because Skorokhod cleanness does not allow outputs
for idev to deviate any further to the right than the τi margin that has already
been used up by the input deviation. A potential solution could be to increase
the value of τo so that it is significantly larger than τi, but this increases the
imprecision by accepting also trajectories shifted far to the left from the optimal
output odev .

Intuitively, when considering a pair of inputs that is shifted by some τi, we
would like to adjust the corresponding output trajectories accordingly before
comparing them. In the example above, one would therefore ideally like to
check conformance of output ost against τi-shifted odev and oddev , rather than
the original, unshifted odev and oddev .

To couple input retimings and output retimings, we propose a cleanness defi-
nition that checks for the two outputs involved in the cleanness check, whether
each of the outputs and the retimed other output satisfy a conformance pred-
icate. The best retiming to adjust the output trajectories based on an input
retiming may not necessarily be identical to the input retiming. We account for
that by adding a retiming synchronisation function as an additional component
to cleanness contracts. This function specifies the output adjusting retiming for
a concrete input retiming. The cleanness definition then applies a retiming to
the output trajectories twice: first, in reaction to the input retiming (e.g., the
τi shift in the example) and second, the retiming that is applied by the output
conformance predicate (e.g., the δ shift in the example).
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The function WitConf Retd,τ,ϵ below is an extension of the predicate Conf Retd,τ,ϵ from
Definition 3.107. Instead of just saying “yes” or “no” to whether two traces are
conformant, it returns a set of retimings witnessing such conformance. This set
is non-empty if and only if the two traces are conformant.

Definition 3.119. The conformance witness function for a family of retimings
Ret, a distance function d, time distance threshold τ , value distance threshold ϵ,
and two GTTs µ1 and µ2 is the function

WitConf Retd,τ,ϵ(µ1, µ2) := {(r1, r2) ∈ Retτ (T1, T2) |
∀t ∈ T1 : d(µ1(t)− µ2 ◦ r1(t)) ≤ ϵ∧
∀t ∈ T2 : d(µ1 ◦ r2(t)− µ2(t)) ≤ ϵ}.

Similarly, the function PrefWitWitConf
τ returns the set of retimings witnessing

that PrefConfτ from Definition 3.109 holds.

Definition 3.120. Let WitConf be a conformance witness function, and τ a
time distance threshold. Then, the set of witnesses for prefix-conformance of
two GTTs µ1 and µ2, and time t is defined by the function

PrefWitWitConf
τ (µ1, µ2, t) := {(r1, r2) ∈WitConf(µ1[t

s
1..t

e
1], µ2[t

s
2..t

e
2]) |

ts1 ∈ [0, τ ] ∩ T1, te1 ∈ [t− τ, t+ τ ] ∩ T1,
ts2 ∈ [0, τ ] ∩ T2, te2 ∈ [t− τ, t+ τ ] ∩ T2}.

We remark that the domains of the retimings in PrefWitWitConf
τ (µ1, µ2, t) can

be smaller than the domains of µ1 and µ2.
The adjustment of the output traces is realised through a synchronisation func-

tion Sync that specifies for an input retiming r ∈ R(T1, T2) a set Ret ⊆ R(T1, T2)
of output retimings that may be used to adjust the output traces to appropriately
react to the input retiming r. We add the function Sync to the cleanness con-
tracts for conformance-based cleanness with synchronisation. Hence, contracts
are of the form C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo,RetIn,RetOut, τi, τo,Sync⟩.
To expand conf-cleanness as defined in Definition 3.110 by synchronised re-

timing, the definition must change after the premise that enforces input con-
formance of two inputs i1 and i2 up to time t. For valid pairs of inputs the
definition must extract a retiming (r1, r2) for i1, i2 and t using PrefWitConf Inτi .
Then, it passes this retiming to Sync to obtain a retiming (r′1, r

′
2) to adjust the

output traces accordingly. Finally, the definition checks the conformance of the
retimed outputs according to the output conformance predicate. Analogue to
the definition of conformance notions in Definition 3.107, the output predicate
check PrefConfOut

τo (o1, o2, t) expands to the conjunction of PrefConfOut
τo (o1, o2 ◦ r′1, t)

and PrefConfOut
τo (o1 ◦ r′2, o2, t).
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Definition 3.121. Let H : Inϑ → 2(Outϑ) be a hybrid system and assume that
C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo,RetIn,RetOut, τi, τo,Sync⟩ is a cleanness contract. Let
further be Conf In = Conf RetIndIn,τi,κi

and ConfOut = Conf RetOut

dOut,τo,κo
the conformance

notions for inputs and, respectively, outputs obtained from C. Then, H is sync-
conf-clean w.r.t. C, if and only if

∀i1 ∈ StdIn. ∀i2 ∈ Inϑ. ∀t ∈ dom(i1) ∪ dom(i2).(
∀t′ ≤ t. PrefConf Inτi (i1, i2, t

′)
)
⇒

∃(r1, r2) ∈ PrefWitConf Inτi (i1, i2, t). ∃(r′1, r′2) ∈ Sync(r1, r2).(
(∀o1 ∈ H(i1). ∃o2 ∈ H(i2). Pref

ConfOut
τo (o1 ◦ r′2, o2, t) ∧ PrefConfOut

τo (o1, o2 ◦ r′1, t)) ∧
(∀o2 ∈ H(i2). ∃o1 ∈ H(i1). Pref

ConfOut
τo (o1 ◦ r′2, o2, t) ∧ PrefConfOut

τo (o1, o2 ◦ r′1, t))
)
.

An obvious default choice for Sync is to apply the same retiming for the output
that has been used for the input, i.e., Sync(r1, r2) := {(r1, r2)}.
Example 3.122. With sync-conf-cleanness, there is an elegant solution to the
problem explained in Example 3.118. When using Skorokhod conformance with
time threshold τi for inputs, the synchronisation function Sync(r1, r2) := {(r1, r2)}
lets the outputs oddev shifted by τi to the left and ost be Skorokhod conformant
with time threshold δ. Obviously, with r1(t) = t+τ and r2(t) = t−τ , (r1, r2) is a
retiming that can be obtained from PrefWitConf Inτi . Because of the synchronisation,
ost and oddev are retimed before the conformance check, such that actually,
ost(t− τi) and oddev (t) (= ost(t− τi − δ)) are compared, respectively, ost(t) and
oddev (t+ τi) (= ost(t− δ)).
In certain scenarios, synchronisation functions that deviate from the above

advertised default function are better suited. For example, although the emission
cleaning system of a car reacts immediately to the inputs it receives and adjusts
the physical or chemical processes inside the car in a reasonable way, the effects
may be observable only with a certain delay. Hence, it would be reasonable
to incorporate the average delay into the synchronisation function. Another
use case of a non-default synchronisation function are scenarios in which the
timelines for the inputs and the outputs have different scales. Then, Sync can
ensure that the translation from the input timeline to the output timeline is
done correctly. In general, the definition of Sync allows to incorporate any
available knowledge regarding the expected output behaviours for conforming
input trajectories.
It is worth to mention, that sync-conf-cleanness is a generalisation of conf-

cleanness, as the following proposition shows.

Proposition 3.123. Let H : Inϑ → 2(Outϑ) be a hybrid system and consider
the conf-cleanness contract C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo,RetIn,RetOut, τi, τo⟩. Let
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further be Sync(r1, r2) := (id, id) be the synchronisation function that does not
apply any retiming to output traces prior to the output conformance check, and
let C′ = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo,RetIn,RetOut, τi, τo,Sync⟩ be the cleanness contract
for sync-conf-cleanness that is identical to C up to the additional component
Sync. Then, H is conf-clean w.r.t. C if and only if H is sync-conf-clean w.r.t. C′.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we provide cleanness definitions for sequential programs, reac-
tive systems, mixed-IO systems and hybrid systems. For sequential programs in
Section 3.1 and reactive systems in Section 3.2 we consider both parametrised
and non-parametrised variants of strict cleanness, robust cleanness and func-
cleanness. The constraints defined by robust cleanness and func-cleanness may
be seen as a combination of two sub-constraints that define a lower bound and up-
per bound on the allowed (non-standard) software behaviour. These constraints
are explicitly captured by l-cleanness, respectively u-cleanness definitions. In
Section 3.2.4 we additionally provide for for reactive systems trace integral vari-
ants of robust cleanness and func-cleanness, which are stricter than their original
counterparts and are particularly useful for contracts that entail past-forgetful
distance functions. Table 3.1 provides an overview of all cleanness notions for
sequential programs and reactive systems.

In Section 3.3 we demonstrate how robust and func-cleanness can be adapted
for mixed-IO systems. The resulting definitions are summarised in Table 3.2.

Finally, in Section 3.4 covering hybrid systems, we propose an appropriate vari-
ant of robust cleanness (Definition 3.101 on Page 91), and additionally cleanness
notions based on conformance relations, namely conf-cleanness (Definition 3.110
on Page 97) and sync-conf-cleanness (Definition 3.121 on Page 103).

3.6 Related Work & Contributions

The term “software doping” was coined by the press in 2015 after the Volkswagen
exhaust emissions scandal, when it surfaced that software developers introduced
code intended to deceive [67]. Shortly after, a special session at ISOLA 2016 was
devoted to this topic [88]. Baum [14] addresses the problem from a philosophical
point of view and elaborates on the ethics of it. Barthe et al. [11] provided a
first discussion of the problem and some informal characterisations that were
very influential for some cleanness definitions in this thesis. Though all these
works point out the need for a technical attack on the problem, none of them
provide a formal proposal.
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sequential reactive

cleanness parametrised non-parametrised parametrised non-parametrised

strict
Def. 3.1
Page 39

Def. 3.2
Page 40

Def. 3.40
Page 61

Def. 3.41
Page 61

robust
Def. 3.6
Page 43

Def. 3.17
Page 48

Def. 3.44
Page 63

Def. 3.49
Page 65

l-robust
Def. 3.7
Page 44

Def. 3.20
Page 51

Def. 3.45
Page 64

Def. 3.54
Page 70

u-robust
Def. 3.8
Page 44

Def. 3.21
Page 51

Def. 3.46
Page 64

Def. 3.55
Page 70

robust
trace integral

Def. 3.76
Page 80

Def. 3.79
Page 81

l-robust
trace integral

Def. 3.74
Page 80

Def. 3.77
Page 81

u-robust
trace integral

Def. 3.75
Page 80

Def. 3.78
Page 81

func
Def. 3.27
Page 54

Def. 3.32
Page 56

Def. 3.60
Page 73

Def. 3.65
Page 74

l-func
Def. 3.28
Page 54

Def. 3.35
Page 58

Def. 3.61
Page 73

Def. 3.69
Page 77

u-func
Def. 3.29
Page 54

Def. 3.36
Page 59

Def. 3.62
Page 73

Def. 3.70
Page 77

func
trace integral

Def. 3.82
Page 81

Def. 3.85
Page 82

l-func
trace integral

Def. 3.80
Page 81

Def. 3.83
Page 81

u-func
trace integral

Def. 3.81
Page 81

Def. 3.84
Page 82

Table 3.1: Overview of cleanness notions for sequential and reactive programs.
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cleanness robust robust
(trace integral)

func func
(trace integral)

l-
Def. 3.88
Page 85

Def. 3.95
Page 89

Def. 3.92
Page 89

Def. 3.98
Page 90

u-
Def. 3.90
Page 88

Def. 3.96
Page 89

Def. 3.93
Page 89

Def. 3.99
Page 90

both
Def. 3.91
Page 88

Def. 3.97
Page 90

Def. 3.94
Page 89

Def. 3.100
Page 90

Table 3.2: Overview of cleanness notions for mixed-IO systems.

Similar to software doping, backdoored software is a class of software that
does not act in the best interest of users; see for instance the recent analysis
in [106]. The primary emphasis of backdoored software is on leaking confidential
information while guaranteeing functionality.
Cleanness in sequential programs is related to abstract non-interference [12,

62]. More generally, our notions of cleanness are hyperproperties [35], a gen-
eral class that encompasses notions across different domains, in particular non-
interference in security [72, 116].
Some of the definitions we will propose share conceptual similarities to con-

tinuity properties [30, 65] of programs, and stability and robustness notions for
cyber-physical systems [115, 49, 86, 101]. Absence of discontinuities alone does
not provide an adequate guarantee of cleanness. This is because physical out-
puts (e.g. the amount of nitric oxides in the exhaust stream of a car) usually do
change continuously. For instance, a doped car may alter its emission cleaning
in a discrete way, but that induces a (rapid but) continuous change of nitric
oxides concentrations. Notions of stability and robustness assure the outputs to
stabilise despite transient input disturbances. Our definitions will be based on
comparison of two different inputs; the second input does not necessarily need
to be a disturbance of the first input.

The contents in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 are based on [42]. The cleanness defi-
nitions for parametrised programs and systems in these sections are developed
jointly by my co-authors and by myself. New in this thesis are the trace integral
definitions, which become important in the remaining chapters. The definitions
for non-parametrised strict cleanness of sequential programs and a quantifier-
based definition of robust cleanness of reactive systems have been published
in [17, 18]. All other (non-parametrised) cleanness definitions in Sections 3.1
and 3.2 are new and have not been published before. The same holds for all
proofs in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
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The concept of mixed-IO computation models in Section 3.3 has its origins in
the model-based testing theory by Tretmans [119] that assumes systems to be
modelled as labelled transition systems. We used model-based testing in [17, 18]
and the “mixed-IO model” has been first mentioned explicitly in [25]. There,
we introduced the mixed-IO model to avoid talking about LTS and to reason
instead directly over traces (irrespective of whether they are obtained from an
LTS or not). The cleanness definitions in Section 3.3 are inspired by those for
LTS [17, 18], but they are foundationally different (also to the definitions in [25])
in the sense that in these publications robust cleanness is defined for cleanness
contexts (with a fixed standard behaviour; this will be explained in Chapter 5),
while in this thesis, the cleanness notions are defined w.r.t. a cleanness contract
in its general form (i.e., for standard inputs instead of standard inputs and out-
puts). Moreover, Section 3.3 proposes func-cleanness and trace integral variants
of robust cleanness and func-cleanness for mixed-IO systems for the first time.
The content regarding hybrid systems in Section 3.4 is based on [46, 20].

The cleanness definitions in this section are a result of the cooperation with
my co-authors of these publications. In this thesis I further developed these
definitions so that they are consistent with the definitions in Sections 3.1 to 3.3.
In particular, I introduce the distinction between input and output domain, I
add the set of standard inputs to the contracts, I consistently make cleanness
definitions suitable for nondeterministic systems, and more.
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The definitions introduced in Chapter 3 offer a rich portfolio of cleanness notions
for programs and systems. It depends on the concrete scenario, which of these
cleanness notions is most suitable. In this chapter, we present techniques to
verify that a program or system satisfies a certain cleanness notion. We start
with the analysis of sequential programs using a self-composition technique. For
reactive systems, we formalise cleanness in the logic HyperLTL and demonstrate
how the toy examples from Examples 3.50 and 3.66 can be model-checked using
this formalisation.

4.1 Analysis through self-composition

To analyse sequential programs, we consider a program P as a state transformer
on states η : Var → Val mapping variables to values; see Section 2.5. Let

x⃗p = (x
(1)
p , . . . , x

(n)
p ) be a vector of variables representing parameters, x⃗i =

(x
(1)
i , . . . , x

(m)
i )a vector of variables representing inputs, and x⃗o = (x

(1)
o , . . . , x

(r)
o )

a vector of variables representing outputs. We denote by x⃗ the vector of all

variables, i.e., x⃗ = (x
(1)
p , . . . , x

(n)
p , x

(1)
i , . . . , x

(m)
i , x

(1)
o , . . . , x

(r)
o ). Thus, in this

section, Var is the set of all variables in x⃗. We assume that all variables are
pairwise different and, hence, that |Var| = n + m + r. For any vector y⃗, we
denote by |y⃗| the number of variables in y⃗. In particular, |x⃗p| = n, |x⃗i| = m and
|x⃗o| = r. To consistently use the the notations Param, In and Out, we define

Param = Val|x⃗p|, In = Val|x⃗i| and Out = Val|x⃗o| to be sets of Val-vectors of lengths
n, m and r, respectively.

For two states η1 and η2 we will use the equality predicate η1 =V η2 that holds
if and only if for every v ∈ V , η1(v) = η2(v). For some state η and a vector of
variables V = (v1, . . . , vl), we define η(V ) := (η(v1), . . . , η(vl)).

To define strict cleanness for a state transformer P, we consider cleanness
contracts C = ⟨≈P,StdIn⟩, where the predicate ≈P encodes a binary relation on
parameter vectors from Param and StdIn is a predicate over input vectors from In.
Strict cleanness for deterministic sequential programs can then be reformulated
as follows.
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Definition 4.1. A sequential and deterministic program P is strictly clean w.r.t.
contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn⟩ if and only if for all states η1, η2 and η′1 such that
η1(x⃗p) ≈P η2(x⃗p), StdIn(η1(x⃗i)), η1 =x⃗i

η2 and (P, η1) ⇓ η′1, there exists a state
η′2, such that (P, η2) ⇓ η′2 and η′1 =x⃗o

η′2.

The definition is essentially a notation change of (a deterministic version of)
Definition 3.1. In contrast to the sequential programs in Section 3.1, state trans-
formers might not terminate. Due to its symmetry, strict cleanness ensures that
P terminates for initial state η1 if and only if it terminates for initial state η2. If
P does not terminate for η1, then strict cleanness is satisfied for this combina-
tion of η1 and η2. But it would be violated for the combination η2 and η1 (i.e.,
switching the roles of η1 and η2): Since (P, η2) ⇓ η′2, there must exist a state η′1
such that (P, η1) ⇓ η′1, but since P does not terminate for η1, such η

′
1 does not

exist and, hence, P is not strictly clean.
For strict cleanness, we define the indistinguishable criteria (cf. Section 2.5

and [12, Section 3])

I = {(η1, η2) | η1(x⃗p) ≈P η2(x⃗p) ∧ StdIn(η1(x⃗i)) ∧ η1 =x⃗i
η2} and

I ′ = {(η1, η2) | η1 =x⃗o
η2}.

Thus, Definition 4.1 characterises termination-sensitive (I, I ′)-security. From
Proposition 2.6 we get that strict cleanness of deterministic sequential pro-
grams can be analysed using Dijkstra’s weakest precondition (wp) through self-
composition.

Proposition 4.2. A deterministic sequential program P is strictly clean if and
only if

x⃗p ≈P x⃗
′
p ∧ StdIn(x⃗′i) ∧ x⃗i = x⃗′i ∧ wp(P, true) ⇒ wp(P;P[x⃗/x⃗′], x⃗o = x⃗′o).

The term wp(P, true) in the antecedent of the implication is the weakest pre-
condition that ensures that program P terminates. It is necessary in the predi-
cate, otherwise it could become false only because program P does not terminate.

To analyse robust cleanness, let C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ be a contract
containing, in addition to the components that are already in the strict cleanness
contract, distance functions dIn : In× In→ R≥0 and dOut : Out×Out→ R≥0, and
thresholds κi ∈ R≥0 for inputs and κo : R≥0 for outputs. The following definition
of robust cleanness for state transformers corresponds to the definition of robust
cleanness for sequential programs (Definition 3.6):

Definition 4.3. A sequential and deterministic program P is robustly clean if
and only if for all states η1, η2, and η

′ such that η1(x⃗p) ≈P η2(x⃗p), StdIn(η1(x⃗i)),
and dIn(η1(x⃗i), η2(x⃗i)) ≤ κi, the following two conditions hold:
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1. if (P, η1) ⇓ η′, then there exists a state η′2, such that (P, η2) ⇓ η′2 and
dOut(η

′(x⃗o), η
′
2(x⃗o)) ≤ κo; and

2. if (P, η2) ⇓ η′, then there exists a state η′1, such that (P, η1) ⇓ η′1 and
dOut(η

′
1(x⃗o), η

′(x⃗o)) ≤ κo.

In contrast to strict cleanness, this definition is not symmetric, because only
the input of η1 is required to be a standard input. Thus, to ensure that (P, η1)
terminates if and only if (P, η2) terminates, there are two conditions in Defini-
tion 4.3.
For robust cleanness, we use the following indistinguishability criteria.

I = {(η1, η2) | η1(x⃗p) ≈P η2(x⃗p) ∧ StdIn(η1(x⃗i)) ∧ dIn(η1(x⃗i), η2(x⃗i)) ≤ κi}
I ′ = {(η1, η2) | dOut(η1(x⃗o), η2(x⃗o)) ≤ κo}

As Definition 4.3, the relation I is not symmetric, i.e., there exist η1 and η2
with (η1, η2) ∈ I and (η2, η1) ̸∈ I. In particular, it turns out that the first
condition of Definition 4.3 defines termination-sensitive (I, I ′)-security, and the
second condition defines termination-sensitive (I−1, I ′)-security. Finally, we get
from Proposition 2.6 that robust cleanness can be analysed using wp through
self-composition.

Proposition 4.4. A deterministic program P is robustly clean if and only if

x⃗p ≈P x⃗
′
p ∧ StdIn(x⃗i) ∧ dIn(x⃗i, x⃗′i) ≤ κi

⇒

(
wp(P, true) ⇒ wp(P;P[x⃗/x⃗′], dOut(x⃗o, x⃗

′
o) ≤ κo)

∧ wp(P[x⃗/x⃗′], true) ⇒ wp(P[x⃗/x⃗′];P, dOut(x⃗o, x⃗
′
o) ≤ κo)

)

Proceeding in a similar manner, we can also obtain a definition of func-
cleanness for deterministic state transformers. For func-cleanness a contract
is a tuple C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩; it is similar to contracts for robust clean-
ness, but the distance thresholds are replaced by the function f : R≥0 → R≥0 to
relate input distances and output distances.

Definition 4.5. A sequential and deterministic program P is func-clean w.r.t.
a contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if and only if for all states η1, η2, and η

′

such that η1(x⃗p) ≈P η2(x⃗p), StdIn(η1(x⃗i)), the following two conditions hold:

1. if (P, η1) ⇓ η′, then there exists a state η′2, such that (P, η2) ⇓ η′2 and
dOut(η

′(x⃗o), η
′
2(x⃗o)) ≤ f(dIn(η1(x⃗i), η2(x⃗i))); and

2. if (P, η2) ⇓ η′, then there exists a state η′1, such that (P, η1) ⇓ η′1 and
dOut(η

′
1(x⃗o), η

′(x⃗o)) ≤ f(dIn(η1(x⃗i), η2(x⃗i))).
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Here, the term f(dIn(η1(x⃗i), η2(x⃗i))) appears in the conclusion of the implica-
tions of both items. This may look unexpected since it seems to be related to
the input requirements rather than the output requirements, because it refers to
the input states. To overcome this situation, we introduce a parameter Y ∈ R≥0

which we assume universally quantified. Using this, we define the following
indistinguishability criteria

IY = {(η1, η2) | η1(x⃗p) ≈P η2(x⃗p) ∧ StdIn(η1(x⃗i)) ∧ f(dIn(η1(x⃗i), η2(x⃗i))) = Y }
I ′Y = {(η1, η2) | dOut(η1(x⃗o), η2(x⃗o)) ≤ Y }

We can reformulate Definition 4.5 using the indistinguishability criteria: P
is func-clean w.r.t. contract C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if and only if for every
Y ∈ R≥0, and for all states η1, η2, and η

′ such that (η1, η2) ∈ IY

1. if (P, η1) ⇓ η′, then there exists some state η′2, such that (P, η2) ⇓ η′2 and
(η′, η′2) ∈ I ′Y ; and

2. if (P, η2) ⇓ η′, then there exists some state η′1, such that (P, η1) ⇓ η′1 and
(η′1, η) ∈ I ′Y .

With this new definition, and taking into account again the non-symmetry of
IY , the first item characterises termination-sensitive (IY , I ′Y )-security while the
second one characterises termination-sensitive (I−1

Y , I ′Y )-security. From this and
Proposition 2.6 it follows that the property of func-cleanness can be analysed
using wp and self-composition.

Proposition 4.6. A deterministic program P is func-clean w.r.t. contract C =
⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if and only if for all Y ∈ R≥0

x⃗p ≈P x⃗
′
p ∧ StdIn(x⃗i) ∧ f(dIn(x⃗i, x⃗′i)) = Y

⇒

(
wp(P, true) ⇒ wp(P;P[x⃗/x⃗′], dOut(x⃗o, x⃗

′
o) ≤ Y )

∧ wp(P[x⃗/x⃗′], true) ⇒ wp(P[x⃗/x⃗′];P, dOut(x⃗o, x⃗
′
o) ≤ Y )

)

Example 4.7. In this example, we use Proposition 4.6 to prove correct the
statements in Example 3.39. The programs shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 are
equivalent to the programs in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 and are syntactically adapted
to match the language used for the wp calculus. The programs are not explicitly
parametrised, hence we assume a single parameter () that is equivalent to itself,
i.e., () ≈P (). Using the same StdIn, dIn, dOut and f as in Example 3.39, we
get the predicates StdIn(thrtl) ⇔ (thrtl ∈ (0, 1]), f(dIn(thrtl, thrtl

′)) = Y ⇔
|thrtl−thrtl ′|

2 = Y , and dOut(NOx,NOx ′) ≤ Y ⇔ |NOx−NOx ′| ≤ Y .
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def dose := thrtl2

NOx := thrtl3 / (2 · def dose)

Figure 4.1: Program ec

if thrtl ∈ ThrottleTestValues then
def dose := thrtl2

else
def dose := thrtl

end if
NOx := thrtl3 / (2 · def dose)

Figure 4.2: Program aec

To proof func-cleanness of ec, let ec′ be another instance of ec with every
program variable x renamed to x′. First observe that wp(ec, true) = true and
wp(ec′, true) = true, i.e., ec and ec′ always terminate. It remains to show that

thrtl ∈ (0, 1] ∧
(

|thrtl−thrtl ′|
2 = Y

)
⇒

(
wp(ec;ec′, |NOx−NOx ′| ≤ Y )

∧ wp(ec′;ec, |NOx−NOx ′| ≤ Y )

)
It is easy to verify that

wp(ec;ec′, |NOx−NOx ′| ≤ Y ) ≡
(
|thrtl−thrtl ′|

2
≤ Y

)
and

wp(ec′;ec, |NOx−NOx ′| ≤ Y ) ≡
(
|thrtl ′−thrtl|

2
≤ Y

)
from which the implication follows and hence ec is func-clean.
Let aec′ be another instance of aec with every program variable x renamed

to x′. Again, wp(aec, true) = true and wp(aec′, true) = true. It is easy to verify
that wp(aec;aec′, |NOx−NOx ′| ≤ Y ) is equivalent to

(thrtl ∈ (0, 1] ∧ thrtl ′ ∈ (0, 1]) ⇒ |thrtl−thrtl ′|
2 ≤ Y

∧ (thrtl ∈ (0, 1] ∧ thrtl ′ /∈ (0, 1]) ⇒ |thrtl−thrtl ′2|
2 ≤ Y

∧ (thrtl /∈ (0, 1] ∧ thrtl ′ ∈ (0, 1]) ⇒ |thrtl2−thrtl ′|
2 ≤ Y

∧ (thrtl /∈ (0, 1] ∧ thrtl ′ /∈ (0, 1]) ⇒ |thrtl2−thrtl ′2|
2 ≤ Y

For wp(aec′;aec, |NOx−NOx ′| ≤ Y ), the predicate is semantically the same,
since |a− b| = |b− a|. Then, the predicate

thrtl ∈ (0, 1] ∧
(

|thrtl−thrtl ′|
2 = Y

)
⇒

(
wp(aec;aec′, |NOx−NOx ′| ≤ Y )

∧ wp(aec′;aec, |NOx−NOx ′| ≤ Y )

)
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is equivalent to

(
thrtl ∈ (0, 1] ∧ |thrtl−thrtl ′|

2 = Y
)
⇒

(
thrtl ′ ∈ (0, 1]⇒ |thrtl−thrtl ′|

2 ≤ Y
∧ thrtl ′ /∈ (0, 1]⇒ |thrtl−thrtl ′2|

2 ≤ Y

)

which can be proved false if, e.g., thrtl = 1 and thrtl ′ = 1.5. Consequently, aec
is not func-clean.

Notwithstanding the simplicity of the previous example, the technique can be
applied to complex programs including loops. We decided to keep it simple as
it is not our intention to show the power of wp, but the applicability of our
definition.

4.2 HyperLTL

In this section, we propose HyperLTL characterisations for strict cleanness, trace
integral robust cleanness and trace integral func-cleanness of reactive systems.1

HyperLTL reasons about sets of infinite traces over sets of atomic proposi-
tions. Thus, we assume that the state of a system can be represented by a
Boolean combination of atomic propositions. Concretely, we consider the set
AP = APp ∪ APi ∪ APo of atomic propositions, where APp, APi, and APo are
the atomic propositions that define the parameter values, the input values, and
the output values, respectively. Thus, we take Param = 2APp , In = 2APi and
Out = 2APo . The reactive behaviour of a system is represented as an infinite
trace of sets of atomic propositions, i.e., a subset of (2AP)ω. To distinguish
the AP encoded reactive systems from the function encoding in Section 3.2, we
call the former circuits and denote them as C ⊆ (2AP)ω. Still, there is a rela-
tion to function encoded reactive systems. C can be interpreted as a function
Ŝ : Param→ Inω → 2(Outω) where

t ∈ C if and only if (t↓APo) ∈ Ŝ(t↓APp [0])(t↓APi), (4.1)

with t↓A defined by (t↓A)[k] = t[k] ∩A for all k ∈ N.
For the remainder of this chapter, we restrict contracts for robust cleanness

and func-cleanness to provide distance functions that are past-forgetful and,
therefore, consider the trace integral variants of the cleanness definitions (cf.
Section 3.2.4).

1The contents in this section deviate from previous work [42], which contains incorrect
proofs claiming that the proposed HyperLTL formulas characterise non-trace-integral ro-
bust cleanness and func-cleanness.
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In the HyperLTL formulas below occur, for convenience, non-atomic proposi-
tions. For the correctness of these formulas, we must assume that the translation
of these non-atomic propositions satisfy the following properties:

Assumption 4.8. Let C ⊆ (2AP)
ω
be a circuit with AP = APp ∪ APi ∪ APo, let

t, t′ ∈ C be traces in this circuit, and let Π = {π := t, π′ := t′} be a trace
assignment. Further, let p ∈ Param, i ∈ In, and o ∈ Out. Then, the following
equivalences must hold.

1. Π |=C pπ = pπ′ if and only if t↓APp [0] = t′↓APp [0]

2. Π |=C iπ = iπ′ if and only if t↓APi [0] = t′↓APi [0]

3. Π |=C oπ = oπ′ if and only if t↓APo [0] = t′↓APo [0]

4. Π |=C pπ = p if and only if t↓APp [0] = p

5. Π |=C iπ = i if and only if t↓APi [0] = i

6. Π |=C oπ = o if and only if t↓APo [0] = o

7. Π |=C pπ ≈P pπ′ if and only if t↓APp [0] ≈P t
′↓APp [0]

8. Π |=C dIn(iπ, iπ′) ≤ κi if and only if dIn(t↓APi [0], t
′↓APi [0]) ≤ κi

9. Π |=C dOut(oπ, oπ′) ≤ κo if and only if dOut(t↓APo [0], t
′↓APo [0]) ≤ κo

10. Π |=C dOut(oπ, oπ′) ≤ f(dIn(iπ, iπ′)) if and only if dOut(t↓APo [0], t
′↓APo [0]) ≤

f(dIn(t↓APi [0], t
′↓APi [0]))

Figure 4.3 proposes a translations from the non-atomic propositions to valid
quantifier-free HyperLTL subformulas that satisfy the assumption above. The
proofs are straightforward and are omitted.

We assume that there is an LTL formula that can check whether a trace
is in the set of standard inputs StdIn ⊆ Inω. We ambiguously call this LTL
formula StdIn. The LTL formula StdIn contains only atomic propositions in
APi. That is, the formula is obtained with the grammar in the second line of
Equation (2.1) where atomic propositions have the form a (instead of aπ) with
a ∈ APi. With StdInπ we represent the HyperLTL formula that is exactly like
StdIn but where each occurrence of a ∈ APi has been replaced by aπ. Obviously,
the LTL formula StdIn should be defined such that for every trace t ∈ C it holds
that {π := t} |=C StdInπ if and only if (t↓APi) ∈ StdIn.
The following proposition shows the HyperLTL formula to analyse strict clean-

ness.
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pπ = pπ′ ↭
∧

a∈APp

aπ ↔ aπ′ pπ = p ↭
∧
a∈p

aπ ∧
∧

a∈APp\p

¬aπ

iπ = iπ′ ↭
∧

a∈APi

aπ ↔ aπ′ iπ = i ↭
∧
a∈i

aπ ∧
∧

a∈APi\i

¬aπ

oπ = oπ′ ↭
∧

a∈APo

aπ ↔ aπ′ oπ = o ↭
∧
a∈o

aπ ∧
∧

a∈APo\o

¬aπ

pπ ≈P pπ′ ↭
∨

p,p′∈Param
p≈Pp

′

pπ = p ∧ pπ′ = p′

dIn(iπ, iπ′) ≤ κi ↭
∨

i,i′∈In
dIn(i,i

′)≤κi

iπ = i ∧ iπ′ = i′

dOut(oπ, oπ′) ≤ κo ↭
∨

o,o′∈Out
dOut(o,o

′)≤κo

oπ = o ∧ oπ′ = o′

dOut(oπ, oπ′) ≤ f(dIn(iπ, iπ′)) ↭
∨

o,o′∈Out,i,i′∈In
dOut(o,o

′)≤f(dIn(i,i
′))

iπ = i ∧ iπ′ = i′ ∧ oπ = o ∧ oπ′ = o′

Figure 4.3: Syntactic sugar for comparisons between traces

Proposition 4.9. Let C ⊆ (2AP)
ω

be a circuit, let Ŝ be the reactive system
constructed from C according to Equation (4.1), let C = ⟨≈P,StdIn⟩ be a contract
for strict cleanness, and let StdInπ be a HyperLTL subformula such that {π :=

t} |=C StdInπ if and only if t↓APi ∈ StdIn. Then, Ŝ is strictly clean w.r.t. C if and
only if C satisfies the HyperLTL formula

∀π1.∀π2.∃π′
2. (pπ1

≈P pπ2
∧ StdInπ1

)→
(
pπ2

= pπ′
2
∧ (iπ1

= iπ′
2
∧ oπ1

= oπ′
2
)
)

The first quantifier (for π1) in the HyperLTL formula in the proposition im-
plicitly quantifies the first parameter p1, the standard input i, and an output
o1 ∈ Ŝ(p1)(i). The second quantifier (for π2) implicitly quantifies the second
parameter p2; however, due to the potential nondeterminism in the behaviour
of the system, the third, existential, quantifier for π′

2 is necessary. Trace π′
2

must encode parameter p2 and, according to the definition of strict cleanness,
the inputs of this trace must be identical to i. Thus, it existentially quantifies an
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output o2 ∈ Ŝ(p2)(i) and enforces that o1 = o2. In essence, the formula checks
that for every o1 ∈ Ŝ(p1)(i), there exists o2 ∈ Ŝ(p2)(i), such that o1 = o2. Hence,
it checks that Ŝ(p1)(i) ⊆ Ŝ(p2)(i). Since the formula is symmetric, it also checks
that Ŝ(p2)(i) ⊆ Ŝ(p1)(i) and, ultimately, ensures that Ŝ(p1)(i) = Ŝ(p2)(i).

To prove Proposition 4.9, we will use the following lemma, which follows al-
most directly from Equation (4.1).

Lemma 4.10. Let C ⊆ (2AP)
ω
be a circuit with AP = APp ∪ APi ∪ APo and P

be a predicate over Param× Inω × Outω. Then,

1. ∀t ∈ C. P (t↓APp [0], t↓APi , t↓APo) if and only if ∀p ∈ Param, i ∈ Inω. ∀o ∈
Ŝ(p)(i). P (p, i, o), and

2. ∃t ∈ C. P (t↓APp [0], t↓APi , t↓APo) if and only if ∃p ∈ Param, i ∈ Inω. ∃o ∈
Ŝ(p)(i). P (p, i, o).

Furthermore, we need to make explicit the reasoning about time enforced by
the HyperLTL operators globally ( ) and weak until (W).

Lemma 4.11. Let Π be a trace assignment and let ϕ and ψ be quantifier-free
HyperLTL formulas. Then the following equivalences hold.

1. Π |=C ϕ if and only if ∀k > 0. Π[k..] |=C ϕ

2. Π |=C ϕW ψ if and only if ∀k > 0. (∀j ≤ k. Π[j..] |=C ¬ψ)→ Π[k..] |=C ϕ.

Proof. We prove the two statements separately.

1. Using the definitions of and (from Section 2.6.1), we get that Π |=C ϕ
holds if and only if Π |=C ¬(⊤U ¬ϕ) holds. Applying the semantics for ¬
and U yields the equivalent proposition that ¬(∃k > 0. Π[k..] |=C ¬ϕ∧∀j <
k. Π[j..] |=C ⊤). By applying again the semantics for ¬ and by logical
simplifications, we know that the above is equivalent to ∀k > 0. Π[k..] |=C

ϕ.

2. According to the definition of W, the semantics of U and with 1, Π |=C

ϕW ψ holds if and only if (∃k > 0. Π[k..] |=C ψ ∧ ∀j < k. Π[j..] |=C ϕ) ∨
∀k > 0. Π[k..] |=C ϕ holds. We denote this proposition as V . It is easy
to see that the right operand of the equivalence to prove holds if and only
if ∀k > 0. (∃j ≤ k. Π[j..] |=C ψ) ∨ Π[k..] |=C ϕ holds. We denote this
proposition as W . Thus, we must prove that V ⇒ W and that W ⇒ V .
To prove that V implies W , we distinguish two cases.
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• For the first case, assume that the left operand of the disjunction in
V holds, i.e., that there is some k > 0, such that Π[k..] |=C ψ ∧ ∀j <
k. Π[j..] |=C ϕ. To show W , let k′ > 0 be arbitrary. If k′ ≥ k, then
there exists j ≤ k′ (namely j = k) such that Π[j..] |=C ψ; hence,
W holds. If k′ < k, then we know from ∀j < k. Π[j..] |=C ϕ that
Π[k′..] |=C ϕ is true; hence, W holds.

• For the second case, assume that the right operand of the disjunction
in V holds, i.e., that ∀k > 0. Π[k..] |=C ϕ. Then, obviously W holds.

To prove that W implies V , let PV = {k | Π[k..] |=C ψ} be the set of
all indices where ψ holds for the given trace assignment Π. If PV is the
empty set, then it follows immediately from W that ∀k > 0. Π[k..] |=C ϕ
and that, hence, V holds. If PV is not empty, let k = minPV be the
smallest index in PV . Then, obviously, ∃k > 0. Π[k..] |=C ψ. To show that
V holds, it suffices to show that ∀j < k. Π[j..] |=C ϕ holds. This follows
from W , because k is the smallest index for which Π[k..] |=C ψ holds and,
therefore, for every j < k it does not hold that Π[j..] |=C ψ.

With these Lemmas, we are able to prove that the strict cleanness character-
isation above is correct.

Proof of Proposition 4.9. From the semantics of HyperLTL (cf. Section 2.6.1)
we get that

∅ |=C ∀π1.∀π2.∃π′
2. (pπ1 ≈P pπ2 ∧ StdInπ1)

→
(
pπ2 = pπ′

2
∧ (iπ1

= iπ′
2
∧ oπ1

= oπ′
2
)
)

if and only if

∀t1 ∈ C. ∀t2 ∈ C. ∃t′2 ∈ C. (Π |=C pπ1 ≈P pπ2) ∧ (Π |=C StdInπ1)

→ (Π |=C pπ2 = pπ′
2
) ∧ (∀k > 0. Π[k..] |=C iπ1 = iπ′

2
∧ oπ1 = oπ′

2
),

where Π = {π1 := t1, π2 := t2, π
′
2 := t′2}. From Assumption 4.8 and the the

premise that {π := t} |=C StdInπ if and only if t↓APi ∈ StdIn, we get that the
above is equivalent to

∀t1 ∈ C. ∀t2 ∈ C. ∃t′2 ∈ C. (t1↓APp [0] ≈P t2↓APp [0]) ∧ (t1↓APi ∈ StdIn)

→ (t2↓APp [0] = t′2↓APp [0]) ∧
(∀k > 0. t1↓APi [k] = t′2↓APi [k] ∧ t1↓APo [k] = t′2↓APo [k]).
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With Lemma 4.10 we get that this is equivalent to

∀p1, p2 ∈ Param. ∀i1, i2 ∈ Inω. ∀o1 ∈ Ŝ(p1)(i1). ∀o2 ∈ Ŝ(p2)(i2).

∃p′2 ∈ Param. ∃i′2 ∈ Inω. ∃o′2 ∈ Ŝ(p′2)(i
′
2). p1 ≈P p2 ∧ i1 ∈ StdIn

→ p2 = p′2 ∧ ∀k > 0. i1[k] = i′2[k] ∧ o1[k] = o′2[k],

which can be simplified to

∀p1, p2 ∈ Param. p1 ≈P p2 → ∀i ∈ StdIn. ∀o1 ∈ Ŝ(p1)(i). ∃o2 ∈ Ŝ(p2)(i). o1 = o2.

This, in turn, is equivalent to

∀p1, p2 ∈ Param. p1 ≈P p2 → ∀i ∈ StdIn. Ŝ(p1)(i). ⊆ Ŝ(p2)(i).

By symmetry, this is equivalent to Definition 3.40, hence proving the proposition.

A HyperLTL characterisation also exists for robust cleanness. Propositions 4.12
and 4.13 show HyperLTL formulas for trace integral l-robust cleanness and trace
integral u-robust cleanness, respectively. Thus, the conjunction of the two for-
mulas characterises trace integral robust cleanness.

Proposition 4.12. Let C ⊆ (2AP)
ω
be a circuit, let Ŝ be the reactive system

constructed from C according to Equation (4.1), and let C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut,
κi, κo⟩ be a contract for robust cleanness, where dIn and dOut are past-forgetful.
Further, let StdInπ be a HyperLTL subformula such that {π := t} |=C StdInπ if

and only if t↓APi ∈ StdIn. Then, Ŝ is trace integral l-robustly clean w.r.t. C if
and only if C satisfies the HyperLTL formula

∀π1.∀π2.∃π′
2.

(pπ1
≈P pπ2

∧ StdInπ1
)

→
(
pπ2

= pπ′
2
∧ (iπ2 = iπ′

2
) ∧
(
(dOut(oπ1

, oπ′
2
) ≤ κo)W(dIn(iπ1

, iπ′
2
) > κi)

))
Proposition 4.13. Let C ⊆ (2AP)

ω
be a circuit, let Ŝ be the reactive system

constructed from C according to Equation (4.1), and let C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut,
κi, κo⟩ be a contract for robust cleanness, where dIn and dOut are past-forgetful.
Further, let StdInπ be a HyperLTL subformula such that {π := t} |=C StdInπ if

and only if t↓APi ∈ StdIn. Then Ŝ is trace integral u-robustly clean w.r.t. C if
and only if C satisfies the HyperLTL formula

∀π1.∀π2.∃π′
1.

(pπ1 ≈P pπ2 ∧ StdInπ1)

→
(
pπ1 = pπ′

1
∧ (iπ1

= iπ′
1
) ∧
(
(dOut(oπ′

1
, oπ2

) ≤ κo)W(dIn(iπ′
1
, iπ2

) > κi)
))
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The difference between the first and second formula is subtle, but reflects the
fact that, while the first formula has the universal quantification on the outputs
of the program that takes the standard input and the existential quantification on
the behaviour that may deviate, the second one works in the other way around.
Thus, each of the formulas captures the ∀∃ alternation in the conclusion of
Definitions 3.74 and 3.75 of l-robust cleanness and u-robust cleanness. To notice
this, follow the existentially quantified variable (π′

2 for the first formula and π′
1

for the second one). In both formulas we use the weak until operator W. It
has exactly the behaviour that we need to represent the interaction between the
distances of inputs and the distances of outputs (cf. Lemma 4.11).
Below is the proof for the correctness of the characterisation of l-robust clean-

ness, i.e., for Proposition 4.12. For Proposition 4.13 the proof is analogue, hence
we omit it.

Proof of Proposition 4.12. Using the semantics of HyperLTL and Lemma 4.11.2
we get that

∅ |=C ∀π1.∀π2.∃π′
2.

(pπ1
≈P pπ2

∧ StdInπ1
)

→
(
pπ2

= pπ′
2
∧ (iπ2

= iπ′
2
) ∧
(
(dOut(oπ1

, oπ′
2
) ≤ κo)W(dIn(iπ1

, iπ′
2
) > κi)

))
is equivalent to

∀t1, t2 ∈ C. ∃t′2 ∈ C. (Π |=C pπ1 ≈P pπ2) ∧ (Π |=C StdInπ1)→
(Π |=C pπ2 = pπ′

2
) ∧ (∀k > 0. Π[k..] |=C iπ2 = iπ′

2
) ∧

(∀k > 0. (∀j ≤ k. Π[j..] |=C dIn(iπ1
, iπ′

2
) ≤ κi)→ Π[k..] |=C dOut(oπ1

, oπ′
2
) ≤ κo),

where Π = {π1 := t1, π2 := t2, π
′
2 := t′2}. Further, with Assumption 4.8, and the

assumption that {π := t} |=C StdInπ if and only if t↓APi ∈ StdIn, we get that this
is equivalent to

∀t1, t2 ∈ C. ∃t′2 ∈ C. (t1↓APp [0] ≈P t2↓APp [0]) ∧ (t1↓APi ∈ StdIn)→
(t2↓APp [0] = t′2↓APp [0]) ∧ (∀k > 0. t2↓APi [k] = t′2↓APi [k]) ∧
(∀k > 0. (∀j ≤ k. dIn(t1↓APi [j], t

′
2↓APi [j]) ≤ κi)→ dOut(t1↓APo [k], t

′
2↓APo [k]) ≤ κo).

We can switch from trace quantification to explicit parameter, input and output
quantification by using Lemma 4.10:

∀p1, p2 ∈ Param. ∀i1, i2 ∈ Inω. ∀o1 ∈ Ŝ(p1)(i1). ∀o2 ∈ Ŝ(p2)(i2).

∃p′2 ∈ Param. ∃i′2 ∈ Inω. ∃o′2 ∈ Ŝ(p′2)(i
′
2). p1 ≈P p2 ∧ i1 ∈ StdIn

→ p2 = p′2 ∧ (∀k > 0. i2[k] = i′2[k]) ∧
(∀k > 0. (∀j ≤ k. dIn(i1[j], i′2[j]) ≤ κi)→ dOut(o1[k], o

′
2[k]) ≤ κo).
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By further simplifying the above and by using that for past-forgetful distance
functions d(x[k], x′[k]) = d(x[..k], x′[..k]) for k > 0, we get

∀p1, p2 ∈ Param. p1 ≈P p2 →

∀i1 ∈ StdIn. ∀i2 ∈ Inω. ∀o1 ∈ Ŝ(p1)(i1). ∃o2 ∈ Ŝ(p2)(i2). ∀k > 0.

(∀j ≤ k. dIn(i1[..j], i2[..j]) ≤ κi)→ dOut(o1[..k], o2[..k]) ≤ κo.

Since for k = 0 we have that dOut(o1[..k], o2[..k]) = dOut(ϵ, ϵ) = 0, we have in
total that the above is equivalent to trace integral l-robust cleanness as defined
in Definition 3.74.

Finally, we also give the characterisation of a func-clean program in terms of
HyperLTL.

Proposition 4.14. Let C ⊆ (2AP)
ω
be a circuit, let Ŝ be the reactive system con-

structed from C according to Equation (4.1), and let C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩
be a contract for func-cleanness, where dIn and dOut are past-forgetful. Further,
let StdInπ be a HyperLTL subformula such that {π := t} |=C StdInπ if and only

if t↓APi ∈ StdIn. Then Ŝ is trace integral l-func-clean w.r.t. C if and only if C
satisfies the HyperLTL formula

∀π1.∀π2.∃π′
2.

(pπ1 ≈P pπ2 ∧ StdInπ1)

→
(
pπ2 = pπ′

2
∧ (iπ2

= iπ′
2
) ∧

(
dOut(oπ1

, oπ′
2
) ≤ f(dIn(iπ1

, iπ′
2
))
))
.

Proof. Using the semantics of HyperLTL and Lemma 4.11.1 we get that

∅ |=C ∀π1.∀π2.∃π′
2.

(pπ1
≈P pπ2

∧ StdInπ1
)

→
(
pπ2

= pπ′
2
∧ (iπ2

= iπ′
2
) ∧

(
dOut(oπ1

, oπ′
2
) ≤ f(dIn(iπ1

, iπ′
2
))
))
.

holds if and only if

∀t1, t2 ∈ C. ∃t′2 ∈ C. (Π |=C pπ1
≈P pπ2

) ∧ (Π |=C StdInπ1
)

→ (Π |=C pπ2
= pπ′

2
) ∧ (∀k > 0. Π[k..] |=C iπ2

= iπ′
2
) ∧

(∀k > 0. Π[k..] |=C dOut(oπ1
, oπ′

2
) ≤ f(dIn(iπ1

, iπ′
2
)))

holds with Π = {π1 := t1, π2 := t2, π
′
2 := t′2}. Using Assumption 4.8 and the

assumption that {π := t} |=C StdInπ if and only if t↓APi ∈ StdIn, we get that the
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above is equivalent to

∀t1, t2 ∈ C. ∃t′2 ∈ C. (t1↓APp [0] ≈P t2↓APp [0]) ∧ (t1↓APi ∈ StdIn)→
(t2↓APp [0] = t′2↓APp [0]) ∧ (∀k > 0. t2↓APi [k] = t′2↓APi [k]) ∧

(∀k > 0. dOut(t1↓APo [k], t
′
2↓APo [k]) ≤ f(dIn(t1↓APi [k], t

′
2↓APi [k]))).

Using Lemma 4.10, we can replace the trace quantifiers by explicit quantifiers
over parameters, inputs and outputs, and get

∀p1, p2 ∈ Param. ∀i1, i2 ∈ Inω. ∀o1 ∈ Ŝ(p1)(i1). ∀o2 ∈ Ŝ(p2)(i2).

∃p′2 ∈ Param. ∃i′2 ∈ Inω. ∃o′2 ∈ Ŝ(p′2)(i
′
2). p1 ≈P p2 ∧ i1 ∈ StdIn

→ p2 = p′2 ∧ (∀k > 0. i2[k] = i′2[k]) ∧
(∀k > 0. dOut(o1[k], o

′
2[k]) ≤ f(dIn(i1[k], i′2[k]))).

By further simplifying the above and by using that for past-forgetful distance
functions d(x[k], x′[k]) = d(x[..k], x′[..k]) for k > 0, we get

∀p1, p2 ∈ Param. p1 ≈P p2 → ∀i1 ∈ StdIn. ∀i2 ∈ Inω.

∀o1 ∈ Ŝ(p1)(i1). ∃o2 ∈ Ŝ(p2)(i2).

∀k > 0. dOut(o1[..k], o2[..k]) ≤ f(dIn(i1[..k], i2[..k])).

Since for k = 0 we have that dOut(o1[..k], o2[..k]) = dOut(ϵ, ϵ) = 0, we have in
total that the above is equivalent to trace integral l-func-cleanness as defined in
Definition 3.80.

Proposition 4.15. Let C ⊆ (2AP)
ω
be a circuit, let Ŝ be the reactive system con-

structed from C according to Equation (4.1), and let C = ⟨≈P,StdIn, dIn, dOut, f⟩
be a contract for func-cleanness, where dIn and dOut are past-forgetful. Further,
let StdInπ be a HyperLTL subformula such that {π := t} |=C StdInπ if and only

if t↓APi ∈ StdIn. Then Ŝ is trace integral u-func-clean w.r.t. C if and only if C
satisfies the HyperLTL formula

∀π1.∀π2.∃π′
1.

(pπ1 ≈P pπ2 ∧ StdInπ1)

→
(
pπ1 = pπ′

1
∧ (iπ1

= iπ′
1
) ∧

(
dOut(oπ′

1
, oπ2

) ≤ f(dIn(iπ′
1
, iπ2

))
))
.

The proof for Proposition 4.15 is analogue to the proof of Proposition 4.14,
hence we omit it.
As before, the difference between the first and second formula is subtle and

can be noticed again by following the existentially quantified variables in each
of the formulas.
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Example 4.16. We take up the emission cleaning examples from Examples 3.50
and 3.66. With the HyperLTL formulas presented in this section, we can now
check whether the toy programs from Section 3.2 are robustly clean, respectively
func-clean. For the concrete example, the property of l-robust cleanness reduces
to checking formula

∀π1.∀π2.∃π′
2. (4.2)

StdInπ1
→
(

(tπ2
= tπ′

2
) ∧
(
(dOut(nπ1

,nπ′
2
) ≤ κo)W(dIn(tπ1

, tπ′
2
) > κi)

))
.

For u-robust cleanness it reduces to the obvious symmetric formula. For read-
ability reasons, we shorthandedly write t for thrtl and n for NOx. Notice that
any reference to parameters disappears since the emission control system does
not have parameters. The set of standard inputs is characterised by the LTL
formula StdIn ≡ (t ∈ (0, 1]). Likewise, we can verify that the model of the
emission control system is l-func-clean through the formula

∀π1.∀π2.∃π′
2. (4.3)

StdInπ1 →
(

(tπ2 = tπ′
2
) ∧

(
dOut(nπ1 ,nπ′

2
) ≤ f(dIn(tπ1 , tπ′

2
))
))
,

and that it is u-func-clean through the symmetric formula.

4.2.1 Experimental Results

We verified the cleanness of the toy emission cleaning system from Example 4.16
using the HyperLTL model checker MCHyper [57]. The input to the model
checker is a description of the system as an Aiger circuit and a hyperproperty
specified as a HyperLTL formula. At the time when we conducted the experi-
ments outlined below, MCHyper could only check HyperLTL formulas that were
alternation-free. Since the HyperLTL formulas from the previous section are of
the form ∀π1∀π2∃π′

2 . . ., and are, hence, not alternation-free, MCHyper could
not check these formulas directly. At the time when this thesis was submitted,
MCHyper is able to check formulas with a single quantifier alternation [38]. For
a ∀∀∃ quantified formula the tool replaces the existential quantifier by “strategic
choice”. The strategy, though, must be passed as an additional input to MCHy-
per. Coenen et al. [38, Table 1] show that robust cleanness can be checked with
this new version of MCHyper.
Without this new version of the tool, we proved, respectively disproved, our

formulas by strengthening them and their negations such that they become
alternation-free formulas.
To prove that program ec in Figure 4.1 is robustly clean, we strengthen for-

mula (4.2) by substituting π2 for the existentially quantified variable π′
2. The
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resulting formula is alternation-free :

∀π1.∀π2. StdInπ1
→
(
(dOut(nπ1

,nπ2
) ≤ κo)W(dIn(tπ1

, tπ2
) > κi)

)
(4.4)

MCHyper confirms that program ec satisfies formula (4.4). The program thus
also satisfies formula (4.2). Notice that we had obtained the same formula if we
would have started from the formula symmetric to formula (4.2).
To prove that program aec in Figure 4.2 is doped with respect to Equa-

tion (4.2), we negate formula (4.2) and obtain

∃π1.∃π2.∀π′
2.

¬
(
StdInπ1

→
(

(tπ2
= tπ′

2
) ∧
(
(dOut(nπ1

,nπ′
2
) ≤ κo)W(dIn(tπ1

, tπ′
2
) > κi)

)))
This formula is of the form ∃π1.∃π2.∀π′

2. . . . and, hence, again not alternation-
free. We replace the two existential quantifiers with universal quantifiers and
restrict the quantification to two specific throttle values, a for π1 and b for π2
(we will explain further down which concrete values for a and b we used for the
analysis):

∀π1.∀π2.∀π′
2. (4.5.a)

(tπ1 = a ∧ tπ2 = b) →

¬
(
StdInπ1

→
(

(tπ2
= tπ′

2
) ∧
(
(dOut(nπ1

,nπ′
2
) ≤ κo)W(dIn(tπ1

, tπ′
2
) > κi)

)))
This transformation is sound as long as there actually exist traces with throttle
values a and b. We establish this by checking, separately, that the following
existential formula is satisfied:

∃π1.∃π2. (tπ1
= a ∧ tπ2

= b) (4.6)

MCHyper confirms the satisfaction of both formulas, which proves that for-
mula (4.2) is violated by program aec. Precisely, the counterexample that
shows the violation of formula (4.2) is any pair of traces π1 and π2 that makes
(tπ1 = a ∧ tπ2 = b) true in formula (4.6). We proceed similarly for the formula

symmetric to formula (4.2) obtaining two formulas just as before which are also
satisfied by aec and hence the original formula is not. Also, we follow a similar
process to prove that ec is func-clean but aec is not.
Table 4.1 shows experimental results obtained with MCHyper2 version 0.91

for the verification of robust cleanness. The Aiger models were constructed by
discretizing the values of the throttle and the NOx. We show results from two

2https://www.react.uni-saarland.de/tools/mchyper/

https://www.react.uni-saarland.de/tools/mchyper/
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Program
NOx model size circuit size

property
time

step #transitions #latches #gates (sec.)

ec
0.05 1436 17 9749 eq. (4.4) 0.92

0.00625 60648 23 505123 eq. (4.4) 22.19

aec

0.05 3756 19 27574

(4.5.a) a = 0.1 1.62
(4.5.b) a = 0.1 1.6
(4.5.a) a = 1 1.68
(4.5.b) a = 1 1.56

0.00625 175944 25 1623679

(4.5.a) a = 0.1 102.07
(4.5.b) a = 0.1 96.3
(4.5.a) a = 1 97.67
(4.5.b) a = 1 92.8

Table 4.1: Experimental results from the verification of robust cleanness of ec
and aec

different models, where the values of the throttle was discretised in steps of 0.1
units in both models and the values of the NOx in steps of 0.05 and 0.00625. All
experiments were run under OS X “El Capitan” (10.11.6) on a MacBook Air with
a 1.7GHz Intel Core i5 and 4GB 1333MHz DDR3. In Table 4.1, the model size
is given in terms of the number of transitions, while the size of the Aiger circuit
encoding the model prepared for the property is given in terms of the number
of latches and gates. The specification checked by MCHyper is the formula
indicated in the property column. Formula (4.5.b) is the formula symmetric
to (4.5.a). For the throttle values a and b in formulas (4.5.a) and (4.5.b), we
chose b = 2 and let a vary as specified in the property column. Table 4.2 shows
similar experimental results for the verification of func-cleanness. With (4.4′),
(4.5.a′), and (4.5.b′) we indicate the similar variations to formulas (4.4), (4.5.a),
and (4.5.b) required to verify formula (4.3). Model checking takes less than
two seconds for the coarse discretisation and about two minutes for the fine
discretisation.

4.3 Related Work & Contributions

In this chapter, we picked two out of many possible techniques to prove cleanness
of sequential programs and reactive systems. The weakest precondition reasoning
provides a convenient methodology to prove or disprove cleanness for sequential
programs. For reactive systems, the HyperLTL characterisations allow for a tool-
supported cleanness analysis. Other verification techniques include relational
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Program
NOx model size circuit size

property
time

step #transitions #latches #gates (sec.)

ec
0.05 1436 5 9869 (4.4′) 1.08

0.00625 60648 8 505285 (4.4′) 21.74

aec

0.05 3756 6 27708

(4.5.a′) a = 0.1 1.71
(4.5.b′) a = 0.1 1.72
(4.5.a′) a = 1 1.72
(4.5.b′) a = 1 1.77

0.00625 175944 9 1623855

(4.5.a′) a = 0.1 95.29
(4.5.b′) a = 0.1 97.48
(4.5.a′) a = 1 95.57
(4.5.b′) a = 1 95.5

Table 4.2: Experimental results from the verification of func-cleanness of ec and
aec

and Cartesian Hoare logics [16, 137, 110], self-composition and product programs
constructions [10], temporal logics [34, 57, 56], or games [92]. These techniques
greatly vary in their completeness, efficiency, and scalability.
The adaptation of the parametrised cleanness definitions for weakest precon-

dition reasoning has its origin in one of our previous works [42]. It is the result
of a fruitful cooperation with my co-authors. The same is true for the Hyper-
LTL characterisations. During my work on this thesis, though, I realised that
parts of the encodings of the non-atomic propositions (cf. Figure 4.3) were in-
correct, and that the propositions in [42] incorrectly claimed that the HyperLTL
characterisations capture the non-trace-integral variants of robust cleanness and
func-cleanness. I revised the complete proof structure and fixed the propositions
in this thesis. As part of this restructuring I decoupled the proofs from the en-
coding in Figure 4.3 and instead summarised in Assumption 4.8 the properties
that an encoding must satisfy for the proofs to be valid. This provides the flexi-
bility to replace the encoding from Figure 4.3 with any other encoding satisfying
Assumption 4.8. The experiment with MCHyper is primarily a contribution of
myself.



5 Model-Agnostic Software Doping
Analysis

A common reason to check whether a program satisfies (a suitable form of) clean-
ness is to detect software doping, i.e., a behaviour of a software that is intended
by the manufacturer, but that is not in the interest of the user or society. When
analysing software for this reason, the manufacturer is typically not involved;
they already know that their software is not clean. Instead, the analysis might
be initiated by the user of the system, an NGO, or by researchers. In most
of these cases, there is not sufficient information available to do a model-aware
analysis and the system is merely a black-box. The analysis must, essentially,
be based on observations of the system. In this chapter, we introduce formal
foundations to conduct robust cleanness tests using a model-based testing ap-
proach [119, 120, 121]. Furthermore, we will extend the HyperLTL characterisa-
tions of robust cleanness and func-cleanness from Section 4.2 to HyperSTL and
STL characterisations. This enables us to complement the model-based testing
approach with probabilistic falsification [95, 2] techniques to systematically find
violations of robust cleanness or func-cleanness.

5.1 Cleanness of Labelled Transition Systems

In this chapter we will focus on robust cleanness and func-cleanness of mixed-
IO systems (cf., Section 3.3). Mixed-IO systems are defined by means of sets
of traces that describe the behaviour of a system. Hence, it is well suited for
black-box settings that we target in this chapter. In the following, we will
use labelled transition systems to make the reasoning about sets of traces more
convenient. The paths in an LTS originating from the LTS’ initial state induce a
set of traces. Conversely, for every set of traces an LTS can be constructed that
induces this set of traces. Notably, constructing mixed-IO systems from LTS
does not necessarily satisfy the input and output enabledness that is required
for mixed-IO systems. To ensure that the induced mixed-IO system is input
enabled, we will work with input-output transition systems, which constitute
the subset of labelled transition systems that are input enabled. If an IOTS L
is not output enabled, then there is some state that does not have an outgoing
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transition labelled with an output symbol. To overcome this problem, instead of
using L, we use its quiescence closure Lδ, i.e., we use the special output symbol
δ to represent the absence of an output (cf. Section 2.3). The IOTS Lδ induces
a mixed-IO system that is input and output enabled. By default, a distance
function for outputs dOut is not prepared to handle output traces that contain
the quiescence symbol. The cleanness definitions we will show below use an
extended output distance function dOutδ that is based on the original function
dOut. Concretely, dOutδ(σ1, σ2) := dOut(σ1\δ, σ2\δ) if σ1[k] = δ ⇔ σ2[k] = δ for
all k, and dOutδ(σ1, σ2) := ∞ otherwise, where σ\δ is the same as σ with all δ
removed. dOutδ returns the distance infinity for two traces if they have quiescence
symbols at different positions. Otherwise, the quiescence symbols are removed
and what remains after that removal is passed to the original output distance
function.

We could use robust cleanness for mixed-IO systems straightforwardly for
cleanness of IOTS. An IOTS L would be robustly clean w.r.t. some contract
C if and only if tracesω(Lδ) is robustly clean w.r.t. C. To make our approach
better usable in practice, we generalise this notion of cleanness to allow also
partial knowledge about the output behaviour of a system for standard inputs.
Concretely, instead of defining only inputs as standard, we define inputs and
outputs for such inputs as standard. Notably, for an input, one of its outputs
can be considered as standard behaviour while a different output can be ex-
cluded. This corresponds to a testing context, in which recordings of the system
executing standard inputs are the baseline for testing. We adapt the clean-
ness contracts from Chapter 3 by replacing the set StdIn with an LTS Std that
defines the standard behaviour and call the resulting tuple cleanness context.
Conceptually, cleanness contracts and contexts are very similar: For a mixed-
IO robust cleanness contract C′ = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ and an IOTS L that
induces a mixed-IO system L′ = tracesω(Lδ), the tuple C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩
is a cleanness context, if Std is an LTS such that tracesω(Stdδ) ⊆ L′(StdIn), i.e.,
the behaviour captured by Stdδ is also a behaviour of Lδ. Ideally, tracesω(Stdδ)
is equal to L′(StdIn), because missing standard behaviour may lead to false pos-
itives of doping detection. Notice that a cleanness context implicitly defines a
set StdIn; it is determined by the input sequences tracesω(Stdδ)↓i occurring in
Stdδ.

Robust cleanness for LTS closely resembles robust cleanness for mixed-IO
systems, except for the special handling of the standard behaviour and the usage
of IOTS instead of mere trace sets.

Definition 5.1. An IOTS L is l-robustly clean with respect to cleanness con-
text C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if and only if tracesω(Stdδ) ⊆ tracesω(Lδ) and
for all σ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ), σ

′ ∈ tracesω(Lδ) and k > 0 it holds that whenever
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dIn(σ[..j]↓i, σ′[..j]↓i) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k then there exists σ′′ ∈ tracesω(Lδ) such
that σ′↓i = σ′′↓i and dOutδ(σ[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤ κo.

We remark that cleanness definitions for IOTS are system-specific, i.e., they are
only applicable to the IOTS from which the standard behaviour Std is obtained
from (or could have been obtained from). This is in contrast to all cleanness
notions from Chapter 3 that are defined w.r.t. contracts, which are applicable to
all systems matching the sets In and Out implicitly defined through the distance
functions. For an IOTS to be clean according to the above definition, the traces
of the (quiescence-closed) standard behaviour must be fully contained in the
behaviour of the IOTS.

Definition 5.2. An IOTS L is u-robustly clean with respect to cleanness con-
text C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if and only if tracesω(Stdδ) ⊆ tracesω(Lδ) and
for all σ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ), σ

′ ∈ tracesω(Lδ) and k > 0 it holds that whenever
dIn(σ[..j]↓i, σ′[..j]↓i) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k then there exists σ′′ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ) such
that σ↓i = σ′′↓i and dOutδ(σ

′[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤ κo.

A peculiarity of u-robust cleanness of IOTS is in the existential quantification:
Instead of quantifying over traces of Lδ, the quantifier requests a trace from the
standard LTS Stdδ. This is necessary, because, as explained above, the standard
LTS may be incomplete. So, to satisfy Definition 5.2 there must be an output
for input σ↓i that has been actually observed; it does not suffice if the system
is in principle capable of showing an output that satisfies the output distance
requirement.

Finally, the full robust cleanness definition is given below using the quantifier-
based characterisation analogue to its mixed-IO counterpart.

Definition 5.3. An IOTS L is robustly clean with respect to cleanness con-
text C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if and only if tracesω(Stdδ) ⊆ tracesω(Lδ) and
for all σ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ), σ

′ ∈ tracesω(Lδ) and k > 0 it holds that whenever
dIn(σ[..j]↓i, σ′[..j]↓i) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k then

1. there exists σ′′ ∈ tracesω(Lδ), such that σ′↓i = σ′′↓i and
dOutδ(σ[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤ κo,

2. there exists σ′′ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ), such that σ↓i = σ′′↓i and
dOutδ(σ

′[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤ κo.

In the sequel, we will often use the predicate ∀j ≤ k : dIn(σ[..j]↓i, σ′[..j]↓i) ≤ κi;
we abbreviate this predicate by V(dIn,κi)(k, σ, σ

′). If dIn and κi are known from
the context, we omit the index.

In a similar way, we obtain LTS variants of func-cleanness.
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Definition 5.4. An IOTS L is l-func-clean with respect to cleanness context
C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if and only if tracesω(Stdδ) ⊆ tracesω(Lδ) and for all σ ∈
tracesω(Stdδ), σ

′ ∈ tracesω(Lδ) and k > 0, there exists σ′′ ∈ tracesω(Lδ), such
that σ′↓i = σ′′↓i and dOut(σ[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤ f(dIn(σ[..k]↓i, σ′[..k]↓i)).

Definition 5.5. An IOTS L is u-func-clean with respect to cleanness context
C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if and only if tracesω(Stdδ) ⊆ tracesω(Lδ) and for all σ ∈
tracesω(Stdδ), σ

′ ∈ tracesω(Lδ) and k > 0, there exists σ′′ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ), such
that σ↓i = σ′′↓i and dOut(σ

′[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤ f(dIn(σ[..k]↓i, σ′[..k]↓i)).

Definition 5.6. An IOTS L is func-clean with respect to cleanness context
C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if and only if tracesω(Stdδ) ⊆ tracesω(Lδ) and for all σ ∈
tracesω(Stdδ), σ

′ ∈ tracesω(Lδ) and k > 0,

1. there exists σ′′∈ tracesω(Lδ), such that σ′↓i = σ′′↓i and
dOut(σ[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤ f(dIn(σ[..k]↓i, σ′[..k]↓i)),

2. there exists σ′′∈ tracesω(Stdδ), such that σ↓i = σ′′↓i and
dOut(σ

′[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤ f(dIn(σ[..k]↓i, σ′[..k]↓i)).

Trace integrity preserving robust cleanness definitions for LTS-defined systems
are enumerated below. They deviate from the above definitions as expected (cf.
Sections 3.2.4 and 3.3.3).

Definition 5.7. An IOTS L is trace integral l-robustly clean w.r.t. cleanness
context C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if and only if tracesω(Stdδ) ⊆ tracesω(Lδ) and
for all σ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ) and σ

′ ∈ tracesω(Lδ), there exists σ′′∈ tracesω(Lδ) such
that σ′↓i = σ′′↓i and for every k > 0 it holds that whenever dIn(σ[..j]↓i, σ′[..j]↓i) ≤
κi for all j ≤ k, then dOutδ(σ[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤ κo.

Definition 5.8. An IOTS L is trace integral u-robustly clean w.r.t. cleanness con-
text C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if and only if tracesω(Stdδ) ⊆ tracesω(Lδ) and for all
σ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ) and σ

′ ∈ tracesω(Lδ), there exists σ
′′∈ tracesω(Stdδ) such that

σ↓i = σ′′↓i and for every k > 0 it holds that whenever dIn(σ[..j]↓i, σ′[..j]↓i) ≤ κi
for all j ≤ k, then dOutδ(σ

′[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤ κo.

Definition 5.9. An IOTS L is trace integral robustly clean w.r.t. cleanness con-
text C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ if and only if L is trace integral l-robustly clean
w.r.t. C and L is trace integral u-robustly clean w.r.t. C.

Accordingly, there are trace integral definitions for func-cleanness.

Definition 5.10. An IOTS L is trace integral l-func-clean with respect to clean-
ness context C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if and only if tracesω(Stdδ) ⊆ tracesω(Lδ) and
for all σ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ) and σ

′ ∈ tracesω(Lδ), there exists σ
′′∈ tracesω(Lδ), such

that σ′↓i = σ′′↓i and for every k > 0, it holds that dOut(σ[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤
f(dIn(σ[..k]↓i, σ′[..k]↓i)).
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Definition 5.11. An IOTS L is trace integral u-func-clean with respect to clean-
ness context C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if and only if tracesω(Stdδ) ⊆ tracesω(Lδ) and
for all σ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ) and σ′ ∈ tracesω(Lδ), there exists σ′′ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ),
such that σ↓i = σ′′↓i and for every k > 0, it holds that dOut(σ

′[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤
f(dIn(σ[..k]↓i, σ′[..k]↓i)).

Definition 5.12. An IOTS L is trace integral func-clean with respect to clean-
ness context C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, f⟩ if and only if L is trace integral l-func-clean
w.r.t. C and L is trace integral u-func-clean w.r.t. C.

5.2 Reference Implementation for Robust Cleanness

As we will show in this section, for many robust cleanness contexts, there exists
an IOTS that is robustly clean w.r.t. this context and that is maximal in the
sense that whatever behaviour is deemed robustly clean w.r.t. this context, it is
part of this IOTS. The condition for such an IOTS to exist is a cleanness context
that actually allows robustly clean IOTS to exist at all. As the following example
shows, this is not always the case.

Stdδ

i−κi i+κi

δ o

δ

δδ

L

i−κi i+κi

δ o

i

x

Example 5.13. The LTS Stdδ on the right is a quiescence-
closed standard LTS Stdδ for the implementation L shown
below Stdδ. For simplicity some input transitions are omitted.
Assume Out = {o} and In = {i, i − κi, i + κi}. Consider the
transition labelled x of L. This must be one of either o or
δ, but we will see that either choice leads to a contradiction
w.r.t. the output distances induced. The input projection of
the middle path in L is i –i and the input distance to (i−κi) –i
and (i + κi) –i is exactly κi, so both branches (i + κi) o and
(i−κi) δ of Stdδ must be considered to determine x. For x = o,
the output distance of –o x to –o o in the right branch of Stdδ
is 0, i.e. less than κo. However, dOutδ(–o δ, –o o) = ∞ > κo.
Thus the output distance to the left branch of Stdδ is too
high if picking o. Instead picking x = δ does not work either for the symmetric
reasons – the problem switches sides. Thus, neither picking o nor δ for x satisfies
robust cleanness here (more precisely, u-robust cleanness in this case). Indeed,
no implementation satisfying robust cleanness exists for the given context.

The problem of unsatisfiable contexts is unique to IOTS; for the contract-based
cleanness definitions for other system models, it is always possible to describe
a system that satisifies a contract. The crucial difference is that a cleanness
context defines the outputs for the standard inputs. Irrespective of how an
IOTS looks like, the outputs this IOTS must exhibit for standard inputs are
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fixed by Stdδ. In the above example, we cannot change the implementation L to
get better outputs for inputs i − κi and i + κi (without changing the cleanness
context).

Definition 5.14 (Satisfiable Context). A context C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ is
satisfiable, if and only if, there exists an IOTS L that is robustly clean w.r.t. C.
A contract that is not satisfiable is called unsatisfiable.

If a context C is satisfiable, then this means in particular that there exists an
IOTS L that is l-robustly clean w.r.t. C and that is u-robustly clean w.r.t. C.
Moreover, the following proposition shows that the standard LTS of a satisfiable
context is always u-robustly clean on its own. That is, every behaviour that
Std shows is justifiable by every trace of Std. The LTS Std may, however, lack
behaviour to satisfy l-robust cleanness.

Proposition 5.15. Let C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ be a cleanness context. If C is
satisfiable, then Std is u-robustly clean w.r.t. C.

Proof. First, observe that obviously tracesω(Stdδ) ⊆ tracesω(Stdδ). Further, let
σ, σ′ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ) and k > 0. We may assume that V(dIn,κi)(k, σ, σ

′) holds, and
have to show that there exists a trace in σ′′ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ), such that σ↓i = σ′′↓i
and dOutδ(σ

′[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤ κo.
From satisfiability of C, we get an IOTS L that is robustly clean w.r.t. C, and,

hence, u-robustly clean w.r.t. C. From Definition 5.2 we get that tracesω(Stdδ) ⊆
tracesω(Lδ); thus, σ

′ ∈ tracesω(Lδ). Further, since V(dIn,κi)(k, σ, σ
′) holds, we get

for σ and σ′ from u-robust cleanness of L a trace σ′′ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ) such that
σ↓i = σ′′↓i and dOutδ(σ

′[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤ κo.

For every satisfiable context, there exists an IOTS that is the largest imple-
mentation that is robustly clean w.r.t. this context. “Largest” is defined on the
set of traces of an IOTS:

Definition 5.16 (Largest Implementation). Let C be a context and L an IOTS
that is robustly clean w.r.t. C. L is the largest implementation for C if and only if
for every L′ that is robustly clean w.r.t. C, it holds that tracesω(L′δ) ⊆ tracesω(Lδ).

If a cleanness context is satisfiable, there is always a (up to trace equivalence)
unique IOTS that is the largest, robustly clean implementation for this context.
We will construct this largest implementation and call it reference implementa-
tion R. To construct R, we will in the following assume, for simplicity of the
construction, past-forgetful output distance functions. Thus, we simply assume
that dOut : (Out∪{–o} × Out∪{–o})→ R≥0. We remark that dOutδ(δ, o) =∞ for
all o ̸= δ.
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ϵ

i+[0, 2κi]i+[−κi, 0) other i

i+[−κi, 0) o+[−κo, 2κo]i+[−κi, 0) any i i+[0, 2κi] any i i+[0, 2κi] o+[0, 2κo] other i any o other i any i

i+[−κi,0)
i+[0,2κi]

other i

any i o+[−κo,2κo] any i o+[0,2κo] any o any i

Figure 5.1: The reference implementation R of Std in Example 5.18.

The reference implementation R is derived from a concrete cleanness context
C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩. Since R must be input-enabled, it supports any possi-
ble sequence of inputs. For every state in R that is reachable through an input
σ, R can nondetermistically choose an output that satisifies u-robust cleanness.
That is, an edge leaving such a state is labelled with output o only if for every
trace σi of Stdδ with an input distance of at most κi, there is a state in Stdδ
reachable through σi that has an outgoing edge labelled with output o′ that is
at most κo away from o. Moreover, every state in R offers every output that is
permitted by u-robust cleanness. Consequently, for inputs beyond the κi radius
of all standard inputs, all outputs in Outδ are possible in the respective state in
R.
To construct the reference implementation R we decide to model the quies-

cence transitions explicitly instead of using the quiescence closure. We preserve
the property, that in each state of the LTS it is possible to do an output or a
quiescence transition. The construction of R proceeds by adding all transitions
that satisfy u-robust cleanness.

Definition 5.17. Let C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ be a context. The reference
implementation R for C is the LTS ⟨(In ∪ Outδ)

∗, In,Outδ,→R, ϵ⟩ where →R is
defined by

∀σi ∈ tracesω(Stdδ)↓i :
(∀j ≤ |σ|+ 1: dIn((σ · a)[..j]↓i, σi[..j]) ≤ κi)

⇒ ∃σS ∈ tracesω(Stdδ) : σS↓i = σi ∧ dOutδ(a↓o, σS [|σ|+ 1]↓o) ≤ κo
σ

a−→R σ · a

Notably, R is deterministic, since only transitions of the form σ
a−→R σ · a are

added. Even further, the construction of R is such that we are always able to
identify for each trace the (unique) state which can be reached by that trace.
This is also expressed formally in Lemma 5.19 and Corollary 5.20. Before, we
provide a detailled example to explain the construction of a reference implemen-
tation.
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s0

s2s1 s3

s4 s5 s6

Std
i i i+κi

o o+κo o+κo

Example 5.18. Figure 5.1 gives a schematic representa-
tion of the reference implementation R for the LTS Std
on the right. Input (output) actions are denoted with
letter i (o, respectively), quiescence transitions are omit-
ted. We use the absolute difference of the values, so that
dIn(i, i

′) := |i − i′| and dOut(o, o
′) := |o − o′|. For this

example, the quiescence closure Stdδ looks like Std but
with δ-loops in states s0, s4, s5, and s6. Label r+[a, b] should be interpreted
as any value r′ ∈ [a+ r, b+ r] and similarly r+[a, b) and r+(a, b], appropriately
considering closed and open boundaries; “other i” represents any other input not
explicitly considered leaving the same state; and “any i” and “any o” represent
any possible input and output (including δ), respectively. In any case –i and –o
are not considered since they are not part of the alphabet of the LTS. Also, we
note that any possible sequence of inputs becomes enabled in the bottom states
in R in Figure 5.1 (omitted in the picture).
The reference implementation R is obtained according to Definition 5.17. In

order to give an idea of its construction we focus on the states σ such that |σ| = 1
(i.e., σ ∈ In ∪ {δ}) – other cases are simpler. First, notice that

tracesω(Stdδ) = δω + δ∗ i o δω + δ∗ i (o+κo) δ
ω + δ∗ (i+κi) (o+κo) δ

ω.

Here we use ω-regular notation to describe the set of traces. This means that
tracesω(Stdδ) contains the trace that remains quiet indefininitely (namely δω),
all traces that may stay quiet for a while, receive an input i, produce and output
o, and remain quiet indefininitely (i.e., any trace in δ∗ i o δω), and so on. Hence,
the set tracesω(Stdδ)↓i is then

tracesω(Stdδ)↓i = –ωi + –∗i i –
ω
i + –∗i (i+κi) –

ω
i .

Suppose σ ∈ i+[−κi, 0) and a ∈ o+ [−κo, 2κo]. Then, σi = i –ωi ∈ tracesω(Stdδ)↓i
is the only standard trace satisfying ∀j ≤ 2: dIn((σ · a)↓i[..j], σi[..j]) ≤ κi. If
a ∈ o+ [−κo, κo] take σS = i o δω, then σS↓i = σi ∧ dOutδ(a↓o, σS [|σ| + 1]↓o) ≤
κo holds. If a ∈ o+ [0, 2κo], then σS = i (o+κo) δ

ω is the one that does

the job. Therefore σ
a−→R σ · a. This case defines the schematic transition

i+[−κi, 0)
o+[−κo,2κo]−−−−−−−−→R i+[−κi, 0) o+[−κo, 2κo].

If instead a ∈ Out but a /∈ o+ [−κo, 2κo], then no a-outgoing transition from
σ ∈ i+[−κi, 0) is possible since no matching σS can be found. However, if
a ∈ In, no σi ∈ tracesω(Stdδ)↓i satisfies ∀j ≤ 2: dIn((σ · a)↓i[..j], σi[..j]) ≤ κi.
As the antecedent of the implication is false, any input defines a valid outgoing
transition from a state σ ∈ i+[−κi, 0). This yields the schematic transition

i+[−κi, 0)
any i−−−→R i+[−κi, 0) any i.
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Suppose now σ ∈ i+[0, 2κi] and a ∈ o+ [0, 2κo]. We consider the two sub-
cases σ ∈ i+[0, κi] and σ ∈ i+(κi, 2κi]. If σ ∈ i+(κi, 2κi] then σi = (i+κi) –

ω
i ∈

tracesω(Stdδ)↓i is the only one satisfying ∀j ≤ 2: dIn((σ ·a)↓i[..j], σi[..j]) ≤ κi and
the construction follows similarly as above. If instead σ ∈ i+[0, κi], then every
σi ∈ {i –ωi , (i+κi) –ωi } satisfies ∀j ≤ 2: dIn((σ · a)↓i[..j], σi[..j]) ≤ κi. If σi = i –ωi ,
choose σS = i (o+κo) δ

ω, and if σi = (i+κi) –
ω
i , choose σS = (i+κi) (o+κo) δ

ω. In
both of these cases, σS↓i = σi ∧ dOutδ(a↓o, σS [|σ|+ 1]↓o) ≤ κo is satisfied. Hence

σ
a−→R σ · a. Putting both subcases together yields the schematic transition

i+[0, 2κi]
o+[0,2κo]−−−−−−→R i+[0, 2κi] o+ [0, 2κo].

The case in which σ ∈ i+[0, 2κi] but a /∈ o+ [0, 2κo] follows as before.
If σ /∈ i+[−κi, 2κi] (in other words, “σ ∈ other i”), there is no trace σi ∈

tracesω(Stdδ)↓i such that ∀j ≤ 2: dIn((σ · a)↓i[..j], σi[..j]) ≤ κi, so any transition
is possible.
Finally, if σ = δ (omitted in Figure 5.1) the construction would follow just

like for the initial state ϵ.

Properties of the Reference Implementation R. To show that R is defined in a
reasonable way, we will establish some important properties of R. We start with
a fundamental property, which exploits the way R is constructed to serve as a
basis for many of the following proofs. Essentially, every state in R is “labelled”
with the unique trace by which the state is reachable, if it is reachable at all.

Lemma 5.19. Let C be a context and R the reference implementation for C.
Then, for all finite paths ρ ∈ paths∗(R) it holds that last(ρ) = trace(ρ).

Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of states in ρ. If ρ has only one
state then ρ = ϵ = last(ρ) = trace(ρ), since ϵ is the initial state in R.
Suppose now, that ρ = (ρ′ a s) ∈ paths∗(R). By induction, last(ρ′) = trace(ρ′).

By Definition 5.17, last(ρ′)
a−→R s only if s = last(ρ′) · a. But last(ρ) = s =

last(ρ′) · a = trace(ρ′) · a = trace(ρ), which proves the lemma.

As a consequence, for every trace of R we can reconstruct the unique path
with this trace.

Corollary 5.20. Let C be a context, R the reference implementation for C,
ρ ∈ paths∗(R) a finite path of R and σ = trace(ρ) its trace. Then ρ is exactly
the path ϵ σ[1] (σ[..1])σ[2] (σ[..2]) · · · (σ[..|σ| − 1])σ[|σ|] (σ[..|σ|]).
One of the most desired properties of R that we will show is that it is the

largest implementation for the context it is constructed from. The following
lemma shows a similar property. It assumes implementations to be LTS (rather
than IOTS) and it considers only u-robust cleanness. This Lemma will be central
to many of the following proofs.
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Lemma 5.21. Let C be a context and R the reference implementation for C.
Then, for every LTS L that is u-robustly clean, it holds that tracesω(Lδ) ⊆
tracesω(R).

Proof. For a proof by contradiction, suppose that there is some L that is u-rob-
ustly clean, but which has some trace σ ∈ tracesω(Lδ) that is not a trace of
R, i.e. σ ̸∈ tracesω(R). Since σ ̸∈ tracesω(R), there must be some k > 0
for which σ[..(k − 1)] ∈ traces∗(R), but σ[..k] ̸∈ traces∗(R). Hence, there is no

transition σ[..(k−1)] σ[k]−−→R σ[..k] inR. This can only be, because the premise of
Definition 5.17 is not satisfied, i.e., there is some σi ∈ tracesω(Stdδ)↓i, such that
(1) V(k, σ, σi) and (2) for all standard traces σS ∈ tracesω(Stdδ) with σs↓i = σi
it holds that dOutδ(σ[k]↓o, σS [k]↓o) > κo.
Let σio ∈ tracesω(Stdδ) such that σio↓i = σi. From Definition 5.2 we get for
L, σio, σ and k with (1) a trace σ′′ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ) with σ′′↓i = σio↓i = σi and
dOutδ(σ[..k]↓o, σ′′[..k]↓o) ≤ κo. From the assumption that dOutδ is past-forgetful,
we get that dOutδ(σ[k]↓o, σ′′[k]↓o) ≤ κo, which is a contradiction to (2).

Definition 5.17 models an LTS that is deterministic and quiescence is added
explicitly instead of relying on the quiescence closure. As a consequence, outputs
and quiescence may coexist as options in a state, i.e., they are not mutually
exclusive. Lemma 5.22 shows that this is done in the spirit of model-based
testing theory and ioco, that is, Rδ is identical to R.

Lemma 5.22. Let C be a satisfiable context andR the reference implementation
for C. Then, the quiescence closure Rδ of R is exactly R.

Proof. We have to show that for every state σ ∈ (In∪Outδ)∗, there is a transition

σ
o−→R σ · o in R with o ∈ Outδ. Let σi = σ↓i · (–i)ω an infinite input trace. We

proceed by case-distinction on whether there is a trace σS ∈ tracesω(Stdδ) such
that V(|σ|+1, σi, σS) holds. If this is not the case, the premise of Definition 5.17

does not hold and hence we get that for all o ∈ Outδ a transition σ
o−→R σ · o in

R.
In the case that the assumption does hold, we get from satisfiability of C and
Definition 5.14 an implementation L that is robustly clean and, hence, in partic-
ular l-robustly clean. Using Definition 5.1, we get a trace σ′′ ∈ tracesω(Lδ) with
σ′′↓i = σi and dOutδ(σ

′′[|σ|+ 1]↓o, σS [|σ|+ 1]↓o) ≤ κo. From Lemma 5.21 we get
that σ′′ ∈ tracesω(R). For this trace to exist it is necessary that there is the

transition σ′′[..|σ|] σ′′[|σ|+1]−−−−−−→R σ′′[..|σ|+ 1] in R. Hence, we know (from Defini-
tion 5.17) that for every trace σS ∈ tracesω(Stdδ)↓i for which V(|σ| + 1, σ′′, σS)
holds, there is some σ̂ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ) with σ̂↓i = σS↓i and dOutδ(σ

′′[|σ| +
1], σ̂[|σ|+1]↓o) ≤ κo. Since σ′′↓i = σi and in particular σ↓i ·–i = σ′′[..|σ|+1]↓i, we
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have that for every σS and j ≤ |σ|+ 1, the equivalence dIn(σ
′′[..j]↓i, σS [..j]↓i) ≤

κi ⇐⇒ dIn((σ · σ′′[|σ| + 1])[..j]↓i, σS [..j]↓i) ≤ κi holds. Hence, for every
σS ∈ tracesω(Stdδ)↓i with V(|σ| + 1, (σ · σ′′[|σ| + 1]), σS), we can provide a
σ̂ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ) with σ̂↓i = σS↓i and dOutδ(σ

′′[|σ| + 1], σ̂[|σ| + 1]↓o) ≤ κo. By

Definition 5.17 we know that the transition σ[..|σ|] σ′′[|σ|+1]−−−−−−→R σ[..|σ|] ·σ′′[|σ|+1]
exists in R. Since σ′′↓i = σi, we know that σ′′↓i[|σ| + 1] = –i and hence
σ′′[|σ|+ 1] ∈ Outδ.

The LTS R is supposed to serve as an implementation. Hence, Lemma 5.23
shows that R is input-enabled and hence is an IOTS.

Lemma 5.23. Let C be a satisfiable context with standard Std and let R be
constructed from C. Then R is an input-output transition system.

Proof. By construction, R is a labelled transition system. By Definition 2.1 an
LTS is an IOTS, if it is input-enabled. Hence, we have to show that for every

state σ ∈ (In∪Out)∗ it holds for every i ∈ In that there is a transition σ
i−→R σ·i in

R. To have this transition, the premise of Definition 5.17 must be satisfied. Let
σi ∈ traces∗(Stdδ)↓i and accordingly σS ∈ traces∗(Stdδ) a trace with σS↓i = σi.
Assume that V(|σ|+1, (σ ·i), σi) holds (otherwise the lemma holds trivially). We
pick σS for the existential quantifier. By definition σS↓i = σi, so it suffices to
show that dOutδ(i↓o, σS [|σ|+1]↓o) = dOutδ(–o, σS [|σ|+1]↓o) ≤ κo. We continue by
case distinction of whether σS [|σ|+1] ∈ In. If this is the case, we are immediately
done, because dOutδ(–o, –o) = 0 ≤ κo.
If instead σS [|σ| + 1] ∈ Outδ, from satisfiability of C we get an LTS L that is
robustly clean. Hence, L is l-robustly clean and u-robustly clean. From l-robust
cleanness of L we get, with σS for σ, (σ · i) for σ′ and k = |σ| + 1, a trace
σ̂ ∈ tracesω(Lδ) with σ̂↓i = (σ · i)↓i and dOutδ(σ̂[|σ| + 1]↓o, σS [|σ| + 1]↓o) ≤ κo.
From u-robust cleanness of L and Lemma 5.21 we get that σ̂ ∈ tracesω(R).
We get from dOutδ(σ̂[|σ| + 1]↓o, σS [|σ| + 1]↓o) ≤ κo and σ̂↓i = (σ · i)↓i that
dOutδ(–o, σS [|σ|+ 1]↓o) ≤ κo, which concludes the proof.

Each context contains some standard behaviour modelled as an LTS Std. The
reference implementation for a context should be constructed in a way such
that the standard behaviour is contained in R, i.e., tracesω(Stdδ) ⊆ tracesω(Rδ).
Lemma 5.24 shows that this is the case for R.

Lemma 5.24. Let C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ a satisfiable context and R the
reference implementation for C. Then tracesω(Stdδ) ⊆ tracesω(Rδ).

Proof. The lemma follows from Proposition 5.15 and Lemmas 5.21 and 5.22.
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R is modelled by adding all transitions satisfying Definition 5.2. Lemma 5.25
confirms that, conversely, R satisfies u-robust cleanness. Then, Lemma 5.26
shows that R satisfies also l-robust cleanness.

Lemma 5.25. Let C be a context and R the reference implementation for C.
Then, R is u-robustly clean w.r.t. C.

Proof. From Lemma 5.23 we know thatR is an IOTS and from Lemma 5.24 that
tracesω(Stdδ) ⊆ tracesω(Rδ). Let σ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ), σ

′ ∈ tracesω(Rδ), k > 0 and
assume that dIn(σ[..j]↓i, σ′[..j]↓i) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k. Using Lemma 5.22 we
know that σ′ ∈ tracesω(R). By Corollary 5.20, we get that there must be some
path ρ = ϵ σ′[1](σ′[..1]) . . . (σ′[..k − 1])σ′[k](σ′[..k]) ∈ paths∗(R). In particular

σ′[..k− 1]
σ′[k]−−−→ σ′[..k] is a transition in R. By Definition 5.17, we know that for

all σi ∈ traces(Stdδ)↓i with V(k, σ′[..k], σi) (which is equivalent to V(k, σ′, σi)),
there is some σS ∈ tracesω(Stdδ) with σS↓i = σi and dOutδ(σ[k]↓o, σS [k]↓o) ≤ κo
(*).
Since σ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ) then σ↓i ∈ tracesω(Stdδ)↓i. Suppose V(k, σ′, σ) holds
(otherwise the lemma holds trivially). Then, we get from (*) a trace σS ∈
tracesω(Stdδ) with σS↓i = σ↓i such that dOutδ(σ[k]↓o, σS [k]↓o) ≤ κo.

Lemma 5.26. Let C be a satisfiable context andR the reference implementation
for C. Then, R is l-robustly clean w.r.t. C.

Proof. From Lemma 5.23 we know that R is an IOTS and from Lemma 5.24
that tracesω(Stdδ) ⊆ tracesω(Rδ). Let σ1 ∈ tracesω(Stdδ), σ2 ∈ tracesω(Rδ) and
k > 0. Using Lemma 5.22 we know that σ2 ∈ tracesω(R). Suppose V(k, σ1, σ2)
holds (otherwise, the lemma holds trivially). From satisfiability of C we get an
LTS L that is robustly clean w.r.t. C. Hence, L is l-robustly clean and u-rob-
ustly clean. Since L is an IOTS, it must be input-enabled; hence, there is some
σ3 ∈ tracesω(Lδ) with (σ3)↓i = σ2↓i. From Definition 5.1, with σ1 for σ, σ3 for
σ′, k and V(k, σ1, σ3), we get a trace σ′′ ∈ tracesω(L) with σ′′↓i = σ3↓i (and
hence σ′′↓i = σ2↓i) and dOutδ(σ

′′[k]↓o, σ1[k]↓o) ≤ κo. Since L is u-robustly clean,
we get from Lemma 5.21 that σ′′ ∈ tracesω(R), which concludes the proof.

With the properties of R established in this section it is easy to show that R
is robustly clean w.r.t. the context it is constructed from.

Theorem 5.27. Let C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ be a satisfiable context and R
the reference implementation for C. Then R is robustly clean w.r.t. C.

Proof. Definition 5.3 requires that R is an IOTS, which is shown in Lemma 5.23.
Furthermore, from Lemma 5.24 we get that tracesω(Stdδ) ⊆ tracesω(R). With
Lemmas 5.22, 5.25 and 5.26 we get that R satisfies Definitions 5.1 and 5.2.
Hence, R satisfies Definition 5.3.
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Furthermore, it is not difficult to show that R is indeed the largest implemen-
tation that is allowed by the context it was constructed from.

Theorem 5.28. Let C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ be a satisfiable context and R
the reference implementation for C. Then R is the largest implementation for C.

Proof. We know from Theorem 5.27 that R is an IOTS, which is robustly clean
w.r.t. C. It remains to show that for every LTS L′ that is robustly clean w.r.t.
C, tracesω(Lδ) ⊆ tracesω(R). Any such L′ satisfies in particular Definition 5.2,
so it follows directly from Lemma 5.21 that R is the largest implementation for
C.

5.3 Model-Based Doping Tests

In this section, we develop a testing algorithm for robust cleanness of mixed-IO
systems. Following the conceptual ideas behind ioco, we need to construct a
specification that is compatible with our notion of robust cleanness in such a
way that a test suite can be derived. Intuitively, such a specification must be
able to foresee every behaviour of the system that is allowed by the contract. It
turns out that we can take up the model-based testing theory right away with
R as the specification Spec. We get an algorithm that can generate doping test
suites provided we are able to prove that R is constructed in such a way that
whenever an IUT I is robustly clean I ioco R holds, i.e.,

∀σ ∈ traces∗(Rδ) : out(Iδ after σ) ⊆ out(Rδ after σ). (5.1)

Working out this proof requires frequent reasoning about the functions out and
after. However, there is a strong connection between these functions and rea-
soning about traces, which is established in Lemma 5.29. This enables us to use
all the properties considering traces of R from Section 5.2.

Lemma 5.29. Let L be an LTS, σ ∈ traces∗(Lδ) a suspension trace of L and o
an output. Then, o ∈ out(Lδ after σ) if and only if σ · o ∈ traces∗(Lδ).

Proof. By definition, o ∈ out(Lδ after σ) if and only if there is some q ∈ (Lδ after

σ) for which there is some q′ and a transition q
o−→ q′. This holds if and only

if there is a path ρ ∈ paths∗(Lδ) with trace(ρ) = σ, last(ρ) = q and q
o−→ q′.

Equivalently, there can be a path ρ′ ∈ paths∗(Lδ) with trace(ρ′) = σ · o, which is
the case if and only if σ · o ∈ traces∗(Lδ).

The following theorem shows that R, indeed, satisfies the conditions to serve
as a specification for model-based testing. Its proof translates the requirements
enforced by ioco into trace properties and exploits the properties of R estab-
lished in Section 5.2.
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Theorem 5.30. Let C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ be a satisfiable context, R the
reference implementation for C and let I be an IOTS that is robustly clean w.r.t.
C. Then, it holds that I ioco R.

Proof. We have to show that for all σ ∈ traces∗(Rδ) it holds that out(Iδ after
σ) ⊆ out(Rδ after σ). From Lemma 5.22 we know that σ ∈ traces∗(R). If
out(Iδ after σ) = ∅ the theorem trivially holds. Otherwise, there is some o ∈
out(Iδ after σ) ⊆ Outδ and σ · o ∈ traces∗(Iδ) follows with Lemma 5.29. By
Definition 2.2, every state in Iδ has an outgoing output or quiescence transition
and hence there is an infinite trace σ′ ∈ tracesω(Iδ) with σ′[..|σ| + 1] = σ · o.
From Definition 5.16, Theorems 5.27 and 5.28 and robust cleanness of I, we can
conclude that σ′ ∈ tracesω(Rδ). Since σ · o is a finite prefix of σ′, we get that
σ · o ∈ traces∗(Rδ). Finally, Lemma 5.29 gives us that o ∈ out(Rδ after σ).

Theorem 5.30 establishes that we can use Algorithm TG to generate dop-
ing tests (in the form of LTS) by using R as the specification model. From
a theoretical point of view, the problem of finding doping tests is solved with
Corollary 5.31, which follows directly from the completeness of TG [120, 121].

Corollary 5.31. Let C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ a satisfiable context and R the
reference implementation for C. Then I ioco R if and only if I passesTG({ϵ}).

However, there are several issues regarding the practicality of TG. To perform
a doping test for a given context C, we first have to construct R. R is the largest
implementation for C and is, hence, infinite in size. Constructing R is necessary,
because R serves as the specification for model-based testing. In general, a
specification LTS may not be computable on-the-fly and hence TG assumes the
availability of the full specification upon test case generation. The following test
generation algorithm DTG echoes Algorithm TG, however, it does not need R as
input but constructs on-the-fly the relevant information that TG obtains from
R.
DTG(h) := choose nondeterministically one of the following processes:

1. pass
2. i; pi where i ∈ In and pi ∈ DTG(h · i)

+
∑
{o; fail | o ∈ Out ∧ o /∈ Θ(h)}

+
∑
{oj ; poj | oj ∈ Out∧ oj ∈ Θ(h)}, where for each oj , poj ∈ DTG(h · oj)

3.
∑
{o; fail | o ∈ Out ∪ {δ} ∧ o /∈ Θ(h)}

+
∑
{oj ; poj | oj ∈ Out ∪ {δ} ∧ oj ∈ Θ(h)}, where for each oj , poj ∈

DTG(h · oj)

There are two main differences between DTG and TG. First, the input h to
DTG is a single trace instead of a set of states. That is because the construction
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of DTG follows the same ideas as the construction ofR, where a trace represents a
state of the LTS. Moreover, R is deterministic, so when using TG with R, the set
S always contains exactly one state of R, which is a trace. The second difference
is that DTG uses a function Θ instead of out. Essentially, Θ(h) captures all
output transitions leaving state h in R (i.e., out({h})) without knowing (or
constructing) R. Thus, Θ(h) is precisely the set of outputs that satisfies the
premise in the definition of R after the trace h, as stipulated in Definition 5.17.
The definition of Θ is shown in Equation (5.2).

Θ(h) := {o ∈ Outδ | (5.2)

∀σi ∈ tracesω(Stdδ)↓i :
(∀j ≤ |h|+1: dIn(σi[..j]↓i, (h · o)[..j]↓i) ≤ κi)
⇒ ∃σ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ) : σ↓i = σi↓i ∧ dOutδ(o, σ[|h|+ 1]↓o) ≤ κo}

The following lemma confirms that Θ can be used to compute out without
knowing R. Instead, the definition of Θ is defined directly for a context C =
⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩. We emphasize this difference in Lemma 5.32 by annotating
the functions appropriately, i.e., by Θ(C) and out(R).

Lemma 5.32. Let C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ be a satisfiable context and R the
reference implementation for C. For all h ∈ (In∪Outδ)∗, Θ(C)(h) = out(R)({h}).

Proof. Let h ∈ (In ∪Outδ)∗ and o ∈ Outδ. As per Equation (5.2), o ∈ Θ(C)(h) if
and only if for any σi ∈ tracesω(Stdδ)↓i with V(|h|+ 1, σi, h · o) there exists σ ∈
tracesω(Stdδ) such that σ↓i = σi↓i and dOut(o, σ[|h| + 1]↓o) ≤ κo. However, this
is equivalent to the premise of the rule from Definition 5.17, hence o ∈ Θ(C)(h) if

and only if there is a transition h
o−→R h · o in R. In turn, such transition exists

if and only if o ∈ out(R)({h}).

Although Algorithm DTG does not require R as an input, R still is the spec-
ification for which DTG is supposed to generate test cases. Hence, we have to
show that I ioco R if and only if I passes DTG(ϵ) (as in Corollary 5.31). For
this, it is serviceable to realise that for every history h ∈ (In ∪ Outδ)

∗, the set
of test cases TG and DTG generate are identical (i.e., the processes defining the
LTS are identical). This is expressed by the following Lemma.

Lemma 5.33. Let C be a satisfiable context andR the reference implementation
for C. Then, for every process p ∈ P and history h ∈ (In ∪ Outδ)

∗, it holds that
p ∈ TG({h}) if and only if p ∈ DTG(h).

Proof. We prove the claim by structural induction on p. If p is a process name,
then p = fail or p = pass. Neither TG nor DTG produce fail for any input,
however, both can always produce pass.
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If p =
∑

z∈Z az; pz, both TG and DTG can use choices (2) and (3) to generate
p. We first show p ∈ TG({h}) ⇒ p ∈ DTG(h) and distinguish between whether
p is constructed by choice (2) or (3) of TG.
For case (2), we fix some arbitrary i ∈ In and pi ∈ TG({h} after i). Notice that
({h} after i) is always non-empty, because R is input-enabled (Lemma 5.23).
Furthermore, we fix a mapping from accepted outputs to one of the possible
recursively computed subprocess F := {(o, po) | o ∈ Out ∩ out({h}) ∧ po ∈
TG({h} after o)}. Then, choice (2) of TG produces exactly one test, which
is p = i; pi +

∑
{o; fail | o ∈ Out ∧ o /∈ out({h})} +

∑
{o;F(o) | o ∈ Out ∧

o ∈ out({h})}. We can rewrite the test case to p′ = i; pi +
∑
{o; fail | o ∈ Out ∧

o /∈ Θ(h)} +
∑
{o;F(o) | o ∈ Out ∧ o ∈ Θ(h)} by using that out({h}) = Θ(h)

from Lemma 5.32. From Definition 5.17 it follows that for every o ∈ out({h}),
({h} after o) = {h ·o}. Hence, F = {(o, po) | o ∈ Out∩Θ(h)∧po ∈ TG({h ·o})} =
{(o, po) | o ∈ Out∩Θ(h)∧ po ∈ DTG(h · o)} with the inductive hypothesis. From
Lemma 5.23 and Definition 5.17 we know that pi ∈ TG({h · i}) and hence by the
inductive hypothesis pi ∈ DTG(h · i). Now, for the fixed i, pi and F , p′ is exactly
the test that is generated by choice (2) of DTG(h).
For case (3) of TG, we fix a mapping from accepted outputs to one of the possible
recursively computed subprocess F := {(o, po) | o ∈ Outδ ∩ out({h}) ∧ po ∈
TG({h} after o)}. Then, choice (3) of TG produces exactly one test, which is∑
{o; fail | o ∈ Outδ ∧ o /∈ out({h})} +

∑
{o;F(o) | o ∈ Outδ ∧ o ∈ out({h})}.

We can rewrite the test case to p′ = i; pi +
∑
{o; fail | o ∈ Outδ ∧ o /∈ Θ(h)} +∑

{o;F(o) | o ∈ Outδ ∧ o ∈ Θ(h)} by using out({h}) = Θ(h) as per Lemma 5.32.
From Definition 5.17 it follows that for every o ∈ out({h}), ({h} after o) = {h·o}.
From this, we can conclude F = {(o, po) | o ∈ Outδ ∩ Θ(h) ∧ po ∈ TG({h · o})}
and then F = {(o, po) | o ∈ Outδ ∩ Θ(h) ∧ po ∈ DTG(h · o)} with the inductive
hypothesis. Now, for the fixed F , p′ is exactly the test that is generated by
choice (3) of DTG(h).
The proof for p ∈ DTG(h)⇒ p ∈ TG({h}) is analogue.

With Lemma 5.33 and Corollary 5.31 we get soundness and exhaustiveness of
DTG. Altogether, DTG serves as an algorithm that can generate sound doping
tests. If a test fails for some implementation, we know that it is doped.

Theorem 5.34. Let C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ a satisfiable context and I an
implementation. If I is robustly clean w.r.t. C, then I passes DTG(ϵ).

Proof. Let R be the reference implementation for C. With Lemma 5.33 and
Corollary 5.31 we get that I passes DTG(ϵ) if and only if I ioco R. According
to Theorem 5.30 the latter holds if I is robustly clean w.r.t. C.

It is worth noting that this theorem does not imply that I is robustly clean
if I always passes DTG. This is due to the intricacies of actual hyperproperties.
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By testing, we will never be able to verify l-robust cleanness (even if we consider
infinitely large test suites), because this needs a simultaneous view on all possible
execution traces of I. During testing, however, we always can observe only a
single trace. Intuitively, this is because l-robust cleanness effectively puts a
constraint on the lower bound of the size of the sets of outputs that a system
must be able to produce, whereas u-robust cleanness enforces an upper bound.
A violation of the upper-bound constraint is irrevocable, i.e., once observed, the
system is for sure not robustly clean. However not having observed an output
does not exclude the possibility for observing it in the future.

Bounded-Depth Doping Tests We developed and proved correct Algorithm DTG,
which enables model-based testing for some context C w.r.t. ioco without the
need to explicitly construct R, which is infinite in size. Nevertheless, practical
problems remain. First, it might still be the case that a generated test case is
an LTS of infinite size. Second, even for finite test cases a practitioner might
consider it a waste of computing resources to construct a test covering all pos-
sible answers of the implementation under test, instead of dynamically checking
conformance of an output once it was received from the implementation. Third,
function Θ, although independent of the availability of R, can be hard to com-
pute (in terms of finding an algorithm), as it involves infinite traces. So, in
light of the nature of testing, namely that every test eventually has to end, it
seems reasonable to modify the acceptance predicate Θ so that it considers fi-
nite traces for its decision. Such a bounded-depth construction is provided as
Equation (5.3).

Θb(h) := {o ∈ Outδ | (5.3)

∀σi ∈ tracesb(Stdδ)↓i :
(∀j ≤ |h|+1: dIn(σi[..j]↓i, (h · o)[..j]↓i) ≤ κi)
⇒ ∃σ ∈ tracesb(Stdδ) : σ↓i = σi↓i ∧ dOutδ(o, σ[|h|+1]↓o) ≤ κo}

For test history of length at most b, Θb delivers all outputs that are accepted
by some context. It is computable provided that the standard behaviour Std is
modelled by a finite LTS and that In and Out are bounded and discretised. The
only variation w.r.t. Θ in Equation (5.2) lies in the use of the set tracesb(Stdδ),
instead of tracesω(Stdδ), so as to return all traces of Stdδ whose length is exactly
b. Since Stdδ is finite, Θb can indeed be implemented.
We get a bounded-depth test generation algorithm DTGb by replacing every

occurrence of Θ in DTG by Θb and by forcing case 1 if and only if |h| = b.
Since Θb only considers finite traces, it conservatively includes extra outputs
thus making tests more permissive. This is due to the existential quantifier in
the last line of Equation (5.3): it may be the case that the b-prefix of some
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infinite trace satisfies this expression, but no infinite extension of such prefix in
Stdδ does. Therefore, we have the following variation of Lemma 5.32.

Lemma 5.35. Let C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ be a context and R the reference

implementation for C. For all b > 0 and h ∈ (In∪Outδ)∗ with |h| < b, Θ
(C)
b (h) ⊇

out(R)({h}).

Proof. From Lemma 5.32 we get that Θ(C)(h) = out(R)({h}), hence it suffices to

show that Θ(C)(h) ⊆ Θ(C)
b (h). Let o ∈ Θ(C)(h). To show that o ∈ Θb(h) we may

assume an arbitrary σi ∈ tracesb(Stdδ)↓i with V(|h+ 1|, σi, h · o) (notice that
|h| + 1 ≤ b). σi ∈ tracesb(Stdδ)↓i implies that there is some σio ∈ tracesb(Stdδ)
with σio↓i = σi. By Definition 2.2, there is an infinite trace σ̂io ∈ tracesω(Stdδ)
with σ̂io[..b] = σio. V(|h| + 1, σ̂io, h · o) still holds, as |h| + 1 ≤ b = |σio| and
σ̂io[..|h| + 1]↓i = σi. From o ∈ Θ(C)(h) and Equation (5.2) we get for σ̂io and
V(|h+ 1|, σ̂io, h ·o) a trace σ̂ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ) with σ̂↓i = σ̂io↓i and dOutδ(o, σ̂[|h|+
1]↓o) ≤ κo. Let σ = σ̂[..|h| + 1], then σ↓i = σi and dOutδ(o, σ[|h| + 1]↓o) ≤ κo.
This proves o ∈ Θb(h).

As a consequence of Lemma 5.35, we have that any robustly clean implemen-
tation passes the test suite generated by DTGb, or, expressed inversely, if an
implementation fails a test generated by DTGb, then it is doped. This is stated
in the following lemma.

Lemma 5.36. Let Std be a finite LTS, C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ a satisfiable
context and I an implementation. If I is robustly clean w.r.t. C, then I passes
DTGb(ϵ) for every positive integer b.

Proof. Let b ∈ N+. We prove the claim by contraposition, i.e., we show that I is
not robustly clean w.r.t. C, if ¬(I passes DTGb(ϵ)). Let I = ⟨Q, In,Out,→, q0⟩.
Assume, there is some t ∈ DTGb(ϵ) and q

′ ∈ Q, such that fail ∥ q′ is reachable
from t ∥ q0. Let P = {p ∈ paths∗(t ∥ q0) | ∃q′ ∈ Q. last(p) = fail ∥ q′} the set
of paths by which such a state can be reached. Let (t ∥ q0) a0 · · · an−1 (tn ∥
qn) an (fail ∥ q′) = p ∈ P be the shortest of these paths, σ = trace(p) be
its trace and let h = σ[..|σ| − 1]. Since p is the shortest path in P , evidently
tn ̸= fail and hence tn ∈ DTGb(h). By definition of DTGb, a transition from tn
to fail is only possible in cases (2) and (3) if an ∈ Outδ (notice that Out ⊂ Outδ)
and an ̸∈ Θb(an). With Lemma 5.35, we get that an ̸∈ Θ(an). Moreover,
it is easy to see from the definition of P , that if σ ∈ traces∗(t ∥ q0), then
also σ ∈ traces∗(q0) and hence σ ∈ traces∗(Iδ). As an ̸∈ Θ(an) (although
an ∈ Outδ), according to Equation (5.2), there is some σi ∈ tracesω(Stdδ)↓i with
V(n + 1, σi, σ), such that for all σ′′ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ) with σ′′↓i = σi, it is the
case that dOutδ(an, σ

′′[n + 1]↓o) > κo (*). Let σio ∈ tracesω(Stdδ) be such that
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σio↓i = σi. By Definition 2.2, each state in Iδ can proceed by some output
or quiescence. Hence, there is some infinite suffix σ+ ∈ Outδ

ω to σ, such that
(σ · σ+) ∈ tracesω(Iδ).
Now, assume that I is robustly clean w.r.t. context C. Then, I is in particular
u-robustly clean w.r.t. C and we get from Definition 5.2 for σio, (σ · σ+), (n+ 1)
and with V(n + 1, σi, σ) ⇐⇒ V(n + 1, σio, σ · σ+), that there is some trace
σ′′ ∈ tracesω(Stdδ) with σ′′↓i = σio↓i = σi and dOutδ((σ · σ+)[n + 1]↓o, σ′′[n +
1]↓o) = dOutδ(an, σ

′′[n + 1]↓o) ≤ κo. However, this is a contradiction to (*),
which concludes the proof.

Since I passes DTGb(ϵ) implies I passes DTGa(ϵ) for any a ≤ b, we have in
summary arrived at a computable algorithm DTGb that for sufficiently large b
(corresponding to the length of the test) will be able to generate a doping test
that will be a convicting witness for any IUT I that is not robustly clean w.r.t. a
given context C. The transformation of the model-based testing algorithm gets
its finishing touch with Algorithm 5.1 presented below, which, similar to the
transformation from TG to DTG, circumvents the need to construct the entire
test LTS upfront by instead actively reacting to the implementation under test.
In this, DTb constructs on-the-fly only those parts of the test LTS that are
necessary at the given point of execution.

The algorithm shares several characteristics with DTGb. Each call receives
the current history of the test as a finite trace of inputs and outputs. DTGb

eventually reaches the fail or pass state, whereas DTb explicitly returns either
of two values fail or pass. It chooses one of three cases, where the first case ex-
actly imitates the first case of DTGb – the test terminates by indicating success.
Cases 2 and 3 are similar, however not identical since DTb explicitly resolves
nondeterminism when the IUT offers some output. Case 2 of DTGb allows to
decide nondeterministically to either process this output or to pass some input
to the IUT. DTb instead gives priority to processing the output. Hence, in this
case DTb enforces to use the third case of the algorithm. Notice that we consider
DTb as an on-the-fly algorithm simulating the parallel composition of a test case
LTS with I. Consequently, we assume that one call of the algorithm executes
atomically, i.e., if I does not offer an output in line 4, it also does not offer
outputs in line 5. Case 3 handles reception of outputs or detects quiescence.
Quiescence can be recognized by using a timeout mechanism that returns δ if no
output has been received in a given amount of time, and DTb verifies whether
the output (or its absence) is valid by consulting Θb. In case the output is among
those foreseen by Θb, the test continues recursively. Otherwise, the algorithm
terminates with a fail verdict. If instead the IUT is not offering an output, it is
legitimate (but not necessary) to choose Case 2 so as to pick some input, pass
it to the IUT and continue recursively to simulate a transition in the test LTS.
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Algorithm 5.1 Bounded-Length Doping Test (DTb)

Input: history h ∈ (In ∪ Out ∪ {δ})∗
Output: pass or fail
1: c ← Ωcase(h) /* Pick from one of three cases */
2: if c = 1 or |h| = b then
3: return pass /* Finish test generation */
4: else if c = 2 and no output from I is available then
5: i← ΩIn(h) /* Pick next input */
6: i↠ I /* Forward input to IUT */
7: return DTb(h · i) /* Continue with next step */
8: else if c = 3 or output from I is available then
9: o↞ I /* Receive output from IUT */

10: if o ∈ Θb(h) then
11: /* If o is foreseen by oracle continue with next step */
12: return DTb(h · o)
13: else
14: return fail /* Otherwise, report test failure */
15: end if
16: end if

DTGb chooses the case to apply and the input to provide next nondeterministi-
cally. DTb is parameterized by Ωcase and ΩIn which can be instantiated by either
nondeterminism or some optimized test-case selection.
With Algorithm DTb, we finish a journey of transformations. The bounded-

depth algorithm effectively circumvents the fact that, except for Std and Stdδ, all
other objects we need to deal with are countably or uncountably infinite and that
the property we need to check is a hyperproperty. By furthermore relegating the
construction of the test LTS and its parallel composition (with the implemen-
tation under test) into an on-the-fly-algorithm, akin to [43], a practically usable
and elegant algorithm for real-world doping tests results.

5.4 HyperSTL

With the model-based testing theory, we have a rigorous foundation to do dop-
ing tests in practice. The theory provides an algorithm that, given some input,
specifies how the output from the system under test must be interpreted. How-
ever, the theory leaves out how test inputs can be obtained. In the following we
will use probabilistic falsification methods to strategically obtain test inputs. We
first introduce HyperSTL, an extension of STL to express hyperproperties over
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real-valued or mixed-IO systems. Then, based on the HyperLTL characterisa-
tions in Section 4.2, we develop HyperSTL characterisations for robust cleanness
and func-cleanness and explain how these HyperSTL formulas can be used with
a probabilistic falsification method to obtain test inputs.

Before we introduce HyperSTL, we remark that there exists previous work
by Nguyen et al. [96] that discusses an extension of STL to HyperSTL though
using a non-standard semantic underpinning. In this context, they present a
falsification approach restricted to the fragment “t-HyperSTL” where, according
to the authors, “a nesting structure of temporal logic formulas involving different
traces is not allowed”. Therefore, none of our cleanness definitions belongs to this
fragment. Finally, Nguyen et al. assume that the system under falsification can
be simulated. This is a reasonable assumption, because probabilistic falsification
is traditionally used for Simulink models. Nevertheless, STL-based falsification
techniques are applicable also to black-box systems, as long as the outputs of
the system can be passed into the falsification engine.

For HyperSTL this is different; the problem is 1) the potentially continuous
time domain, 2) that the evaluation of the HyperSTL formula is based on sam-
pling, and 3) that two or more traces must be compared. What Nguyen et al. pro-
pose is an algorithm that constructs a new (Simulink) model by cloning the sys-
tem under falsification and letting all clones run in parallel. This self-composition
technique is common to realise evaluation of hyperproperties [12, 34]; we ex-
plicitly use self-composition in Section 4.1. In Nguyen’s parallel composition
approach, snapshots of the composed system are effectively snapshots of the in-
dividual copies of the model at exactly the same instant of time – despite the
continuous time domain. This approach is not available when interacting with
(black-box) real-world cyber-physical systems (CPS). Here, two samples of dif-
ferent executions are taken at different times with probability 1. Consequently,
traces are sampled with different timing functions. To overcome this problem,
there are several options. One option is offered by the logic HyperSTL* [20]
(an extension of STL* [27]), which enables the comparison of values at different
times in different traces. HyperSTL* characterisations have been proposed for
various cleanness notions and is beyond the scope of this thesis [20]. The second
option is to ensure by means of preprocessing the input and output traces to and
from the system that all traces use the same timing function (as we implicitly
did for the model-based testing theory and for the HyperLTL characterisations).
In the following, we will investigate the second option.

To this end, we propose a HyperSTL syntax similar to that of Nguyen et
al. [96]:

ψ :: = ∃π. ψ | ∀π. ψ | ϕ
ϕ :: = ⊤ | f > 0 | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕU ϕ .
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The meaning of the universal and existential quantifier is as for HyperLTL. A
crucial difference to the other logics presented above is the proposition f > 0. In
contrast to HyperLTL and to the existing definition of HyperSTL, we consider
it insufficient to allow propositions to refer to only a single trace. In HyperLTL
that does not cause harm, because atomic propositions of individual traces can
be compared by means of the Boolean connectives. To formulate thresholds for
real values, however, we feel the need to allow real values from multiple traces to
be combined in the function f , and thus to appear as arguments of f . Hence, in
our semantics of HyperSTL, f > 0 holds if and only if the result of f , applied to
all traces quantified over, is greater than 0. For this to work formally, the arity
of function f is the product of the trace width n and the number m of traces
quantified over at the occurrence of f > 0 in the formula, so f : (Rn)m → R.
A trace assignment [34] Π : V → M is a partial function assigning traces of

M to variables. Let Π[π := w] denote the same function as Π, except that π is
mapped to trace w. The Boolean semantics of HyperSTL is defined below.

Definition 5.37. Let ψ be a HyperSTL formula, t ∈ T a time point, M ⊆
(T → Rn) a real-valued system, and Π a trace assignment. Then, the Boolean
semantics for M,Π, t |= ψ is defined inductively:

M,Π, t |= ∃π.ψ ⇔ ∃w ∈ M. M,Π[π := w], t |= ψ

M,Π, t |= ∀π.ψ ⇔ ∀w ∈ M. M,Π[π := w], t |= ψ

M,Π, t |= ⊤
M,Π, t |= f > 0 ⇔ f(Π(π1)(t), . . . ,Π(πm)(t)) > 0 for dom(Π) = {π1, . . . , πm}1

M,Π, t |= ¬ϕ ⇔ M,Π, t ̸|= ϕ

M,Π, t |= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ⇔ M,Π, t |= ϕ1 and M,Π, t |= ϕ2

M,Π, t |= ϕ1 U ϕ2 ⇔ ∃t′ ≥ t. M,Π, t′ |= ϕ2 and ∀t′′ ∈ [t, t′). M,Π, t′′ |= ϕ1

A system M satisfies a formula ψ if and only if M,∅, 0 |= ψ. Analogue to
the quantitative semantics of STL, the quantitative semantics for HyperSTL is
defined below:

Definition 5.38. Let ψ be a HyperSTL formula, t ∈ T a time point, M ⊆ (T →
Rn) a real-valued system, and Π a trace assignment. Then, the quantitative
semantics for ρ(ψ,M,Π, t) is defined inductively:

ρ(∃π. ψ,M,Π, t) = sup
w∈M

ρ(ψ,M,Π[π := w], t)

ρ(∀π. ψ,M,Π, t) = inf
w∈M

ρ(ψ,M,Π[π := w], t)

ρ(⊤,M,Π, t) = ∞
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ρ(f > 0,M,Π, t) = f(Π(π1)(t), . . . ,Π(πm)(t)) for dom(Π) = {π1, . . . , πm}1

ρ(¬ϕ,M,Π, t) = −ρ(ϕ,M,Π, t)
ρ(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2,M,Π, t) = min(ρ(ϕ1,M,Π, t), ρ(ϕ2,M,Π, t))

ρ(ϕ1 U ϕ2,M,Π, t) = sup
t′≥t

min{ρ(ϕ2,M,Π, t′), inf
t′′∈[t,t′)

ρ(ϕ1,M,Π, t
′′)}

It is an easy exercise to show that for continuous-time signals this quantitative
semantics of HyperSTL is a conservative extension of the quantitative semantics
of STL discussed above. For discrete-time signals it is important to understand
that discrete time points often represent points in continuous time. It is widely
accepted, that this can be cast into a (strictly monotonic) timing function τ :
N → R≥0 [7, 54]. The HyperSTL semantics given above is meaningful in a
discrete-time setting if all traces share the same timing function.

HyperSTL characterisation The HyperLTL characterisations in Section 4.2 as-
sume the system to be a subset of (2AP)ω and works with distances between traces
by means of a Boolean encoding into atomic propositions. By using HyperSTL,
we can characterise cleanness for systems that are representable as subsets of
(T → Rn) for some width n ∈ N. That is, input sets In and output sets Out
represent real-valued signals of width m, respectively width l, and a system is
encoded by a set M ⊆ (T → Rm+l) that captures the full system behaviour.
We can take the HyperLTL formulas from Propositions 4.12 to 4.15 and trans-

form them into HyperSTL formulas by applying simple syntactic changes. We
consider here cleanness for non-parametrised systems. Therefore, those parts
of the HyperLTL formulas reasoning about parameters do not appear in the
following HyperSTL formulas. We get for l-robust cleanness the formula

ψl-rob := ∀π1. ∀π2. ∃π′
2.Stdπ1 > 0 (5.4)

→
(

(eq(π2↓i, π′
2↓i) ≤ 0) ∧(

(dOut(π1↓o, π′
2↓o)− κo ≤ 0)W(dIn(π1↓i, π′

2↓i)− κi > 0)
))
,

u-robust cleanness is characterised by

ψu-rob := ∀π1.∀π2. ∃π′
1. Stdπ1 > 0 (5.5)

→
(
Stdπ′

1
> 0 ∧ (eq(π1↓i, π′

1↓i) ≤ 0) ∧(
(dOut(π

′
1↓o, π2↓o)− κo ≤ 0)W(dIn(π

′
1↓i, π2↓i)− κi > 0)

))
,

1We admit some sloppiness; the set dom(Π) should have a fixed order.
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for l-func-cleanness we get the formula

ψl-fun := ∀π1.∀π2. ∃π′
2. Stdπ1 > 0 (5.6)

→
(

(eq(π2↓i, π′
2↓i) ≤ 0) ∧

(
(dOut(π1↓o, π′

2↓o)− f(dIn(π1↓i, π′
2↓i)) ≤ 0)

))
,

and, finally, u-func-cleanness is encoded by

ψu-fun := ∀π1.∀π2. ∃π′
1. Stdπ1 > 0 (5.7)

→
(
Stdπ′

1
> 0 ∧ (eq(π1↓i, π′

1↓i) ≤ 0) ∧(
(dOut(π

′
1↓o, π2↓o)− f(dIn(π

′
1↓i, π2↓i)) ≤ 0)

))
.

The quantifiers remain unchanged relative to the formulas in Propositions 4.12
to 4.15. The formulas use generic projection functions ↓i and ↓o to extract
the input values, respectively output values from a trace. To apply the for-
mulas, these functions must be instantiated with functions for the concrete
value domain of the traces to be analysed. For example, for In = Rm, Out =
Rl and M ⊆ (T → Rm+l), the projections could be defined for every w =
(s1, . . . , sm, sm+1, . . . , sm+l) as w↓i = (s1, . . . , sm) and w↓o = (sm+1, . . . , sm+l).
The input equality requirement for two traces π and π′ is ensured by glob-
ally enforcing eq(π↓i, π′↓i) ≤ 0. eq is a generic function that must return zero
if and only if its arguments are identical and a positive value otherwise. It
has to be instantiated for concrete value domains. For example, for In = Rm,
eq((s1, . . . , sm), (s′1, . . . , s

′
m)) could be defined as the sum of the component-wise

distances
∑

1≤i≤m|si − s′i|. Finally, in the above formulas we replace the AP-
encoded versions of dIn and dOut by the original distance functions dIn and dOut

and perform simple arithmetic operations to match the syntactic requirements
of HyperSTL.

Formulas (5.5) and (5.7) are prepared to express u-robust cleanness, respec-
tively u-func-cleanness w.r.t. both cleanness contracts or cleanness contexts.
That is, we assume the existence of a function Stdπ that returns a positive value
if and only if the trace assigned to π encodes a standard input (when considering
cleanness contracts) or encodes an input and output that constitute a standard
behaviour (when considering cleanness contexts). In the latter case, we must
additionally check that the existentially quantified trace π′

1 represents standard
behaviour. For cleanness contracts this additional check is not necessary (but
also not harmful), because the formula enforces that if π1 represents a standard
input, then π′

1 represents the same standard input, too. Explicitly requiring that
π′
1 represents a standard behaviour echoes the setup in Definitions 5.8 and 5.11,

which define trace integral u-robust cleanness and u-func-cleanness w.r.t. clean-
ness contexts.
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We remark that for encoding Stdπ, due to the absence of the Next-operator
in HyperSTL, it might be necessary to add a clock signal s(t) = t to traces in a
preprocessing step. This is not considered here for the sake of avoiding cluttered
notation.

Correctness under Mixed-IO Interpretation For a model M, the structure of the
real-valued traces requires inputs and outputs to form pairs synchronised in time.
A more realistic scenario is that of inputs and outputs occurring independently
of each other. In particular, when testing a real-world CPS, the testing interface
can either pass an input to the system under test or receive an output, but not
both at the same time. Furthermore, certain tests require to pass a series of
inputs before receiving an output at all (examples are provided in Chapter 6).
The mixed-IO model supports such real-world testing scenarios.
Mixed-IO signals are defined in the discrete time domain N. A mixed-IO signal

s ∈ (In ∪ Out)ω (or, equivalently, s : N → In ∪ Out) is similar to a real-valued
discrete-time signal, but the value domain R is replaced by the domain In∪Out.
A mixed-IO trace always consists of a single mixed-IO signal, e.g., w = (s).
Accordingly, predicates of the form f > 0 must use functions f that produce
real values for mixed-IO signals.
The formulas above are applicable to mixed-IO system models (and, hence,

to LTS-defined systems), too. The abstract functions ↓i, ↓o, eq and Std can
be instantiated for mixed-IO models. ↓i and ↓o can be defined equally to the
syntactically identical projection functions for mixed-IO models defined in Sec-
tion 3.3. The function eq(i1, i2) ≤ 0 can be defined using the distance function
dIn and some arbitrary small ε > 0:

eq(i1, i2) :=


0, if i1 = i2

dIn(i1, i2) + ε, if i1 ̸= i2 ∧ i1, i2 ∈ In

∞, otherwise.

(5.8)

In the second clause of the above definition we add some positive value ε to the
result of dIn, because dIn(i1, i2) could be 0 even if i1 ̸= i2. For the correctness of
the above HyperSTL formulas, however, it is crucial that eq(i1, i2) = 0 if and
only if i1 = i2. For a good performance of the falsification algorithm, we will
nevertheless want to make use of dIn if i1 ̸= i2.

Propositions 5.39 and 5.40 show that HyperSTL formulas (5.4) and (5.5) under
the mixed-IO interpretation outlined above indeed characterise trace integral l-
robust cleanness and u-robust cleanness.

Proposition 5.39. Let L ⊆ N→ (In∪Out) be a mixed-IO system and C = ⟨Std,
dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ a contract or context for robust cleanness with Std ⊆ L. Further,
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let Stdπ be a quantifier-free HyperSTL subformula, such that L, {π := w}, 0 |=
Stdπ if and only if w ∈ Std. Then, L is trace integral l-robustly clean w.r.t. C if
and only if L,∅, 0 |= ψl-rob.

Proposition 5.40. Let L ⊆ N→ (In∪Out) be a mixed-IO system and C = ⟨Std,
dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ a contract or context for robust cleanness with Std ⊆ L. Further,
let Stdπ be a quantifier-free HyperSTL subformula, such that L, {π := w}, 0 |=
Stdπ if and only if w ∈ Std. Then, L is trace integral u-robustly clean w.r.t. C if
and only if L,∅, 0 |= ψu-rob.

The proof for these propositions are almost identical. For u-robust cleanness
it is slightly more difficult, because of the additional requirement that π′

1 in
formula (5.5), respectively σ′′ in Definition 5.8, represent standard behaviour
from Std. Thus, we only present the proof for Proposition 5.40. Before the
actual proof, we first establish two lemmas. Lemma 5.41 destructs the globally
( ) and weak until (W) operators such that the timing constraints encoded by
these operators become explicit.

Lemma 5.41. Let σ : T → X be a trace with T = N or T = R≥0 and let ϕ
and ψ be STL formulas. Then the following equivalences hold.

1. σ, 0 |= ϕ if and only if ∀t ≥ 0. σ, t |= ϕ,

2. if T = N, then σ, 0 |= ϕW ψ if and only if ∀t ≥ 0. (∀t′ ≤ t. σ, t′ |= ¬ψ)⇒
σ, t |= ϕ.

Proof. We prove the two statements separately.

1. Using the definition of the derived operators and , we get that σ, 0 |=
ϕ holds if and only if σ, 0 |= ¬(⊤U ¬ϕ) holds. Using the (Boolean)

semantics of STL (from Section 2.6.2), we get that this is equivalent to
¬(∃t ≥ 0. σ, t |= ¬ϕ ∧ ∀t′ < t. σ, t′ |= ⊤). After simple logical operations,
we get that this is equivalent to ∀t ≥ 0. σ, t |= ϕ as required.

2. Using 1, the definition of W, the (Boolean) semantics of STL, and consid-
ering that T = N, we get that σ, 0 |= ϕW ψ if and only if ∃t ∈ N. σ, t |=
ψ ∧ ∀t′ < t. σ, t′ |= ϕ or ∀t ∈ N. σ, t |= ϕ. We denote this proposition as
V . It is easy to see that the right operand of the equivalence to prove can
be rewritten to ∀t ∈ N. (∃t′ ≤ t. σ, t′ |= ψ) ∨ σ, t |= ϕ. We denote this
proposition as W and must show that V ⇒ W and W ⇒ V . To prove
that V implies W , we distinguish two cases.

• For the first case, assume that the left operand of the disjunction in V
holds, i.e., there is some t ∈ N, such that σ, t |= ψ ∧ ∀t′ < t. σ, t′ |= ϕ.
To showW , let t0 ∈ N be arbitrary. If t ≤ t0, then there exists t′ ≤ t0
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(namely t′ = t) such that σ, t′ |= ψ; hence W holds. If t > t0, then we
know from ∀t′ < t. σ, t′ |= ϕ that σ, t0 |= ϕ is true; hence, W holds.

• For the second case, assume that the right operand of the disjunction
in V holds, i.e., ∀t ∈ N. σ, t |= ϕ. Then, obviously W holds.

To prove that W implies V , let PV = {t ∈ N | σ, t |= ψ} be the set
of all time points at which ψ holds. If PV is the empty set, it follows
immediately from W that ∀t ∈ N. σ, t |= ϕ and that, hence, V holds. If
PV is not empty, let t = minPV be the smallest time in PV (the minimum
always exists, because T = N). Then, obviously, ∃t ∈ N. σ, t |= ψ. To show
that V holds, it suffices to show that ∀t′ < t. σ, t′ |= ϕ. This follows from
W , because t is the smallest time at which σ, t |= ψ holds and, therefore,
for every t′ < t it does not hold that σ, t′ |= ψ.

Lemma 5.42 converts HyperSTL formula (5.5) into a first-order logic formula.
Notably, it does so only for traces with an underlying discrete time domain. If the
time domain is continuous, it is, for example, possible to have a trace such that,
for some t > 0, in the time interval [0, t] the input distances and the output
distances are within the κi and κo thresholds, and in the open time interval
(t,∞) both input and output distances are beyond their thresholds. Due to the
open interval, we are unable to determine a time t′ at which the input distance
grows beyond the κi threshold; consequently, we can also not determine the
time at which the obligations for the output distance ends. The robust cleanness
definition can handle this instance and would label the above behaviour as clean.
The characterisation in formula (5.5), however, would be violated. The semantics
of the weak until operator is unable to capture a behaviour like the one above,
because in this example it needs a concrete time t′ at which the input distance
grows beyond the κi threshold. This is also the reason, why Lemma 5.41.2 is
restricted to T = N.
To get a HyperSTL characterisation for robust cleanness and a continuous

time domain, we believe that it is possible to add past-time operators to Hy-
perSTL. One of these operators is the historically operator [13]. ϕ, which,
similar to ϕ for the future, requires that ϕ must always have been true in the
past up until now. With this operator, robust cleanness could be expressed by
replacing in formula (5.5) the weak-until construction (dOut(π

′
1↓o, π2↓o) − κo ≤

0)W(dIn(π
′
1↓i, π2↓i)−κi > 0) with the historic construction (( dIn(π

′
1↓i, π2↓i)−

κi ≤ 0) → dOut(π
′
1↓o, π2↓o) − κo ≤ 0). A HyperSTL* characterisation of robust

cleanness is defined in this manner; we refer to [20, Proposition 6.9] for the
details.
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Lemma 5.42. Let M be a discrete-time real-valued or mixed-IO system, i.e.,
M ⊆ (N→ Rn) or M ⊆ (N→ (In ∪ Out)), and let Std ⊆ M be a set of standard
traces. Also, let Stdπ be a quantifier-free HyperSTL subformula, such that
M, {π := w}, 0 |= Stdπ if and only if w ∈ Std. Then, M,∅, 0 |= ψu-rob if and only
if

∀w ∈ Std. ∀w′ ∈ M. ∃w′′ ∈ Std. (∀t ≥ 0. eq(w↓i[t], w′′↓i[t]) ≤ 0) ∧
∀t ≥ 0. (∀t′ ≤ t. dIn(w′′↓i[t′], w′↓i[t′])− κi ≤ 0)⇒

dOut(w
′′↓o[t], w′↓o[t])− κo ≤ 0.

Proof. Using Lemma 5.41.1, Lemma 5.41.2 and Definition 5.37, we get that

M,∅, 0 |= ∀π.∀π′.∃π′′.Stdπ

→
(
Stdπ′′ ∧ (eq(π↓i, π′′↓i) ≤ 0) ∧(

(dOut(π
′′↓o, π′↓o)− κo ≤ 0)W(dIn(π

′′↓i, π′↓i)− κi > 0)
))

holds if and only if

∀w ∈ M. ∀w′ ∈ M. ∃w′′ ∈ M. (M,Π, 0 |= Stdπ)

→
(
(M,Π, 0 |= Stdπ′′) ∧ (∀t ≥ 0. (M,Π, t |= eq(π↓i, π′′↓i) ≤ 0)) ∧(

∀t ≥ 0. (∀t′ ≤ t. (M,Π, t′ |= ¬dIn(π′′↓i, π′↓i)− κi > 0)) ⇒

(M,Π, t |= dOut(π
′′↓o, π′↓o)− κo ≤ 0)

))
holds for Π = {π := w, π′ := w′, π′′ := w′′}. Using that M, {π := w}, 0 |= Stdπ
if and only if w ∈ Std, and by further applying Definition 5.37 and basic logical
operations, we get that the above proposition is equivalent to

∀w ∈ M. ∀w′ ∈ M. ∃w′′ ∈ M. w ∈ Std

→
(
w′′ ∈ Std ∧ (∀t ≥ 0. eq(w↓i[t], w′′↓i[t]) ≤ 0) ∧(

∀t ≥ 0. (∀t′ ≤ t. dIn(w
′′↓i[t′], w′↓i[t′])− κi ≤ 0) ⇒ dOut(w

′′↓o[t], w′↓o[t])− κo ≤ 0
))
.

Finally, after carefully reordering premises, we get that the above holds if and
only if

∀w ∈ Std. ∀w′ ∈ M. ∃w′′ ∈ Std. (∀t ≥ 0. eq(w↓i[t], w′′↓i[t]) ≤ 0) ∧
∀t ≥ 0. (∀t′ ≤ t. dIn(w

′′↓i[t′], w′↓i[t′])− κi ≤ 0) ⇒ dOut(w
′′↓o[t], w′↓o[t])− κo ≤ 0.

To prove Proposition 5.40, we must further transform the first-order charac-
terisation obtained from Lemma 5.42 to see that it indeed matches the definition
of trace integral u-robust cleanness.
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Proof of Proposition 5.40. Using Lemma 5.42 we get that

L,∅, 0 |= ∀π1. ∀π2.∃π′
1. Stdπ1

→
(
Stdπ′

1
∧ (eq(π1↓i, π′

1↓i) ≤ 0) ∧(
(dOut(π

′
1↓o, π2↓o)− κo ≤ 0)W(dIn(π

′
1↓i, π2↓i)− κi > 0)

))
holds if and only if

∀w1 ∈ Std. ∀w2 ∈ L. ∃w′
1 ∈ Std. (∀t ≥ 0. eq(w1↓i[t], w′

1↓i[t]) ≤ 0) ∧
∀t ≥ 0. (∀t′ ≤ t. dIn(w

′
1↓i[t′], w2↓i[t′])− κi ≤ 0) ⇒ dOut(w

′
1↓o[t], w2↓o[t])− κo ≤ 0.

After applying simple logical operations and using that eq(i1, i2) = 0 if and only
if i1 = i2, we get that this is equivalent to

∀w1 ∈ Std. ∀w2 ∈ L. ∃w′
1 ∈ Std with w1↓i = w′

1↓i.
∀t ≥ 0. (∀t′ ≤ t. dIn(w

′
1↓i[t′], w2↓i[t′]) ≤ κi) ⇒ dOut(w

′
1↓o[t], w2↓o[t]) ≤ κo,

which, since we assumed Std ⊆ L, is equivalent to the definition of trace integral
u-robust cleanness for mixed-IO systems.

We can state propositions similar to Propositions 5.39 and 5.40 for l-func-
cleanness and u-func-cleanness.

Proposition 5.43. Let L ⊆ N→ (In∪Out) be a mixed-IO system and C = ⟨Std,
dIn, dOut, f⟩ a contract or context for func-cleanness with Std ⊆ L. Further, let
Stdπ be a quantifier-free HyperSTL subformula, such that L, {π := w}, 0 |= Stdπ
if and only if w ∈ Std. Then, L is trace integral l-func-clean w.r.t. C if and only
if L,∅, 0 |= ψl-fun.

Proposition 5.44. Let L ⊆ N→ (In∪Out) be a mixed-IO system and C = ⟨Std,
dIn, dOut, f⟩ a contract or context for func-cleanness with Std ⊆ L. Further, let
Stdπ be a quantifier-free HyperSTL subformula, such that L, {π := w}, 0 |= Stdπ
if and only if w ∈ Std. Then, L is trace integral u-func-clean w.r.t. C if and only
if L,∅, 0 |= ψu-fun.

The proofs for Propositions 5.43 and 5.44 are conceptually similar to the one
for Proposition 5.40. The only difference is that instead of the reasoning about
theW construct the globally enforced relation between output distances and the
result of f must be proven equivalent in the HyperSTL formulas and the l- and
u-func-cleanness. We omit the proofs here.
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STL Characterisation for Finite Standard Behaviour In many practical settings –
when the different standard behaviours are spelled out upfront explicitly, as in
NEDC and WLTC – it can be assumed that the number of distinct standard
behaviours Std is finite (while there are infinitely many possible behaviours in M
or L). Finiteness of Std makes it possible to remove by enumeration the quanti-
fiers from the u-robust cleanness and u-func-cleanness HyperSTL formulas. This
opens the way – after proper adjustments – to work with the STL fragment of
HyperSTL. In the following, we assume that the set Std = {w1, . . . , wc} is an
arbitrary standard set with c unique standard traces. We further assume a fixed
system from which we get traces of width n. In particular, we assume that
w1 = (s11, . . . , s1n), . . . , and wc = (sc1, . . . , scn) are the individual standard
traces in Std. We denote by w = (s1, . . . , sn) the trace under analysis.

To encode the HyperSTL formulas (5.5) and (5.7) in STL, we use the concept
of self-composition, which has proven useful for the analysis of hyperproper-
ties [57, 12]. We concatenate all signals of w and the standard traces w1 to wc

to the composed trace w+ = (s1, . . . , sn, s11, . . . , s1n, . . . , sc1, . . . , scn) of width
n + nc. Given a trace width n ∈ N+, a system M ⊆ (T → Xn) and a set
Std = {w1, . . . , wc} with w1 = (s11, . . . , s1n), . . . , and wc = (sc1, . . . , scn), we de-
note by M ◦Std := {(s1, . . . , sn, s11, . . . , s1n, . . . , sc1, . . . , scn) | (s1, . . . , sn) ∈ M}
the system in which every trace in M is composed with the standard traces in
Std.

For every w+ ∈ M◦Std, we will in the following STL formula write w to mean
the projection on w+ to the signals (s1, . . . , sn), and we write wk, for 1 ≤ k ≤ c,
to mean the projection on w+ to the signals (sk1, . . . , skn) of the kth standard
trace. More formally, wk in an STL formula is a function such that wk(w+)
returns the trace wk ∈ Std and w is a function such that w(w+) returns the
trace w ∈ M embedded in w+.

Proposition 5.45. Let M be a discrete-time real-valued or mixed-IO system,
i.e., M ⊆ (N → Rn) or M ⊆ (N → (In ∪ Out)), and let Std = {w1, . . . , wc} ⊆ M
be a finite set of standard traces. Also, let Stdπ be a quantifier-free HyperSTL
subformula, such that M, {π := w}, 0 |= Stdπ if and only if w ∈ Std. Then,
M,∅, 0 |= ψu-rob if and only if (M ◦ Std) |= φu-rob, where

φu-rob :=
∧

1≤a≤c

∨
1≤b≤c

(
(eq(wa↓i, wb↓i) ≤ 0) ∧

(
(dOut(wb↓o, w↓o)− κo ≤ 0)W(dIn(wb↓i, w↓i)− κi > 0)

))
.
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Proof. Using Lemma 5.42 we get that

M,∅, 0 |= ∀π′. ∀π′′. ∃π′′′.Stdπ′

→
(
Stdπ′′′ ∧ (eq(π′↓i, π′′′↓i) ≤ 0) ∧(

(dOut(π
′′′↓o, π′′↓o)− κo ≤ 0)W(dIn(π

′′′↓i, π′′↓i)− κi > 0)
))

holds if and only if

∀w′ ∈ Std. ∀w′′ ∈ M. ∃w′′′ ∈ Std. (∀t ≥ 0. eq(w′↓i[t], w′′′↓i[t]) ≤ 0) ∧
∀t ≥ 0. (∀t′ ≤ t. dIn(w

′′′↓i[t′], w′′↓i[t′])− κi ≤ 0) ⇒ dOut(w
′′′↓o[t], w′′↓o[t])− κo ≤ 0.

Since Std = {w1, . . . , wc}, we can replace the universal and existential quan-
tifiers over Std by a conjunction, respectively disjunction, over the standard
traces [103]. We get

∀w ∈ M.
∧

1≤a≤c

∨
1≤b≤c

(∀t ≥ 0. eq(wa↓i[t], wb↓i[t]) ≤ 0) ∧

∀t ≥ 0. (∀t′ ≤ t. dIn(wb↓i[t′], w↓i[t′])− κi ≤ 0) ⇒ dOut(wb↓o[t], w↓o[t])− κo ≤ 0.

For the next step, we replace the universal quantification of w over M by a
universal quantification of the composed traces w+ over M◦Std. Then, from the
Boolean semantics of STL and by replacing all traces w, respectively wk, by the
corresponding w+-projections, we get the equivalent proposition

∀w+ ∈ (M ◦ Std).
∧

1≤a≤c

∨
1≤b≤c

(∀t ≥ 0. (w+, t |= eq(wa↓i, wb↓i) ≤ 0)) ∧

∀t ≥ 0. (∀t′ ≤ t. (w+, t
′ |= ¬dIn(wb↓i, w↓i)− κi > 0)) ⇒

(w+, t |= dOut(wb↓o, w↓o)− κo ≤ 0).

With the Boolean semantics of STL and Lemmas 5.41.1 and 5.41.2 we get the
equivalent statement that

∀w+ ∈ (M ◦ Std). w+, 0 |=
∧

1≤a≤c

∨
1≤b≤c

( (eq(wa↓i, wb↓i) ≤ 0)) ∧

(
(dOut(wb↓o, w↓o)− κo ≤ 0)W(dIn(wb↓i, w↓i)− κi > 0)

)
,

which concludes the proof.

Notice that by definition, the behaviour of mixed-IO systems is modelled as a
set of traces that entail a single signal N→ (In∪Out). The composed trace w+,
however, consists of c+1 signals, i.e., w+ ∈ N→ (In∪Out)c+1. Nevertheless, the
usage of eq, ↓i, ↓o, dIn and dOut is not affected by this, because these functions are
applied after using the projections wk, respectively w, that recover the single-
signal mixed-IO traces from which w+ is constructed from.
By combining Propositions 5.40 and 5.45 we get that φu-rob characterises u-

robust cleanness w.r.t. contracts with finite standard behaviour:
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Corollary 5.46. Let L ⊆ N→ (In ∪ Out) be a mixed-IO system and C = ⟨Std,
dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ a context for robust cleanness with finite standard behaviour
Std = {w1, . . . , wc} ⊆ L. Then, L is trace integral u-robustly clean w.r.t. C if
and only if (L ◦ Std) |= φu-rob.

The proposition below for u-func-cleanness is analogue to Proposition 5.45 –
except for the absence of the condition that M must be defined over a discrete
time domain. Its proof is, up to the different reasoning for (dOut(wb↓o, w↓o)−
f(dIn(wb↓i, w↓i)) ≤ 0) instead of (dOut(wb↓o, w↓o) − κo ≤ 0)W(dIn(wb↓i, w↓i) −
κi > 0), identical to that of Proposition 5.45. Hence, we omit it.

Proposition 5.47. Let M be a real-valued or mixed-IO system, i.e., M ⊆
(T → Rn) or M ⊆ (N → (In ∪ Out)) for T = N or T = R≥0, and let
Std = {w1, . . . , wc} ⊆ M be a finite set of standard traces. Also, let Stdπ be
a quantifier-free HyperSTL subformula, such that M, {π := w}, 0 |= Stdπ if and
only if w ∈ Std. Then, M,∅, 0 |= ψu-fun if and only if (M ◦ Std) |= φu-fun, where

φu-fun :=
∧

1≤a≤c

∨
1≤b≤c

(
(eq(wa↓i, wb↓i) ≤ 0) ∧

(
(dOut(wb↓o, w↓o)− f(dIn(wb↓i, w↓i)) ≤ 0)

))
.

Again, by combining Propositions 5.44 and 5.47 we get that φu-fun characterises
u-func-cleanness w.r.t. contracts with finite standard behaviour:

Corollary 5.48. Let L ⊆ N→ (In ∪ Out) be a mixed-IO system and C = ⟨Std,
dIn, dOut, f⟩ a context for func-cleanness with finite standard behaviour Std =
{w1, . . . , wc} ⊆ L. Then, L is trace integral u-func-clean w.r.t. C if and only if
(L ◦ Std) |= φu-fun.

Example 5.49. We consider the robust cleanness context C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩
where Std = {w1, w2} contains the two standard traces w1 = 1i 2i 3i 7o 0i δ

ω and
w2 = 0i 1i 2i 3i 6o δ

ω. We here decorate inputs with index i and outputs with
index o, i.e., w1 describes a system receiving the three inputs 1, 2, and 3, then
producing the output 7, and finally receiving input 0 before entering quiescence.
We take

dIn(i1, i2) =


|i1 − i2|, if i1, i2 ∈ In

0, if i1= i2=–i

∞, otherwise,
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and

dOut(o1, o2) =


|o1 − o2|, if o1, o2 ∈ Out\{δ}
0, if o1=o2=–o or o1=o2=δ

∞, otherwise.

The contractual value thresholds are assumed to be κi = 1 and κo = 6.
Assume we are observing the trace w = 0i 1i 2i 6o 0i δ

ω to be monitored with
STL formula φu-rob (from Proposition 5.45). First notice, that for combinations
of a and b in φu-rob, where a ̸= b, the subformula (eq(wa↓i, wb↓i) ≤ 0) is always
false, because w1 and w2 have different (input) values at time point 0. Hence,
it remains to show that

(dOut(w1↓o, w↓o)− κo ≤ 0)W(dIn(w1↓i, w↓i)− κi > 0) ∧

(dOut(w2↓o, w↓o)− κo ≤ 0)W(dIn(w2↓i, w↓i)− κi > 0).

For the first part, the input distance between inputs in w and w1 is always 1
at positions 1 to 3, it is 0 at position 4 (because –i is compared to –i) and in
position 5 and beyond. Thus, dIn(w1↓i, w↓i) − κi is always at most 0, and the
right hand-side of the W operator is always false. Consequently, by definition of
W, the left operand of W must always hold, i.e., dOut(w1↓o, w↓o) must always
be less or equal to 6. This is the case for w1 and w: at all positions except for
4, –o is compared to –o (or δ to δ), so the difference is 0, and at position 4, the
distance of 6 and 7 is 1.
For the second W-formula, w is compared to w2. These two traces are com-

parable only to a limited extent: the order of input and output is altered at
the last two positions of the signals before quiescence. Hence, the right operand
of W is true at position 4, and the formula holds for the remaining trace. For
positions 1 to 3, the input distances are 0, because the input values are identical.
At these positions, the left operand must hold. The values are input values, so
–o is compared to –o at each position. This distance is defined to be 0, so it holds
that −6 ≤ 0, and the formula is satisfied. Since both formulas hold, the conjunc-
tion of both holds, too, and trace w is qualified as trace integral robustly clean.
There could however be other system traces not considered in this example, that
overall could violate trace integral robust cleanness of the system.

Restriction of input space Robust cleanness puts semantic requirements on frag-
ments of a system’s input space, outside of which the system’s behaviour remains
unspecified. Typically, the fragment of the input space covered is rather small.
To falsify the STL formula φu-rob from Proposition 5.45, the falsifier has two
challenging tasks. First, it has to find a way to stay in the relevant input space,
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i.e., select inputs with a distance of at most κi from the standard behaviour.
Only if this is assured it can search for an output large enough to violate the κo
requirement. In this, a large robustness estimate provided by the quantitative
semantics of STL cannot serve as an indicator for deciding whether an input is
too far off or whether an output stays too close to the standard behaviour.
The general strength of the falsification technique is its proven ability to dis-

cover outputs of a black-box system violating a property. That is why the
technique is considered suitable for real-world robust cleanness tests. We can
improve its efficiency significantly by narrowing upfront the input space the fal-
sifier uses.
As mentioned in Section 5.3, real-life test execution traces are always finite,

i.e., the trace lengths can be bounded by some constant B ∈ N and systems
can be represented as sets of finite traces M ⊆ (In ∪ Out)B (which for formality
reasons each can be considered suffixed with δω). In this bounded horizon, we
can provide a predicate discriminating between relevant and irrelevant input
sequences. Formally, the restriction to the relevant input space fragment of
a system M ⊆ (In ∪ Out)B is given by the set InStd,κi = {w ∈ M | ∃w′ ∈
Std.

∧B−1
k=0(dIn(w[k]↓i, w′[k]↓i) ≤ κi)}. Since Std and B are finite, membership is

computable.
There are rare cases in which this optimisation may prevent the falsifier from

finding a counterexample. This is only the case if there is an input prefix leading
to a violation of the formula for which there is no suffix such that the whole trace
satisfies the κi constraint. Below is a pathological example in which this could
make a difference.

Example 5.50. Apart from NOx emissions, NEDC (and WLTC) tests are used to
measure fuel consumption. Consider a cleanness context where inputs represent
the speed of a car and where outputs represent the amount of fuel injected
into the engine. Assuming a “normal” fuel rate behaviour during the standard
test, there might be a test within a reasonable κi distance, where the fuel is
wasted insanely. Then, the fuel tank might run empty before the intended end
of the test, which therefore could not be finished within the κi distance, because
speed would be constantly 0 at the end. The actually driven test is not in set
InStd,κi , but there is a prefix within κi distance that violates the robust cleanness
property.

5.5 An Integrated Testing Approach

From Section 5.3 we get a model-based testing algorithm that provably provides
correct verdicts for u-robust cleanness. Section 5.4 develops a quantitative se-
mantics for u-robust cleanness, which can be plugged into existing probabilistic
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falsification algorithms, such as the one shown in Algorithm 2.1. The proba-
bilistic falsification approach determines inputs that falsify u-robust cleanness.
Under the assumption that inputs can be passed automatically to the system
under test, and that this system produces an output in adequate time, the two
approaches constitute alternative ways to serve as a black-box verification tech-
nique for u-robust cleanness.

For cyber-physical systems these assumptions may be questioned. To conduct
a test with a car, for example, the input to the system is a test cycle that is passed
to the vehicle by driving it. This imposes several challenges (Chapter 6 discusses
this in detail), among which are the violations of the the above assumptions: the
test cycle must be driven manually and the execution time of the system is the
duration of the test cycle and, hence, inadequately long. These concerns are
shared by many CPS. Notably, we consider here the scenario that the CPS is
tested by an entity that is not the manufacturer. While the latter might have
tools to overcome these technical challenges, the former typically does not have
access to them.

We propose the following solution for effective doping tests of cyber-physical
systems. The big picture is provided in Figure 5.2. In a first step, the CPS is
used under real-world conditions without enforcing any specific constraints on
the inputs to the system. For all executions, the inputs and outputs are recorded.
So, essentially, the system can be used as it is needed by the user, but all
interactions with it are recorded. From these recordings, a model can be learned,
which for arbitrary inputs (whether they were covered in the recorded data or
not) predicts outputs of the system. For the learned model, the probabilistic
falsification algorithm computes a test input that falsifies it – inputs to this
model can be passed automatically and an output is produced almost instantly.
The result of the falsification procedure is an input sequence that can serve in a
second step as an input that the model-based testing algorithm can use for the
real-world system. If the prediction was correct, also the real system is falsified.
If it was incorrect, the learned model can be refined and the process starts again.

5.6 Related Work & Contributions

This chapter uses an existing model-based testing approach and instantiates it
with u-robust cleanness. We take robust cleanness and identify the conditions
under which it can be used for model-based testing. We adapt the notion of
robust cleanness for mixed-IO systems from Section 3.3 so that it meets these
conditions. We continue by constructing a largest LTS that is u-robustly clean
and prove essential properties of it. This LTS can serve as a specification for
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Figure 5.2: Integrated testing approach

model-based testing and we develop a provably correct on-the-fly testing algo-
rithm for u-robust cleanness. Our algorithm is similar to existing test frameworks
like TGV [75] or TorX [43], but they cannot test for u-robust cleanness out of
the box and, consequently, they cannot provide (proved) soundness guarantees
for the detection of software doping.
The work in Section 5.4 is related to an existing, for our cleanness defini-

tions unsuitable, quantitative semantics of HyperSTL [96] and to existing work
about probabilistic falsification [48, 2, 54, 8, 13]. Inspired by the HyperLTL
characterisations in Section 4.2, we propose HyperSTL characterisation for ro-
bust cleanness and func-cleanness. Under the assumptions made in Section 5.3
we transform the HyperSTL characterisation of u-robust cleanness and u-func-
cleanness to STL formulas that allow the automatic falsification of u-robust
cleanness and, respectively, u-func-cleanness.
Finally, we combine the model-based testing technique and the falsification

technique for CPS to propose an integrated testing approach. Using a learned
model in addition to the real system has similarities to the idea of digital
twins [64, 78].
The contributions made in Sections 5.1 to 5.3 mostly come from [17, 18].

Many of the contributions in Sections 5.4 and 5.5 were first published in [25].
All contributions were primarily developed by myself. New contributions in
this thesis are the HyperSTL characterisation for l-robust cleanness and func-
cleanness, the STL characterisation of u-func-cleanness under finite standard
behaviour, all proofs in Section 5.4, and Section 5.5.
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Using the concepts and techniques defined in the previous chapters, we now
show how it can be applied to analyse diesel cars. With the Diesel Emissions
Scandal, it became obvious that software doping exists in products that are used
by millions of people. Despite that, the cheating software in diesel cars was not
discovered immediately. One reason for this is, that a car falls into the class of
cyber-physical systems, i.e., digital systems that interact with the physical world.
In particular, testing cyber-physical systems turns out to be often very difficult
when the test inputs must be passed “through the physical world” instead of a
purely digital interface. For example, to make a car follow a test cycle, some
human must drive the car accordingly.

This chapter identifies several challenges of automotive doping tests – chal-
lenges that these tests have in common with tests of many other cyber-physical
systems. We develop techniques to overcome these challenges, or at least signif-
icantly reduce the effort needed to conduct these tests. Our testing approaches
are based on the model-based testing technique developed in Chapter 5. We first
give a demonstration of how this technique is able to identify software doping
as it was found in a multitude of Volkswagen cars. Then, we take a real car
and conduct a variety of tests on a chassis dynamometer, which are all based on
cleanness notions that we introduced in Chapter 3. Finally, we present the Car
Data Platform, which is supposed to be a long-term research project to perform
mass-monitoring of cars and to provide a rich toolbox for automotive software
doping analysis.

6.1 Model-Based Testing in Practice

Algorithm 5.1 serves as a basis for real-world doping tests. It is the core of a
testing framework we have implemented in Python. This implementation along
with implementations specific to the use case described here. Further accom-
panying documentation is archived and publicly available at DOI 10.5281/zen-
odo.4709389 [19]. The framework defines the minimal requirements for imple-
mentations of distance functions, value domains and the communication interface
to the implementation under test as abstract classes. We call the instantiation of
the pair (Ωcase,ΩIn) a test case selection, which can be implemented as desired,

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4709389
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4709389
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as long as it complies to the interface defined by the framework. We want to
remark that our framework implements Case 2 of DTb different from what is ex-
plained in Section 5.3. In practice, we cannot assume atomicity of one iteration
of the test execution. This is a well-known practical impediment of model-based
testing [63]. The common approach to circumvent this issue proceeds by delegat-
ing the decision of Algorithm 5.1 which case to pick to the driver component [43]
(connecting to the IUT), which is configured to be able to look one output (or
quiescence) ahead. We have adapted this approach, giving preference to Case 3
if the driver holds some output. Except for the structural constraints explained
above, there are no limitations for the specification of concrete contracts or IUTs.
Software doping tests are typically executed physically rather than in simu-

lation. When testing passenger cars, the driver component is a human driver.
Having a human in the loop has severe consequences. In many cases, they will
fail to make the car under test behave exactly as specified by the designated test
inputs. To overcome this problem of human imprecisions, we will use a tech-
nique related to testing, which is monitoring. A monitor can read the inputs
and outputs of a system in order to detect incorrect behaviour of the system.
In contrast to testing, the inputs are not provided by the test, but instead the
system is monitored during normal operation. Monitors can be either online
(evaluation is done while inputs are still received) or offline (observed behaviour
is evaluated after the observation). A monitor can easily be extended to a test
by controlling the environment providing the inputs to the system. In contrast
to classical testing, however, the monitor has the flexibility to handle human
imprecisions. We made offline monitoring explicitly part of our testing frame-
work. To this end, we use its flexibility to specify a virtual implementation under
test with an associated test case selection that can run a recorded trace with
the testing algorithm being in the loop. We present two examples showing two
different approaches of how our framework can be used. Both examples consider
the Diesel Emissions Scandal.

6.1.1 The Volkswagen Case

Among the first car manufacturers convicted of cheating with emission clean-
ing systems is Volkswagen. As explained in Section 2.7, their cars used pairs
of piecewise linear functions to distinguish between emission tests and normal
driving behaviour. Before we report about doping tests with real cars, we use
the Volkswagen case to showcase how robust cleanness can identify this instance
of doping. The first step is to construct a suitable cleanness context.

Inputs & Outputs The input dimension In is spanned by (a subset of) the sensors
the car model is equipped with (among them e.g. temperature of the exhaust,
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outside temperature, vertical and lateral acceleration, throttle position, time
after engine start, engine rpm, possibly height above ground level etc.). Most
substances leaving the exhaust pipe are gases or small particles that are a result
of the chemical reactions in the engine. The processes inside the engine depends
to a very large extend on the amount of injected fuel, which is controlled by the
position of the throttle. The typical way of defining how the throttle is supposed
to be used is by means of a speed trajectory. The vehicle speed is the decisive
quantity specified to vary along the test cycle NEDC (cf. Figure 2.2), hence,
we take In = R. Nevertheless, it is possible to add further dimensions of inputs;
ambient air, for example, is also part of the reactions in the engine, but has much
less influence on the results than the amount of fuel. Gear changes, on the other
hand, naturally produce extreme variations on the output. Therefore, following
a pattern of gear changes different from what is prescribed by the NEDC should
be considered as an extreme variation of the input value (i.e., causing exceedance
of κi). Thus, in our experiments, we carefully follow the gear change instructions
of the NEDC. Gear information is omitted from our input domain. There are
similar practical reasons why other physical characteristics are neglected, but
which our theory can handle easily. For every input dimension added, there
needs to be a technical counterpart that is able to identify the appropriate values
and that is synchronised with the speed and emissions sensors. To avoid this
technical overhead and for ease of presentation we do not consider additional
input dimensions.
The outputs Out depend on the actual objective of the test. Most tests re-

lated to the diesel scandal involve the measurement of the amount of NOx per
kilometre emitted since engine start, but it could also be the amount of CO2,
any other gases, or fuel consumption. Sometimes, the outputs of interest are not
accessible directly. For example, when using only the OBD interface of the car
(cf. Section 2.7) the values reported by the on-board NOx sensors are expressed
in parts-per-million (ppm). In this case, other sensor values (e.g. mass air flow,
fuel rate and others) [82] can be used to compute the amount of NOx emit-
ted in mg/km. All sensor values necessary for this computation would then be
considered being part of Out; the distance function dOut would have to perform
the necessary conversions as part of the distance computation. In the follow-
ing examples we use an external emissions measurement system, that internally
performs the computation of the amount of NOx in mg/km. Hence, this is the
decisive output quantity and thus Out = R.

Cleanness Context For the experiments we will consider robust cleanness to
analyse whether a car exhibits software doping. Thus, before conducting the
experiments, we must define a cleanness context.
A standard LTS Std can be constructed from the results of driving the NEDC
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cycle several times on a chassis dynamometer, and logging both input and output
values. The specific setting we consider is that of a trace σS recorded with an
emissions measurement system which is attached to the exhaust pipe and reports
the accumulated amount of NOx gases during the entire test procedure upon its
termination. Each such experiment constitutes a trace with an infinite suffix
of δs (because the experiment is finite), say σS := i1 · · · i1180 oS δ δ δ · · · . The
inputs i1, · · · i1180 are given by the NEDC over its 20 minutes (1180 seconds)
duration, possibly deviating by up to 2 km/h due to human driving imprecision
(as per the official NEDC regulations), and are followed by a single output oS
reporting the NOx amount.
Suitable distance functions are past-forgetful and compute the absolute dif-

ference of the speed of the car for dIn and the discrepancy of the amount of
gases (in mg/km) for dOut. Formally, we define dIn(a, b) = |a − b| if a, b ∈ In,
dIn(–i, –i) = 0 and dIn(a, b) = ∞ otherwise. Similarly, dOut(a, b) = |a − b| if
a, b ∈ Out, dOut(–o, –o) = dOut(δ, δ) = 0 and dOut(a, b) =∞ otherwise.
For the distance thresholds, we pick κi = 15 km/h and κo = 180mg/km.

The input bound allows more variation than foreseen within the NEDC itself
(2 km/h). Notably, the output bound is very generous. It is more than the
double of the currently allowed legal limit (80mg/km) of how much NOx a car
is allowed to emit at all. Ultimately, this induces a concrete cleanness context
C = ⟨Std, dIn, dOut, κi, κo⟩ that we are going to use in the sequel. The contract
is strictly speaking hypothetical (since no car manufacturer agreed on it), but
from a common-sense perspective it appears generous enough to serve as a valid
discriminator to accuse any party violating it of software doping.

Test Case Selection We implemented a toy version of an emission cleaning sys-
tem [19] that encodes the pair of piecewise linear functions found in the early
Volkswagen emission cheating cases. As standard behaviour, we encoded the
NEDC with 50mg/km of emitted NOx. Moreover, we implemented the above
mentioned input distance function and output distance function. For the test
case selection, we instantiated Ωcase and ΩIn of Algorithm 5.1 with

Ωcase(h) =

{
2 if |h| ≤ 1180

3 if |h| = 1181
and

ΩIn(h) = randunif [max(0, last(h)− κi) , last(h) + κi].

That is, the test stops after 1181 steps and otherwise meanders randomly through
the speed variations possible (randunif implements uniform randomness). Run-
ning Algorithm DTb (with b = 1182) with these parameters is extremely likely
to lead to a fail, i.e., to indicate software doping. During these tests the chance
is high to leave the white area in Figure 2.3 defined by the pairs of piecewise
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linear functions encoded in VW’s control units. In our experiments, we had to
take κi ≤ 4 in order to see tests passing with some perceivable chance.

6.1.2 The Nissan Case

The Volkswagen example above shows how our testing framework works in the-
ory. In practice, if we test cyber-physical systems like cars, it is usually not
possible (or at least very difficult) to effectuate the interface between DTb and
the IUT. Testing a car, for example, requires a human driver who can drive
the car as specified by DTb. However, the driver needs to be made aware of
the upcoming input values a few seconds in advance in order to be able to pre-
pare for changes. This is not in the spirit of our algorithm (and neither that of
model-based testing), because there is no support for look-ahead. Furthermore,
human imprecisions must be taken into account. Even well trained drivers will
likely not be able to reach the prescribed speed values accurately at precisely the
right time points. Thus, for these kinds of experiments, we propose the following
three-step approach.

1. Use the test case selection in order to generate a sequence of inputs that
serve as a test case instruction for a human driver. Considering a tolerance
of η for human imprecisions, the input sequences should be generated for
a contract where the input threshold is κ′i = κi − η, i.e., assuming the
driver controls the car with an imprecision of at most tolerance η, the
actually driven input sequence will still be considered acceptable as per
Definition 5.2.

2. Utilise that test case to guide a human driver effectuating the test on the
chassis dynamometer, record the entire experiment, and store it as a trace.

3. Use the monitoring capabilities of our framework to simulate the experi-
ment with Algorithm DTb analysing it. To this end, we provide an imple-
mentation to parse traces and to generate a virtual IUT and a test case
selection, which, when used with DTb, simulate the recorded experiment.
Algorithm DTb will return either pass or fail (i.e., there are no inconclusive
tests).

It is worth mentioning that whatever happens during the execution of a test,
the observable input sequence is handled correctly by DTb. In particular, if
the input deviates too much from a standard input, the test is trivially passed.
In this case our framework will additionally flag that the test is passed due
to inputs not covered by robust cleanness. In practice, we try to eliminate
such unproductive experiments by adequately configuring the human imprecision
estimate η upfront.
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Figure 6.1: Initial 200s of a SineNEDC (red, dotted), its test drive (green) and
the NEDC driven (blue, dashed).

For the purpose of practically demonstrating this three-step approach, we
picked a Renault 1.5 dci (110hp) (Diesel) engine. This engine runs, among
others, inside a Nissan NV200 Evalia which is classified as a Euro 6b car. The
test cycle used in the original type approval of the car was NEDC. Emissions
are cleaned using exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). The technical core of EGR
is a valve between the exhaust and intake pipe, controlled by software. EGR
is known to possibly cause performance losses, especially at higher speed. Car
manufacturers might be tempted to optimise EGR usage for engine performance
unless facing a known test cycle such as the NEDC.
We report here on two of the tests we executed apart from the NEDC reference

test. PowerNEDC is a variation of the NEDC, where acceleration is increased
from 0.94m/s2 to 1.5m/s2 in phase 6 of the NEDC elementary urban cycle (i.e.
after 56 s, 251 s, 446 s and 641 s). It can be described by the same Ωcase as for
the Volkswagen example. ΩIn is easy to write, but we omit it here as it is rather
space consuming. The second test, called SineNEDC, defines the speed at time
t to be the speed of the NEDC at time t plus 5 · sin(0.5t) (but capped at 0).
Again, Ωcase matches the Volkswagen one. The input selection is given by

ΩIn(h) = max

{
0,
NEDC(|h|) + 5 · sin(0.5|h|))

}
.

Figure 6.1 shows the initial 200s of SineNEDC (red, dotted). The car was
fixed on a Maha LPS 2000 dynamometer and attached to an AVL M.O.V.E iS
portable emissions measurement system (PEMS, see Figure 6.2) with speed data
sampling at a rate of 20Hz, averaged to match the 1Hz rate of the NEDC. The
human driver effectuated the NEDC with a deviation of at most 9 km/h relative
to the reference (notably, the results obtained for NEDC are not consistent with
the car data sheet, likely caused by lacking calibration and absence of any further
manufacturer-side optimisations). The NEDC drive is depicted in Figure 6.1 as
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Figure 6.2: Nissan NV200 Evalia on a dynamometer

NEDC Power Sine

Distance [m] 11,029 11,081 11,171

Avg. Speed [km/h] 33 29 34

CO2 [g/km] 189 186 182

NOx [mg/km] 180 204 584

Table 6.1: Dynamometer measurements

a blue solid line.

The PowerNEDC test drive as well as the SineNEDC test drive both deviated
by less than 15 km/h from the NEDC test drive, and hence less than κi, as per
the contract described at the beginning of this section. The green solid line in
Figure 6.1 shows the SineNEDC as driven. The test outcomes are summarised
in Table 6.1. They show that the amount of CO2 for the two tests is lower
than for the one for NEDC driven. The NOx emissions of PowerNEDC deviate
by around 24mg/km, which is clearly below κo. But the SineNEDC produces
about 3.24 times the amount of NOx, namely 404mg/km more than what we
measured for the NEDC, which is a violation of the cleanness context. Thus,
this experiment reveals that the car under test is doped, sine κo = 180mg/km.

6.2 Conformance-Based Testing in Practice

In a second set of experiments we used the Nissan car that appeared in the
previous section to practically evaluate the cleanness notions for hybrid systems
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(cf. Section 3.4). In particular, we are interested in two types of experiments.
First, we evaluate if hybrid cleanness is suitable to better overcome the human
(timing) imprecisions when driving a car – in our case on a chassis dynamometer.
This problem has already been discussed in Section 6.1.2, where we proposed a
solution that was (and could) only be based on adjusting the threshold for value
errors. With hybrid conformance, we are able to explicitly distinguish between
tolerances in the value domain as well as the time domain. For the second type of
experiments in this section we will experiment with the ability of conf-cleanness
to control time and value deviations to drive the NEDC segments in a different
order and to lengthen tests beyond the NEDC’s duration of 1180 s.
The experiments in this section are based on the conf-cleanness contract
C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo,Retid,Retid, 0, 0⟩ that encodes robust cleanness (cf.
Proposition 3.111). We use the same dIn, dOut, κi and κo as in Section 6.1. The
set StdIn = {NEDC} is the singleton set that contains only the NEDC1. The
cleanness parameters StdIn, dIn, dOut, κo and for the output retiming Retid and
τi = 0 are identical in all contracts in the remainder of this section. We explain
for every experiment how we adjust C’s cleanness parameters for inputs. The
experiments will demonstrate, how software doping analysis benefits from input
retimings different than Retid.

NEDC Permutations First, we propose a new test cycle PermNEDC in which
NEDC segments are permuted on the time axis. Figure 6.3 shows the test
cycle. In each of the four UDC segments the three non-zero speed-phases
are permuted. The transformation from NEDC to PermNEDC can be
described by a retiming function rp. An explicit definition of rp is space
consuming, hence we omit it. Along with the new cycle, we propose two
suitable variants of contract C with different input conformances. Neither
input conformance is constrained by a time threshold; in other words,
τi =∞.

• We define contract Ca that is as C, but entails the family of retimings
Reta = {(r, r−1) | r ∈ T → T and r is total and bijective} for
inputs. Reta allows any reordering of the NEDC inputs. Notably, no
inputs can be added or removed. This contract enforces the input
conformance Conf RetadIn,∞,κi

.

• Contract Cp adjusts C by enforcing for inputs the family of retimings
Retp = {(rp, r−1

p )} that only allows the particular retiming rp used
to design the test cycle as discussed above. The input conformance

induced by this contract is Conf
Retp
dIn,∞,κi

. This input conformance is

1Strictly seen, we take the singleton set that contains the speed trajectory of our car when
the driver tried to drive the NEDC. This speed trajectory slightly differs from the NEDC.
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Figure 6.3: PermNEDC (solid, black line) compared to NEDC (dashed, blue
line)
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Figure 6.4: DoubleNEDC (solid, black line) compared to NEDC (dashed, blue
line)

stricter than Conf RetadIn,∞,κi
above; it enforces that PermNEDC is not

permuted any further by the driver.

NEDC Lengthening Conf-cleanness tests can run longer than the NEDC; this
is not possible with robust cleanness. We propose the test cycle Dou-
bleNEDC, which consists of two consecutive NEDCs. In contrast to all
other test cycles in this paper, DoubleNEDC produces two outputs: the
first after 1180 s, and the second after 2360 s. The first half of this cycle
is a classical “cold” NEDC (i.e., the engine cooled down before the test
execution). The second half is a “hot” NEDC, since the cool-down phase
was implicitly skipped. Also, the PreCon phase is skipped implicitly; there
is only a single EUDC (instead of three) prior to the second NEDC. The
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inputs of both NEDCs can be compared by using the retiming functions
id and rd = λt. t mod 1180. rd maps time points of the global “test case
clock” to the local time point in the NEDC time domain. DoubleNEDC
requires to adapt contract C to Cd by replacing the input retiming family
with Retd = {(id, rd)}. Furthermore, to be able to check the second output
against the (standard) NEDC output we need sync-conf-cleanness. Hence,
we add the synchronisation retiming function Syncd(r1, r2) = (id, rd) to Cd,
which enforces that both DoubleNEDC outputs are compared to the single
NEDC output (independent of the input retimings r1 and r2).

Human Time Imprecision Tolerance Diesel doping tests are executed by hu-
mans driving a car. Humans tend to make mistakes when driving. Mis-
takes can be the over- or undershooting of the targeted speed (the error
is on the value axis), or accelerations or decelerations happening too early
or too late (the error is a shift on the time axis), or superpositions thereof.
To compensate for both value and time errors, we use hybrid conformance.
As a formal cleanness contract, this would be expressed by a variant of C
in which the input conformance is replaced by HybridConfd,τi,κi

for some
τi > 0. For the purpose of demonstration, we will later analyse several
such variants of C, each variant with a unique value for τi and κi, i.e., we
consider the contract C(τi, κi) parametrised in τi and κi. Concrete values
for τi and κi must be specified when using the contract.

A test cycle that reflects drivings rich of acceleration and deceleration
phases – and is hence particularly prone to human driving errors – is
SineNEDC from Section 6.1.2. We will evaluate SineNEDC under several
variants of C(τi, κi).
Human time imprecision is as yet not considered in test cycles PermNEDC
and DoubleNEDC; the cleanness contracts for both cycles require cycle-
specific families of retimings. However, tolerance for human imprecision
can be added to these predicates by means of conformance and retiming
composition. Let Ret(1) and Ret(2) be two families of retimings. Then,

Ret(2) ◦ Ret(1) := {(r(2)1 ◦ r
(1)
1 , r

(2)
2 ◦ r

(1)
2 ) |

(r
(2)
1 , r

(2)
2 ) ∈ Ret(2) and (r

(1)
1 , r

(1)
2 ) ∈ Ret(1)}

is the component-wise function composition. The definition for confor-

mance composition is Conf Ret
(2)

d,τ2,ϵ ◦ Conf
Ret(1)

d,τ1,ϵ
:= Conf Ret

(3)

d,∞,ϵ , where Ret(3) =

Ret(2)τ2 ◦Ret
(1)
τ1 composes the individual retimings. Notably, the τ1- and τ2-

constraints on Ret(1) and Ret(2) are applied before the composition. It is
not necessary to apply further timing constraints to the resulting retiming,
hence we allow infinite τ .
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C = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, 15 km/h, 180mg/km, Retid, Retid, 0, 0 ⟩
Ca = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, 15 km/h, 180mg/km, Reta, Retid, ∞, 0 ⟩
Cp = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, 15 km/h, 180mg/km, Retp, Retid, ∞, 0 ⟩
Cd = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, 15 km/h, 180mg/km, Retd, Retid, ∞, 0, Syncd⟩
C(τi, κi) = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, 180mg/km, Rethy, Retid, τi, 0 ⟩
Cp(τi, κi) = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, 180mg/km, Rethy+p, Retid, ∞, 0 ⟩
Cd(τi, κi) = ⟨StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, 180mg/km, Rethy+d, Retid, ∞, 0, Syncd⟩

Table 6.2: Overview of the evaluated contracts. dIn(i1, i2) = |i1 − i2| and
dOut(o1, o2) = |o1 − o2|. StdIn, the families of retimings and Syncd
are as defined in the main text.

To overcome the human imprecisions for PermNEDC and DoubleNEDC,
we use the parametrised contracts Cp(τi, κi) and Cd(τi, κi), adaptations of
Cp and Cd, with input retiming families Rethy+p := (Rethy)τi ◦ Retp and
Rethy+d := (Rethy)τi ◦ Retd, respectively, and both with value threshold
κi. Thus, contract Cp(τi, κi) enforces conformance HybridPermConfd,∞,κi

=

HybridConfdIn,τi,κi
◦Conf RetpdIn,∞,κi

and contract Cd(τi, κi) enforces conformance

HybridDoubleConfdIn,∞,κi
= HybridConfdIn,τi,κi

◦ Conf RetddIn,∞,κi
on inputs.

As for hybrid conformance in C(τi, κi), we will specify concrete τi and κi
upon usage of the contract. Notably, for DoubleNEDC, this does not have
effects on the output conformance, because Syncd does not consider the
input retiming. This is important, because outputs are available only at
time points 1180 and 2360 and must not be moved to time points different
than that. We do not compose Reta and (Rethy)τi , because Reta allows any
possible NEDC permutation, which naturally reduces the effect of timing
imprecisions.

Table 6.2 summarises the contracts presented above.

Computing Parameters of Hybrid Conformance In some experiments we com-
pute, for a fixed time threshold τi and two test cycles, the minimal value error κi
such that hybrid conformance holds for the input. The implementation of this
computation is inspired by the the HyperSTL∗ formula φHybridConf

d,τ,ϵ (cf. Equa-

tion (2.2)), i.e., it computes minκi φ
HybridConf
dIn,τi,κi

for two traces π1 and π2. The
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algorithm is sketched below.

localMin(t1, i1, i2, d, τ) = min {d(i2[t2], i1[t1]) | t2 ∈ [t1 − τ ; t1 + τ ] ∩ dom(i2)}
globalMin(i1, i2, d, τ) = max {localMin(t1, i1, i2, d, τ) | t1 ∈ dom(i1)}

ϵmin(i1, i2, d, τ) = max {globalMin(i1, i2, d, τ), globalMin(i2, i1, d, τ)}

Here, localMin(t1, i1, i2, d, τ) computes the minimal ϵ for subformula

[0,τ ] d(iπ2 , i
∗1
π1
) ≤ ϵ ∨ [0,τ ] d(iπ2 , i

∗1
π1
) ≤ ϵ,

where the value of i∗1
π1

is frozen at time t1. globalMin(i1, i2, d, τ) reflects the
Globally and Freeze operator: it finds the maximum by quantifying over all
t1 ∈ dom(i1) and by calling localMin with the frozen time value t1. To reflect
the complete formula, ϵmin(i1, i2, d, τ) returns the maximum of the conjuncts,
which are the results of globalMin for both combinations of i1 and i2. Thus,
given dIn and τi, the minimal κi for two input traces i1 and i2 is computed by
ϵmin(i1, i2, dIn, τi).
The computations for HybridPermConf and HybridDoubleConf proceed in two

steps. Both Retp and Retd are singleton sets; it is known which retiming must
be applied first. For two input traces i1 and i2 and retiming (r1, r2), there are
shifted traces i′1 = i1 ◦r2 and i′2 = i2 ◦r1. The minimal κi for hybrid conformance
is given by max {globalMin(i1, i

′
2, dIn, τi), globalMin(i2, i

′
1, dIn, τi)}.

Test Results & Verdicts We executed each of NEDC, PermNEDC, DoubleNEDC
and SineNEDC two times. We identify a concrete test execution by a suffix -1
or -2 to test cycle identifier (e.g., NEDC-1 is the first and NEDC-2 the second
execution of NEDC). Raw data and the implementation of the analysis is avail-
able online [23]. For NEDC, we combined the result of both executions to an
average value of 182mg/km of NOx. Notably, the Euro 6b regulation (to which
our car is supposed to conform to) allows at most 80mg/km, and the car under
test is certified with 60.8mg/km according to its documentation. The car is 3
years old.

For doping detection, a test verdict is only meaningful if its input trace is con-
formant to that of the average NEDC execution; otherwise, the test is trivially
passed. We will first evaluate PermNEDC w.r.t. Ca and Cp, DoubleNEDC w.r.t.
Cd, and SineNEDC w.r.t. C. To demonstrate the effects of hybrid conformance,
we then analyse the experiments w.r.t. the parametrised variants of the con-
tracts C, Cp and Cd, respectively. By definition of the test cycles, the nominal
value difference for PermNEDC and DoubleNEDC after retiming is zero, and
for SineNEDC it is 5 km/h. Though, due to human imprecisions, the actual
differences are significantly higher.
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Figure 6.5: PermNEDC-1 speed (black) and NEDC speed (blue) in km/h, and
accumulated NOx for PermNEDC-1 (red) and NEDC (orange) in
mg/km.

• The executions of PermNEDC are shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. The
amount of emitted NOx were 392mg/km for PermNEDC-1 and 316mg/km
mg/km for PermNEDC-2. Conf RetadIn,∞,κi

does hold for κi ≥ 3 km/h for both
executions; with contract Ca, which defines κi = 15 km/h, drastic devia-
tions of NOx witness doping. Hence, doping is detected for PermNEDC-1,
i.e., the cleanness test fails, as the difference of NOx (compared to NEDC)
is 210mg/km and hence greater than κo = 180mg/km defined by Ca. Test
PermNEDC-2 passes with an NOx difference of 134mg/km, which is within
the contract.

With contract Cp and input conformance Conf
Retp
dIn,∞,κi

, the test verdict for

PermNEDC-1 is different. Conf
Retp
dIn,∞,κi

would only hold for κi ≥ 16 km/h,
which is above the contract defined threshold of 15 km/h. Hence, the speed
trajectory of PermNEDC-1 is not adduced and the test trivially passed.

• DoubleNEDC-1 and 2, shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8, lead to an average
emission of 305mg/km, respectively 308mg/km of NOx. Executions of
DoubleNEDC are twice as long as regular NEDC tests and produce two
outputs. The measurements for DoubleNEDC-1 report (229, 382) mg/km,
for DoubleNEDC-2 (207, 408) mg/km. To determine the verdicts for con-
tract Cd, we first check if Conf RetddIn,∞,κi

holds. This turns out not to hold for
DoubleNEDC-2, because we observed value deviations of up to 25 km/h.
This test is therefore trivially passed. For DoubleNEDC-1 all value devi-
ations remain below the 15 km/h threshold; this test run is thus to be
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Figure 6.6: PermNEDC-2 speed (black) and NEDC speed (blue) in km/h, and
accumulated NOx for PermNEDC-2 (red) and NEDC (orange) in
mg/km.

considered relevant for output comparison. According to the retiming
synchronisation in Cd, each of the outputs 229 and 382 must be com-
pared to the NEDC output 182. The output conformance is violated for
the second output with a difference of 200mg/km exceeding the allowed
κo = 180mg/km threshold. Hence, DoubleNEDC-1 fails and doping is
detected.

• During the test executions of SineNEDC, we measured 483mg/km and
632mg/km. The test progression is shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. In
SineNEDC-1, speed values deviate by up to 18 km/h, which exceeds the κi
threshold in C, so this test run is trivially passed. SineNEDC-2 respects
the κi threshold because inputs never deviate by more than 13 km/h. Con-
sequently, SineNEDC-2 convicts our test car of doping, as the output dif-
ference of 450mg/km is 2.5 times the allowed threshold κo.

• As discussed, we use hybrid conformance to compensate for human driv-
ing imprecisions. In this context, Table 6.3 details the effect of a choice
of τi on the maximal value error. We fix a maximum value that we al-
low for the time offset τi. For this τi we analyse our dataset to find the
minimal κi such that for the combination of τi and κi the input traces
under consideration satisfy the cycle-specific hybrid conformance (defined
by the corresponding cleanness contract). For τi = 0 we get exactly the κi
for which the two traces satisfy Conf

Retp
dIn,∞,κi

(for PermNEDC), Conf RetddIn,∞,κi

(for DoubleNEDC), and TraceConfdIn,0,κi (for SineNEDC). Table 6.3 shows
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Figure 6.7: DoubleNEDC-1 speed (black) and NEDC speed (blue) in km/h, and
accumulated NOx for DoubleNEDC-1 (red) and NEDC (orange) in
mg/km.
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Figure 6.8: DoubleNEDC-2 speed (black) and NEDC speed (blue) in km/h, and
accumulated NOx for DoubleNEDC-2 (red) and NEDC (orange) in
mg/km.

the computed κi values for τi = 0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 15 and 20 seconds. As ex-
pected, an increasing τi induces the minimal κi to decrease. At τi =
5 the decrease in the value error reduces notably. This happens be-
cause the error is only partially caused by the incorrect timing of the
driver. From the values reported in Table 6.3 we see that if we allow
deviation for the input τi = 2, and keep κi = 15, then we have that
the hybrid conformances HybridDoubleConfdIn,τi,κi

(NEDC,DoubleNEDC-2)
and HybridConfdIn,τi,κi

(NEDC,SineNEDC-1) hold. For time threshold τi =
3 seconds HybridPermConfdIn,τi,κi

(NEDC,PermNEDC-1) also holds. Thus,
under hybrid conformance these pairs of traces will be considered in the
cleanness test for contracts Cd(2, 15), C(2, 15) and Cp(3, 15), respectively,
while under their original contract and input conformance they are to be
dismissed.
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Figure 6.9: SineNEDC-1 speed (black) and NEDC speed (blue) in km/h, and
accumulated NOx for SineNEDC-1 (red) and NEDC (orange) in
mg/km.

Test Name Contract τi = 0 τi = 1 τi = 2 τi = 3 τi = 5 τi = 10 τi = 15 τi = 20
PermNEDC-1 Cp(τi, κi) κi = 16 κi = 16 κi = 16 κi = 11 κi = 8 κi = 8 κi = 8 κi = 8
PermNEDC-2 Cp(τi, κi) κi = 11 κi = 10 κi = 7 κi = 7 κi = 7 κi = 7 κi = 7 κi = 7

DoubleNEDC-1 Cd(τi, κi) κi = 15 κi = 12 κi = 11 κi = 9 κi = 6 κi = 6 κi = 6 κi = 6
DoubleNEDC-2 Cd(τi, κi) κi = 25 κi = 18 κi = 10 κi = 8 κi = 8 κi = 8 κi = 8 κi = 8

SineNEDC-1 C(τi, κi) κi = 18 κi = 16 κi = 15 κi = 12 κi = 9 κi = 7 κi = 6 κi = 6
SineNEDC-2 C(τi, κi) κi = 13 κi = 11 κi = 9 κi = 9 κi = 7 κi = 7 κi = 7 κi = 7

Table 6.3: Comparison of minimal value thresholds κi for fixed τi. Values are
given as km/h and time in seconds.

Evaluation and Discussion The amounts of emitted NOx observed during our ex-
periments provide clear indications of software doping regarding the car’s emis-
sion cleaning system. The conformance-based contracts provide the formal basis
for this verdict, as discussed above. We here complement this fact with a more
intuitive explanation of the behaviour observed.

• PermNEDC slightly reorders NEDC segments in the UDC part of the test
cycle. During this part, the measured NOx does not significantly differ
from the NEDC reference. However, during the (unmodified) EUDC part,
the amount of emissions grows significantly. It is very unlikely to find a
physical explanation for the NOx increase; and very likely, that the cleaning
system is optimised specifically for the NEDC.

• The DoubleNEDC executions appear to reveal that the emission cleaning
system optimisation can also rely on engine temperature or execution time
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Figure 6.10: SineNEDC-2 speed (black) and NEDC speed (blue) in km/h, and
accumulated NOx for SineNEDC-2 (red) and NEDC (orange) in
mg/km.

instead of speed data. Physically, many of the common emission cleaning
techniques require a hot engine to work properly (and none of them requires
a cold engine). Therefore, a lower NOx value can be expected if the NEDC
is run with a hot engine. In our experiments, however, the NOx emissions
in the hot half are almost two times higher than in the initial cold part. In
other words, the emission cleaning performance is reduced after the first
NEDC execution. There is no physical explanation for this behaviour.
Inside the software, detecting the end of an NEDC trip can be implemented
very easily, for instance with a timer counting from 1180 – the length of
NEDC – to zero.

• With SineNEDC, we test the cleaning system during driving behaviour
which is rich in accelerations and decelerations. An increased amount
of NOx can possibly be explained by physical phenomena. However, we
measured an increase of factors 2.7 and 3.5; these numbers can be safely
considered as too high for a trustworthy emission cleaning system.

Software doping theory provides the basis for detecting software behaviour
violating a formal contract. In this, physical aspects of the emission cleaning
system should be considered during the construction of test cases, and test cy-
cles for which drastically higher emissions can be explained physically, should
not be considered. The test cycles we used for our experiments were picked with
automotive expertise to avoid physically stressful cycles. If test cases are gener-
ated automatically from a contract, the physical constraints could be captured
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Figure 6.11: Components of the Car Data Platform

by the contract.

The contracts we use for our experiments can be interpreted as very generous
in favour of the manufacturers. Input thresholds such as 15 km/h and 2 seconds
appear as reasonable values, keeping all tests close enough to the original NEDC.
For the output threshold, we use a very large deviation value of 180 mg/km,
which allows NOx emissions to almost double compared to the original NEDC
value. Despite the generosity of the contracts, our experiments have been able
to reveal doping for all experiments except PermNEDC-2 (and PermNEDC-1).

The analysis of the data shows that it is indeed necessary to not only consider
a deviation of value, but to also allow for timing deviations. Considering value
and timing deviations offers a rich set of potential test cycles for doping tests and
allows to realistically verify conformance of a test cycle and a reference cycle;
especially when the quality of the studied driving tests suffers from the human-
caused input distortions. In this regard, cleanness notions entailing hybrid con-
formance are more adequate than conformance notions demanding punctual test
executions, such as robust cleanness. Without hybrid conformance, more of the
doping cases we have detected would slip through.

Finally, while hybrid conformance is central to the case study considered here,
our generic theory of conformance-based cleanness allows for using other confor-
mance notions as appropriate for the CPS under test.

6.3 Car Data Platform and LolaDrives

When we do software doping tests with cars, we must assume that the system
under investigation is a black-box system. “Observing the system” is the only
possibility to gain insights into the software controlling the system. For cars,
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this raises three concrete questions: 1) how can we observe what the car is doing,
2) how can we accumulate sufficiently many observations to draw conclusions,
and 3) how can we address the above two questions in a cost efficient manner?
Our answer to all three questions is the Car Data Platform (cdp). It combines
several car-related tools and services.
Figure 6.11 summarises the main components that belong to the cdp. At the

core is the Portable Car Data Format (pcdf) to encode car-related diagnostics
data in a well-defined way [107]. The central place to collect pcdf files is a data
server, which provides interfaces to submit new files, to analyse existing files,
and to view analysis results. New files are typically submitted by instances of
the mobile app LolaDrives, which run in-the-field connected to the diagnostics
interface obd of a car. LolaDrives enables and encourages users to donate their
pcdf files. cdp offers a repository of analyses for pcdf files [26] that is used by
LolaDrives instances as well as the server. A server frontend provides researchers
with convenient access options regarding the analysis results computed for do-
nated data.

6.3.1 LolaDrives

LolaDrives is an Android application publicly available in Google’s Play Store [1].
It is compatible with many Bluetooth obd adapters to access diagnostic data
from cars. The app supports two main diagnosis modes: real-time diagnostics
monitoring and rde test guiding.

Diagnostic Monitoring. In diagnostics monitoring mode, the user selects a set
of diagnostic parameters (e.g., vehicle speed, ambient air temperature, etc.), for
which real-time values are shown on the screen (see Figure 6.12). Monitoring is
supported for all cars with combustion engine built since 20052.

RDE Testing. In rde test mode, the app constantly analyses the driving be-
haviour of the user to check whether it satisfies the rde constraints. The con-
straints [118] require the driver to equally partition the test into an urban, rural
and motorway mode, and to adhere to realistic acceleration and deceleration
behaviour. LolaDrives displays the most critical rde parameters (that the driver
can influence) by visualizing the evaluations of the rtlola streams presented in
Section 2.8.2. This allows the test personnel to easily detect and understand con-
straint violations. Figure 6.13 shows the rde feedback view of LolaDrives. From
top to bottom, it shows the total time, which must be between 90 and 120min

2Some electric vehicles are supported, too. However, it is legally not enforced that electric
vehicles expose the obd protocol at an obd interface, but they may.
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Figure 6.12: Live monitoring view Figure 6.13: rde test guide view

to finish the test, and the total distance travelled (corresponding to the rtlola
stream d in Section 2.8.2). The next line indicates the current state of the con-
ditions for a valid rde test drive disregarding emission data. In the screenshot,
the drive is still in progress and inconclusive, indicated by the question mark.
Instead, the ui can also indicate success or failure. The latter verdict can occur
far before the time limit is reached, caused by an irrecoverable situation such as
transgression of the 160 km/h speed limit. We remark that currently LolaDrives
does not always detect if for a test the rde constraints are irrecoverably violated.
For example, if a test has run for 119 minutes, but there are still at least 3 km
remaining to drive in the motorway mode to cover the 23% share of the total
trip distance, then this would require the driver to drive faster than 160 km/h
for the remaining minute. Since this is forbidden by the regulation, the rde
constraints are in this moment irrecoverably violated. In the converse case in
which the indicator reports a successful drive, this concerns the trip up until this
moment. Together with the regulatory constraints, this implies that the current
verdict can alternate between success and inconclusive from minute 90 to 120
and may also jump to failure. As there is no specific point in time when the test
ends, the app continues to compute statistics until the tester manually stops it
or the 120min mark is reached. Beneath the status indicator is the green NOx
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Figure 6.14: Log of obd events Figure 6.15: rde result summary

bar displaying the total NOx emissions (rtlola nox_per_kilometer stream in
Section 2.8.2). The two markings denote the permitted thresholds of 168mg/km
for cars admitted before 2021, and 120mg/km for cars admitted in 2021 or later.
The next three ui groups represent the progress in each of the distinct modes:

urban, rural, and motorway. Each group consists of two horizontal bars. The
gray progress bar displays the distance covered in the respective mode (e.g.,
rtlola r_d stream for the rural mode in Section 2.8.2). The vertical blue indi-
cators denote lower and upper bounds as per official regulation, for an expected
trip length configured by the user. We remark that the configured trip length is
solely used to determine the initial position of the distance indicators. In par-
ticular, when the user drives the car so that the distance would cross the upper
bound of a mode, then LolaDrives instead increases the upper bound as necessary
to avoid an overstepping and updates the distance bound indicators for the other
two modes accordingly. The blue bar below the gray one illustrates two different
metrics for the driving dynamics (e.g., rtlola r_rpa and r_pctl_dyn streams
for the rural mode in Section 2.8.2). Both dots need to eventually remain in the
middle of the bar below/above their thresholds. A more aggressive acceleration
behaviour shifts the dots to the right and a passive driving style to the left.
The rde test guide is available for cars with compatible diagnosis character-
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istics. Necessary diagnostic parameters to check the rde constraints are vehicle
speed, fuel type and the ambient air temperature. Furthermore, LolaDrives needs
access to the location services of the phone to check rde conditions that are con-
cerned with the altitude of the car. To compute the amount of emitted NOx, the
exhaust mass flow and relative amount of NOx as measured in the exhaust pipe
are necessary. The exhaust mass flow can be approximated from the mass air
flow into the engine and the fuel rate [82]. Instead of the fuel rate, the air-fuel
ratio can also be used. In case, neither is available, an expected air-fuel ratio
based on the fuel type can be used.

Dynamic Specification. While the specification of the rde regulation itself is
fixed, the app may be connected to a variety of cars, not all of which provide
the relevant data. For instance, we need the exhaust mass flow (EMF) which is
usually measured directly by the pems. In case the car does not come equipped
with an EMF sensor and we do not have a pems at our disposal, we may still be
able to calculate the EMF from other data. This has already been demonstrated
in previous work and has been the nucleus of the lightweight and low-cost variant
of the rde test procedure [82] LolaDrives relies on. Clearly, having the layperson
end user change or modify the rtlola specification to account for different car
configurations is infeasible. Hence, LolaDrives automatically adapts the specifi-
cation to a specific car. To this end, it queries the car for the supported sensors
and then automatically pieces together the best specification for the car. This
specification then includes the necessary formulae to compute values such as the
EMF from data the car actually provides.

Drive History. In both monitoring and rde testing mode, the data received
from the car is stored in a pcdf file. All recorded files can be inspected in the
“History” section of LolaDrives. It is possible to inspect the raw data received
from the car (Figure 6.14), but also results of the analyses once it is available
(e.g., rde results in Figure 6.15). Every analysis has individual requirements
about the set of diagnostics parameters that must be available in the record.

6.3.2 Technical Setup

To collect pcdf files at a central place, cdp provides a file server with an easy
to use API to submit new files and to get analysis results. The server provides
two distinct repositories, one for internal usage by the developers, and one for
official usage of the PlayStore version protected by a strong privacy policy. Fig-
ure 6.16 shows the web frontend for the internal repository. Internal files can
be downloaded, and several analysis results can be inspected. Accessing and
submitting data is protected by authorisation tokens. The implementation of
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Figure 6.16: Server Frontend: List of internal test files

the server is an interplay of individual components, deliberately held flexible so
that components can be replaced, removed or extended by other components in
the future.
The Car Data Platform is a collection of tools and services for car-related

research. It is designed in a modular way to allow for a flexible development
in the future. Modules are encapsulated in software packages, some of them
are publicly available online. The implementation of the analyses shared by
LolaDrives and the file server, and the pcdf core for easy handling of pcdf
files is written in Kotlin and published online [107, 26]. Maven artifacts are
available for integration in other projects. An analysis worker (written in Kotlin)
is running on the server to regularly check if new files have been uploaded and
to run the analyses on new files in the background. The file server backend is an
npm package written in TypeScript and Express. The frontend is also an npm
package providing a react ui to show the contents on the server.
The entire rtlola toolkit is written in Rust and available online3. The Rust

compiler uses LLVM as a backend, which enables compilation for Android de-
vices. Moreover, the implementation of the interpreter4 contains both a stan-

3https://rtlola.org
4https://crates.io/crates/rtlola-interpreter

https://rtlola.org
https://crates.io/crates/rtlola-interpreter
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dalone interpreter and a library. The library exposes a C-compatible interface,
which can in turn interface with Java Virtual Machine (JVM)-based languages
such as Kotlin. This enables linking of rtlola and LolaDrives. The latter is
written in Kotlin and also freely available online [108].

Car Simulator. By the nature of the app’s functionality, the testing of new fea-
tures of LolaDrives requires it running on a phone, connected via Bluetooth to an
obd adapter, which is plugged into a car being driven by a human. This over-
head makes testing quite inefficient. We therefore simplified the test procedure
by instead constructing a physical car simulator, to which the obd adapter can
be connected. The simulator consists of two parts: 1) a regular PC software to
parse and prepare pcdf files for simulation, and 2) an Arduino board attached
to a CAN bus shield. The Arduino board serves as a “diagnosis storage de-
vice” to which the PC repeatedly writes diagnostic data. The CAN bus shield is
connected to the obd adapter; it reads the diagnostics data from the diagnosis
storage via the obd protocol. The PC transmits each event in the source pcdf
file to the board in the same order and with the same delay as it was recorded.
PC and Arduino communicate via a protocol based on Consistent Overhead Byte
Stuffing (COBS) [31]. The PC software is written in Kotlin and the code on the
board is written in the typical C++ based Arduino language. Figure 6.17 shows
the simulator in action.

Privacy. An important feature of LolaDrives and cdp is the support for data
donation; users can opt-in to upload the files recorded by LolaDrives during
monitoring or rde test mode. But pcdf files may contain personal data, for
example, the vehicle identification number or GPS coordinates. Collecting per-
sonal data is regulated by data protection laws; in our case, the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR). The GDPR concedes every EU citizen the rights
to receive a copy of their data (in a machine readable format), to have it cor-
rected, or deleted. All privacy policies in the EU must educate these rights to
the users. LolaDrives does so in full. Moreover, our privacy policy [24] explains
that data uploads are automatically deleted after at most 15 years (counting 5
years for doing research with it and 10 years data retention time after publica-
tion recommended by the German Research Council DFG [44]). Data donations
are voluntary. Refusing or withdrawing consent does not restrict the available
features of LolaDrives in any way.

6.3.3 Demonstration

This section discusses the user perspective on LolaDrives. We report on the use
of LolaDrives for conducting rde test drives with two rented vehicles (the precise
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Figure 6.17: OBD Simulator

car model being unknown upfront).

Overview. The preparation of the test requires the user to plug the obd-adapter
into the obd-port of the car. After starting car and app, LolaDrives receives data
packets and determines the sensor profile of the car, assuming phone and adapter
are paired via Bluetooth. As the provided diagnostics data suffices to evaluate
the rde constraints, the app selects the appropriate rtlola specification and
initializes the rtlola monitor. LolaDrives then starts filtering and visualising
the data output and trigger notifications provided by the monitor, as explained
in Section 6.3.1.

Test Drive. The technical framework and visual feedback of the app were tested
in two experiments. The first experiments involved two rde test drives that
were both conducted with an Audi A6 Avant 45-TDI hybrid diesel, which was
admitted in 2020 under the Euro 6d-temp(-evap-isc) regulation with an NOx

threshold of 80mg/km under lab conditions and 168mg/km for rde conditions.
We denote this car as A20 and the rde tests as A20.1 and A20.2. The second
experiment involves four rde tests that were conducted with the successor of
the above car – an Audi A6 50-TDI hybrid diesel admitted in 2021 under the
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Drive A20.1 Drive A20.2

Distance
[km]

NOx

[mg/km]
CO2

[g/km]
Distance
[km]

NOx

[mg/km]
CO2

[g/km]

Urban 35.61 138 221 37.42 111 250
Rural 22.29 303 155 27.46 82 170
Motorway 26.15 245 153 25.33 103 176
Total 84.05 215 183 90.24 100 205

Drive A21.1 Drive A21.2

Distance
[km]

NOx

[mg/km]
CO2

[g/km]
Distance
[km]

NOx

[mg/km]
CO2

[g/km]

Urban 43.54 31 221 28.75 42 230
Rural 29.17 11 121 30.88 19 164
Motorway 28.73 25 166 15.66 17 137
Total 101.44 23 183 75.29 27 184

Drive A21.3 Drive A21.4

Distance
[km]

NOx

[mg/km]
CO2

[g/km]
Distance
[km]

NOx

[mg/km]
CO2

[g/km]

Urban 37.96 76 227 36.46 36 219
Rural 29.49 222 199 25.29 21 142
Motorway 43.01 41 145 34.42 29 150
Total 110.46 101 188 96.17 30 174

Table 6.4: Aggregation of the emission data based on the cdp.

(moderately stricter) Euro 6d(-isc-fcm) regulation enforcing the same NOx

threshold of 80mg/km under lab conditions and a smaller 120mg/km threshold
for rde conditions.5 We denote this car as A21 and the rde tests done with
this car as A21.1 to A21.4. Among the diagnosis parameters available within
these cars are vehicle and engine speed, ambient temperature, engine fuel rate
and mass air flow. The A20 car has two NOx-sensors – one in front and one
behind the emission cleaning system in the exhaust pipe. The A21 car has three
NOx-sensors – presumably one in front, one between components of the emission
cleaning system and one behind it. With this set of sensors, the car is compatible

5We determined the precise car model and the variant of the Euro 6d norm using the regis-
tration certificate of the car and the German Wikipedia [132, 133]
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for rde tests with LolaDrives. We configured LolaDrives to assume an expected
trip length of 83 km for the visual guidance.

Test drives A20.1 and A21.4 meet all conditions to be considered as a valid
rde test. Test drives A20.2 and A21.1 did not experience sufficiently much
accelerations in the urban mode to be a valid rde test; in A21.2 there was a
malfunctioning of the OBD adapter and the test was forced to end before reach-
ing the minimal 23% share of the total trip length in the motorway mode; and
test drive A21.3 is invalid, because we failed to comply to the maximum altitude
difference of 100m between start and end point. In all cases, LolaDrives cor-
rectly confirmed the satisfaction and violation of the rde criteria. For the valid
tests A20.1 and A21.4 we measured 215mg/km and, respectively, 30mg/km
of NOx emissions. Hence, test A20.1 reveals a violation of the rde regulation
while the emissions measured during test A21.4 are conforming. A comprehen-
sive overview for all measured emissions is shown in Table 6.4. In this table,
the distances and the total amounts of emitted NOx are computed directly by
LolaDrives; all other values have been computed using a custom rtlola speci-
fication that was applied to the trip recordings after they were uploaded to the
cdp by LolaDrives’s data donation feature. Notice that the NOx value for A21.3
is significantly higher than for the other A21 drives. Additional diagnostics data
recorded made it evident that the car had been cleaning its diesel particulate
filter and NOx adsorber during the test. We are, however, not certain if this is
the reason for the higher emissions. Anyway, if A21.3 were a valid rde test, the
overall NOx emissions are still below the threshold of 120mg/km defined in the
regulation.

Figure 6.18 shows the route of test drive A20.2. The first half of the time
constituted the urban segment (green). The next 30-40% of the test mainly
consisted of the rural segment (purple) followed by the motorway segment (red).
The map shows that the rural and motorway segments are regularly interrupted
by other segments when the driver had to slow down for traffic reasons; the
three phases are solely defined by the vehicle speed. As a result, depending
on external circumstances, the driver cannot freely choose their environment,
potentially exceeding the distance thresholds for a different segment by accident.
It is, therefore, advisable to start with the urban environment and progress to
the next environment as early as possible.

6.4 cdp-Based Test Input Selection

In Section 5.4 we presented a probabilistic falsification technique that strategi-
cally searches for a test cycle that minimises the robustness estimate for u-robust
cleanness; optimally, the robustness estimate becomes negative in which case u-
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Figure 6.18: Map with the A20.2 test route highlighted.

robust cleanness (and hence robust cleanness) is falsified. Again, this technique
is not straightforwardly applicable to real cars. The falsification process requires
hundreds of iterations or more until it finds a suitable test cycle. That is, it re-
quires hundreds of experiments (or more) on a chassis dynamometer, which is
practically not feasible. Additionally, the human imprecision when driving a test
cycle remains a problem, and it is unclear how this influences the effectiveness
of the falsification technique.

This section discusses how to tailor the generic probabilistic falsification ap-
proach for STL based on Algorithm 2.1 to the particular case of diesel emissions
and how to overcome the problems explained above using the integrated testing
approach proposed in Section 5.5.

Robustness Taking up the experiments in Section 6.1, assume a cleanness con-
text C = ⟨{NEDC · o}, κi, κo, dIn, dOut⟩, where the standard behaviour Std is
described by a single trace that is the result of driving the NEDC and getting
the average amount of NOx measured during this test. That is, NEDC here
represents the sequence of 1180 inputs with the kth input defining the speed of
the car after k seconds from the beginning of the test. The (average) amount of
emitted NOx follows the inputs. By restricting the input space to In{NEDC·o},κi

as explained in Section 5.4, STL formula φu-rob from Proposition 5.45 can be
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simplified to

(dOut((NEDC · o)↓o, s↓o)− κo ≤ 0). (6.1)

This is because the conjunction and disjunction over standard traces becomes
obsolete for only a single standard trace. For the same reason, the requirement
(eq(sa↓i, sb↓i) ≤ 0) becomes obsolete, as the compared traces are always iden-

tical. In the W subformula, the right proposition is always false, because of the
restricted input space: the proposition collapses to dIn((NEDC ·o)↓i, s↓i)−κi > 0
and the input domain In{NEDC·o},κi

is {w∈ M | ∀k∈ [0, 1180]. dIn
(
w[k]↓i, (NEDC·

o)[k]↓i
)
≤ κi}. Thus, by the definition of W and U , the W subformula is equiv-

alent to formula (6.1). We implemented Algorithm 2.1 for the robustness com-
putation according to formula (6.1).

Emissions Approximation In practice, running tests like NEDC with real cars is
a time consuming and expensive endeavour. Furthermore, tests on chassis dy-
namometers are usually prohibited to be carried out with rented cars by rental
companies. On the other hand, car emission models for simulation are not avail-
able to the public – and, anyway, models provided by the manufacturer cannot
be considered trustworthy. To carry out our experiments, we instead follow the
integrated testing approach from Section 5.5 and use an approximation technique
that estimates the amount of NOx emissions of a car along a certain trajectory
based on data recorded during previous trips with the same car, sampled at a
frequency of 1 Hz (one sample per second). Notably, these trips do not need
to have much in common with the trajectory to be approximated. A trip is
represented as a finite sequence t ∈ (R × R × R)∗ of triples, where each such
triple (v, a, n) represents the speed, the acceleration and the absolute amount of
NOx emitted at a particular time instant in the sample. Speed and acceleration
can be considered as the main parameters influencing the instant emission of
NOx. This is, for instance, reflected in the RDE regulation [82, 118] where the
decisive quantities to validate the test route and driving behaviour during RDE
tests are speed and acceleration.

A data recording D is the union of finitely many trips t. We can turn such a
recording into a predictor function P that predicts NOx values for pairs of speed
and acceleration:

P(v, a) = average[n | (∃v′, a′. (|v − v′| ≤ 2 ∧ |a− a′| ≤ 2 ∧ (v′, a′, n) ∈ D))].

The amount of NOx assigned to a pair (v, a) here is the average of all NOx

values seen in the recording D for v ± ℓ and a± ℓ, with 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ 2. To overcome
measurement inaccuracies and to increase the robustness of the approximated
emissions, the speed and acceleration may deviate up to 2 km/h, and 2m/s2,
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respectively. This tolerance is adopted from the official NEDC regulation [124],
which allows up to 2 km/h of deviations while driving the NEDC.

Experiment setup To demonstrate the practical applicability of our implemen-
tation of Algorithm 2.1 and our NOx approximation, we report here on two
experiments. The first experiment evaluates the recordings A20.1 and A20.2
from Section 6.3.3. The predictor defined above estimates that the NOx emis-
sion for car A20 when driving the NEDC is 86mg/km. The second experiment
involves the rde tests A21.1, A21.2 and A21.4 (leaving out A21.3, because it
produced significantly higher emissions than the other three trips). Car A21
seems to have a significantly better emission cleaning system: the estimated
amount of NOx emitted during the NEDC is 9mg/km. Recall that car A20 was
falsified w.r.t. the RDE specification in Section 6.3.3. Neither A20 nor A21 has
been falsified w.r.t. a cleanness notion defined in Chapter 3.

Cleanness Context Before turning to falsification of robust cleanness, we need
to spell out meaningful cleanness contexts. We assume that the behaviour of
the car can be modelled as an IOTS and take as input domain the set In ⊆ R≥0

of speed values, and as output domain the set Out ⊆ R≥0 representing the
average amount of NOx emitted during the test. The standard behaviour is the
singleton set containing the NEDC drive followed by a single output that is the
(predicted) average amount of NOx emitted for NEDC. That is, for A20 we get
Std = {NEDC · 86o} and for A21 Std = {NEDC · 9o}. As distance functions,
we use the past-forgetful functions from Section 6.1.1 (defined on page 166).
For κi, the cleanness context uses the same value κi = 15 km/h that has been
proven to be a reasonable choice in the sections above. The threshold for NOx

emissions under lab conditions is 80mg/km. The emission limits for RDE tests
depend on the admission date of the car. Cars admitted in 2020 or earlier,
must emit 168mg/km at most, and cars admitted later must adhere to the
limit of 120mg/km. For our experiments, we use κo = 88mg/km for A20 and
κo = 40mg/km for A21 to have the same (absolute) tolerances as for RDE tests.
Effectively, the upper threshold for A20 is 84 + 88 = 172mg/km, and for A21
the limit is 9 + 40 = 49mg/km. Notice that for software doping analysis, the
output observed for a certain standard behaviour and the constant κo define
the effective threshold; this threshold is typically different from the threshold
defined by the regulation.

Evaluation We modified Algorithm 2.1 by adding a timeout condition, i.e., if
the algorithm is not able to find a falsifying counterexample within 3,000 itera-
tions, it terminates and returns both the trace for which the smallest robustness
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Figure 6.19: NEDC speed profile (blue, dashed) and input falsifying C for κo =
88mg/km (red) with 182mg/km of emitted NOx.

has been observed and its corresponding robustness value. Hence, if falsifica-
tion of robust cleanness for a system is not possible, the algorithm outputs an
approximation on how robust the system satisfies robust cleanness.
For the concrete case of the diesel emissions, the robustness value during the

first 1180 inputs (sampled from the restricted input space InStd,κi) is always κo.
When the NEDC output oNEDC and the non-standard output o are compared,
the robustness value is κo − |oNEDC − o| (cf., formula (6.1), the quantitative
semantics of STL, and definition of dOut). Hence, for test cycles with small
robustness values, we get NOx emissions o that are either very small or very
large compared to oNEDC. We ran the modified Algorithm 2.1 on the predictor
functions for A20 and A21 using the contexts defined above. For A20, it found
a robustness value of −8, i.e., it was able to falsify robust cleanness relative
to the assumed contract and found a test cycle for which NOx emissions of
182mg/km are predicted. The test cycle is shown in Figure 6.19. For A21, the
smallest robustness estimate found – even after 100 independent executions of
the algorithm – was 38, i.e., A21 is predicted to satisfy robust cleanness with
a very high robustness upper bound. The corresponding test cycle is shown in
Figure 6.20.

6.5 Related Work & Contributions

This chapter applies the theory developed in this thesis (in particular that in
Chapter 5) to the Diesel Emissions Scandal. In particular, Section 6.4 instanti-
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Figure 6.20: NEDC speed profile (blue, dashed) and input maximising NOx

emissions to 11mg/km (red).

ates the integrated testing approach from Section 5.5. To this end, we proposed
an easy to understand emissions prediction technique that can be seen as a sim-
ple instance of machine learning. Learning or approximating the behaviour of
a system under test has been studied intensively. Meinke and Sindhu [90] were
among the first to present a testing approach incrementally learning a Kripke
structure representing a reactive system. Volpato and Tretmans [127] propose
a learning approach which gradually refines an under- and over-approximation
of an input-output transition system representing the system under test. The
correctness of this approach needs several assumptions, e.g., an oracle indicating
when, for some trace, all outputs, which extend the trace to a valid system trace,
have been observed.
Sections 6.1, 6.2 and 6.4 present contributions that are primarily developed by

myself. Section 6.1 has its origin in [17, 18]. The use cases for conf-cleanness and
sync-conf-cleanness tests in Section 6.2 were originally published in [46, 20]. Most
of the tests conducted on the chassis dynamometer were driven by a professional
test lab driver. The contents in Section 6.3 are based on [21, 22]. All co-authors
worked together to realise this project. My main contribution in Section 6.3 was
the development of the cdp server components in tight cooperation with the
development of LolaDrives and I conducted five of the six rde test drives. The
falsification powered test cycle selection in Section 6.4 is taken from [25].
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The introduction takes up a sociological definition of trust that is explicitly
detached from “the ability to monitor or control” the software manufacturer.
This ability, in case of software doping a very technical one, is in the focus of
this thesis. It proposes a collection of techniques to give society and users the
ability to detect software doping by means of a post-production inspection of
software.

7.1 Summary

From a foundational perspective, Chapter 3 proposes cleanness definitions for
sequential programs, and reactive, hybrid and mixed-IO systems. The concrete
cleanness notions vary in their expressiveness. Strict cleanness is the most strict
notion; it enforces that equivalent inputs must lead to identical outputs. Robust
cleanness is a generalisation thereof. It assumes distance functions for inputs
and outputs and stipulates that similar inputs must lead to similar outputs.
Similarity is expressed by threshold parameters that define up to which distance
inputs, respectively outputs, are similar. Func-cleanness is a further generali-
sation that replaces the notion of “similarity” with a function f establishing a
direct relation between input distances and output distances. For hybrid sys-
tems, the timing of events is explicitly considered. This allows the notion of
conf-cleanness, which enforces that conformant inputs must lead to conformant
outputs. Hybrid conformance and Skorokhod conformance are two prominent
examples from literature that work well with conf-cleanness. A further gener-
alisation is sync-conf-cleanness that requires that inputs conformant w.r.t. a
certain retiming lead to outputs that, after applying the input retiming to the
outputs, are conformant.

Chapters 4 to 6 use cleanness definitions from Chapter 3 to propose software
doping analysis techniques. Chapter 4 proposes two white-box techniques, i.e.,
techniques that use knowledge about the implementation of a system, for an
exhaustive cleanness verification. It depicts how Dijkstra’s weakest conservative
precondition approach can be combined with a self-composition technique to
prove cleanness of sequential programs. For reactive systems, it gives HyperLTL
formulas to prove cleanness by means of model checking.
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Black-box analysis techniques are covered in Chapter 5 with a focus on mixed-
IO systems. In particular, we target a testing technique for robust cleanness.
To capture these tests formally, we build on a model-based testing framework.
We discuss challenges of applying it to robust cleanness and, in particular, the
impossibility of having test cases that can check for l-robust cleanness. Finally,
we get a provably correct u-robust cleanness test algorithm. The testing ap-
proach is complemented by HyperSTL and STL characterisations for (u-)robust
and func-cleanness, which can be used with probabilistic falsification approaches
to find instances of software doping. We outline how the testing and the falsi-
fication approach can be combined to an integrated testing approach to make
real-world doping tests more effective.

Chapter 6 addresses the Diesel Emissions Scandal. It demonstrates how the
model-based testing technique and the falsification technique can be applied to
detect tampered emission cleaning system. In a very simple example we show
how robust cleanness could have convicted the Volkswagen doping from 2015.
With the model-based testing technique we developed the SineNEDC test cycle
that convicted a Nissan car of not being robustly clean. Similarly, with an
implementation based on a HyperSTL* formalisation of hybrid conformance, we
demonstrate that the same Nissan car shows severely increased NOx emissions
under retimed NEDC test cycles.

The chapter also presents the mobile application LolaDrives and the Car Data
Platform. LolaDrives is, when connected to a car via a low-cost obd-Bluetooth
adapter, able to show real-time diagnostics data and to assist Real-Driving Emis-
sions tests; this works without expensive emissions measurement equipment. The
app is integrated into the cdp; users can upload their data records as a donation
for further research. Our vision is that the cdp becomes a long-term research
project and an umbrella term for a multitude of car-related tools and services.
One component of the cdp is a car-specific implementation of an integrated
CPS testing approach that combines probabilistic falsification and model-based
testing.

The white-box approaches in Chapter 4 are intended for software manufactur-
ers that want to verify the absence of software doping during the design phase of
their development. Still, it can also be used by third parties (such as researchers,
NGOs or activists) if the implementation details are publicly available. Analyses
meant explicitly to be carried out by third parties are the black-box approaches
in Chapter 5. These approaches reason over the observable behaviour of the
system; thus, no cooperation of the manufacturer is necessary. Finally, with
LolaDrives this thesis also provides a tool for laypersons. LolaDrives uses high
quality verification techniques (namely rtlola), but it hides these techniques
from the user and configures the runtime monitor such that the analysis works
out of the box.
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7.2 Future Work

The contents in this thesis can be developed further in many different directions.
The cleanness definitions presented in Chapter 3 cover sequential programs, re-
active systems, mixed-IO systems and hybrid systems. Yet, there are many more
modelling formalisms, for example, a whole army of automata-based formalisms
to model systems that exhibit behaviour that can be captured by probability
distributions [9, 69]. There are prominent modelling formalisms that in addition
allow to model the timing behaviour of a system [41, 66]. With cleanness defini-
tions for such systems, it may be interesting to strive for a more precise model
of the emission cleaning system of cars. The chemical and physical reactions
in such systems can presumably be encoded by probability distributions. This
would be a significant step towards a white-box model-checking approach for
emission cleaning systems. Recall that the examples from Chapter 4 consider
toy examples that deliberately ignore the complexity of the chemical processes
of the emission cleaning system.

Another step further to a viable white-box verification approach is a precise
model of the interplay of the continuous dynamics induced by the chemical
and physical reactions, and the discrete nature of the software controlling these
reactions by means of injecting the diesel exhaust fluid or actuating valves that
control the amount of oxygen that is available for the combustion in the engine.
Such hybrid system models [6] (that contain more information about the inner
workings of a system than our notion of hybrid systems in Section 3.4) would
be also interesting to consider w.r.t. conf-cleanness and sync-conf-cleanness in
Section 3.4. However, hybrid systems are known to be very hard to analyse [105,
68]; further investigations are necessary to evaluate in how far the cleanness
notions in Chapter 3 (which are all hyperproperties) can be model-checked on
automata-defined hybrid systems.

With new cleanness definitions for additional computation models, it may
become necessary to also enhance the testing techniques in Chapter 5 – be it
for simulation-based analyses of models or for real-world systems. Also, there
is no end-to-end testing approach for conf-cleanness and sync-conf-cleanness.
We demonstrated the effectiveness of these cleanness notions only manually
by computing the satisfaction of conformance between input sequences. A
promising starting point for this are the HyperSTL* characterisation of hybrid-
conformance cleanness and Skorokhod-conformance cleanness that were pro-
posed recently [20].

The Car Data Platform also offers potential for extensions. On the server-side,
a fully automatic analysis pipeline could process the data donations provided
by LolaDrives users in a privacy preserving way to draw conclusions regarding
different car models, driving styles, et cetera. We already started to add on-
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device analyses to the LolaDrives app, so that car owners can easily catch key
indicators for their cars, like average fuel consumption and emissions. We also
started to look into support for electrical vehicles, for which key indicators like
power consumption are interesting, and an analysis of how the driving behaviour
influences the power consumption to give vehicle specific recommendations about
which driving style can positively influence the battery range of the car. Electric
vehicles, however, are not forced to support the obd protocol. Hence, we would
need to obtain access to proprietary manufacturer protocols.

The main purpose of the cleaning definitions in Chapter 3 is to formally define
a common set of expectations that software users have on software manufactur-
ers. As it turns out, such expectations may also apply to domains other than
software. For example, if a company pays higher salaries to men than for women,
although there are no differences in work performance between the genders, then
robust cleanness is able to catch this deficiency. For an input distance function
on employees that takes into account only the work performance, but not the
gender, similar inputs (i.e., employees) would yield vastly different outputs (i.e.,
salaries). I imagine that there are many interdisciplinary use cases where our
cleanness definitions can be applied. We are currently working on a first in-
terdisciplinary project that uses func-cleanness to overcome unfair treatment of
individuals by decision making algorithms. The next section provides a preview
to this ongoing research project.

7.3 Effective Human Oversight with Func-Cleanness

As part of work in progress, software doping has been positioned in an interdisci-
plinary context to tackle relevant problems regarding unfair treatment of human
individuals by partially or fully automated decision making AI systems. Par-
ticularly interesting are so-called high-risk application areas (where “risk” must
be understood with regard to fundamental human rights). Fields of application
include credit approval [58], decisions on visa applications [113], university ad-
missions [130, 85], screening of individuals in predictive policing [136], selection
in HR [29, 98, 99], judicial decisions (as with COMPAS [33, 50, 80, 76]), tenant
screening [53], and more. In many of these areas, there are legitimate interests
and valid reasons for using such models, although the risks associated with their
use are manifold.
It is widely recognized that discrimination by unfair models is one particularly

important risk. As a result, a colorful zoo of different operationalizations of
unfairness has emerged [128, 100], which should be seen less as a set of competing
approaches and more as mutually complementary [60]. At the same time, a
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consensus is emerging that human oversight is an important piece of the puzzle
for mitigating and minimizing societal risks of AI [71, 91, 125]. Accordingly,
that idea made it into recent drafts of legislation like the EU proposal for an AI
Act [39] or certain US state laws [129].

In the following, I will give a preview of current work in progress on a joint
project with Kevin Baum, Sarah Sterz, Sven Hetmank, Markus Langer, Anne
Lauber-Rönsberg, Franz Lehr and Holger Hermanns. This project aims at pro-
moting effective human oversight with runtime fairness monitoring and is highly
interdisciplinary with contributions from philosophy, psychology, law and com-
puter science. I will focus on the computer science aspects, as this is my contri-
bution to this project.

Our claim is that effective human oversight can and should help with regard
to the risk of discriminatory systems. We want to show how an established
operationalisation of individual unfairness [52] can be suitably generalised by
func-cleanness. Furthermore, the probabilistic falsification approach from Sec-
tion 2.6.2 and the STL characterisation of u-func-cleanness from Corollary 5.46
(which for deterministic systems characterises func-cleanness) can yield a local,
model-agnostic Explainable AI (XAI) method that enables human overseers to
meet their responsibilities. In other words, we outline a runtime fairness monitor
that promotes effective human oversight.

We illustrate the challenge that our work helps to overcome by the following
example of a hypothetical university admission system (inspired by [130, 85]).

Example 7.1. A large university assigns scores to those who apply to their com-
puter science PhD program using an automated, model-based procedure P based
on three data points: the position of the applicant’s last graduate institution
in an official, subject-specific ranking, the applicant’s last grade point average
(GPA), and their score in a subject-specific standardised test taken as part of
the application procedure. The system then scores candidates based on how
successful it expects them to be as students. A dedicated university employee,
Unica, supervises P as a human in the loop and is supposed to detect when the
output of P is flawed. The university pays especial attention to fairness in the
procedure, so she has to watch out to any signs of potential unfairness. Unica is
supposed to desk-reject candidates who’s scores are below a certain, predefined
threshold – unless she finds problems with P’s scoring.

Without any additional tools, Unica, as a human in the loop, must manually
check all system outputs for signs of unfairness. This can be a tedious, com-
plicated and error-prone task and runs counter to the scalability of the overall
process. Therefore, she at least needs a tool that helps her to detect when
something is off about the scoring of individual applicants. For example, a par-
ticipant who is scored poorly with a GPA of 2.5, but receives a much higher score
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when they are assumed to have a GPA of 2.4 should raise red flags. This has
to happen at runtime, since Unica needs to make a timely decision on whether
to include the applicant in further considerations. Only then she can exercise
effective human oversight. Our approach describes technical measures that help
in mitigating this challenge by providing her with information from an individ-
ual fairness analysis in a suitable, purposeful, expedient way. To this end, we
propose a formal definition for individual fairness based on func-cleanness and
develop a runtime monitor that analyses every output of P immediately after
P’s decision. It strategically searches for unfair treatment of a particular indi-
vidual by comparing them to relevant hypothetical alternative individuals so as
to provide a fairness assessment in a timely manner.
AI systems – in the broadest sense of the word – more and more often support

human decision makers. Undoubtedly, such systems should be compliant with
applicable law (such as the future European AI Act [39] or the Washington State
facial recognition law [129]) and ought to minimize any risks to health, safety
or fundamental rights. Sometimes, we cannot mitigate all these risks in advance
by technical measures and also some risk-mitigation requires trade-off decisions
involving features that are either impossible or difficult to operationalise and
formalise. This is why it is essential that a human effectively oversees the system
(which is also emphasised by several institutions such as UNESCO [125] and the
European High Level Expert Group [71]). Effective human oversight, however, is
only possible with the appropriate technical measures that allow human overseers
to better understand the system at runtime [83]. From a technical point of view,
this raises the pressing question of what such technical measures can and ought
to look like to actually enable humans to live up to these responsibilities. Our
contribution is intended as bridging the gap between the normative expectations
of law and society and the current reality of technological design.

7.3.1 Individual Fairness

Unica from Example 7.1 should be able to detect individual unfairness. An op-
erationalisation thereof by Dwork et al. [52] is based on the Lipschitz condition
to enforce that similar individuals are treated similarly. To measure similarity,
they assume the existence of an input distance function dIn and an output dis-
tance function dOut. This assumption is very similar to the one that we implicitly
made in the previous sections for robust cleanness and func-cleanness. However,
in the case of the fair treatment of humans finding reasonable distance functions
is more challenging than it was for the examples in the previous chapters. Dwork
et al. assume that both distance functions perfectly measure distances between
individuals and between outputs of the system, respectively, but admit that in
practice these distance functions are only approximations of a ground truth at
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best. They suggest that distance measures might be learned, but there is no
one-size-fits-all approach to selecting distance measures. Indeed, obtaining such
distance metrics is a topic of active research [138, 94, 74]. Lastly, the Lipschitz
condition assumes a Lipschitz constant L to establish a linear constraint between
input and output distances.

Definition 7.2. A deterministic sequential program P : In → Out is Lipschitz-
fair w.r.t. dIn : In × In → R, dOut : Out × Out → R and a Lipschitz constant L,
if and only if for all i1, i2 ∈ In, dOut(P(i1), P (i2)) ≤ L · dIn(i1, i2).

Lipschitz-fairness comes with some restrictions that limit its suitability for
practical application:

dIn-dOut-relation: High-risk systems are typically complex systems and ask for
more complex fairness constraints than the linearly bounded output dis-
tances provided by the Lipschitz condition. For example, using the Lips-
chitz condition prevents us from allowing small local jumps in the output
and at the same time forbidding jumps of the same rate of increase over
larger ranges of the input space.

Input relevance: The condition quantifies over the entire input domain of a
program, without scrutinising whether each input in such domain could
plausibly represent a real-world individual. But whether a system is un-
fair for a purely hypothetical input compared to another possibly purely
hypothetical input is largely irrelevant in practice. What is practically
important is the ability to determine whether actual applicants are disad-
vantaged.

Monitorability: In a monitoring scenario with the Lipschitz condition in place,
a fixed input i1 must be compared to potentially all other inputs i2. Since
the input domain of the system can be arbitrarily large, the Lipschitz
condition is not yet suitable for monitoring in practice (for a related point
see John et al. [77]).

We propose a notion of individual fairness that is based on func-cleanness.
Instead of cleanness contracts we consider here fairness contracts, which are
tuples F = ⟨dIn, dOut, f⟩ containing input and output distance functions and the
function f relating input distances and output distances. Notably, the set of
standard inputs StdIn known from cleanness contracts is not part of a fairness
contract; it is unknown what qualifies an input to be ‘standard’ in the context
of fairness analyses. Still, our fairness definition evaluates fairness for a set
of individuals I, which has conceptual similarities to the set StdIn. A fairness
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contract is an encoding of what fairness means for a concrete context or situation.
Such a fairness encoding must apply equally to every individual, thus, the set I
must not be part of it.

Definition 7.3. A deterministic sequential program P : In → Out is func-fair
for a set I ⊆ In of individuals w.r.t. a fairness contract F = ⟨dIn, dOut, f⟩, if and
only if for every i ∈ I and i′ ∈ In, dOut(P(i),P(i

′)) ≤ f(dIn(i, i′)).

The idea behind func-fairness is that every individual in set I is compared to
potential other inputs in the domain of P. These other inputs do not necessarily
need to be in I, nor do these inputs need to have “physical counterparts” in
the real world. Driven by the insights of the Input relevance restriction of
Lipschitz-fairness, we explicitly distinguish inputs in the following and will call
inputs that are given to P by a user actual inputs, denoted ia, and call inputs
to which such ia are compared to synthetic inputs, denoted is. Actual inputs are
typically inputs that have a real-world counterpart in most use cases, while this
might or might not be true for synthetic inputs. An alternative to using synthetic
inputs is to use only actual inputs, i.e., to compare every actual input with every
other actual input in I. For example, for a university admission, all applicants
could be compared to every other applicant. However, this would heavily rely
on contingencies: the detection of unfair treatment of an applicant depends
on whether they were lucky enough that, coincidentally, another candidate has
also applied who aids in unveiling the system’s unfairness towards them. Func-
fairness prefers to over-approximate the set of plausible inputs that actual inputs
are compared to rather than under-approximating it by comparing only to other
inputs in I.

Notice that func-fairness is a conservative extension of the Lipschitz condition.
With I = In and f(x) = L · x, func-fairness mimics Lipschitz-fairness. Wachter
et al. [128] classify the fairness-by-awareness approach of Dwork et al. [52] as
bias-transforming. As we generalise this and introduce no element that has to
be regarded as bias-preserving, our approach arguably is bias-transforming, too.

Func-fairness, with its function f , provides a powerful tool to model complex
fairness constraints. How such an f is defined has profound impact on the quality
of the fairness analysis. A full discussion about which types of functions make
a good f go beyond the scope of this preview. A suitable choice for f and the
distance functions dIn and dOut heavily depends on the context in which fairness
is analysed – there is no one-fits-it-all solution. Func-fairness makes this explicit
with the formal fairness contract F = ⟨dIn, dOut, f⟩.
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Algorithm 7.1 FairnessMonitor,
with ξ-min S = (ξ, i1, i2) only if (ξ, i1, i2) ∈ S and for all (ξ′, i′1, i

′
2) ∈ S, ξ′ ≥ ξ

Falsification Parameters: PS: Proposal scheme, β: Temperature parameter
Input: System P : In → Out, Fairness contract F = ⟨dIn, dOut, f⟩ and set of

actual inputs I
Output: A minimal fairness score triple from R× I × In.
1: is ← any input ia ∈ I
2: (ξ, imin, is)← ξ-min{(F (ia, is), ia, is) | ia ∈ I}
3: (ξmin, i1, i2)← (ξ, imin, is)
4: while not timeout do
5: i′s ← PS(is,P(is))
6: (ξ′, i′min, i

′
s)← ξ-min{(F (ia, i′s), ia, i′s) | ia ∈ I}

7: (ξmin, i1, i2)← ξ-min{(ξmin, i1, i2), (ξ
′, i′min, i

′
s)}

8: α← exp(−β(ξ′ − ξ))
9: r ← UniformRandomReal(0, 1)

10: if r ≤ α then
11: is ← i′s
12: ξ ← ξ′

13: end if
14: end while
15: return (ξmin, i1, i2)

7.3.2 Fairness Monitoring

We develop a probabilistic-falsification-based fairness monitor that, given a set
of actual inputs, searches for a synthetic counterexample to falsify a system P
w.r.t. a fairness contract F . To this end, it is necessary to provide a quantita-
tive description of func-fairness that satisfies the characteristics of a robustness
estimate. We call this description fairness score. For an actual input ia and
a synthetic input is we define the fairness score as F (ia, is) := f(dIn(ia, is)) −
dOut(P(ia),P(is)). F is indeed a robustness estimate function: if F (ia, is) is
non-negative, then dOut(P(ia),P(is)) ≤ f(dIn(ia, is)), and if it is negative, then
dOut(P(ia),P(is)) ̸≤ f(dIn(ia, is)). For a set of actual inputs I, the definition gen-
eralises to F (I, is) = min{F (ia, is) | ia ∈ I}, i.e., the overall fairness score is
the minimum of the concrete fairness scores of the inputs in I. Notice that
RI(is) := F (I, is) is essentially the quantitative interpretation of φu-func (from
Proposition 5.47) after simplifications attributed to the fact that P is a sequential
and deterministic program.
Algorithm 7.1 shows FairnessMonitor, which builds on Algorithm 2.1 to search

for the minimal fairness score in a system P for fairness contract F . The algo-
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rithm stores fairness scores in triples that also contain the two inputs for which
the fairness score was computed. The minimum in a set of such triples is defined
by the function ξ-min that returns the triple with the smallest fairness score of all
triples in the set. The first line of FairnessMonitor initialises the variable is with
an arbitrary actual input from I. For this value of is, the algorithm checks the
corresponding fairness scores for all actual inputs ia ∈ I and stores the smallest
one. In line 3, the globally smallest fairness score triple is initialised. In line 5
it uses the proposal scheme to get the next synthetic input i′s. Line 6 is similar
to line 2: for the newly proposed i′s it finds the smallest fairness scores, stores
it, and updates the global minimum if it found a smaller fairness score (line 7).
Lines 8-13 come from Algorithm 2.1. The only difference is that in addition
to is we also store the fairness score ξ. Line 4 of Algorithm 7.1 differs from
Algorithm 2.1 by terminating the falsification process after a timeout occurs.
Hence, the algorithm does not (exclusively) aim to falsify the fairness property,
but aims at minimising the fairness score; even if the fair treatment of the in-
puts in I cannot be falsified in a reasonable amount of time, we still learn how
robustly they are treated fairly, i.e., how far the least fairly treated individual in
I is away from being treated unfairly. After the timeout occurs, the algorithm
returns the triple with the overall smallest seen fairness score ξmin, together with
the actual input i1 and the synthetic input i2 for which ξmin was found. In case
ξmin is negative, i2 is a counterexample for P being func-fair.
FairnessMonitor implements a sound F-unfairness detection as stated in Propo-

sition 7.4. However, it is not complete, i.e., it is not generally the case that P is
func-fair for I if ξ is positive. It may happen that there is a counterexample, but
FairnessMonitor did not succeed in finding it before the timeout. This is analogue
to the results of the model-agnostic robust cleanness analysis in Chapter 5.

Proposition 7.4. Let P : In→ Out be a sequential program, F = ⟨dIn, dOut, f⟩
a fairness contract and I a set of actual inputs. Further, let (ξmin, i1, i2) be the
result of FairnessMonitor(P,F , I). If ξmin is negative, then P is not func-fair for
I w.r.t. F .

Moreover, FairnessMonitor circumvents major restrictions of the Lipschitz-
fairness:

dIn-dOut-relation: Func-fairness defines constraints between input and output
distances by means of a function f , which allows to express also complex
fairness constraints.

Input relevance: Func-fairness explicitly distinguishes between actual and syn-
thetic inputs. This way, func-fairness acknowledges a possible obstacle of
the fairness theory when it comes to a real-world usage of the analysis.
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Algorithm 7.2 FairnessAwareSystem

Parameters: System P : In→ Out, Fairness contract F = ⟨dIn, dOut, f⟩
Input: Input ia ∈ In
Output: Tuple of the system output, normalized fairness score, and synthetic

values witnessing the fairness score
1: (ξmin, ia, is)← FairnessMonitor(P,F , {ia})
2: return (P(ia), ξmin ÷ f(dIn(ia, is)), (is,P(is)))

P

FairnessMonitor

input output of P

fairness score
(counter)example

FairnessAwareSystem

Figure 7.1: Schematic visualisation of FairnessAwareSystem

Monitorability: FairnessMonitor demonstrates that func-fairness is monitorable.
It resolves the quantification over In using concepts from probabilistic fal-
sification using the robustness estimate function F as defined above.

Towards func-fairness in the loop If a high-risk system is in operation, a hu-
man in the loop must oversee the correct and fair functioning of the outputs
of the system. To do this, the human needs real-time fairness information.
Figure 7.1 shows how this can be achieved by coupling the system P and the
FairnessMonitor in Algorithm 7.1 in a new system called FairnessAwareSystem.
This system is sketched in Algorithm 7.2. Intuitively, FairnessAwareSystem is
a higher-order program that is parameterised with the original program P and
the fairness contract F . When instantiated with these parameters, the program
takes arbitrary (actual) inputs ia from In. In the first step, it does a fairness
analysis using FairnessMonitor with arguments P, F and {ia}. To make fairness
scores comparable, FairnessAwareSystem normalises the fairness score ξ received
from FairnessMonitor by dividing1 it by the output distance limit f(dIn(ia, is)).
For fair outputs, the score will be between 0 (almost unfair) and 1 (as fair as

1For f that can return 0, there may be a 0 ÷ 0 division. The result of this division should
be defined depending on the concrete context; reasonable values range from the extreme
scores 0 (to indicate that the score is on the edge to becoming ‘unfair’) to 1 (to indicate
that more fairness is impossible).
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possible). Outputs that are not func-fair are accompanied by a negative score
representing how much the limit f(dIn(ia, is)) is exceeded. A fairness score of −n
means that the output distance of P(ia) and P(is) is n+ 1 times as high as that
limit. Finally, FairnessAwareSystem returns the triple with P’s output for ia, the
normalised fairness score, and the synthetic input with its output witnessing the
fairness score.

Interpretation of monitoring results Especially when FairnessAwareSystem finds
a violation of func-fairness, the suitable interpretation and appropriate response
to the normalised fairness score proves to be a non-trivial matter that requires
expertise.

Example 7.5. Instead of using P from Example 7.1 on its own, Unica now uses
FairnessAwareSystem and thereby receive a fairness score along with P’s verdict
on each applicant. If the fairness score is negative, she can also take into account
the information on the synthetic counterpart returned by FairnessAwareSystem.
Among the 4096 applicants for the PhD program, the monitoring assigns a nega-
tive fairness score to three candidates: Alexa, who received a low score, Eugene,
who was scored very highly, and John, who got an average score. According
to their scoring, Alexa would be desk-rejected, while Eugene and John would
be considered further. Alexa’s synthetic counterpart, let’s call him Syntbad, is
ranked much higher than Alexa. In fact, he is ranked so high that Syntbad
would not be desk-rejected. Unica compares Alexa and Syntbad and finds that
they only differ in one respect: Syntbad’s graduate university is the one in the
official ranking that is immediately below the one that Alexa attended. Unica
does some research and finds that Alexa’s institution is predominantly attended
by People of Color, while this is not the case for Syntbad’s institution. There-
fore, FairnessAwareSystem helped Unica not only to find an unfair treatment
of Alexa, but also to uncover a case of potential racial discrimination. John’s
counterpart, Synclair, is ranked much lower than him. Unica manually inspects
John’s previous institution (an infamous online university), his GPA of 1.8, and
his test result with only 13%. She finds that this very much suggests that John
will not be a successful PhD candidate and desk-rejects him. Therefore, Unica
has successfully used FairnessAwareSystem to detect a fault in scoring system P
whereby John would have been treated unfairly in a way that would have been
to his advantage. Eugene received a top score, but his synthetic counterpart,
Syna, received only an average one. Unica suspects that Eugene was ranked
too highly given his graduate institution, GPA, and test score. However, as he
would not have been desk-rejected either way, nothing changes for Eugene, and
the unfairness he was subject to, is not of effect to him. The cases of John and
Eugene share similarities with the configuration in (b) in Figure 7.2, the one of
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(c) case of no detected un-
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Figure 7.2: Exemplary illustration of configurations of an input (red cross) and
its synthetic counterparts (grey circles) and the synthetic counter-
part with the minimal fairness score (blue polygon); with a two-
dimensional input space (grid) and a one-dimensional output.

Alexa with (a), and the ones of all other 4093 candidates with (c).

If our monitor finds only a few problematic cases in a (sufficiently large and
diverse) set of inputs, our monitoring helps Unica from our running example by
drawing her attention to cases that require special attention. Thereby, individ-
uals who are judged by the system have a better chance of being treated fairly,
since even rare instances of unfair treatment are detected. If, on the other hand,
the number of problematic cases found is large, or Unica finds especially con-
cerning cases or patterns, this can point to larger issues within the system. In
these cases, Unica should take appropriate steps and make sure that the system
is no longer used until clarity is established why so many violations are found. If
the system is found to be systematically unfair, it should arguably be removed
from the decision process. A possible conclusion could also be that the system is
unsuitable for certain use cases, e.g., for the use on individuals from a particular
group. Accordingly, it might not have to be removed altogether but only needs
to be restricted such that problematic use cases are avoided. In any case, signifi-
cant findings should also be fed back to developers or operators of the potentially
problematic system. A fairness monitoring such as in FairnessAwareSystem or a
fairness analysis as in FairnessMonitor could also be useful to developers, regu-
lating authorities, watchdog organisations, or forensic analysts as it helps them
to check the individual fairness of a system in a controlled environment.

As mentioned in the beginning, the contents in this section are work in
progress. Still, it demonstrates how our cleanness definitions also serve for pur-
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poses other than the detection of software doping (in the original sense presum-
ing some intentionality by the software manufacturer). AI systems, in particular
deep neural networks, are trustworthy only to a very limited extent. Verifica-
tion of such systems is an active research topic, but their complexity makes a
comprehensive verification difficult. I advertised the cleanness definitions in this
thesis as an ability to control and to monitor systems that we do not trust. AI
systems in high-risk application areas are systems that we must not trust, and
this section shows that func-cleanness is ready to exercise control as promised.
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